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Preface to the Preliminary Edition 

This preliminary edition of the MacAnova User's Guide is complete except for some of 
the appendices detailing features specific to the various types of computers and 
operating systems for which MacAnova versions are available. 

This manual is available in Portable Document Format (PDF) on the World Wide Web. 
The URL for the MacAnova home page is 

http:/ /www.stat.umn.edu/ ~gary /macanova/macanova.home.html 

As Appendices or other revisions become available they will also be made available in 
PDF format. 

Previous editions of the User's Guide included a reference chapter with summaries of 
virtually every command, adapted from the material provided by the help () 
command. In the March 1993 edition for Version 3.11, this required 50 pages and 
would be much larger for Version 4.04. It has been replaced by a new Chapter 11 which 
includes the much briefer information on each command provided by usage (). In the 
works, but with no firm arrival time, is a separate publication which will provide 
reference information on each command. When completed, this will be issued as a 
University of Minnesota School of Statistics Technical Report and made available on 
line as a PDF document. 

Like almost all user manuals that make some pretense at providing a comprehensive 
description of a complex program, this one can be heavy going for users with no 
previous MacAnova experience. For such people, as well as those who have not used 
MacAnova for a while, there is a less complete but more accessible document, An 
Introduction to MacAnova,Technical Report 600 (revised Sept. 1995) from the School 
of Statistics, University of Minnesota. It is a brief introduction (about 50 pages) with 
many examples that gives the basics and gets you up and running, but leaves out many 
of the details and advanced features. This introduction also has appendices giving 
version-specific information for Macintosh and DOS but does not yet have information 
on the Windows and Motif versions. It is available in PDF format as 

ftp:/ /ftp.stat.umn.edu/pub/macanova/docs/lntro.pdf 

and in PostScript format as 

ftp:/ /ftp.stat.umn.edu/pub/macanova/docs/lntro.ps 

To read the PDF version you will need Acrobat reader, available as freeware from 
Adobe (URL http://www.adobe.com) for many types of computers. The PostScript 
version is most useful for use with a printer, such as most Apple LaserWriters, that 
supports PostScript. It also can be viewed using the widely available program 
ghost view. 

An Introduction to MacAnova was prepared for version 3.35, and is thus somewhat 
out of date. However, almost everything in it is still correct. You may give the 
MacAnova command help (updates) for a listing of features introduced since version 
3.35. We hope to bring this Introduction to the level of Version 4.04 soon. 

1 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 What is MacAnova? MacAnova is an interactive multi-platform computer 
program for matrix manipulation and statistical analysis. It features powerful 
commands for the analysis of linear and generalized linear models, for multivariate 
analysis, and for the frequency analysis of time series. It is available for Apple 
Macintosh and IBM compatible computers and for computers running the Unix 
operating system. There are both DOS and Windows versions for IBM compatibles and 
a Motif version for Unix. 

MacAnova has: 
• Commands for entering, modifying, combining, and selecting data 
• Functions for standard statistical computations such as descriptive statistics, P-

values, t-tests and power computations 
• Commands for plotting data and results, including box plots and residuals plots 
• A grammar for specifying linear models 
• Functions for fitting linear and some generalized linear models to data 
• Functions to compute fast Fourier transforms (FFT) 
• Commands for clustering and factor rotation 
• Matrix related operations, including inversion, linear equation solving, ordinary 

and relative eigenvalue/ eigenvector computation, QR, Cholesky and singular 
value decompositions 

• Conditional execution with syntax elements if, else and elseif 
• Looping capability with syntax elements for, while and break 
• A powerful macro capability that can be used to define new procedures. 
• Ability to work conveniently with "ragged" (non-rectangular) data sets in the 

form of structures 
• On-line usage information and extensive help for all commands and most 

features 
• Libraries of macros useful in frequency domain time series analysis and the 

design and analysis of experiments 

MacAnova is controlled primarily by typing commands and not by selecting items from 
menus. Its command syntax is modeled after S (Becker and Chambers 1984) but does 
not contain all the constructs in S. Appendix ? summarizes the principal syntactic 
differences from S. 

MacAnova was created in 1987 by Gary W. Oehlert of the Department of Applied 
Statistics, University of Minnesota to provide for the design and analysis of 
experiments on Macintosh microcomputers in a classroom environment. It has been 
expanded and enhanced since 1991 by Christopher Bingham, with the goal of using it in 
connection with applied multivariate analysis and the frequency analysis of time series, 
as well as general statistical computing. Gary Oehlert programmed the interface for 
versions that run under Unix Motif, Microsoft Windows™ with Win32S and 
Windows 95™. 

Although the origin of MacAnova was on Macintosh™ computers and it is best 
adapted to them, full featured versions of MacAnova are available for execution on 

1-1 
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IBM™ compatibles under MSDOS™, Windows™ and Windows 95™, and on 
machines running the UnixTM operating system, including a version making use of the 
Motif windowing system. This manual applies to all versions. See the appendices for 
information specific to these systems. 

This edition of the Users' Guide completely supersedes all previous editions. It 
describes many new features that were not available at the time the MacAnova 3.11 
Users' Guide of March 1993 was prepared. 

1.2 Comments on Version 4.04 MacAnova 3.0 was a major advance over all earlier 
versions, but MacAnova 4.04 represents only an evolutionary change from versions 
3.0 and 3.1. As compared to version 2.43, MacAnova 3.0 had dozens of new functions, 
enhancements to the grammar, including looping constructs, and a more powerful 
macro facility. Since then there have been many additional new functions and 
capabilities, but little has been obsoleted. 

On the whole, MacAnova 4.04 is upwardly compatible with MacAnova 2.4x in the 
sense that what worked with MacAnova 2.4x also works with MacAnova 4.04. 
Incompatibilities include macro usage (arguments must not be quoted), pre-defined 
macro readcols (it has different arguments), command print () (arguments must not 
be quoted), and command read ( ) (replaced by vecread ( ) ). 

With a few minor exceptions, whatever worked in Macanova 3.11 as described in 
March 1993 edition of this manual still works, but there are many new features. These 
include the extension of many operations to work with structures, the addition of new 
functions, the introduction of a syntax element elseif, and an increase in the number 
of variates and factors allowed in a linear model from 31 to 95. In addition, you can add 
coordinate labels to variables that are used in printing and modify the default labeling 
of coordinates. The enhanced capability of working with data in the form of a 
"structure" (See Sec. 2.8.16, 9.1) simplifies some analyses of "ragged" data sets. Some 
under-the-hood changes have resulted in much better memory management, resulting 
in up to a four fold increase in speed in macros and loops on some systems. 

There are a few features new to Version 4.04 that were not available in all releases of 
Version 4.03. Among them are the following: 

• Recall of previous commands using a menu or the keyboard (Macintosh, 
Windows, Motif only) 

• Option scrollback allowing automatic scrolling back to the start of extended 
output (Macintosh, Windows, Motif only) 

• Row and column labels that are "expanded" when printed. 
• Options labelabove and label style allowing different defaults for numerical 

labeling of rows and columns of output. 
• Macro vboxplot to make vertically oriented box plots 
• Ability for rnatprint () and rnatwri te () to write and ma tread () to read 

structures and NULL variables to and from files 
• Keyword phrase keep: Ton shell () allowing "capture" of the output of shell 

commands (Motif and Unix only) 

1-2 
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1.3 Conventions in this manual All references to MacAnova variables and functions 
will be in Courier font, as will all sample input and output. In examples, what is typed 
by the user will be in italics. Most annotations to output will be in the form of 
command line comments preceded by #. Other annotations will be in bold face 
Courier font. 

Since the Macintosh, Windows and Motif versions have many features in common 
that are not available on versions that do not take advantage of a windowing 
environment, they are referred to as "windowed versions." 

1.4 Disclaimer Effort has been made to make MacAnova as error free as possible, but 
the program continues to evolve and and it is unlikely that no more bugs will be 
found. Neither the University of Minnesota, nor the Department of Applied Statistics, 
nor the authors of this program claim any responsibility for errors that may arise from 
this program. The University of Minnesota, the Department of Applied Statistics, and 
the authors make no warranties, either expressed or implied, regarding MacAnova or 
its fitness for any particular purpose. 

1.5 Acknowledgments Development of MacAnova was supported in part by grants of 
Apple Macintosh TM computers by the Minnemac Project at the University of 
Minnesota. Several colleagues, most notably Luke Tierney, Sanford Weisberg and 
Douglas Hawkins, have provided valuable suggestions and recommendations during 
the development of MacAnova. The students in the Spring 1987 Statistics 5301 and 
5163 classes and the Fall 1991 and several years of Statistics 5401 and 8511 classes 
survived (suffered through) developing versions of MacAnova and provided several 
useful suggestions. We are indebted to Jan Kutylowski (janku@ifi.uio.no) for many 
valued suggestions and tips where to find software tools and to Bernd Feige 
(charly@headmod.uni-muenster.de) for steering us toward the GNU readline software 
for editing command lines. 

Most Macintosh features are implemented using the TransSkel 3.12 environment, 
copyright© 1986 by Paul DuBois. The Windows/Motif versions make use of the 
WxWin cross-platform windowing interface which is Copyright © 1995 Artificial 
Intelligence Applications Institute, The University of Edinburgh. Jay Andersen 
(supported by an EDP grant from the University of Minnesota) and Luke Tierney 
provided code for some of the cumulative and inverse distribution functions. 
Sandford Weisberg provided the code for leaps and bounds regression based on a 
modification of code by G. M. Furnival and R. W. Wilson (1981). The parser, written in 
yacc (a compiler compiler available in UNIX), evolved (a long way) from hoc, a desk 
calculator written also written in yacc (Kernighan and Pike 1984). The Unix version 
and the protected mode DOS version (DJGPP) implement command line editing and 
recall of previous commands using the GNU Readline Library, Copyright© 1988, 1991 
Free Software Foundation, Inc., distributed under the terms of the GNU public license. 
The syntax for specifying linear models is based in part on that used in GLIM (Aitken 
et al. 1986). The plotting routines use functions adapted from GNUplot, Copyright© 
1986, 1987 Thomas Williams, Colin Kelley. The Fast Fourier Transform algorithms 
were originally written in Fortran by Gordon Sande, then at the University of Chicago. 
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The code for stem and leaf displays was adapted from Fortran code in ABCs of EDA by 
David Hoaglin and Paul Velleman, 1981, Duxbury. The code for hierarchical cluster 
analysis was adapted from Fortran program hcl of F. Murtagh, retrieved over the 
Internet from Statlib. The code fork-means cluster analysis and varimax factor rotation 
was adapted from Fortran subroutines trwcla and varmax obtained from Douglas 
Hawkins. The code to compute the cumulative distribution function and its inverse 
for the Studentized range is adapted from Algorithm AS 190 by R. E. Lund and J. R. 
Lund, Appl. Statist. 32 (1983) 204-210, incorporating corrections by Lund and Lund, 
Appl. Statist. 34 (1985j 104 and I. D. Hill, Appl. Statist. 36 (1987) 119, retrieved from 
statlib. The eigenvalue and singular value decomposition functions are based on C 
adaptations of subroutines in the Eispack library (Smith et al, 1976). Functions 
cholesky (), qr () and solve () use C adaptations of subroutines from the Linpack 
library (Dongarra et al, 1979). 
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2. The Basics 

2.1 Getting Started You first need to launch MacAnova. Read the appropriate 
Appendix (A for Macintosh, B for DOS/Windows, and C for Unix) for detailed 
information on how to do this on your computer. Briefly, on a Macintosh, double click 
on the MacAnova icon, on DOS or Unix type macanova at the DOS or Unix prompt, 
and under Windows use Run on the Program Manager File menu or, if a MacAnova 
icon has been installed on the Program Manager desktop, double click on the icon. 

After MacAnova has been launched, a start-up message is displayed, and the prompt 

Cmd> 

appears. 

You tell MacAnova what to do by typing commands (instructions) after the prompt, 
followed by Return or Enter. You can use the delete or backspace keys to correct 
mistakes. On windowed versions (Macintosh, Windows, and Motif) you can use arrow 
keys or the mouse to re-position the cursor to edit a command before executing. You 
can also use arrow keys on the Unix version and the protected mode (DJGPP) DOS 
version. Until Return or Enter is pressed, a command is not executed and may be 
changed. On the Macintosh, Enter moves the cursor to the end of the command line 
and then enters a Return. 

During the course of a MacAnova run you can type in data or read it from a file, do 
standard statistical analyses such as Analysis of Variance or Regression, and create new 
variables which contain transformed data or the results of your analysis. In the 
windowed versions, everything you type and all results go into a command/ output 
window which you can save in a file at any time using entries Saue Window or Saue 
Window Rs on the File menu. 

Data that have been typed or read into MacAnova are contained in a workspace in 
your computer's memory, together with other variables. On all versions you can save a 
copy of your workspace on disk using commands save () or asciisave (). 

2.2 Quitting You end your MacAnova run by typing quit, end, stop, or bye. On 
windowed versions you can also select Quit on the File menu. When you exit 
MacAnova, your workspace, consisting of all of the data and results in MacAnova's 
memory, will disappear unless you have saved it to disk by commands save () or 
asciisave () (see Sec. 2.17). In the windowed versions, when you quit, you are 
automatically asked if you want to save your workspace and any command/ output 
windows in files. 

2.3 Functions and macros Between starting and stopping MacAnova, you do your work 
by typing commands rather than clicking on "buttons" or selecting items on menus. 
MacAnova commands can be described as "functional" -- they have arguments 
(inputs) and return values or results (outputs). You enclose a function's arguments 
in parentheses following the function's name, separating them by commas (Example: 
rep ( 1, 1 O) runs function rep () with two arguments, 1 and 10). 

Besides returning a value, some functions have "side effects" - information is printed 
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or plotted, or MacAnova variables are created or deleted. For example, linear model 
commands such as anova () and regress () not only print the results of statistical 
computation, but also create a variable RESIDUALS containing the residuals from the 
model fitted. Both the printing and the variables are considered to be side effects. 

You may sometimes find it helpful to think of MacAnova as a statistical programming 
language, although you do not need to understand programming to use MacAnova 
effectively. 

In this manual, whenever a MacAnova function is referred to by name, a pair of 
parenthesis will be appended, as in anova ( ) . Functions in MacAnova include statistical 
functions such as anova () (which does analysis of variance calculations) and 
describe () (which computes descriptive statistics like mean and variance); 
mathematical functions such as log (), exp (), and cos (); commands such as print () 
and plot () for printing and graphing results; and housekeeping functions such as 
vecread (), vector () and delete () for reading data from files, creating and 
combining variables, deleting variables and so forth. 

When the output from one function makes sense as input to another, the functions 
may be composed (strung together). Thus describe ( log (x+3) ) takes the data in x, 
adds 3 to it, takes the logarithm of the sum, and then computes descriptive statistics on 
the logged values. 

In this manual we often use the word command to refer to functions such as print (), 
ma tread (), or delete () that are not primarily involved with changing or 
manipulating data. We sometimes call symbols such as + and - arithmetic operators 
and symbols such as > and <= comparison operators. 

Besides functions, MacAnova has macros that, like functions, produce results from 
arguments. In fact, they are used identically, that is as a name followed by arguments 
separated by commas and enclosed in parentheses as in boxcox ( x, 1 / 3 ) . There are 
many pre-defined macros like hist, resvsrankits and getmacros. You can read 
other macros can be read in from files using command macroread ( ) (Sec. 7.5.1) and 
and pre-defined macro getmacros (Sec. 7.5.3). Files MacAnova. mac, Tser. mac and 
Design. mac that are distributed with MacAnova contain many useful macros. Finally, 
you can create your own macros to extend the range of what MacAnova can do (Sec. 
8.4). 

2.4 Variables Data are stored in ordinary or temporary variables which have names of 
up to 12 characters. Ordinary names consist of letters (a - z or A- Z), numbers (O - 9), 
and the underscore character_ but must start with a letter or_ (var_2 but not 2_var). 
Once created, ordinary variables exist until they are explicitly deleted or until the 
MacAnova session ends. The names of temporary variables start with the character@ 
followed by a letter or_ (@mean_2 but not @2_mean). Temporary variables are deleted 
at the next prompt. 

Variables with names starting with_ or@_ are "invisible"; see also Sec. 2.8.7. 

All names are case sensitive, that is, for example, residuals, Residuals, and 
RESIDUALS are three different names. It is a good idea to avoid names with all capital 
letters, as MacAnova deletes and creates certain variables with all capital names (for 
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example, RESIDUALS). 

You can get an alphabetized listing of some or all active variables using commands 
listbrief () or list () (Sec. 2.8.9). 

One way you can display the value of a variable is to type its name: 

Crnd> PI# PI is a predefined REAL variable 
(1) 3.1416 

This also illustrates that a command line can include a descriptive comment -
anything starting with the character #. 

You assign a value to a variable using the left pointing arrow"<-" (less than followed 
by hyphen). 

Crnd> euler <- .577215664; euler # semi-colon used as separator 
(1) 0.57722 

This also illustrates that you do more than one thing on a single command line if you 
separate commands and expressions with semi-colon. euler <- . 577215664 assigns 
a value to variable euler. After the semi-colon, euler displays the value as if it had 
been after the prompt in a new command line. 

2.5 Data types MacAnova variables can represent data of several types. The most 
common types are REAL, LOGICAL, and CHARACTER. 

REAL data are just numbers like 2. 4, -1, and 3 .14159. They are entered just by typing 
their values. 

LOGICAL data have values True or False which are typed and printed as T and F. 

Crnd> untrue<- F; untrue 
(1) F 

CHARACTER data consist of letters or other characters -- letters, digits, spaces, and 
punctuation. The basic element of CHARACTER data is known as a string, consisting of 
one or more characters. When typing a string on the keyboard, it must be surrounded 
by double quotes, for example, "this is a character string"; single quotes won't 
do. Similarly a string is normally printed surrounded by double quotes. 

Crnd> greetings <- "Hello!" 

Crnd> greetings# typing the variable name prints the variable 
(1) "Hello!" 

In some MacAnova output, LOGICAL and CHARACTER are abbreviated to LOGIC and 
CHAR. Additional data types are STRUCTURE, MACRO, GRAPH and NULL. You can use 
1 is t ( ) to list active variables and their data types and dimensions. 

Note: Any character you can type is allowed inside a string, even a Return character. A 
common error is to forget to add the closing double quote to a string you are entering. 
When you press Return, you think you are done and expect MacAnova to respond with 
a prompt or other output, but it doesn't. Until you type the closing quote, MacAnova 
doesn't know you are finished and is waiting for you to type more characters to add to 
the string variable. If you don't type the closing double quote nothing will ever 
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happen. 

If you want to include a double quote in a string, you must precede it with a backslash. 

Crnd> print("\"Hello\"") # inner double quotes are part of string 
"Hello" 

This use of a backslash is sometimes called "escaping" the double quote. If you want to 
include a backslash in a string, you must "escape" it, that is precede it with a backslash, 
yielding a double backslash. 

Crnd> print("\\Hello\\") #backslash is escaped. 
\Hello\ 

It is possible to have a variable that has no associated data. Such a variable is a NULL 
variable. You can create a NULL variable a by 

Cmd> a <- NULL 

2.6 Shapes of variables -- scalars, vectors, matrices, arrays REAL, LOGICAL, and 
CHARACTER data can be organized as scalars (a single number, logical value or string), 
vectors (several numbers, logical values or strings with no further structure), 
matrices (a two dimensional table of values), and more generally as arrays of up to 31 
dimensions. 

The basic command for creating a vector from several items is vector ( ) (Examples: 
vector (1, 7, 5), vector (T, F, T), and vector ("A", "B", "C") create REAL, LOGICAL, 
and CHARACTER vectors of length three). A synonym for vector () is cat (). Macros 
enter and enterchars are also useful for creating vectors. See Sec. 2.8.10. 

You can refer to individual elements of a vector, matrix or array using subscripts, that 
is, indices in square brackets after its name (Examples: x [ 4 J, y [ 2, 3 J, w [ 2, 2, 4 J ). See 
Sec. 2.8.11. 

There are several pre-defined variables including REAL variables E (e1 = 2.718281828 ... ), 
PI (,r = 3.14159265 ... ), DEGPERRAD (the number of degrees per radian= 180/ ir) and 
CHARACTER variables DATAFILE, MACROFILES and MACROPATHS. 

2.7 Missing values REAL and LOGICAL data may have "missing values". When typed 
from the keyboard, the code for a REAL missing value is a question mark "? ". When 
printed, a missing value normally prints as MISSING. Although you cannot enter 
missing LOGICAL data directly, missing LOGICAL values may be created by a comparison 
involving missing data, for example 

Cmd> 10 >?#comparison of a REAL with a MISSING 
WARNING: arithmetic comparison with missing values(s) 
(1) MISSING 

You can use isrnissing (x) to find which values in a REAL or LOGICAL data set x are 
MISSING. It returns a LOGICAL variable with the same size and shape (dimensions) as x 
whose values are True where xis MISSING, and False where xis not missing. If xis a 
CHARACTER variable, isrnissing (x) treats empty strings("") as MISSING. 

Cmd> ismissing(vector(l, ?,3)) # 1 MISSING REAL 
(1) F T F 
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Cmd> ismissing(vector("Hello", "", "World?")) # "" treated as missing 
(1) F T F 

Function anyrnissing () returns True or False depending on whether its argument has 
any MISSING values or empty strings as elements. 

Cmd> anymissing(vector(l,?,5)) # one or more missing values 
( 1) T 

Cmd> anymissing(vector(l,3,5)) # no missing values 
( 1) F 

Cmd> anymissing (vector ("Hello", "", "World?")) # "" treated as missing 
(1) T 

2.8 Introduction to MacAnova syntax As a statistical "language," MacAnova has a well 
defined syntax based around operators such as +, * and > and functions. Operators and 
functions are alike in that both transform input (operands or arguments) into output 
(results). For an operator, the inputs are known as operands. For example, in a + b, a 
and bare operands. For a function, the inputs are arguments. For example, in 
cos (x/DEGPERRAD), x/DEGPERRAD is an argument. 

The syntax involving operators such as +, - or / is borrowed from algebra. You can 
make free use of ordinary parentheses ( and ) to clarify what is wanted. For example, 
( 3 * x + 5 ) / 7 is a legal MacAnova expression. You cannot substitute square brackets 
[ ... ] or braces { ... } for ( ... ) . See Sec. 2.8.11 and 2.8.16 for the use of square 
brackets and Sec. 9 .2.1 - 9 .2.3 for the use of braces. 

As mentioned earlier, you invoke a function or macro by typing its name, followed by a 
list of arguments, separated by commas and enclosed in parentheses. Arguments may 
be variables, as in hconcat (xl, x2, x3) (the name is hconcat, the arguments are xl, 
x2 and x3), or may be expressions, possibly involving other functions such as sqrt () 
as in boxcox ( x+ sqrt ( 3) , 1 / 3) (the name is boxcox, the arguments are x+ sqrt ( 3) 
and 1/3). 

You can have several commands or functions in a single line if they are separated by 
semicolons: 

Cmd> (3 + 4)*sqrt(2); 3+4*sqrt(2) # 2 commands separated by ';' 
(1) 9.8995 Output from {3 + 4)*sqrt{2) 
(1) 8.6569 Output from 3+4*sqrt{2) 

When the line you are entering becomes too long to fit on the screen, you can just keep 
typing. In all versions except for Windows or Motif, the line you are typing will "wrap 
around" to the next line. In the Windows and Motif versions, the contents of the 
window scrolls to the left. Alternatively, outside of a quoted string, you can type a 
backslash(\) followed by Return or Enter and continue typing on the following line. 
This is illustrated in several examples below. In the non-Windows DOS version, using 
a backslash and starting a new line is often essential since no single DOS input line can 
contain more than 128 characters. 

This section covers only the most basic aspects of MacAnova syntax. See Chapter 7 for 
discussion of more advanced features, including the use of for ( ... ) {} and 
while ( ... ) { ... } loops (Sec. 9.2.3) and if ( ... ) { ... }elseif ( ... ) { ... }else{ ... } 
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(Sec. 9.2.2). 

2.8.1 Spaces and comments Spaces are generally ignored outside of quoted strings, 
except you cannot embed a space in a name or number. For example: 

Cmd> x <- 23 456.7 # embedded space is error. 
ERROR: problem with input near x <- 23 456.7 

Cmd> des cribe(x) # embedded space is error. 
ERROR: problem with input near describe 

You must have a space after the special assignment operators < - + and < - - ( a < - + 3 
without a space is interpreted as a <- +3), see Sec. 2.8.8. 

Anything typed after # on a line is ignored unless it forms part of a quoted string. This 
allows you to add descriptive or explanatory comments to a line. We have already used 
this feature and will continue to do so. 

2.8.2 Keywords The arguments to some functions and macros may be keyword 
phrases of the form name: value. For example, keywords may be used to label axes in 
a graph as in plot (Time: x, Distance :y), to label printed output as in 
print (mean: sum (x) /n), or to specify options, as in sort (x, down: T). The keyword 
name has up to 10 characters, and the value may be a variable or expression. Many 
keywords have values Tor F, with T meaning "yes" or "enable", and F meaning "no" 
or "disable". 

2.8.3 Arithmetic expressions It is simple to do arithmetic with REAL data. You may add, 
subtract, multiply, divide, and raise to a power in natural expressions by using the 
operators +, - , *, /, and ", respectively. Instead of ", you can use * * to raise to a power. 

Cmd> vector(3 + 4, -7/8, 2*PI, 3".5) 
(1) 7 -0.875 6.2832 1.7321 

An additional operator is %% which computes the modular quotient; that is, x %% y is 
the remainder when x is divided by y. 

Cmd> vector(l9.3 %% 5,-19.3 %% 5) 
(1) 4.3 0.7 

MacAnova operators have specific levels of precedence determining, in part, the order 
in which operations are carried out when there are several operators in an expression. 
The higher the precedence, the earlier the operation is performed. Addition and 
subtraction have lower precedence than multiplication, division, and modular 
division, which in tum have lower precedence than raising to a power. This means, 
for example, that 3 + 4 * 5 - 6 is interpreted as 3 + ( 4 * 5 ) - 6 rather than as 
(3+4) * (5-6) or ((3 + 4) * 5) - 6,and17 - 3"-2*4isinterpretedas17 -
(3"(-2))*4. 

Arithmetic operators can be used with LOGICAL data as well, with True and False 
interpreted as 1 and 0, respectively. The result is always REAL. Thus F*T is O and 3 +Tis 
4. 

As in ordinary algebra, you can use parentheses to specify the order in which operations 
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should be performed: 

Cmd> vector( (1+2) *3, 1+2*3) 
( 1) 9 7 

Cmd> vector(2A3*2, 2A(3*2)) 
(1) 16 64 

Cmd> vector((]+ 4)*sqrt(2), 3 + 4*sqrt(2)) 
(1) 9.8995 8.6569 

If both sides of an operator have the same size and shape, the operation is applied to 
each element. For example: 

Cmd> vector(l,3,-2)Avector(l,2,3)#same as vector(1Al,3A2, (-2)A3) 
( 1) 1 9 -8 

If one side of an operator is a scalar (single number) it is combined with all the 
elements of the other side. For example: 

Cmd> vector(l,3,5)/2 # same as vector(l/2,3/2,5/2) 
(1) 0.5 1.5 2.5 

Thus MacAnova can be used as a powerful interactive calculator. See Sec. 2.10.2 for 
more details. 

2.8.4 Comparison operators and logical operators You can compare REAL, LOGICAL and 
CHARACTER data using the comparison operators == (equals), ! = (not equals), < (less 
than), > (greater than), <= (less than or equal to), and >= (greater than or equal to). On 
the Macintosh, you can use~,~, and* in place of<=,>=, and ! =. LOGICAL values T and 
Fare treated as 1 and 0, respectively. The result of a comparison is a LOGICAL value. 

Cmd> vector(2 -- 1, 3 != 3, 2 >= 5, 3 < 1, 2 -- 2, 3 != 2) 
(1) F F F F T T 

Cmd> vector(T -- T, F < T, F != F) 
( 1) T T F 

Cmd> vector ("A" < "B", "Ab" <= "Ac", "Bb" > "ab") 
(1) T T F 

The third element in the last example ( 11 Bb 11 > "ab 11
) illustrates that comparison of 

CHARACTER data uses the ASCII collating sequence, with all upper case letters coming 
before ("less than") lower case letters. 

You can combine or change LOGICAL values using the logical operators && (logical 
and) , I I (logical or), and ! (logical not). 

Cmd> vector (T I I T, T I I F, F I I T, F I I F, 3 < 5 && 5 < 10) 
(1) T T T F T 

Cmd> vector( !T, !F, ! (3 < 2)) 
(1) F T T 

Comparison and logical operators work with vectors similarly to arithmetic operators. 

Cmd> 7 <= vector(4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)# compare 7 with several nwnbers 
(1) F F F T T T 

Cmd> vector(T, F, F) II vector(F, F, T) 
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(1) T F T 

2.8.5 Bit-wise operations on integers Any integer can be represented in the binary 
system with binary "digits" or "bits" either 0 or 1. For instance, 37 = lx25 + 0x24 + 0x23 
+ lx22 + 0x21 + lx20 has binary representation 100101b. MacAnova has a four 
operations and a function that work with the representation of integers between 0 and 
2147483647 = 232-1, considered as sets of 32 bits. 

Meaning 
Bitwise Or (OR) 

Bit Operation· 
a %1 b 
a%" b 
a%& b 
%!a 

Bitwise Exclusive Or (XOR) 
Bitwise And (AND) 
Bitwise Complement (COMPL) 

For % &, a bit of the result is 1 if and only if the corresponding bits in the operands are 
both 1. 

Crnd> 25 %& 19 # 11001b AND 10011b 
( 1) 1 7 10 0 0 lb 

For % I , a bit of the result is 1 if and only if at least 1 of the corresponding bits in the 
operands is 1. 

Crnd> 25 %/ 19 # 11001b OR 10011b 
(1) 27 11011b 

For % ", a bit of the result is 1 if and only if exactly 1 of the corresponding bits in the 
operands are 1, that is, if the corresponding bits differ. 

Crnd> 25 %" 19 # 11001b XOR 10011b 
(1) 10 01010b 

Operator % ! operates on the immediately following variable considered as a collection 
of 32 bits, changing l's to O's and O's to l's. 

Crnd> print(nsig:10, %!25) #COMPL(00000000000000000000000000ll00lb) 
NUMBER: 
(1) 4294967270 11111111111111111111111111100110b 

Crnd> print(nsig:10, %! OJ #COMPL(00000000000000000000000000O0000b) 
NUMBER: 
(1) 4294967295 11111111111111111111111111111111b 

See Sec. 7.4 for the use of keyword nsig. 

If an operand is LOGICAL, it is treated as having value 0 (False) or 1 (True). The result is 
always REAL, and if any operand is MISSING, so is the result. 

nbi ts ( x) computes the number of bits in each element of REAL variable x. The result 
is MISSING for any element of x that is not an integer between 0 and 4294967295 or is 
MISSING. 

Crnd> nbits(vector(0,25,27)) # all values appropriate integers 
(1) 0 3 4 
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Crnd> nbits(vector(4294967270,4294967295,?)) # 1 MISSING value 
WARNING: missing values in argurnent(s} to nbits() 
(1) 29 32 MISSING 

Crnd> nbits(vector(l/3,-1,5000000000)) # all improper values 
WARNING: nbits of illegal value set to MISSING 
( 1) MISSING MISSING MISSING 

2.8.6 Mathematic"-! functions and transformations MacAnova provides the following 
mathematical functions or transformations. 

MacAnova Function Computes what 

abs () Absolute value 

sqrt () Square root 

log () Natural (base e) logarithm 

loglO () Common (base 10) logarithm 

exp() Exponential ex 

round() Round to nearest integer 

floor () Round down to next integer 

ceiling () Round up to next integer 

cos () Cosine 

sin() Sine 

tan() Tangent 

acos() Arc cosine 

asin() Arc sine 

atan() Arc tangent 

cosh() Hyperbolic cosine 

sinh() Hyperbolic sine 

tanh() Hyperbolic tangent 

acosh() Inverse hyperbolic cosine 

asinh() Inverse hyperbolic sine 

atanh() Inverse hyperbolic tangent 

lgarmna () Natural log of gamma function 

rational () Rational function 

Crnd> abs(3-5)+1ogl0(10)+sqrt(25) # 2+1+5 
(1) 8 

Crnd> vector(round(-3.2), floor(-3.2), ceiling(-3.2)) 
(1) -3 -4 -3 
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See Sec. 2.10.1 for what happens when the argument to one of these functions is not a 
scalar. 

Transformations round () and atan () also accept two arguments. atan (x, y), 
computes the angle 0 such that tan(0) = xi y while choosing the quadrant so 

thatx = rsin(0), y = rcos(0), where r= ✓x2 + y2. round (x, n) rounds x ton decimal 
places. 

Cmd> vector(DEGPERRAD*atan(-l,-sqrt(3)), round(PI,2)) 
(1) -150 3.14 

Function rational () is a special case. It computes a rational function of the form 
m-1 

r(x;a,b) = ao + ~x + ··· + am_1x"_
1 

for specified constants. Such functions often appear in 
bo + blx + ... + bn_lx 

formulas used to approximate mathematical functions. If a and bare REAL vectors of 
lengths m and n respectively, and xis a REAL scalar, then rational (x, a, b) 
computes r(x;a,b), where a0 = a [ 1], a1 = a [ 2 J, ... , am-l = a [m] and b0 = b [ 1], b1 

= b [ 2], ... , bn-1 = b [n]. 

Here is a relatively simple example of the use of rational () to compute an 
approximate standard normal quantile zp that satisfies P(Z ~ zp) = p, where Z is 
normal with mean O and standard deviation 1. For O < p::;; 0.5, zp can be 

· d · th · f O 00279 b 2.30753 + .27061t h approxrmate w1 a maxrmum error o . y t -
1 
+ _

99229
t + _

04481
t2 , w ere 

t = ✓-2logp (Hastings 1955, Abramowitz and Stegun 1964, eq. 26.6.22). 

Cmd> a<- vector(2.30753, .27061); b <- vector(l, .99229, .04481) 

Cmd> tt <- sqrt(-2*log(.05));tt-rational(tt,a,b) # upper 5% 
( 1) 1. 6445 Actual value is 1. 6449 

Cmd> tt <- sqrt(-2*log(.0l));tt-rational(tt,a,b) # upper 1% 
(1) 2.3277 Actual value is 2.3263 

An important use of rational () is in writing macros (see Sec. 9.3) that compute 
mathematical functions that are not directly available in MacAnova but which can be 
approximated using rational functions. See for example, macros i O and i 1 in file 
MacAnova.mac distributed with MacAnova. These compute modified Bessel functions 
of the first kind. 

All the listed functions except rational () also accept CHARACTER variables as 
arguments. This is best illustrated by example. 

Cmd> log (vector ("height", "weight")) 
(1) "log(height) 11 

( 2) 11 log (weight) 11 

Cmd> atan("height", "distance") 
(1) 11 atan(height,distance) 11 

Cmd> round ("score", 2) 
(1) "round(score,2)" 

This feature is useful in creating labels for transformed variables. See Sec. 8.3.2. 
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2.8.7 Assignment of values to variables To create variables you must assign values to 
them using the assignment operator, the left pointing arrow < - (the symbols "less 
than" and "hyphen"). The value on its right side is assigned to the variable on its left 
side: 

Cmd> x <- 6; x # Assign 6 to variable x and display the value 
(1) 6 

makes x a REAL scalar whose value 6. Any subsequent use of x will have the same effect 
as using the number 6; for example x+2 is 8. 

You can assign CHARACTER and LOGICAL data in the same way: 

Cmd> department<- "Applied Statistics"; true<- T 

The sequence LeftSide <- Right Side is an assignment expression. Besides making 
the assignment, an assignment expression itself has a value equal to the value of the 
assigned variable. This allows you to save intermediate values on the fly: 

Cmd> y <- (x <- 6)+8; u <- w <- x+lO; vector(x,y,u,w) 
(1) 6 14 16 16 

The value of an expression or command that is not an assignment expression is 
normally printed. This is probably the most common way to get output from 
computations. 

Cmd> 3*5 
( 1) 15 

If an assignment is made nothing is printed. 

Cmd> x <- 3*5 # no output because assignment 

Cmd> x 
( 1) 15 

The first statement does not print anything but the second does. 

An exception is made in the case of an "invisible" variable whose name starts with _ or 
@_. You can use such a variable in an expression or assign it to another variable, but if 
you just type the name, nothing is printed. 

Cmd> _pi<- PI; twopi <- 2*_pi 

Cmd> _pi; twopi 
(1) 6.2832 twopi is printed but not _pi 

Warning A frequent mistake made by those familiar with programming languages 
such as Basic, Fortran or C is to use "=" instead of "< - " for assignment. In MacAnova, a 
= 3 is actually interpreted as a == 3 and has value True or False depending on the 
value of a. 
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2.8.8 Arithmetic assignment operators Sometimes you just want to modify a variable by 
adding a constant or another variable or multiplying by a constant or another variable. 
For instance, if you are doing something repetitively and want to keep count of how 
many times something is done, you might use count <- count + 1 every time you 
do it, initializing count by count <- 0 before you start. 

A short cut method for doing this is to use the arithmetic assignment operator < - + : 
count <-+ 1. In general, a <-+ bis equivalent to a <- a + b. 

The other arithmetic assignment operators are < - - , < - *, < - /, < - ", < - * *, and < - % % . 
Each combines the expression on the right hand side with the left hand side and then 
modifies the left hand side. Thus, for example, x <-/ n is equivalent to x <- x/n. 
Both < - + and < - - must be followed by at least one space. 

Cmd> a<- 17; b <- 5; c <- 3 

Cmd> a<-/ 2; b <-+ 1; c <-A 2; vector(a,b,c) # 17/2, b+l, cA2 
(1) 8.5 6 9 

2.8.9 print(), list(), listbrief() and delete() You can print one or more variables using 
command print (). 

Cmd> x <- 6; y <- 14; print(x,y,x+y, "Hello") 
x: 
(1) 6 
y: 
(1) 14 

NUMBER: 
( 1) 20 
STRING: 
(1) "Hello" 

As you can see, each argument printed is preceded by a name. Since a quoted string or 
the result of an expression such as x+y does not have a name, print () sometimes uses 
a descriptive name such as STRING, NUMBER, VECTOR, or MATRIX. 

The parenthesized numbers to the left of the output will be explained below (2.8.13). 

The case of a single CHARACTER argument is special. No name is printed and the 
enclosing quotes are omitted. 

Cmd> print ( "This string is the only argument to print") 
This string is the only argument to print 

It's easy to forget the names of variables you create or even which ones you have 
created. Typing listbrief () prints an alphabetized list of all currently defined 
variables, excluding temporary and invisible variables and typing 1 is t ( ) does the 
same, including each variable's type and dimensions. 

If you want information only about some of the variables, use the variables as 
arguments to list (). For example, list (x, y, z) gives information about only 
variables x, y and z. 

If you want information only about some types of variables, use any or all of the 
keyword phrases real: T, logic: T, char: T, factor: T, struct: Tor graph: T as 
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arguments to listbrief () or list (). Alternatively, list (all: T, macros: F), for 
example, gives information about all variables except macros. 

If you are not sure of the exact name of a variable, use a single CHARACTER string of one 
of the forms 11 *part* 11

, 
11 part* 11

, or 11 *part II as an argument, where part is what you 
are sure of. This will list, respectively, all variables whose name contains "part", 
starts with "part", or ends with "part". 

Cmd> x<-5:y<-6:z<-vector("A", "B"):list(x,y,z) # full information 
x REAL 1 
y REAL 1 
z CHAR 2 

Cmd> listbrief(x,y,yy) # NOTE: yy has not been previously defined 
WARNING: yy is not defined 
X y 

Cmd> listbrief ( "y* ") # list all variables whose names start with 'y' 
y yhat 

Cmd> listbrief(real:T) 
DEGPERRAD E 
DELTAT PI 

X 
y 

z 

list () and listbrief () normally do not list "invisible" variables (see Sec. 2.4, 2.8.7). 
You can force them to be listed with keyword phrase invisible: T, which also enables 
listing of temporary variables (names starting with "@"). 

Cmd> az <- 5: _z <- 10 # _z is "invisible" 

Cmd> @z <- 5:listbrief("*z") # only az is listed 
az 

Cmd> @z<-5: listbrief("*z",invisible:T) 
@z _z az 

You can also use keyword phrase keep: T as an argument to list () and listbrief (). 
In this case, nothing is printed, but both functions return a CHARACTER scalar or vector 
(see Sec. 2.8.10) whose elements are the names of the variables that would otherwise be 
listed. 

Cmd> zvars <- listbrief("*z",keep:T); zvars # or list() 
(1) 11 az 11 

You use delete () to remove one or more variables. Thus 

Cmd> delete(E, PI) 

will remove the pre-defined variables E and PI from computer memory. The variable 
or variables deleted can be REAL, CHARACTER or LOGICAL, or a more complex type like 
structure (Sec. 2.8.16). 

Occasionally you may want to delete whole classes of variables. You can delete all 
CHARACTER variables by delete (char: T). Other keywords you can use instead of char 
are real, char, logical, structure, null, macro, graph and all. delete (all: T, 
real : F, macro: F) deletes everything except REAL variables and macros. 
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2.8.10 Vectors - vector(), enter and enterchars Vectors are 1 dimensional collections of 
REAL, LOGICAL, or CHARACTER values. The most common way they are created is using 
function vector (). A synonym is cat () (short for concatenate). The expression 
vector ( 1, 2, 3, 5. 5), for example, has a value which is a REAL vector of length 4 with 
elements 1, 2, 3, and 5.5; z <- vector ( 1, 7, 4, 9, 6) makes z a REAL vector of length 5 
with elements 1, 7, 4, 9, and 6; and then z2 <- vector ( z, -z) creates a REAL vector of 
length 10 containing a copy of z followed by the negatives of the elements in z. 

If any argument to vector () is a matrix or array (Sec. 2.8.13, 2.8.15), its elements are 
"unravelled" into a vector, the first subscript changing fastest. Thus vector (x) may be 
used to tum a matrix or array x into a vector. 

Crnd> print(a,vector(a)) # a is 2 by 5; vector(a) is a 10-vector 
a: 
(1, 1) 1 3 5 7 
(2, 1) 2 4 6 8 

VECTOR: vector(a) 
( 1) 1 2 3 4 

9 
10 

5 
( 6) 6 7 8 9 10 

Similarly, if an argument to vector () is a structure (see Sec. 2.8.16), all of whose 
components are the same type, all the components are unravelled and concatenated. 

The number of elements in a vector may be determined using length () or nrows (). 

Crnd> z <- vector(l,7,4,9,6); length(z) 
(1) 5 

The name vector () was introduced with version 4.00. Earlier versions recognized 
only cat (). 

Predefined macros enter and enterchars are convenient alternatives to vector () for 
creating short REAL or CHARACTER vectors, respectively. enter is used the same way as 
vector () except that the commas between values are optional. 

Crnd> enter(l 7 4 -1 6) 
(1) 1 7 4 -1 

Macro enterchars is useful for creating short CHARACTER vectors when each element 
consists of a single "word", with no embedded spaces, commas, parentheses or brackets. 
No separating commas are needed and the "words" must not be in quotes. In fact, if 
they are, the quotation marks will be taken to be part of the word. 

Crnd> labels<- enterchars(gender height weight "strength"); labels 
(1) "gender" 
(2) "height" 
( 3) "weight" 
(4) "\"strength\"" Note the "escaped" quotes 

2.8.11 Using subscripts with vectors You can select or extract the elements of a vector 
using subscripts enclosed in square brackets [ ... l . There are three types of subscripts. 

(i) A positive subscript is single positive integer or a vector of positive integers. 
Thus, if z is vector ( 1, 7, 4, 9, 6), z [ 4] is the fourth element of z and has the value 9, 
and z [vector ( 1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 5, 3) ] is the same as vector ( 1, 1, 7, 7, 9, 6, 4). It is an 
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error for any element of the subscript vector to be larger than the length of the vector 
being subscripted (you can't extract something that isn't there!). 

(ii) A logical subscript is LOGICAL vector of the same length as the vector being 
subscripted. The value is a vector consisting of the elements in the source vector 
corresponding to all the True elements in the LOGICAL vector. For z given above, 
z > 4 is a logical vector equivalent to vector ( F, T, F, T, T) and therefore z [ z>4] is 
the vector consisting of the elements of z with values greater than 4, that is 
vector ( 7, 9, 6). If all the elements of the subscript vector are False, the result is NULL. 

(iii) A negative subscript is a vector containing only negative integers with no 
duplicates. In this case, a negative integer -5, say, specifies that element 5 of the source 
vector is not to be selected. Thus z [vector (-1, -5)] (or z [-vector ( 1, 5)]) is the 
vector vector ( 7, 4, 9), that is vector z excluding elements 1 and 5. 

Note: You cannot mix positive and negative values in a subscript vector. Thus 
z [vector ( 1, -2) ] is illegal. 

An empty subscript selects the entire vector, that is z [ ] is equivalent to z. 

You can also change an element or elements of a vector by assigning to a subscript. 
Thus you can change element 4 of z to 11 by z [ 4] < - 11, or change elements 1 and 3 
of z to 1 7 and 19 by z [vector ( 1, 3) ] <- vector ( 1 7, 19). To change all the elements 
except the first to 13, use z [-1] <- 13. 

Let's repeat these examples and see what the MacAnova output looks like. 

Cmd> z <- vector(l,7,4,9,6); z 
(1) 1 7 4 9 

Cmd> z[J # Note empty set of subscripts 
(1) 1 7 4 9 

Cmd> vector(z,-z)#Note second line of output starts with subscript 
(1) 1 7 4 9 

6 

6 

6 
6 

(6) -1 -7 -4 -9 -6 

Cmd> z[4] 
( 1) 9 

Cmd> z[vector(l,1,2,2,4,5,3)] # positive subscripts 
(1) 1 1 7 
( 6) 6 4 

Cmd> z > 4 
(1) F T F T T 

Cmd> z[z > 4] # use of logical subscript 
(1) 7 9 6 

Cmd> z[vector(-1,-5)]# negative subscripts 
(1) 7 4 9 

Cmd> z[4] <- 11; z # change element 4 of z 
(1) 1 7 4 

can be repeated 
7 

11 

Cmd> z[vector(l,3)] <- vector(17,19); z # change elements 1 and 3 

9 

6 

( 1) 17 7 19 9 6 
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Cmd> z[-1) <- 13; z # change all except z[l] to 13 
(1) 17 13 13 13 13 

Cmd> nullvar <- z[vector(F,F,F,F,F)]; list(nullvar) 
null var NULL 

Cmd> z[l0J # error, 10 is too big 
ERROR: subscript out of range near z[lO] 

Cmd> z[vector(-1,-2,-1)) # error 
ERROR: duplicate negative subscripts near z[vector(-1,-2,-1)] 

The number in parentheses on the left directly under the Cmd> prompt is the subscript 
or index of the first element printed in that row. 

On a standard size window, REAL data are normally printed five values per row and 
LOGICAL data are printed nine values per row, although this can be changed by 
command setoptions () (see Sec. 7.1) or by changing the size of the output window in 
a windowed version (Macintosh, Windows or Motif). 

You can use keyword labels to add labels to each element. 

Cmd> data<- vector(146,140,152,112,\ 
labels:vector("Tom", "Dick", "Harry", "Elizabeth")); data 

Tom Dick Harry Elizabeth 
146 140 152 112 

See Sec. 8.4.1 for more details on labels. 

2.8.12 rep() and run() Two useful vectors are a vector consisting of several repetitions of 
a single value (for example vector ( 3, 3 , 3 , 3, 3)) and a vector that consists of the 
integers 1, 2, ... , n, where n is a positive integer (for example vector ( 1, 2, 3, 4) ). Such 
vectors can be created using functions rep () and run (). 

Cmd> rep(3,5) # 5 copies of 3 
(1) 3 3 

Cmd> run(4) # numbers 1 through 4 
(1) 1 2 

3 3 

3 4 

More generally, run () can have two arguments as in run (start, end)), or three 
arguments as in run (start, end, d). 

The three argument form run (start, end, d) computes vector (start, start+d, 
start+2 *d, ... ) . When start$ end, d must be positive and the last element com
puted is the largest value $ end of the form start+k*d. When start> end, d must be 
negative and the last element computed is the smallest value ~ end of the form 
start+k*d. If ( end - start) Id is an integer, that is, d exactly divides end-start, it 
is guaranteed that the last element of run (start, end, d) will be end. 

The two argument form run (start, end) assumes a step of 1 (when start$ end) or -1 
(when start> end). 
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Cmd> run(J,5) 
(1) 3 4 5 

Cmd> run(J,4.6, .5) 
(1) 3 3.5 4 4.5 

Cmd> run ( 1, -1 /3 , -1 /3 ) 
(1) 1 0.66667 0.33333 0 -0.33333 

See Sec. 2.14 for a more information on rep ( ) . 

2.8.13 Matrices and matrix() A matrix is a two dimensional array of data elements. In 
MacAnova, a matrix can be REAL, LOGICAL, or CHARACTER, although the last is rare. 
You can create a matrix directly from data using function matrix (). Its usage is 
matrix (data, n), where data is a vector of elements to go into the matrix and n is the 
number of rows in the matrix. Obviously n must exactly divide the number of 
elements in data. The matrix created is built up from the elements of data column by 
column. 

Cmd> x 
(1, 1) 
(2, 1) 
( 3, 1) 

<- matrix(run(6),3); x # 3 divides 6 = length(run(6)) 
1 4 
2 5 
3 6 

Cmd> matrix(run(7),3) # 3 does not divide 7 = length(run(7)) 
ERROR: number of rows must divide length of data 

Cmd> list(x) # x has 3 rows and 2 columns 
x REAL 3 2 

Matrices are printed row by row with (usually) up to five numbers printed per line. 
The numbers in parentheses at the beginning of each output line give the matrix 
subscripts of the first element of the line. Thus the first element in the row starting 
( 2 , 1 ) is x2,1. 

Two useful functions are nrows () and ncols () which compute the number of rows 
and columns of the arguments, respectively. length () computes the total number of 
elements in a matrix, that is the product of the dimensions. 

Cmd> vector(nrows(x),ncols(x),length(x)) # x as above 
(1) 3 2 6 

You can use keyword labels to add row and column labels. 

Cmd> data<- matrix(vector(l7,23,19, 146,140,112),3,\ 
labels:structure(vector("Tom", "Dick", "Betty"),\ 
vector ("Age", "Weight"))).: data 

Tom 
Dick 
Betty 

Age Weight 
17 146 
23 140 
19 112 

See Sec. 2.8.16 for information on structure () and Sec. 8.4.1 for more details on labels. 

2.8.14 Using subscripts with matrices To access elements of a matrix you must specify 
two subscripts, separated by a comma, identifying both the rows and columns to be 
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selected. For example, x [ 3 , 1 ] is the element in row 3 of column 1 of x, more 
mathematically notated x3,1, and x [ run ( 2) , 2] is the 2 by 1 matrix consisting of rows 1 
and 2 of column 2 of x. You can use positive subscripts, logical subscripts, and negative 
subscripts just as with vectors (see Sec. 2.8.11) 

An empty subscript selects all rows or columns. For example, x [ 3 , J selects row 3 of x 
(row 3 and all columns) as a 1 by 2 matrix. 

Elements extracted from matrices are still matrices, that is, are of dimension two. If 
desired, the extracted elements can be turned into an ordinary ( one dimensional) vector 
by function vector (), for example, vector ( x [ 3, J ) is a vector of length 2. However, 
for most purposes, there is no need to convert. Generally, a matrix with a single 
column, that is a column vector, can be used as argument to a function where an 
ordinary vector is expected. Conversely, a plain vector of length n is equivalent for 
most purposes to an by 1 matrix. However, a row vector, that is a matrix with a 
single row, is not considered equivalent to a vector. 

You can change elements of a matrix by assigning to subscripts. Examples: x [ , 1 J < -
vector ( 7 , 8 , 9 ) changes column 1 of x; x [ 3 , ] < - 7 would set all elements of row 3 
to 7. 

Cmd> x[3,l] 
(1, 1) 

# Note the two subscripts (1,1) at the left 
3 

Cmd> x[, 2) 
(1, 1) 

# select 
4 

(2, 1) 
( 3, 1) 

Cmd> x[run(2),2] 
( 1, 1) 
(2, 1) 

5 
6 

# 
4 
5 

Cmd> x[-run(2),] # 
( 1, 1) 3 

column 2 of x, getting a column vector 

select rows 1 and 2 and column 2 of x 

note 2 subscripts in output for this row vector 
6 Row 3 of x 

Cmd> vector(x[-run(2),J)#Note single subscript for this ordinary 
vector 
(1) 3 6 Row 3 of x as a vector 

Notice the difference~ the subscripting above when vector () is used. 

Cmd> x[, 1) <
(l, 1) 
(2, 1) 
(3, 1) 

-vector(7,8,9); 
-7 
-8 
-9 

x # change column 1 of x 
4 
5 
6 

2.8.15 Arrays An array is a set of elements arranged in a multidimensional form. 
Vectors and matrices are arrays with 1 and 2 dimensions, respectively. You create an 
array using function array (data, nl, n2, ... ) where data is a REAL, LOGICAL, or 
CHARACTER vector of values, and nl, n2, ... are positive integers whose product equals 
the number of elements in data. This creates an array with dimensions nl, n2, ... 
with the elements of data entered into the array with the first subscript varying fastest. 
You can also group the dimensions into a vector as in array (data, 
vector(nl,n2, ... ) ). lfdatahaslengthm*n,array(data,m,n) is equivalent to 
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matrix (data, m). 

You can subscript arrays just like matrices, except that you must provide a subscript, 
possibly empty, for each dimension, not just two. If there are k dimensions, the 
subscripts must have k - l commas. If any subscript is LOGICAL and is all False, the 
result is NULL. 

When the first argument to array () is itself a matrix or array, its elements are 
"unravelled" with the first subscript changing fastest, the second next fastest, and so on. 
Thatismatrix(data,nl,n2, ... ) isequivalenttomatrix(vector(data), 
nl,n2, ... ). 

Cmd> a<- array(run(8},vector(2,2,2)); a# create a 2 by 2 by 2 
array 
(1, 1, 1) 
(1, 2, 1) 
(2, 1, 1) 
(2 I 2, 1) 

1 
3 
2 
4 

5 
7 
6 
8 

Note there there are now three subscripts labelling each line. These identify the first 
element in the line. All the elements in a row have the same first two subscripts with 
the third changing. For example, the third row consists of a [ 2 , l , 1 ] and a [ 2 , 1 , 2 ] 
(mathematical notation a211 and a212). Study this example carefully to understand the 
order in which elements are entered into an array and the order in which they are 
printed. In building the array, the first subscript changes fastest, the second is second 
fastest, and so on, while in printing the last subscript changes fastest, the next to last is 
second fastest, and so on. 

It is not necessarily an error to use too many subscripts. Any trailing extra empty 
subscripts are ignored (Example: when a is a matrix, a [ 1 , 2 , , , ] is equivalent to 
a [ 1 , 2] ). In addition, extra subscripts with value 1 are allowed, although the 
dimension of the result will be affected. Thus if a is a 2 by 3 matrix, a [ 2 , , 1] is a 1 by 3 
by 1 array whose elements correspond to row 2 of a, and a [ 2, , vector ( 1, 1) l is a 1 by 3 
by 2 array containing two copies of row 2 of a. 

Cmd> matrix(run(6),3)[3,,,J # extra 2 empty subscripts are ignored 
(1,1) 3 6 

Cmd> matrix(run(6),3)[3,,l,J # extra subscript 1 and empty subscript 
(1,1,1) 3 3 dimensional array 
(1,2,1) 6 matrix(run(6),3}[3,,,1] has 4 dimensions 

This example also illustrates that subscripts may be used directly with the values of 
functions that compute vectors or matrices. 

As with vectors and matrices, you can modify arrays by assigning to subscripted 
elements. Here is an example using array a created above: 

Cmd> a[l,,11 <- 10; a# change a[l,1,1) and a[l,2,1) to 10 
(1,1,1) 10 5 
(1,2,1) 10 7 
(2,1,1) 2 6 
(2,2,1) 4 8 

You can use keyword labels to add labels to each coordinate of an array. See Sec. 2.8.13 
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for an example with a matrix (two dimensional array) and Sec. 8.4.1 for details on labels. 

If xis an array, length (x) computes the number of elements in x, that is the product 
of the dimensions. 

Function dim () returns the list of dimensions of a vector, matrix, or array. 

Cmd> length(a) 
(1) 8 

Cmd> print(dim(run(5)),dim(matrix(run(l0),2)),\ 
dim(array(run(24),vector(2,3,4)))) 
NUMBER: 
( 1) 5 Vector of length 5 

VECTOR: 
(1) 2 5 2 by 5 matrix 

VECTOR: 
( 1) 2 3 4 2 by 3 by 4 array 

2.8.16 Structures Variables may also be structures, labelled STRUC in output from 
1 is t ( ) . A structure consists of one or more named components, each of which may 
be of any type - REAL, CHARACTER, LOGICAL, GRAPH, NULL or even a structure, and of 
any shape -- vector, scalar, matrix, or array. Typically the components are related in 
some way. One example is the output of function describe () (see Sec. 2.12.1), a 
structure with 8 components, n, min, ql (lower quartile), median, q3 (upper quartile), 
max, mean, and var, all referring to the same data. 

Structures are useful with "ragged" data sets, which cannot be neatly put into a rows 
and columns form. For instance if you have 10 measurements made on Saturday, 5 
made on Sunday, and 15 made on Monday, you can create a structure with three 
components, each of which is a vector, but of differing lengths. Here is what one might 
look like. 

Cmd> temperatures 
component: Saturday 
( 1) 65 71 75 86 91 
(6) 93 89 78 69 59 
component: Sunday 
(1) 61 73 85 83 81 
component: Monday 

( 1) 51 65 71 78 
( 6) 84 85 84 81 

(11) 69 64 59 49 

Structures are also useful when you want to keep your data in some self-describing 
form. A data set, let's call it trees, could be stored as a structure with three 
components called info, varnames, and data. The info component would be a 
CHARACTER variable giving a description of the data and its source; the data component 
would be a REAL matrix containing the actual data, one row per tree; and the names 
component would contain the names of the variables recorded for each tree ( columns 
in the data component matrix). 
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(1) "Made up data on 6 trees" 
component: varnames 
(1) "Species" 
(2) "DBH" 
component: data 
(1, 1) 1 5.6 
( 2 / 1) 1 4.5 
( 3 / 1) 1 8.9 
(4,1) 2 7.3 
(5, 1) 2 9.9 
( 6 / 1) 2 11. 3 

You can extract a component of a structure by name using the dollar sign $ or by 
number, using square brackets ( [ ... ] ) in the manner of subscripts. 

Cmd> temperatures$Sunday # or temperatures[2] 
(1) 61 73 85 83 

Cmd> trees[3J[run(2),J # or trees$data[run(2),J 
(1,1) 1 5.6 
(2,1) 1 4.5 

In this example, temperatures$Sunday refers to the named component Sunday of 
structure temperatures, and trees [ 3] refers to the third component (data) of 
trees, from which, using subscripts, we extract the first 2 rows. 

You can extract several components using positive, logical or negative subscript 
vectors. 

Cmd> trees[run(2)] # or trees[-3], extract first two components 
component: info 
(1) "Made up data on 6 trees" 
component: varnames 
(1) "Species" 
(2) "DBH" 

As mentioned in Sec. 2.8.10, when a structure is an argument to vector () all the 
elements of all the components are combined into a single vector. 

Cmd> vector(temperatures) 
( 1) 65 71 75 86 
( 6) 93 89 78 69 

(11) 61 73 85 83 
(16) 51 65 71 78 
(21) 84 85 84 81 
(26) 69 64 59 49 

Several MacAnova functions, including describe (),split (), coef s (), secoef s (), 
tabs (), and regpred () compute structures as their values. Functions structure (), 
strconcat (), changestr () and split () allow you to create or modify structures 
directly. For example, the two structures above were created by 

Cmd> temperatures<- structure(Saturday:vector(65,71,75,86,91,93,\ 
89,78,69,59),Sunday:vector(61,73,85,83,81),\ 
Monday:vector(51,65,71,78,83,84,85,84,81,75,69,64,59,49)) 
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Cmd> trees <- structure (info: "Made up data on 6 trees",\ 
varnames:vector("Species", "DBH"), \ 
data:matrix(vector(l,1,1,2,2,2,5.6,4.5,8.9,7.3,9.9,11.3),6)) 

See Sec. 9.1 - 9.1.3 for more information about structures. 

2.8.17 Matrix subscripts Sometimes using ordinary subscripts to extract several elements 
from a matrix or array is difficult and takes lots of steps. You may be able to use a single 
"subscript" which is itself a matrix. This is best explained starting with an example. 
Suppose you wish to select elements a [ l , l , 1] , a [ 2 , 2 , 2 ] of 3-dimensional array a 

[
1 1 1] (Sec. 2.8.15). Then, if i is the 2 by 3 matrix 
2 2 2 

, a [ i] extracts exactly these 

elements as a vector of length 2 = nrows ( i) . Each row of i must consist of a complete 
set of positive integer subscripts specifying an element of a, and one element is 
extracted for each row of i. More generally, when a is a k-dimensional array and i is 
a m by k matrix with each row a set of legal subscripts for a, then a [ i] is the 
following vector of length m: 

vector ( a [ i [ 1, 1] , i [ 1, 2] , ... , i [ 1, k] ] , a [ i [ 2, 1] , i [ 2, 2] , ... , i [ 2, k] ] , 
... , a [ i [m, 1] , i [m, 2] , ... , i [m, k] ] ) . 

Cmd> a 
( 1, 1) 
(2, 1) 
( 3, 1) 

Cmd> i 
(1, 1) 
(2, 1) 
(3, 1) 

<- matrix(vector(ll,21,31,12,22,32,13,23,33,14,24,34),3);a 
11 12 13 14 
21 22 23 24 
31 32 33 34 

<- matrix(vector(l,2,3,1,2,3),3);i 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 

Cmd> a[i] # same as diag(a); see Sec. 2.10.6 
(1) 11 22 33 

Cmd> i 
( 1, 1) 

<- matrix(vector(l,2,3,4,3,2),3); i 
1 4 

( 2 / 1) 2 3 
( 3 / 1) 3 2 

Cmd> a[i] # anti-diagonal elements of a 
(1) 14 23 32 

Cmd> vector(a[l,4],a[2,3],a[3,2]) # same thing 
(1) 14 23 32 

2.9 Help -- help() and usage() Extensive online help is provided through commands 
help () and usage (). The former provides extensive (some have said too extensive) 
help with all aspects of MacAnova while the latter usually provides a one or two line 
outline of usage. Simply typing help () gets you brief summary of how to get more 
help. 

Cmd> help () 
Type 'help(foo)' for help on topic foo, 'help("*")' for a list of 
all topics, 'help(key:"?")' for a list of keys to topics, or 
'help(help)' for more information about the use of help(). 
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Some other general topics are 'arithmetic', 'files', 'glm', 'graphs', 
'keywords', 'launching', 'logic', 'macros', 'matrices', 'models', 
'quitting', 'structures', 'subscripts', 'syntax', 'variables' and 
'vectors' 

On versions using windows (Macintosh, Windows or Motif), selecting Help from the 
File menu or is equivalent to typing help (). 

usage (topic) gives a very abbreviated summary of how to use a function such as 
anova (), while help (topic) gives complete help. 

Cmd> usage(anova) 
anova([Model] [,print:F or silent:T,fstats:T,pvals:T,coefs:F,\ 

unbalanced:T, rnarginal:TJ) 

Cmd> help (anova) 
anova(Model) computes and prints an ANOVA table for the linear model 
in the CHARACTER variable Model. Type 'help(models)' for information 
on how to specify Models. 

Examples are 'anova ( "y=a") ' , 'anova ( "y=a+b") ' and 

***** Interrupt ***** Interrupt key hit to stop output 

You can include several topics in the argument list, for example usage ( anova, coef s) 
or help (regress, res id), to get information on all of them. 

You must quote names of special syntax words for, while, break, breakall, if, else, 
and elseif (help ( "while 11

, "for") (see Sec. 9.2). Similarly, you must quote any topic 
name longer than 12 characters (help ("transformations")). 

One defect of help () in windowed versions (Macintosh, Windows, Motif) is that when 
help for a topic is long, all of it is printed at once so that you have to scroll back to see 
the start. If you include keyword phrase scrollback: T as an argument to help () the 
scrolling back is done automatically. See also Sec. 8.1.3 for information on option 
scrollback which enables such scrolling back for any command producing long 
output. 

On the Macintosh, when a topic name has been selected in the command window by 
double clicking on it, Help from the File menu or 3CH will obtain help on that topic. 

2.9.1 Using the help() wild card character Sometimes you may not remember the full 
name of a command, but know or can guess part of it. You can use the "wild card" 
character"*" in a quoted string to get a list of topics matching certain patterns. The 
three types of patterns recognized are "part* 11

, "*part 11
, and "*part * 11 which match 

topic names starting with, ending with, or containing part. 

Crnd> help("res*") # find all topics starting with "res" 
resid restore resvsindex resvsrankits resvsyhat 
For help on topic foo, enter help(foo) or help("foo") 

Cmd> help ("*plot*" J # find all topics containing "plot" 
boxplot colplot fchplot flineplot frowplot plot 
chplot fboxplot fcolplot fplot lineplot rowplot 
For help on topic foo, enter help(foo) or help("foo 11

) 
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If only one topic matches the pattern, the full help is listed. 

help ( "*") produces a list of all the almost 300 help topics. These include all 
commands and functions, and some more general topics. 

2.9.2 Using help() index keys If you haven't a clue as to topics you might be interested 
in, you can get lists of topics associated with any one of up to 32 index "keys". To get a 
list of topics associated with a key, say Regression, type help (key:" regression"). 
he 1 p ( key : " reg" ) would do just as well since you need only use as many letters as are 
necessary to identify the full key, and upper and lower case letters are considered the 
same, so. To get a list of all the index keys, type help (key:"?") . 

Cmd> help (key: "regression") # or help (key: "reg") 
The following help topics concern Regression 
coefs logistic probit res id robust 
glm models regpred resvsindex screen 
glmfit poisson regress resvsrankits secoefs 
glmpred power2 regs resvsyhat wtregress 
For help on topic foo, enter help(foo) or help("foo") 

Cmd> help(key:"?") # get list of all keys 
Type 'help(key: "heading")', where heading is in 
ANOVA General 
Categorical Data Input 
CHARACTER Variables LOGICAL Variables 
Combining Variables NULL Variables 
Comparisons Macros 
Complex Arithmetic Matrix Algebra 
Confidence Intervals Missing Values 
Control Multivariate Analysis 
Descriptive Statistics Operations 
Files Ordering 
GLM Output 

following list: 
Plotting 
Probabilities 
Random Numbers 
Regression 
Residuals 
Structures 
Syntax 
Time Series 
Transformations 
Variables 

The help information is normally read from a file, MacAnova. hlp, although you can 
read from a alternative file using keyword file (see Sec. 8.6). 

yhat 

2.9.3 Getting help on macros - macrousage() You can use help () and usage () to get 
information on all the standard pre-defined macros such as boxcox and colplot. 
Other macros, possibly ones you have written yourself (see Sec. 9.3) or ones you have 
read from a file (Sec. 7.5) will usually not have help information. However, a 
thoughtful programmer will always include one or more comment lines (lines that 
start with"#") in a macro that describe how it is used. If mymacro is the name of a 
macro, macrousage (mymacro) will print all such lines, if any. You can include several 
macros in the argument list. 

Cmd> macrousage(covar,tsplot) 
covar: 

# usage: d <- covar(x), where xis a matrix 
tsplot: 

# usage: tsplot(y [,start [,deltat]]] [,labeling keywords]) 

Macros covar and tsp lot were previously read in from files MacAnova. mac and 
Tser. mac distributed with MacAnova. An alternative usage is, for example, 
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macrousage(vector("covar","tsplot")). 

2.10 Operations with vectors, matrices, arrays and structures You can use all the 
arithmetic and logical operations with arbitrarily shaped variables, and indeed, with 
structures, subject to certain limitations. In addition, MacAnova implements many 
standard matrix operations. 

2.10.1 Transformations If the argument to any of the mathematical functions listed in 
Sec. 2.8.6 is a vector, matrix, or array the result is a variable of the same size and shape, 
with the function applied to each element of the argument. 

Cmd> sqrt(vector(2,4,7)) 
(1) 1.4142 2 

Cmd> logl0(matrix(run(6},2)) 
(1,1) 0 0.47712 
(2,1) 0.30103 0.60206 

2.6458 

0.69897 
0.77815 

If the argument is a structure with REAL components, the result is also a structure with 
the same pattern of components. 

Cmd> sqrt(temperatures) 
component: Saturday 
(1) 8.0623 8.4261 8.6603 9.2736 9.5394 
( 6) 9.6437 9.434 8.8318 8.3066 7.6811 
component: Sunday 
( 1) 7.8102 8.544 9.2195 9.1104 9 
component: Monday 

( 1) 7.1414 8.0623 8.4261 8.8318 9.1104 
( 6) 9.1652 9.2195 9.1652 9 8.6603 

(11) 8.3066 8 7.6811 7 

2.10.2 Arithmetic with vectors, matrices and arrays Vectors, matrices, and arrays can be 
used in arithmetic expressions, just like individual numbers. Generally, the sizes and 
shapes of the variables on each side of an operator must match but there are some 
important exceptions. 

Two REAL or LOGICAL variables x and y may be used in an expression x op y, where 
op is one of+,-,*,/,"', or%%, as long as one of the following conditions is true: 

(i) Both x and y have exactly the same dimensions. Each element of the result is 
computed by combining the corresponding elements of x and y using op. 

(ii) One of x or y is a scalar, that is, has length 1. The scalar is combined with each 
element of the other argument. 

(iii) One of x or y is am by n matrix and the other is a vector of length m or am by 
1 matrix, that is a column vector of length m. The vector is combined with each 
column of the matrix resulting in new matrix of the same shape. 

(iv) One of x or y is am by n matrix and the other is a 1 by n matrix, that is, a row 
vector of length n. The row vector is combined with each row of the matrix 
resulting in new matrix of the same shape. 

( v) One of x or y is a vector or column vector of length m and the other is a row 
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vector of length n. Each element of the column vector is combined with each 
element of the row vector to form am by n matrix. 

As usual, if an operand is LOGICAL, True is interpreted as 1 and False as 0. 

Rule (i) with operators + and - represents the usual mathematical definition of matrix 
addition and subtraction; rule (ii) with operator * represents scalar multiplication. 
Except for these cases the operations are not completely standard mathematical matrix 
operations but are s~ill extremely useful. Note that * represents elementwise 
multiplication (sometimes called the Hadamard product in case (i)), not matrix 
multiplication (see Sec. 2.10.4). 

Rules (i) through (v) also apply to logical operators==, ! =, <, >,<=,and>=, and, when x 
and y, are LOGICAL variables, they apply to operators I I and&&. 

Cmd> x<-matrix(run(6),3); x*5 # 
20 
25 
30 

5*x would yield the same 
matrix multiplied by (1, 1) 5 

(2 I 1) 10 
(3,1) 15 

Cmd> 2"'x 
( 1, 1) 
( 2 I 1) 
(3 I 1) 

# scalar 
2 
4 
8 

to a matrix power 
16 
32 
64 

scalar 

Cmd> x + vector(6,5,4,3,2,l) #length of vector~ number of rows of x 
ERROR: array dimensions do not match for+ 

Cmd> vector(x) + vector(l,l,2,2,3,3)#0K since vector(x) is a vector 
(1) 2 3 5 6 8 
(6) 9 

Cmd> x + 
( 1, 1) 
( 2, 1) 
( 3 I 1) 

vector(l,3,5) 
2 
5 
8 

# length of vector= number of rows of x 
5 
8 

11 

Cmd> x <= 
(1, 1) T 
(2, 1) T . 
(3, 1) T 

4 # compare a matrix with a scalar 
T 

Cmd> x == 
(1, 1) F 
(2, 1) T 
(3, 1) F 

F 
F 

matrix(vector(2,4),l) 
T 
F 
F 

# compare a matrix with a row vector 

2.10.3 Matrix transposition If x is an m by n matrix with elements x [ i, j ] , x' computes 
the transpose of x, that is the matrix y with elements y [ i , j ] = x [ j , i ] . 

Cmd> y 
y: 

<-matrix(run(6),3);print(y,transposey:y') 

(1, 1) 
(2, 1) 
(3 I 1) 
transposey: 
(1, 1) 
(2, 1) 

1 
2 
3 

1 
4 

4 
5 
6 

2 
5 
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When x is a vector of length m, say run ( m), then x' is a 1 by m matrix, a row vector. If x 
is a row vector of length m, that is a 1 by m matrix, then x' is am by 1 matrix, a column 
vector. Thus run ( 5) ' ' is a 5 by 1 matrix. 

If xis an array, x' is an array with the same number of dimensions obtained by 
reversing the order of the dimensions. 

For compatibility with earlier versions of MacAnova, t ( x) can be used instead of x ' to 
compute a transpose. 

2.10.4 Matrix multiplication If x and y are REAL matrices with dimensions that 
conform to each other, that is ncols (x) = nrows (y), then you can compute their 
matrix product by x %*% y. It is an error if either x or y contain any MISSING values. 

There are two other matrix multiplication operators - %c% and %C%. x %c% y is 
equivalent to x' %*% y and x %C% y is equivalent to x %*% y'. For %c%, nrows (x) = 
nrows (y) is required and for %C%, ncols (x) = ncols (y) is required. 

Crnd> y <- matrix(vector(l,3,2,4),2);x <- matrix(vector(4,1,2,3),2) 

Cmd> print (x,y) 
x: 
(1, 1) 
(2, 1) 
y: 
(1, 1) 
(2, 1) 

4 
1 

1 
3 

2 
3 

2 
4 

Cmd> print(x%*%y, x%c%y, x%C%y) # all three products 
MATRIX: 
(1,1) 10 16 
(2,1) 10 14 
MATRIX: 
( 1, 1) 7 12 
(2,1) 11 16 
MATRIX: 
(1,1) 8 20 
(2,1) 7 15 

Crnd> matrix(run(4),2) %*% rep(l0,5) 
ERROR: Dimension mismatch in matrix multiply: 2 by 2 %*% 5 by 1. 
ERROR: dimension mismatch for%*% near matrix(run(4),2) %*% rep(l0,5) 

2.10.5 Matrix inversion and linear equation solving If A is a square matrix and Bis 
the same size and satisfies AB= I, where I is the identity matrix (l's down the 
diagonal and O's elsewhere), then B is the inverse of A and is usually notated A-1• 

You can compute A-1 by ainv <- solve (a). If the inverse does not exist (A is 
singular or non-invertible), an informative message is printed. 

Cmd> a<- matrix(run(4),2); ainv <- solve(a) 

Cmd> print (a, ainv) 
a: 
( 1, 1) 
(2, 1) 

1 
2 

3 
4 
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ainv: 
( 1, 1) 
( 2 I 1) 

-2 
1 

1.5 
-0.5 

Cmd> a%*% ainv # should be the identity matrix 
(1, 1) 1 0 
(2,1) 0 1 

Cmd> solve(matrix(vector(l,2, 2,4),2)) 
ERROR: argument to solve singular 

Because, computer arithmetic is not always exact, it is not guaranteed that solve () will 
actually detect the singularity of a matrix. 

If a is an invertible n by n matrix, and b is a n by k matrix, a % \ % b computes 
so 1 ve (a) % * % b. That is, a % \ % b computes the solution x to the set of linear 
equations summarized by a % * % x = b, that is a % * % ( a % \ % b) should be the same as 
b except for rounding error. The expression a%\% b might be interpreted as "divid
ing" b by a on the left. 

Cmd> b <- matrix(vector(5,-7,1, 2),2); b 
(1,1) 5 1 
(2,1) -7 2 

Cmd> x <-a%\% b 

Cmd> print(x, aTimesx:a %*% x) 
x: 
(1, 1) -20.5 
(2, 1) 8.5 
aTimesx: a %*% X = b 
(1, 1) 5 
(2 I 1) -7 

solve (a, b) is equivalent to a%\% b. 

Cmd> solve(a,b) 
(1,1) -20.5 
(2, 1) 8. 5 

1 
0 

1 
2 

1 
0 

Similarly, if a is an invertible n by n matrix, and c is a k by n matrix, c % / % a 
computesc %*% solve(a) or (a' %\% c') '. That is, (c %/% a) %*% a should be 
the same as c except for rounding error. The expression c % / % a might be interpreted 
as "dividing" c by a on the right. 

Cmd> c <- vector(l,1) ';x <- c %/% a 

Cmd> print(x, xTimesa:x %*% a) 
X: 
(1, 1) -1 
xTimesa: 
(1, 1) 1 

rsol ve (a, c) is equivalent to c % / % a. 

Cmd> rsolve(a,c) 
(1,1) -1 

1 

1 

1 
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2.10.6 Other matrix manipulating functions Especially in multivariate analysis you 
may want to combine two or more matrices into a larger matrix. You can do this in 
MacAnova using functions hconcat () (horizontal concatenation) and vconcat () 
(vertical concatenation). 

Cmd> al<-matrix(run(6},3);a2<-vector(l,O,-l);a3<-matrix(rep(l,6),3) 

Cmd> print(al,a2,a3) 
al: 
(1, 1) 1 4 
(2,1) 2 5 
(3,1) 3 6 
a2: 
(1) 1 0 -1 
a3: 
(1,1) 1 1 
(2,1) 1 1 
(3,1) 1 1 

Cmd> print(hconcat(al,a2,a3)) 
MATRIX: 
(1,1) 1 4 
(2,1) 2 5 
(3,1) 3 6 

Cmd> print(vconcat(al,a3)) 
MATRIX: 
(1, 1) 1 4 
(2,1) 2 5 
(3, 1) 3 6 
(4,1) 1 1 
(5,1) 1 1 
(6,1) 1 1 

1 
0 

-1 

1 
1 
1 

You can extract the diagonal elements of a matrix using function diag (). If a is a 
matrix, diag (a) returns a vector containing the diagonal elements of a, that is 
vector (a [ 1, 1], a (2, 2], ... ) . Argument a can be a REAL, LOGICAL or CHARACTER 
matrix and not be square. In general the length of dma t (a) is min ( nrows (a) , 
ncols(a) ). 

Cmd> diag(al) # same as vector(al[l,1],al[2,2]) 
( 1) 1 5 

Function select () allows you to select more general patterns of elements from a 
matrix. If xis a matrix with m rows and n columns, and k is a vector with length$; 
m of positive integers Sn, then select ( k, x) returns vector (x [ 1, k [ 1] ] , 
x[2,k[2]], ... ,x[M,k[M]] ),whereM=nrows(k). 

Cmd> select(vector(l,3),al') # or vector(al'[vector(l,3),J) 
( 1) 1 6 

If xis a square matrix, select ( run (nrows (x), x) selects the diagonal elements and is 
equivalent to diag (x). select (run (nrows (x), 1), x) selects the cross diagonal 
vector(x[l,n],x(2,n-l], ... , x[n,1]). 
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Argument k can also be a LOGICAL vector, with True and False interpreted as 2 and 1, 
respectively. If x has two columns, select () can be used to select column 1 or column 
2 of x depending on whether k [ i ] is False or True. 

Crnd> select(vector(T,F,F),al) # same as select(vector(2,l,1),al) 
( 1) 4 2 3. 

You can create a diagonal matrix, that is with all off-diagonal elements 0, using 
function drnat (). This has two usages, drnat (vec) where vec is a vector, and 
drna t ( n, val) where n is a positive integer and val is a scalar (single data element). 
Arguments vec or val can be REAL, LOGICAL or CHARACTER. Both usages return a 
square matrix of the same type as vec or val, all of whose off diagonal elements are O, 
False or 11 11 depending on whether vec or val is REAL, LOGICAL or CHARACTER. 
drnat (vec) is n by n where n = length (vec), and has diagonal elements taken from 
vec. drnat (n, val) is equivalent to drnat ( rep (val, n) ) , that is, the result is n by n, 
with the diagonal consisting of n copies of val. In particular, drnat ( n, 1) computes the 
n by n identity matrix. 

Cmd> b 
(1, 1) 
(2 I 1) 

<- matrix(run{9)A2,3); b 
1 16 
4 25 

(3 I 1) 9 36 

Crnd> diag{b) 
(1) 1 

Crnd> dmat(diag(b)) 
(1,1) 1 
(2 t 1) 0 
(3 I 1) 0 

Crnd> dma t ( 2, 7) 
( 1, 1) 
(2, 1) 

7 
0 

25 

0 
25 

0 

0 
7 

81 

49 
64 
81 

0 
0 

81 

You can reverse the order of the rows of a matrix or vector using reverse (). 

Crnd> reverse(matrix(run(12},3)) # reverses order of rows 
( 1, 1) 3 6 9 12 
( 2 I 1) 2 5 8 11 
( 3, 1) 1 4 7 10 
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2.11 Reading data from a file Although you can type small data sets directly into 
MacAnova using vector () and matrix (), it is often more convenient to read data 
from a file on your hard or floppy disk. The file might have been created in a word 
processor such as Microsoft Word, a text editor such as Edit in DOS, or by a spread sheet 
or data base program. 

MacAnova can read data only from plain text files (type TEXT on the Macintosh). A 
plain text file (sometimes called an ASCII file) is one with no additional information 
such as font or point size. Hence, if you use a word processor to create or edit data files 
to be read by MacAnova, it is essential that they be saved as Text or ASCII files. In 
some programs such as Microsoft Word, you may have to click on a File Format 
button to display choices; in others the options may be displayed in the dialog box 
brought up by Saue or Saue As .... If you do not choose a Text format, MacAnova will 
probably not be able to read the file. 

The MacAnova functions for reading data from a plain text file are vecread () and 
ma tread (). In addition there are two pre-defined macros, readcols and getdata. 

All commands which read from a file must have the file name as their first argument. 
This must be a quoted string or CHARACTER variable giving the name of the data file. In 
the windowed versions (Macintosh, Windows and Motif), if the file name is 11 11

, that is, 
it consists of two adjacent quotation marks, you are presented with a dialog box with a 
scrolling list of files from which you can select the file. 

All the commands which read from a text file, including vecread (), ma tread () and 
rnacroread ( ) can also "read" from MacAnova CHARACTER variables using keyword 
phrase string: CharVar as first argument instead of the file name. See Sec. 8.3.2 for 
details. 

2.11.1 vecread() Function vecread () creates a REAL vector from unstructured 
numerical data in a file. The numbers should be separated by blanks or tab characters, 
or may be on separate lines. One or more successive question marks (?, ? ? , ? ? ? , ... ) in 
the file is read as MISSING as are isolated periods (.) and asterisks(*). A exclamation 
point " ! " is a stopping character and terminates the read. Any other non-numeric 
characters such as letters, commas or slashes will be ignored except possibly for printing 
an advisory message. The entire file will be scanned, unless a ! is found. Here is a 
listing of a file myf ile. dat containing 30 comma-separated values of a variable x that 
might be read by vecread ( ) : 

Data from trees 
600, 555, 361, 489, 640, ?? 644, 297, 481, 612, 522 
246, 504, 358, 623, 614, 595, 531, 602, 684, 410, 448 
662, 892, 644, 431, 472, 513, 603e ! 30, 10 
10, 20, 3 This line will not be read 

The output of vecread () is a REAL vector consisting of the values read. 
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Cmd> x <
WARNING: 

vecread ( "myfile. dat ") ;x # read from file myfile. dat 
nonnumeric character(s) ignored on myfile.dat 

( 1) 
( 6) 

(11) 
( 16) 
(21) 
(2 6) 

600 555 361 489 
MISSING 644 297 481 

522 246 504 358 
614 595 531 602 
410 448 662 892 

MISSING 431 472 513 

Note that?? and . were read as MISSING and nothing after the"!" was read. The 
WARNING message results from the non-numeric first line. 

You can specify a different stopping character, say"%", instead of"!" by 
vecread (filename, stop:"%"). In addition, if the file contains lines, all beginning 
with the same character, say"#", that should be ignored, you can use keyword phrase 
skip:"#" as an argument. Thus, suppose myfilel. dat looks like 

# Data on 30 trees 
600, 555, 361, 489, 640, ? 644, 297, 481, 612, 522 
246, 504, 358, 623, 614, 595, 531, 602, 684, 410, 448 
662, 892, 644, 431, 472, 513, 603 % 30, 10 
10, 20, 3 This line will not be read 

Then vecread ( "myfilel. dat", stop:"%", skip:"#") will return exactly the same 
vector as before. If the first line were not skipped, the 3 0 would be read as an item of 
data. 

Suppose myf ile2. dat contains data arranged in columns like the following 

# Data on 5 variables, n = 6 
600 555 361 489 640 

? 644 297 481 612 
522 246 504 358 623 
614 595 531 602 684 
410 448 662 892 644 

? 431 472 513 603 

You can read it into matrix y as follows: 

Cmd> y <- matrix(vecread(myfile2.dat,skip: "#",quiet:F),5)' 
# Data on 5 variables, n = 6 Echoed because of quiet: F 

Cmd> y 
(1, 1) 600 555 361 489 
(2, 1) MISSING 644 297 481 
(3 I 1) 522 246 504 358 
(4, 1) 614 595 531 602 
( 5, 1) 410 448 662 892 
( 6, 1) MISSING 431 472 513 

Note keyword phrase quiet: F which results in any skipped lines being printed. 
Transposing the output of matrix () is necessary because data is read from the file row 
by row, but stored in the computer column by column. Thus simply y < -
matrix (vecread ( "myf ile2. dat", skip:"#"), 5) would produce a matrix with 5 
rows, with each row corresponding to a column of the data in the file. 
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You can also use vecread () to read CHAR..i\CTER data (see also Sec. 7.2). Suppose file 
labels. txt contains 

Age, Length, Height, Width, , Strength! labels for data 

Then vecread () reads a vector of length 6: 

Crnd> labels<- vecread("labels.txt",char:T); labels 
(1) "Age" 
( 2 ) "Length" 
( 3) "Height" 
(4) "Width" 
( 5) II II 

(6) "Strength" 

Note that two successive commas are taken to delimit an empty string. 

You can use keyword phrase silent: T to suppress any warning messages. Thus if the 
file starship. txt looks like 

Crnd> y 
( 1, 1) 
( 2, 1) 
( 3, 1) 

Troy 342 67 
Tasha 546 53 
Beverly 331 49 

<- matrix(vecread("starship.txt",silent:T),2) ';y 
342 67 
546 53 
331 49 

returns the 3 by 2 data matrix without commenting on the row labels. 

An alternative method of coping with unreadable items is to use keyword phrase 
badvalue: val, where val is a REAL scalar or?. Any item that does not appear to be a 
number is read as if it had this value. 

Crnd> y 
( 1, 1) 
( 2, 1) 
(3, 1) 

<- matrix(vecread ( "starship. txt ", badvalue: -99), 3) ';y 
-99 342 67 
-99 546 53 
-99 331 49 

The three names could not be read and were replaced by -99. This has the advantage 
that you can test to see which items were not readable. 

See Sec. 7.3 for information on using vecread () to read CHARACTER data. 

2.11.2 readcols When a data file such as rnyf ile2. dat contains data on several 
variables, the data for each case on a separate line, you sometimes want to read each 
variable (column in the file) into a separate MacAnova variable. You sometimes can 
use pre-defined macro readcols, which makes use of vecread (), to read such file and 
create REAL vectors, one for each column in the file. The arguments to readcols are 
the file name, and the unquoted names of the variables into which the columns should 
be placed. 

Crnd> readcols("myfile2.dat", xl, x2, x3, x4, x5,skip: "#") 
# Data on 5 variables, n = 6 
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This creates REAL vectors xl, x2, x3, x4, and y containing the data from columns 1 
through 5. 

Crnd> 
xl 
x2 
x3 
x4 
x5 

list(xl,x2,x3,x4,x5) 
REAL 6 
REAL 6 
REAL 6 
REAL 6 
REAL 6 

Crnd> xl # column (variable) 1 
(1) 600 MISSING 
( 6) MISSING 

522 614 

If the file has a different number of columns from what you expect,readcols usually 
prints an error message. 

Cmd> readcols ( "myfile2. dat ",xl, x2, x3, x4, skip:"#")# t.ry 4 cols 
# Data on 5 variables, n = 6 
ERROR: number of rows must divide length of data 

410 

However, if the number of data elements in the file is actually divisible by the number 
of variable names you provided, there will be no error message, but the variables set 
will be of the wrong length and will not correspond to columns in the file. 

Cmd> readcols("myfile2.dat", xl, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6,skip: "#") 
# Data on 5 variables, n = 6 

Cmd> list(xl) 
xl REAL 5 Output from list 

Cmd> xl # xl has length 5, not 6 
( 1) 600 644 504 602 

Macro readcols recognizes vecread () keywords stop, skip, quiet, silent and 
badvalue. See Sec. 2.11.1 for details. 

644 

2.11.3 matread() A single plain text file can contain several REAL, LOGICAL, or 
CHARACTER data sets, provided each of them has a header consisting of at least one line 
of information specifying a name for the data set and its dimensions (length for a 
vector, numbers of rows and columns for a matrix). Optional additional header lines 
can describe the data set and provide formatting information. It can also contain NULL 
variables and structures. See Sec. 7.1 for details of the file format. You use ma tread () 
to read from such a file. 

Function ma tread () normally requires two CHARACTER variables or quoted strings as 
arguments, the file name and the data set name. Thus 

Crnd> x <- ma tread ("data. txt ", "treedata ") 

would search file data. txt for a data set named treedata, read it, and assign the data 
variable x. If you omit the data set name, ma tread () assumes that the first non-empty 
line in the file is the first header line for the data set. You can create files in the format 
readable by ma tread () using matprint () and matwri te () (see Sec. 7.4). If the named 
file is not in the current default directory or folder, ma tread () searches the directories 
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or folders in CHARACTER vector DATAPATHS. See Sec. 2.11.6. 

File MacAnova. da t distributed with MacAnova contains the data in a form readable by 
ma tread (). One of the data sets is halddata, containing data that has often been used 
as an example when demonstrating regression techniques. 

Cmd> bald <- ma tread ( "macanova. dat ", "halddata ") 
halddata 13 5 format 
) Hald data from A. Hald, Statistical Theory with Engineering 
) Applications, Wiley, New York, 1952, p. 647 
) Col. 1: Xl = percent tricalcium aluminate 
) Col. 2: X2 = percent tricalcium silicate 
) Col. 3: X3 = percent tetracalcium alumino ferrite 
) Col. 4: X4 = percent dicalcium silicate 
) Col. 5: Y = cumulative heat evolved from cement hardening after 
) 180 days. (calories/gm) 

The lines printed by ma tread () are the name line and several additional header lines 
starting with")" (comment lines) which come before the data. You can suppress the 
printing of these lines by including quiet: T as an additional argument to ma tread (). 

Since some commands work only with data vectors rather than matrices, once you 
have read in a matrix using ma tread (), you may want to split it up into separate 
vectors, each containing a column of the matrix. Pre-defined macro rnakecols does 
exactly this. For example, you can create vectors from data by 

Crnd> makecols(hald,xl,x2,x3,x4,y) 

will create vectors xl, x2, x3, x4 and y from the 5 columns of hald. 

You can even combine ma tread () and makecols in a single expression to create 
variables. 

Cmd> makecols (ma tread ( "macanova. dat ", "halddata ",quiet: T), \ 
xl , x2, xJ, x4, y) 

Ordinarily, it is considered an error when ma tread () cannot find a data set, this is 
considered to be an error. If you include keyword phrase not f oundok: T as an 
argument, no error will be reported and the value NULL is returned. This can be useful 
in writing macros (see Sec. 9.3) since it allows you to test whether a data set is available 
on a file. 

Cmd> x <- matread ( "macanova. dat ", "appledata ") # no appledata in file 
ERROR: dataset or macro appledata not found on file rnacanova.dat 

Crnd> print(x) 
ERROR: argument 1 (x) to print is undefined 

Cmd> x <- matread("macanova.dat", "appledata",notfoundok:T) 

Cmd> print (x} 
x: 
(NULL) 

Coordinate labels (see Sec. 8.4) are not part of the file format of data sets readable by 
ma tread () (See. Sec. 7.1) and thus vectors, matrices and arrays read by ma tread () do 
not normally have such labels. You can, however, add labels using ma tread () 
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keyword labels. Here is an example, reading halddata; echoing of the header lines is 
suppressed by quiet: T: 

Cmd> data <- ma tread ( "macanova. dat ", "halddata ",quiet: T, \ 
labels:structure("Obs. 

,, 
vector( "TricalcAlum", "TricalcSi ", \ I 

"TetrcalAlFe ", "DicalcSi ", "CumulHeat "))) 

Cmd> print(data,nsig:4) # nsig:4 means print 4 signif. digits 
data: 

TricalcAlum TricalcSi TetrcalAlFe DicalcSi CumulHeat 
Obs. 1 7 26 6 60 78.5 
Obs. 2 1 29 15 52 74.3 
Obs. 3 11 56 8 20 104.3 
Obs. 4 11 31 8 47 87.6 
Obs. 5 7 52 6 33 95.9 
Obs. 6 11 55 9 22 109.2 
Obs. 7 3 71 17 6 102.7 
Obs. 8 1 31 22 44 72.5 
Obs. 9 2 54 18 22 93.1 
Obs. 10 21 47 4 26 115.9 
Obs. 11 1 40 23 34 83.8 
Obs. 12 11 66 9 12 113.3 
Obs. 13 10 68 8 12 109.4 

2.11.4 getdata Macro getdata is designed make it easier to work with "libraries" of data 
sets in the form readable by ma tread ( ) . It has a single unquoted argument that is 
interpreted as the name of a data set on the file whose name is the value of CHARACTER 
variable DATAFILE. When Mac.Anova is started up, DATAFILE is pre-defined to be 
"macanova. dat ", but you may assign a new value at any time. getda ta uses 
matread () to read the file. For example, using the default value of DATAFILE, 

Cmd> hald <- getdata(halddata) 

would be equivalent to hald <- ma tread ( "macanova. dat", "halddata"). To use 
getdata to retrieve treedata from file data. txt, you would need the following: 

Cmd> DATAFILE <- "data. txt "; x <- get data (treedata) 

Subsequent use of getdata would continue to retrieve data from data. txt. 

If the file named in DATAFILE is not in the default directory or folder or in one of the 
directories or folders specified by CHARACTER vector DATAPATHS (see Sec. 2.11.6), it 
should be a complete "path name", such as "C: /MACANOVA/MACANOVA. DAT" or 
"Macintosh Hard Disk: MacAnova: MacAnova. dat ". See Appendices A, Band C. 
Note that on DOS/Windows computers you can use"/" instead of"\" in path names. 
In fact, if you want to use "\" you have to use "\ \" (see Sec. 2.5). 

2.11.5 inforead() As exemplified in Sec. 2.11.3, data sets on external files that are readable 
by ma tread () may have associated comment lines that give information about the data 
(see also Sec. 7.1). The same is true of macros on external files (Sec. 7.5). It can be 
helpful to save these comments in a CHARACTER variable so that they are instantly 
available for references. You can do this using inf oread () which is used much the 
same as ma tread (). 

inforead ( FileName, Name) searches file FileName for a macro or data set with name 
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Name. If found, it reads the comments (the lines starting with 11

) 

11

) following the header 
line and returns a CHARACTER variable containing these lines, with the leading 11

) " 

stripped off. FileName and Name must be quoted strings or CHARACTER variables. The 
actual contents of the data set or macro are ignored and there is no checking as to 
whether the header line is in correct format. 

inforead (FileName) does the same for the first data set or macro on the file, 
assuming that line 1 is the header line. 

In versions with windows (Macintosh, Windows, Motif), if FileName is the null string 
"", you will be able to select the file using a dialog box. 

inf oread (Fi 1 eName [ , Name] , qui et : T) returns the comments, but suppresses any 
echoing of the header and comment lines of the data set or macro. 

Cmd> info <- inforead( 11macanova.dat", "halddata",quiet:T) 

Cmd> info# see Sec. 2.11.3. 
(1) "Hald data from A. Hald, Statistical Theory with Engineering 
Applications, Wiley, New York, 1952, p. 647 
Col. 1: Xl = percent tricalcium aluminate 
Col. 2: X2 = percent tricalcium silicate 
Col. 3: X3 = percent tetracalcium alumina ferrite 
Col. 4: X4 = percent dicalcium silicate 
Col. 5: Y = cumulative heat evolved from cement hardening after 

180 days. (calories/gm)" 

inforead (FileName, Name [, quiet :T], notfoundok:T) behaves identically if the 
data set or macro is found. However, if it is not, no message is printed and NULL is 
returned. When used in a macro, this feature allows special action if Name is not found. 

Cmd> appleinfo <- ma tread ( "macanova. dat 11
, 

11 appledata 11
, notfoundok: T) 

Cmd> print(appleinfo) 
appleinfo: 
(NULL) 

2.11.6 HOME, DATAPATHS and adddatapath 
When MacAnova is started up, two CHARACTER variables, HOME and DATAPATHS, are 
created. On all systems except Unix, these are both initialized to the complete "path 
name" of the directory or folder where MacAnova is located. On a Unix system, HOME is 
initialized to the name of the user's home directory (environmental variable $HOME) 
and DATAPATHS is initialized to the name of an installation-dependent directory 
containing data files. Both variables can be modified, if desired, once MacAnova has 
started up, perhaps in a start up file (See Sec. 7.8). In particular, you can add other 
directory or folder names to DATAPATHS, making it a CHARACTER vector. HOME and 
DATAPATHS make it easier for MacAnova to find files. 

If a file name is specified as a simple file name, such as "halddata", with no special 
path characters such as ": " or "/ ", Macanova first attempts to read it in whatever the 
current default directory or folder is. If it is not successful, then it makes an attempt in 
directory DATAPATHS [ 1]; if not successful there, it looks in DATAPATHS [ 2], and so on, 
giving up only if it is not found in any directory or folder in DATAPATHS. Here is an 
example of its use. File Hald is not in the default directory /folder or in DATAPATHS [ 1] 
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but is in a sub-directory or folder. 

Cmd> DATAPATHS # one folder name in DATAPATHS 
(1) "Macintosh HD:MacAnova Folder:" 

Cmd> y <- vecread("Hald") # can't find file Hald there 
ERROR: vecread cannot open file Hald 

Cmd> DATAPATHS <- vector("Macintosh HD:MacAnova Folder:Data", \ 
DATAPATHS) # add new folder at start of DATAPATHS 

Cmd> y <- vecread("Hald"J; y[run(5)] # Found 
(1) 7 26 6 60 78.5 

Vector DATAPATHS can be of any length, providing lots of places to look for a file. Pre
defined macro adddatapath makes it easier to add a folder or directory name to either 
the beginning or end of DATAPATHS 

Cmd> adddatapath ( "timeser" J; DATAPATHS # add "timeser" at start 
(1) "timeser" 
(2) "Macintosh HD:MacAnova Folder:Data:" 
(3) "Macintosh HD:MacAnova Folder:" 

Cmd> adddatapath ( "mvdata ", T) ;DATA'fATHS # add "mvdata" at end 
( 1) "timeser" 
(2) "Macintosh HD:MacAnova Folder:Data: 11 

(3) "Macintosh HD:MacAnova Folder:" 
( 4) "mvdata" 

The above uses the Macintosh way of separating names in a path using " : ". On other 
computes you would use names like 11 D: /MACANOVA/DATA/ 11 (DOS/Windows) or 
"/users/kb/macanova/data/" (Unix). 

Variable HOME comes into play when you use a file name of the fonn 11 ~:name" (on a 
Macintosh) or "~ /name 11 (on other computers). MacAnova looks for the file in the 
directory whose name is in HOME. 

Cmd> HOME 
(1) "Macintosh HD:MacAnova Folder:" 

Crnd> y <- vecread("~:Data:Hald") # found 

You can change HOME to be the name of any folder or directory. 
Cmd> HOME <- "Macintosh HD:MacAnova Folder:Data:" 

Cmd> y <- vecread ( "~:Hald" J # found 

2.12 Simple statistics While MacAnova is oriented towards the analysis of variance, 
multivariate analysis and time series analysis, it provides many simpler statistical 
functions as well. 

2.12.1 describe() When you want simple descriptive statistics of data in variable x, use 
describe (x). This computes, for each column of x, the number of non-missing 
values, the mean, variance, median, maximum, minimum, and upper and lower 
quartiles. 

The output of describe () is a structure, with components n, min, ql, median, q3, max, 
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mean, and var. 

Cmd> x<-matrix(vector(2,?,4,5,8,2,3,4,1,7,8,4,3,6,5),5); x 
(1,1) 2 2 8 
(2,1) MISSING 3 4 
(3,1) 4 4 3 
(4,1) 5 1 6 
(5,1) 8 7 5 

Cmd> describe(x) 
WARNING: missing values in input to describe 
WARNING: output reflects nonmissing data only 
component: n Number of non-missing values 
(1) 4 5 5 
component: min Minimum value 
(1) 2 1 3 
component: ql Lower quartile 
( 1) 3 2 4 
component: median 2nd quartile 
( 1) 4.5 3 5 
component: q3 Upper quartile 
(1) 6.5 4 6 
component: max Maximum value 
( 1) 8 7 8 
component: mean Average 
(1) 4.75 3.4 5.2 
component: var Variance 
(1) 6.25 5.3 3.7 

If you don't want all the statistics, you can specify the ones you want using keywords 
matching the component names. 

Cmd> describe(x,mean:T,var:T) , 
WARNING: missing values in input to describe 
WARNING: output reflects non-missing data only 
component: mean 
(1) 4.75 3.4 5.2 
component: var 
(1) 6.25 5.3 3.7 

If you specify only one statistic (describe (x, mean: T)) you get a scalar or a vector, not 
a structure. 

You can also use keyword phrase all:T as in describe (x, all: T, mean: F, var: F) 
which computes all the statistics except the mean and variance. 

If xis a structure, describe (x) computes the statistics for each component. In that 
case, each component of describe (x) is itself a structure similar to x: 

Cmd> describe(temperatures, mean:T,var:TJ 
component: mean 

component: Saturday 
( 1) 69. 3 

component: Sunday 
(1) 67 

component: Monday 
(1) 66.786 
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component: var 
component: Saturday 

(1) 14.233 
component: Sunday 

(1) 39.5 
component: Monday 

(1) 19.412 
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Here temperatures is the structure used as an example in Sec. 2.8.16. 

2.12.2 boxplot(), vboxplot, stemleaf() and hist These are intended to give a quick look at 
the distribution of a sample or samples of data. 

boxplot ( x) predefined macro vboxplot draw a Tukey box and whisker diagram, often 
called a box plot, of the data in x. This is a graphical summary of the distribution of 
the values in x. When xl, x2, ... , xk are several variables, boxplot (xl, x2, ... , xk) 
draws parallel horizontal box plots, a very useful way to compare the distributions of 
the different variables. vboxplot ( xl, x2, ... , xk) If you prefer a plot box plots in 
which the boxes are oriented vertically, use boxplot (x, vertical: T) or more simply, 
vboxplot (xl, x2, ... , xk). 

A box plot consists of a central box, with a line drawn somewhere between the left 
(lower) and right (upper) ends, "whiskers" extending off the ends of the box, and 
separately plotted "outliers". The ends of the box are drawn at the lower and upper 
quartiles, respectively, and the middle line is the median. The whiskers extend to the 
furthest (lowest and highest) points that are still within the "inner fences" (lower 
quartile - 1.5 IQR and upper quartile + 1.5 IQR). Points outside the inner fences may be 
tentatively identified as outliers. Points outside the the "outer fences" (lower quartile -
3 IQR and upper quartile+ 3 IQR) are plotted as "o" and and points between the inner 
and outer fences are plotted as "* ". 
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Crnd> boxplot(temperatures$Saturday, temperatures$Sunday,\ 
temperatures$Monday) 
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Crnd> vboxplot(temperatures$Saturday, temperatures$Sunday,\ 
temperatures$Monday) # same with vertical orientation 
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The bottom or left box represents the Saturday temperatures, the middle box, the 
Sunday temperatures, and so on. No temperatures were outliers so there are no 
symbols beyond the whiskers. 

Cmd> boxplot(temperatures$Saturday, temperatures$Sunday,\ 
temperatures$Monday,vertical:T) 

is an alternative way to get vertically oriented boxes. 

If str is a structure whose components are REAL vectors, boxplot ( str) draws parallel 
box plots for each component. Thus, since temperatures is a structure, 
boxplot (temperatures) would produce the same display of box plots. 

A common way to create a structure for use with boxplot () is to use split () (see Sec. 
9.1.1). In the following, temps is a vector combining the data from the three 
components of temperatures, and a day is a vector of integers coding Saturday as 1, 
Sunday as 2 and Monday as 3 

Cmd> print (temps, day, format: "2. Of") #see Sec. 7.4 for use of format 
y: 

(1) 65 71 75 86 91 93 89 78 69 59 61 73 85 83 81 51 65 71 78 83 84 
(22) 85 84 81 75 69 64 59 49 
day: 

(1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 
(22) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Cmd> split (temps, day) # create structure, splitting up temps by day 
component: dayl 
(1) 65 71 75 86 91 
( 6) 93 89 78 69 59 
component: day2 
(1) 61 73 85 83 81 
component: day3 

(1) 51 65 71 78 83 
( 6) 84 85 84 81 75 

(11) 69 64 59 49 

Cmd> boxplot(split(temps,day)) 

This would produce the same horizontally oriented plot as before. 

You can print a stem and leaf display of the data in a REAL vector or a n by 1 matrix x by 
sternleaf (x): 

Crnd> stemleaf(temperatures$Monday) 
1 4. 19 
2 5*11 
3 5. 19 
4 6*14 
6 6. 159 
7 7*11 
7 7. 158 
5 8*11344 
1 8. 15 

1*11 represents 11 Leaf digit unit= 1 
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The numbers to the left of" I" are the "stems" are represent the first digit (sometimes 2 
digits) of each number. The numbers to the right of" I" are "leaves" and represent the 
next digit of each number after the stem. Because the values of Monday temperatures 
range only from 49 to 85, here MacAnova uses "half digit" stems whose leaves are 
either O, l, 2, 3 or 4 (for stems labelled 5 *, 6 *, ... ) or 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 (for stems labelled 4 . , 
5., ... ). 

You can control the number of stems stemleaf () will use by an optional second 
argument which allows you to set the maximum number of stems. 

Cmd> stemleaf(temperatures$Monday,5) # use at most 5 stems 
1 419 
3 5119 
6 61459 
3) 71158 
5 8113445 

111 represents 11 Leaf digit unit= 1 

The first column printed contains the "depth" - cumulative counts from each "tail" of 
the distribution, plus, in parentheses, the number of leaves on the stem which includes 
the median. Thus, there are 5 cases with values 80 and above, 6 with values less than 
70 and 3 values in the 70's. The leaves are always computed by rounding toward 0, so 
that a temperature of 79.9 would show up as a leaf of 9 on stem 7 and would not be 
rounded up to 80 (leaf of O on stem of 8). 

When there are outliers, defined as values beyond a box plot's "inner fences", 
stemleaf () normally lists them separately unless outliers: Fis an argument. Let's 
make the first Monday temperature an outlier. 

Cmd> monday<-temperatures$Monday 

Cmd> monday[l]<-120;stemleaf(monday,5) 
1 419 
2 519 
5 61459 
3) 71158 
6 8113445 

High 120 
111 represents 11 Leaf digit unit= 1 

Keyword phrase depth: F suppresses printing the depth column and keyword phrase 
stat : T prints the extremes and the quartiles: 

Cmd> stemleaf(temperatures$Saturday,5,depth:F,stat:T) 
n=lO, Min=59, Q1=69, M=76.5, Q3=89, Max=93 

519 
6159 
71158 
8169 
9113 

111 represents 11 Leaf digit unit= 1 

A histogram is more conventional way to display the distribution of data points. You 
can draw histograms using pre-defined macro hist. If you are satisfied to let 
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MacAnova pick the number of bars in the histogram, you can simply type hist ( x) , 
where xis a REAL vector. Like stemleaf (), an optional second argument specifies the 
number of bars. The heights of the bars is in the so called density scale -- that is the 
product of the width of a bar by its height is the proportional of values falling in the bar. 

Cmd> hist(temperatures$Monday,6) # draw histogram with 6 bars 

Histogram of temperatures$Monday with total area 1 
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You can, in fact, completely specify the class limits. For example, 

Crnd> hist(temperatures$Monday,vector(40,50,60,70,80,85,90)) 

draws a histogram with unequally spaced class limits 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 85 and 90. 

You can specify a title and X-axis labels for a histogram or for a box plot using keywords 
title and xlab. Examples might be 

Cmd> boxplot(temperatures,\ 
title: "Saturday through Monday Temperatures",\ 
xlab: "Degrees Fahrenheit") 

Cmd> hist(temperatures$Monday,vector(40,50,60,70,80,85,90),\ 
title: "Monday temperatures",xlab: "Degrees Fahrenheit") 

Normally, hist considers an upper or right class limit to be in a class and the lower or 
left class limit to be in the next lower class. If you include 1 e ft endi n : T as an 
argument to hist, the lower limit is in the class and the upper limit is in the next 
higher class. This corresponds to the convention used in some statistics text books. 

2.12.3 sort(), rank(), grade(), rankits(), and halfnormO These functions all have to do 
with the ordering of data values and expect a single vector or matrix argument plus an 
optional keyword phrase down: T. All work with REAL data; sort (), rank () and 
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grade ( ) also work with CHARACTER data. 

For CHARACTER data, ordering is in alphabetical order using the ASCII collating 
sequence in which most punctuation and all numerals sort ahead of upper case letters 
which sort ahead of lower case letters. A space sorts ahead of all printable characters. 
Here is the explicit ordering starting with space: 

Sorting order of characters 

! 11 #$%& I () *+, - • /0123456789: ;<=>? 

@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]A_ 

'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{I}~ 

A null string 11 11 sorts before any other string. 

sort (x) returns a vector or matrix, each column of which is the corresponding 
column of x arranged in increasing or alphabetical order. sort ( x, down: T) orders each 
column in decreasing or reverse alphabetical order. In both cases, xis REAL, MISSING 
values are moved to the end. 

rank (x) computes the ranks of the non-missing data in each column of x, with the 
smallest or alphabetically first value assigned rank 1. rank ( x, down : T) does the same, 
except the largest or alphabetically last value assigned rank 1. For REAL data, the rank of 
a MISSING value is set MISSING. 

By default, when there are ties in REAL data, the average of the ranks associated with 
each set of ties is normally computed. For CHARACTER data, the ranks associated with 
tied elements are distinct and unpredictable. See below for alternative treatment of ties 
with REAL data. 

grade (x) computes what might be called inverse ranks of the columns of x. When x 
is a vector, after j <- grade (x), j [ 1] is the index (row number) of the smallest or 
alphabetically first element of x, j [ 2 ] is the index of the second smallest, and so on. If 
length (x) is n, then grade (x) [n] is the index of the largest number (maximum or 
last in alphabetical order). Thus x [grade (x)] is the same as sort (x). 
x [grade ( x [ , 1 ] ) , ] returns a matrix the same shape as x containing the rows of x 
rearranged so that the first column is in increasing order. This is probably the most 
important application of grade (). grade (x, down: T) does the same, except, j [ 1] is 
the index of the largest value or last in alphabetical order. When xis a matrix, 
grade (x) processes each column separately. If xis REAL, the indices of any MISSING 
values are always put in the last rows of grade ( x) and grade ( x, down: T) . 

Function ranki ts () computes the normal scores or rankits of the non-missing 
elements in each column and sets the rankit of a MISSING value to MISSING. When x 
is a vector and there are no ties, ranki ts ( x) [ i] is the normal probability point zPi' 

wherepi= (rank(x) [i] - .375)/(n + .25). Whenthereareties,rankits() 
breaks them arbitrarily. Note that the order of the elements of xis retained. 

Function halfnorrn () is similar to rankits () except it computes half normal scores, 
that is, when there are no ties, hal fnorrn ( x) [ i] is zPi where 

Pi= .5 + .5*(rank(abs(x)) [i] - .375)/(n + .25)). 
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Cmd> X<-matrix(vector(2,?,4,5,8, 
(1,1) 2 2 

2,3,4,1,7, 8 1 4,3 1 6 1 5),5); X 
8 

(2,1) MISSING 3 4 
(3 t 1) 4 4 3 
(4,1) 5 1 6 
(5,1) 8 7 5 

Cmd> print(sort:sort{x),rank:rank(x),rankits:rankits(x),\ 
grade:grade (x)) 
WARNING: MISSING values in 
WARNING: MISSING values in 
WARNING: MISSING values in 
WARNING: MISSING values in 

argument to 
argument to 
argument to 
argument to 

sort 
rank 
rankits 
grade 

sort: 
( 1, 1) 2 1 3 
( 2 I 1) 4 2 4 
(3,1) 5 3 5 
( 4, 1) 8 4 6 
( 5, 1) MISSING 7 8 MISSING 
rank: 
( 1, 1) 1 2 5 
(2 t 1) MISSING 3 2 
( 3 t 1) 2 4 1 
( 4 t 1) 3 1 4 
( 5, 1) 4 5 3 
rankits: 
( 1, 1) -1. 0491 -0.4972 1.1798 
( 2, 1) MISSING 0 -0.4972 
( 3 t 1) -0.29931 0.4972 -1.1 798 
( 4, 1) 0.29931 -1.1798 0.4972 
(5, 1) 1.0491 1.1798 0 
grade: 
(1, 1) 1 4 3 
(2, 1) 3 1 2 
( 3 t 1) 4 2 5 
( 4, 1) 5 3 4 
(5, 1) 2 5 1 

at end 

Note the use of keywords sort, rank, ranki ts, and grade in print () to provide 
labels for the output (See. Sec. 7.4.1). Without them, all four matrices would be labeled 
MATRIX. 

Cmd> print(downsort:sort(x,down:T),downrank:rank(x,down:T), \ 
downgrade:grade(x,down:T)) # same with down:T 
WARNING: MISSING values in argument to sort 
WARNING: MISSING values in argument to rank 
WARNING: MISSING values in argument to grade 
downsort: 
( 1, 1) 
( 2 / 1) 
( 3 t 1) 
( 4 t 1) 
( 5, 1) 

8 
5 
4 
2 

MISSING 

7 
4 
3 
2 
1 
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downrank: 
(1, 1) 4 4 1 
(2, 1) MISSING 3 4 
(3, 1) 3 2 5 
(4, 1) 2 5 2 
( 5, 1) 1 1 3 
downgrade: 
(1, 1) 5 5 1 
( 2, 1) 4 3 4 
( 3, 1) 3 2 5 
(4, 1) 1 1 2 
(5, 1) 2 4 3 

With any of these functions, if xis an array, the result is an array of the same size and 
shape, with the function being applied to every vector specified by fixed values of 
subscripts 2, 3 .... 

Cmd> ary <- array(vector(27.3,20.8,32.0, 28.8,18.9,28.1,\ 
22.9,32.4,32.1, 31.4,29.1,31.3), 3, 2, 2)# 3 by 2 by 2 

Cmd> ary[, 2, 21 
(1,1,1) 31.4 
(2,1,1) 29.1 
(3,1,1) 31.3 

Cmd> sort(ary)[,2,2] # same as sort(ary[,2,2]) 
(1,1,1) 29.1 
(2,1,1) 31.3 
(3,1,1) 31.4 

It is also acceptable for x to be a structure (Sec. 2.8.16), whose non-structure components 
are all REAL or all CHARACTER. In that case, each function returns a structure of the 
same form, each of whose non-structure components is the result of applying the 
function to the corresponding component of x. 

Cmd> sort(structure(dry:vector(3.32,2.99,l.61,2.52),\ 
wet:vector(3.60,4.21,3.636))) 
component: dry 
(1) 1.61 2.52 2.99 3.32 
component: wet 
(1) 3. 6 3. 636 4.21 

You can modify the handling of ties in by rank (), rankits (), and half norm () using 
keyword phrase ties :method, where method is one of "average", "minimum" or 
11 ignore II which you can abbreviate as "a", "b II and " i". Suppose k elements in a 
vector (column) are tied, that is they all have the same value and no other element has 
this value, and suppose the ranks these elements would have if their values were very 
slightly changed so as to break the ties while preserving other ordering would be r, 
r+l, r+2, ... , r+k-1. The following table describes the ranks computed by rank () for 
the tied values for each of the three possible methods. 
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Value for ties Computed ranks 

"average" All ranks= (r+(r+l)+ ... +(r+k-1))/k = r + (k-1)/2 

"minimum" All ranks= r 

"ignore" r, r+l, r+2, ... , r+k-1 in an unpredictable order 

rankits (x, ties :method) and halfnorm (x, ties :method) are equivalent to finding 
the normal probability points corresponding to Pi= ( rank (x, ties :method) [ i] -
.375)/(n + .25) andpi= .5 + .5*(rank(abs(x),ties:method) [i] -
. 3 7 5) / ( n + . 2 5) ) , respectively. It is hard to imagine a situation in which 
ties: "minimum" would be useful with rankits () and halfnorm (). 

Cmd> rank(vector(J,2,2,1,3),ties:"average") # default 
(1) 4.5 2.5 2.5 1 4.5 

Cmd> rank (vector ( 3, 2, 2, 1, 3), ties: "minimum") 
(1) 4 2 2 1 4 

Cmd> rank(vector(3, 2, 2, 1, 3), ties: "ignore") 
(1) 4 2 3 1 5 

Cmd> ranki ts (vector ( 3, 2, 2, 1, 3), ties: "average") 
(1) 0.79164 -0.24104 -0.24104 -1.1798 0.79164 

Cmd> rankits(vector(J,2,2,1,3),ties:"ignore") # default 
(1) 0.4972 -0.4972 0 -1.1798 1.1798 

2.12.4 sum(), prod(), max(), min() These functions compute summary values for a REAL 
or LOGICAL vector or for each column of a REAL or LOGICAL matrix. For LOGICAL data, 
True is interpreted as 1 and False as 0. 

Crnd> print(sum:sum(x),prod:prod{x),min:min(x),max:max(x)) 
WARNING: MISSING values found by sum 
WARNING: MISSING values found by prod 
WARNING: MISSING values found by min 
WARNING: MISSING values found by max 
sum: 
( 1, 1) 19 17 26 Sums down columns 
prod: 
( 1, 1) 320 168 2880 Product down cols 

min: 
( 1, 1) 2 1 3 Minimum value 

max: 
( 1, 1) 8 7 8 Maximum value 

Cmd> sum(x <= 4) # count the numbers<= 4 in each column 
WARNING: comparison with missing value(s) near sum(x <= 4) 
WARNING: MISSING values found by sum 
(1,1) 2 4 2 

in 

in 

col 

col 

When there are no missing values, sum (x) /nrows (x) computes the column means of 
a REAL matrix x, producing a row vector. 

With any of these functions, if the argument is an array, the result is an array with the 
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same number of dimensions but with the first dimension having length 1. The 
function is applied to every vector specified by fixed values of subscripts 2, 3 .... We 
illustrate this use with the array ary created in Sec. 2.12.3. 

Cmd> sum(ary) # sum over first dimension. 
(1,1,1) 80.1 87.4 
(1,2,1) 75.8 91.8 

Cmd> max(ary) # maximimum over first dimensions 
(1,1,1) 32 32.4 
(1,2,1) 28.8 31.4 

These functions also accept a list of REAL or LOG I CAL scalars or vectors as arguments. 
For example, sum ( 1, 3, 5) is equivalent to sum (vector ( 1, 3, 5) ) . 

2.12.5 Computing correlations- cor() If xis a data matrix, cor (x) computes the 
correlation matrix of x. If xis n by m, cor (x) ism by m, with l's down the diagonal 
and cor ( x) [ i , j ] the Pearson correlation between x [ , i] and x [ , j ] . 

Cmd> w <- matrix(vector(45.5,42.l,53.8,48.5,44.5,\ 
58.4,74.1,72.0,63.8,67.7, 28.7,35.9,32.1,28.5,28.l),5) 

Cmd> w # 3 columns 
(1,1) 45.5 
(2,1) 42.1 
(3,1) 53.8 
(4,1) 48.5 
(5,1) 44.5 

Cmd> cor(w) # 3 by 3 
(1, 1) 1 
(2,1) 0.049932 
(3,1) -0.16287 

58.4 
74.1 

72 
63.8 
67.7 

matrix 
0.049932 

1 
0.78611 

28.7 
35.9 
32.1 
28.5 
28.1 

-0.16287 
0.78611 

1 

If xl, x2, ... are vectors or matrices all with the same number of rows, then 
cor (xl, x2, x3, ... ) is equivalent to cor (hconcat (xl, x2, x3, ... ) ) (see Sec. 2.10.6). 

Cmd> makecols(w,wl,w2,w3) # See Sec. 2.11.3; 

Cmd> cor(wl,w2,w3) # 
(1, 1) 1 
(2,1) 0.049932 
(3,1) -0.16287 

same as cor(w) 
0.049932 

1 
0.78611 

-0.16287 
0.78611 

1 

You can use subscripts (Sec. 2.8.14) to get the correlation between two variables as a 
single number: 

Cmd> cor(wl,w2)[1,2] # compute a single correlation coef 
(1,1) 0.049932 

If there are any MISSING values in the arguments, correlations are computed using 
only complete cases, effectively deleting any row with any MISSING values. 

Cmd> ww <- w; ww[2,3] <-?#put a MISSING value in row 2 
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Cmd> cor (ww) # same as cor(w[-2,]J 
( WARNING: 1 cases with missing values deleted in cor 

( 1, 1) 1 0.64695 0.92817 
(2, 1) 0.64695 1 0.65979 
(3, 1) 0.92817 0.65979 1 

2.12.6 Student's t related functions There are four functions for statistical analyses 
based on Student's t. Functions tval () and t2val (} calculate one- and two-sample 
t-statistics and tint (} and t2int (} compute one- and two-sample confidence 
intervals. 

tval (x}, where xis a REAL vector, computes the usual one-sample t-statistic to test 
the null hypothesis H0: µx = 0. You can test a different null hypothesis, say Ho: µx = 
100 by the statistic computed by tval (x-100}. When x and y are REAL vectors of the 
same length, you can compute the paired t-statistic to test the null hypothesis H0:µx = 
)1y by tval (x-y}. 

Cmd> xl <- vector(3,2,5,4,6,8,6,4,3,7,3) 

Cmd> vector(tval(xl), tval(xl - 5)) # test HO:µ= 0 and HOµ= 5 
( 1} 8. 0437 -0. 63088 1-sample t-statistics 

Cmd> x2 <- vector(4,2,5,6,7,9,7,4,3,8,5); tval(x2-xl) 
(1) 3. 6145 Paired t-statistic 

When x and y are REAL vectors, t2val (x, y} computes a two-sample t-statistic to test 
the null hypothesis H0: µx = fly or, equivalently Ho: µx - µY = 0. To test a different ( 
null hypothesis, say H0: µx- lly = 10, use t2val (x-10, y). This use of t2val () 
assumes the samples come from populations with equal variances and uses a pooled 
estimate of the standard deviation. See below for the use of t2val () when you cannot 
assume equal variances. 

Cmd> y <- vector(7,9,6,5,7,6,9,8) 

Cmd> # test HO:µx = µy and HO:µx-µy = -3 

Cmd> vector(t2val(xl,y), t2val(xl-(-3),y)) 
( 1 } -3 . 0 7 9 5 0 . 6 3 2 7 8 2 - s amp 1 e t - statistics 

See Sec. 2.12.7 to see how to compute P-values for these test statistics. 

Functions tint () and t2int () compute one- or two- sample confidence intervals 
based on Student's t. In a sense, they are complementary to tval () and t2val (). 
Their output is a REAL vector of length 2 containing the lower and upper ends of the 
confidence interval. 

When xis a REAL vector and coverage is a REAL scalar, tint (x, coverage} returns a 
one-sample confidence interval for the mean µx with confidence level coverage. For 
obvious reasons, 0 <coverage< 1. For instance, you can compute a 95% confidence 
interval by tint (x, . 95). 

When x and y are two REAL vectors of data, t2int (x, y, coverage} computes a two-
sample confidence interval for the difference µx - µY of their means, where coverage ( 
is as for tint (). Like t2val (), function t2int () assumes equal variances and uses a 
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pooled estimate of the common variance in computing the standard error of the 
difference of means. See below for usage not requiring equal variances. 

Cmd> tint(xl, .95) 
(1) 3.3521 5.9207 95% confidence interval for µ 

Cmd> t2int(xl,y, .95) 
( 1) -4 .1936 -0. 78364 95% confidence interval for µx-µy 

Both t2val () and t2int () assume by default that a~= ai = a 2
, where a~ and Ui are 

variances of the two populations being compared. Because of this assumption they use 

h . d d d f - - RI h , (n1 - l)s12 + (~ - l)s; t e estimate stan ar error o x1 - x2, sx,-x, = sP -+-, w ere s; = - -
n1 n2 n1 + n2 - 2 

is the "pooled" estimate of a2 based on the two sample variances s~ and Si and has 
n1 - n2 - 2 degrees of freedom. When the variances cannot be assumed equal, you 

s2 s2 
can use the "unpooled" standard error sx -x, = -1..+-1.. Unfortunately Student's t-

' . nl '1i 
distribution is no longer directly applicable. However, a good approximation is to use 

Student's t with estimated degrees of freedom f = (v1 + v2)2 h 2 . 
v2 v2 w ere v; = s; In;, z = l, 

__ l _+ __ 2_ 

n1 -l n2 -l 
2 (Snedecor and Cochran 1980, Sec. 6.11). Including pooled: Fas an extra argument to 
t2val () and t2int () directs MacAnova to use this approximation. For t2val () the 
result returned is a structure with components t and df. 

Cmd> t2int(xl,y, .95,pooled:F) # slightly different from before 
(1) -4.1205 -0.85676 

Cmd> t2val(xl,y,pooled:F) # not assuming same variances 
component: t 
( 1) -3. 2186 Value of t-statistic 
component: df 
(1) 16.926 Estimated degrees of freedom 

2.12.7 P-values and cumulative distribution functions MacAnova has several functions 
for computing the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of standard probability 
distributions. You can use them to compute P-values associated with many standard 
test statistics. 

The arguments to these functions are always a value x of the random variable of 
interest, followed by the value of parameters as indicated in the following table: 
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Distribution Usage 

Standard normal cumnor(x) 

Student's ton df degrees of freedom cums tu (x, df) 

Non-central Student's ton df degrees of cumstu(x,df,delta) 
freedom, noncentrality de 1 ta 

x2 on d f degrees of. freedom cumchi (x, df) 

Non-central x2 on df degrees of freedom, cumchi (x,df,noncen) 
noncentrality noncen 

Fon df 1 and df2 degrees of freedom cumF(x,dfl,df2) 

Non-central Fon dfl and df2 degrees of cumF(x,dfl,df2,noncen) 
freedom, noncentrality noncen 

Gamma with shape parameter alpha cumgamrna(x,alpha) 

Beta with parameters alpha and gamma curnbeta(x,alpha,gamrna) 

Non-central beta with parameters alpha and curnbeta(x,alpha,gamrna,noncen) 
gamma, noncentrality noncen 

Binomial with n trials and success probability p curnbin(x,n,p) 

Poisson with mean lambda cumpoi(x,larnbda) 

Studentized range for k groups, df error degrees cumstudrng(x,k,df) 
of freedom 

The noncentral versions of cumchi (), cumstu (), cumF () and cumbeta () are useful in 
computing the powers of tests, that is, the rejection probability when the null hypo
thesis is not true. 

In every case, these CDF functions compute a lower tail probability, that is, the 
probability that the random variable is less than or equal to x. 

All the parameters except noncentrality parameters must be positive. Parameter 
none en must be non-negative for cumchi ( ) , cumF ( ) and cumbeta ( ) . Parameter n for 
cumbin () and k for cumstudrng () must be integers, but other parameters, including 
degrees of freedom, need not be integers. For cumbin (), n must be a positive integer 
and p must be between O and 1. 

For all functions, when x is a vector or matrix, the probability is computed for each 
element of x, producing a vector or matrix. Similarly the parameter arguments may be 
vectors or matrices. The sizes and shapes of the arguments must match, except that x 
or any of the parameters may always be a scalar. 

( 

( 

These functions can be used to compute P-values based on the observed value xobs of a 
test statistic X. The lower tail probability P(X ~ Xobs) that each function computes can 
be directly interpreted as a P-value for a one-tail test that rejects for values in the left 
tail of the test statistic. Because many standard tests such as x2 and F are upper tail 
tests that reject the null hypothesis only for large positive values, you often need an ( 
upper tail P-value P(X ~ Xobs) = 1 - P(X < X0 b5). You get this by subtracting the result 
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from 1. For example, 1 - cumchi ( 15 . 3, 1 O) computes the P-value for a x2 statistic 
on 10 degrees of freedom with observed value 15.3. Of course, for the binomial and 
Poisson distributions which are discrete, when Xobs is an integer , P(X ~ xobs) = 1 - P(X 
:s; Xobs - 1). 

To compute a two-tail P-value for a z- or t-test, use 2 * ( 1-cumnor ( abs ( xobs ) ) ) or 
2 * ( 1-cums tu ( abs ( xobs) , df) ) . You can compute a two-tail P-value for an F-test of 
equal variance based on estimated variances varl and var2 as 

2*min(cumF(varl/var2,dfl,df2), 1-cumF(varl/var2,dfl,df2)). 

Cmd> vector(cumnor(l.96), cumstu(-2.1,10)) # normal, Student's t ( 10) 
( 1) 0.975 0.031039 

Cmd> 2* ( 1 - cumstu(abs(-2.1),10)) # 2-tail t P-value 
( 1) 0.062077 

Cmd> vector(l-cumchi(34,25),1-cumF(4.5,2,10)) # chi-squared and F 
( 1) 0.10791 0.040386 

Cmd> l-cumstu(2.1,vector(l0,20,30,40,50)) # 5 d.f.s at once 
( 1) 0.031039 0.024309 0.022121 0.021041 0.020398 

Cmd> xbar <- vector(l50.91,150.77,159.51,156.43,165.54)#enter means 

Cmd> spooled<- 15.974 # enter pooled var from k=5 groups of n=20 

Cmd> n <- 20; k <- 5 

Cmd> studrng <- (max(xbar) - min(xbar))/(spooled/sqrt(n));studrng 
(1) 4.1351 Studentized range statistic 

Cmd> 1-cumstudrng(studrng, k, k*(n-1)) # compute P-value 
(1) 0.034262 Significant at 5% level 

You can compute binomial and Poisson probabilities of the form P(X = x) by taking 
differences of cumulative probabilities. 

Cmd> p<-.3;n <-9; p8 <- cwnbin(B,n,p) - cwnbin(7,n,p); p8 
(1) 0.00041334 P(X=8) 

Cmd> (n/l)*pAB*(l-p)A(n-8) # (nil) is binomial coefficient (n 1) 
( 1) 0. 00041334 Confirmation of value 

You can even compute P(X=O),. .. , P(X=n) in a single line. 

Cmd> cdf <- cwnbin(run(O,n),n,p); cdf - vector(O,cdf[-(n+l)]) 
(1) 0.040354 0.15565 0.26683 0.26683 0.17153 
(6) 0.073514 0.021004 0.0038579 0.00041334 1.9683e-05 

The studentized range is R/ s, where R = Xmax - Xmin is the range from a normal 
sample of size k with standard deviation CY, and s is an independent estimate of CY 

with df degrees of freedom. It is often applied with data from k independent samples 

each of size n, with R/s, = {(.x)max -(.x)min}/{spooied/✓n}, where s~led is the error mean 
square from an analysis of variance. 
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Non-central t is the ratio J-Rz + 
8 

, where z is standard normal, independent of x} in 
.l ,y2 
f Af 

f 

the denominator. Non-central x}(l) with non-centrality A is I,(z; + 8;)2, where z1, 
i=l 

f 

z2, .•. , z1 are independent standard normal and A= L 8/ . Non-central 
i=l 

z2(l)/ f . 
F1 g(A) = 1 

2 , where the numerator and denominator are independent. Non-
, Xg I g 

z2(1) 
central f3a r(A) = 2 

1 
2 ,f = 2a,g = 2r, where the two x2's are independent. ' x1(l)+ Xg 

2.12.8 Probability points and inverse cumulatives MacAnova can compute probability 
points or critical values (inverse cumulatives) for many of the distributions in Sec. 
2.12.7. Most require you to specify degrees of freedom or shape parameters. The 
arguments to these functions are always the probability value of interest followed by 
distribution parameters as indicated in the following table: 

Distribution Usage 

Standard normal invnor(p) 

Student's t on d f degrees of freedom invstu(p,df) 

x2 on df degrees of freedom invchi(p,df) 

Non-central x2 on df degrees of freedom and invchi(p,df,larnbda) 
non-centrality parameter lambda 

Fon dfl and df2 degrees of freedom invF(p,dfl,df2) 

Gamma with shape parameter alpha invgarnrna(p,alpha) 

Beta with parameters alpha and gamma invbeta(p,alpha,beta) 

Studentized range for k groups, df error degrees invstudrng(p,k,df) 
of freedom 

In every case, these inverse CDF functions compute a value x0 such that P(x ~ x0) = p. 
That is, they are the inverses of the corresponding CDF functions in Sec. 2.12.7. 

The value of p must always be between O and 1. All the other parameters except k for 
invstudrng (), including degrees of freedom, must be positive but need not be 
integers. 

When p is a vector or matrix, the inverse CDF is computed for each element of p 
producing a vector or matrix. Similarly the parameters may be vectors or matrices. 
The sizes and shapes of the arguments must match, except that p or any of the 
parameters may always be scalars. 

Cmd> invnor(vector(.10,.05, .025, .01, .005)) # normal probability 
points 
(1) -1.2816 -1.6449 -1.96 -2.3263 -2.5758 
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Cmd> invstu(.975,run(5,25,5)) # Student's ton 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 df 
(1) 2.5706 2.2281 2.1314 2.086 2.0595 

Cmd> invF(.95,5,run(5,25,5)) # F with dfl=5, and df2=5,10,15,20,25 
(1) 5.0503 3.3258 2.9013 2.7109 2.603 

Cmd> invstudrng(l-vector(.l, .05, .01, .001), k, k*(n-1)) 
(1) 3.5309 3.9328 4.7373 5.7199 

The invstudrng () output are the 10%, 5%, 1% and 0.1% critical values of the 
Studentized range statistic based on 5 samples of size 20. 

You can actually compute a page of an F-table with a single command. The following 
computes the upper 5% point of F for 1 through 8 numerator degrees of freedom and 1 
through 5 denominator degrees of freedom. 

Cmd> invF ( 1-. 05, run ( 8) *rep ( 1, 5) ', rep ( 1, 8) *run ( 5) ') 
(1,1) 161.45 18.513 10.128 7.7086 
(2,1) 199.5 19 9.5521 6.9443 
(3,1) 215.71 19.164 9.2766 6.5914 
(4,1) 224.58 19.247 9.1172 6.3882 
(5,1) 230.16 19.296 9.0135 6.2561 
(6,1) 233.99 19.33 8.9406 6.1631 
(7,1) 236.77 19.353 8.8867 6.0942 
(8,1) 238.88 19.371 8.8452 6.041 

6.6079 
5.7861 
5.4095 
5.1922 
5.0503 
4.9503 
4.8759 
4.8183 

2.12.9 Grouping data in class intervals - bin() An important method of summarizing a 
data set is to compute a grouped frequency distribution by counting the number of 
values that lie in a set of class intervals defined by class boundaries b1 :5 b2 :5 b3 :5 ... :5 
bk :5 bk+l • Class interval j consists of all values between bj and bj+I · Depending on 
who is making the definition, either the left end bj or the right end bj+l of the interval 
is considered in the interval. The counts in each interval are the frequencies. 
Function bin () allows you to make this summary. It is probably best explained by 
example. 

Cmd> x <- vector(33,35, 41,41,42,44,47,49,49,50,50,50,\ 
51,53,53,54,54,54,55,57,58,60 ,61,62,67) # enter sorted data 

Cmd> b <- vector(30,40,50,60,70)# or run(J0,70,10); class limits 

Cmd> bin(x,b) # group x using boundaries b 
component: boundaries 
(1) 30 40 50 60 
component: counts 
(1) 2 10 10 3 

The first argument, x, contains the data to be grouped; the second, b, is a vector of class 
limits. Here b defines the boundaries of 4 = 1 ength ( b) -1 classes or groups. Group 1 
consists of all values between b [ 1 J and b [ 2], group 2 consists of all values between 

70 

b [ 2 ) and b ( 3 J , and so on. The data are entered in sorted order only to make it easier to 
check that bin () is doing what it should. 

The result is a structure with components boundaries and counts. Component 
boundaries is identical with b, while counts [ j] is the number of input values in 
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class j, that is, the frequency of the class. Here there are two values (33 and 35) in class 
1, ten values (41, 41, 42, 44, 47, 49, 49, 50, 50, 50) in class 2, and so on. By default, any 
value exactly on a class limit at the right or upper end of a class is counted in that class 
so, for example, the three 50's are considered to be in class 2 together with 41 through 
49, and 60 goes in class 3. 

Any value not in any class (here ~0 or > 70) is not counted, but a warning message is 
printed. You can suppress the warning message by including s i 1 en t : T) as an 
argument. 

Cmd> bin(vector(x,25,75),b) # data vector enlarged by 2 values 
WARNING: 1 low and 1 high values not counted by bin() 
component: boundaries 
(1) 30 40 50 60 70 
component: counts 
(1) 2 10 10 3 

Some statistics books recommend that you include the left or lower end of a class 
interval in the interval instead of the right end. You can follow this convention by 
including leftendin: T as an argument. 

Cmd> bin(x,b,leftendin:T) # lower end of interval in class 
component: boundaries 
(1) 30 40 50 60 
component: counts 
(1) 2 7 12 4 

Now the new frequencies reflect the fact that the three 50' s are put in class 3 and the 60 
in class 4. 

When you want equally spaced boundaries, the usage, bin (x, vector (b0, width)), 
can simplify things. b0 is interpreted as a "typical" class limit and width is the desired 
class width. Enough boundaries of the form b ± jxwidth are computed so that all the 
data are included. 

Cmd> bin(x,vector(J0,10)) # gives the same result as bin(x,b) 
component: boundaries 
( 1) 30 40 50 60 
component: counts 
( 1) 2 10 10 3 

Instead of vector ( 3 0, 10), you could use vector ( 0, 10) or even vector ( -100, 10) 
and still get the same output. 

Still easier and OK for quick summaries is bin (x, nclasses), where nclasses is the 
number of classes wanted. bin () chooses nclasses+l equally spaced class limits 
which include all the data. No attempt is made to ensure the values are "neat." 

Cmd> bin(x,4); bin() chooses boundaries 
component: boundaries 

70 

70 

(1) 32.15 41.5 50.85 60.2 69.55 
component: counts 
(1) 4 8 10 3 

Even easier is simply bin (x) for which bin () selects both the number of classes and 
the width. 
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Cmd> bin (x) 
component: boundaries 
(1) 32.15 38.383 44.617 50.85 57.083 
(6) 63.317 69.55 
component: counts 
(1) 2 4 6 8 
(6) 1 

You can use keyword phrase leftendin: T with all these usages. 

If xis a REAL matrix, rather than a vector, each column is grouped, all with the same 
class limits. Component boundaries is as before, but now component counts is a 
matrix, with each column containing the frequencies for the data in the corresponding 
column of x. 

2.13 Random numbers - runi() and rnorm() MacAnova has functions for generating 
standard normal and uniformly distributed pseudo-random numbers. 

runi ( n) returns a vector of n random variables that are uniformly distributed between 
0 and 1. n must be a positive integer. 

rnorm ( n) returns a vector of n random variables which have standard normal (µ = 0, 
a= 1) distribution. 

2.13.1 "Seeding" runi() and rnormO - setseeds() and getseeds() The values computed by 
runi () and rnorm () depend on two internal positive integer "seeds" which are 
updated every time a number is computed. If the seeds are the same on two different 
occasions you will get exactly the same sequence of random numbers. 

You can set the seeds by set seeds (vector ( seedl, seed2)) or set seeds ( seedl, 
seed2), where seedl and seed2 are positive integers between 1 and 2147483399. 
set seeds ( O, O) initializes the seeds with values based on the date and time providing 
a more or less random starting point for random numbers. If you don't explicitly set 
the seeds, the first time random numbers are computed the seeds are initialized as if 
you had typed set seeds ( 0, 0). 

You can retrieve current values of the seeds in a vector of length 2 by function 
getseeds (). If get seeds () is vector ( O, O), the seeds have not been set. Resetting 
the seeds to values previously retrieved makes it possible to generate the same 
sequence of random numbers more than once. 

Here are some simple examples. 

Cmd> runi(5) # 5 uniforms without initializing 
WARNING: starting random number seeds are 1979189978 and 1730035780 

4 

(1) 0.2765 0.046009 0.27089 0.21016 0.16606 

Cmd> rnorm(5) # 5 normals 
(1) 1.9504 -0.23464 -0.58285 0.43007 -0.09322 

Cmd> setseeds(l979189978,1730035780) #reset seeds, 

Cmd> runi(5) #rsame vals 
(1) 0.2765 0.046009 0.27089 0.21016 0.16606 
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Cmd> getseeds() # value is "invisible"; output is "side effect" 
Seeds are 1849669167 and 1493059652 

By usmg runi ( n) as argument p in the inverse cumulative distributions functions 
described in Sec. 2.12.8, you can easily generate pseudo-random samples of Student's t, 
F, x2, gamma, and beta distributed random variables. 

Cmd> f<-invF(runi(5),10,30); f # small random sample from F(l0,30) 
(1) 0.72673 1.6098 2.4452 0.46853 0.76309 

2.14 More on rep() and run() Functions run () and rep () are very useful for setting up 
factor variables in ANOVA models (described in Chapter 3). As described in Sec. 2.8.12, 
run () generates equally spaced sequences and rep () replicates its first argument. We 
sawtherethatrun(n) returnedvector(l,2, ... ,n) andrep(v,n) returned 
vector (v, v, ... , v), where there are n repetitions and where vis a scalar or vector. 

Cmd> 
(1) 
( 6) 

(11) 

rep(run(4),3) 
1 
2 
3 

# 3 replicates 
2 
3 
4 

of 1, 2, 3, 4 
3 
4 

4 
1 

There is a more general usage of rep (). In rep (v, counts), where counts is a vector 
of non-negative integers of the same length as v, the corresponding v [ i J is repeated 
counts [ i J times. In particular, rep (v, rep (m, n) ) , where n is the length of v, 
produces m copies of each element of v. 

Cmd> 
( 1) 
( 6) 

(11) 

rep(run(3),rep(4,3)) 
1 
2 
3 

# 4 copies 
1 
2 
3 

of each element of run(3) 
1 1 
2 3 

Thus you might use rep ( run ( 4) , 3 ) and rep ( run ( 3 ) , rep ( 4, 3) ) to generate 
treatment number and block numbers associated with a randomized block design with 
4 treatments and 3 replicates. 

Cmd> rep(run(4),vector(2,1,0,6)) # 2 l's, 1 2, no J's and 6 4's. 
(1) 1 1 2 4 4 
(6) 4 4 4 4 
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2.15 Making graphs MacAnova has several functions and macros for making graphs of 
data. The basic functions are as follows: 

Function or Macro Description 

plot(x,y) Scatter plot or impulse plot of y versus x, points 
optionally connected by lines 

lineplot(x,y) Connected line plot of x versus y, optionally augmented 
by "impulses" 

chplot(x,y,sym) Scatter plot or impulse plot of y versus x, using user 
supplied symbols, points optionally connected by lines 

showplot () Redisplay previously plotted graph, possibly with 
changed labels or plotting limits 

colplot(x) Makes parallel line plots of matrix x against row number 

rowplot(x) Makes parallel line plots of matrix x against column 
number 

"Impulses" are vertical lines connecting a point with the x-axis. 

plot (), lineplot () and chplot () take at least two arguments x and y, where xis a 
REAL vector and y is a REAL vector or matrix, and plot each column of y against the 
values of x. The length of x must normally match the number of rows in y, but see 
below for a useful exception. 

All plotting commands also recognize several optional keyword arguments which you 
can use to specify a title, axis labels, and minimum and maximum values to be plotted. 

2.15.1 plot() plot ( x, y) does a simple scatter plot of y versus x. If y has several 
columns, a different symbol is used for each column. 

Crnd> xstuff<-vector(l,2,3,4,5,6,7); ystuff <-exp(-.5*xstuff)-.5 
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Cmd> plot(xstuff,ystuff) # simplest usage 

0. 

- 0 ---------- ------------------ ------------

y - 0. 
s * t 
u 

-0. f 
f 

* -0. 

* -0. 

* * 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

xstuff 

Note that the axes are labelled with the variable names. 

Cmd> plot(xstuff,ystuff,impulse:T) # make impulse plot 
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f 
f 
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2.15.1 lineplot() lineplot (x,y) draws lines between the successive points plotted, but 
does not draw any symbol at the points. Normally, the elements of x should be in 
monotonic (increasing or decreasing) order. lineplot () uses different line types 
(solid, dashed, dotted, ... ) for successive columns of y. You can use keyword linetype 
to change the default line types. See Sec. 8.5.1. 

Cmd> lineplot (x:run(lO) ,y:run(lO) "'(.3*run(5) '), \ 
title: "Sample line plot") #Note keywords x and y to label axes 

y 

I 

3 0 ..... 
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2 o,.... 
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s-

I 

Sample line plot 
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2.15.1 chplot() chplot (x, y, sym), where sym is a REAL or CHARACTER vector or matrix 
specifying symbols or characters to be plotted, is similar to p 1 o t ( x , y ) . When s ym is a 
matrix, it must have the same number of columns as y. 

When sym is REAL, its elements must be integers between 1 and 999 and the numbers 
themselves are used as the plotting symbols. 

When sym is a CHARACTER vector or matrix, its elements are used as plotting symbols 
(actually only the first three characters are used if there are more). For example, 
chplot(run(5),run(5)A2, vector("Cat","Dog","Wolf","Sheep","Bird")) 
labels the successive points with Cat, Dog, Wol, She and Bir. 

Character symbols " \ 1 " , " \ 2 " , " \ 3 " , " \ 4 ", " \ 5 " , " \ 6 ", " \ 7 " , " \ 1 O " are special and are 
interpreted as diamond, plus sign, cross, triangle, star, dot and small cross. For 
example, if y is a vector, chplot ( x, y, "\ 6" ) is identical to plot ( x, y). 

When sym has a single element as in chplot (x, y, "#"), it is used for all points 
plotted. 

When sym is a vector whose length matches the number of columns in y, then sym [ j] 
labels all points associated with column j, that is the point y [ i , j J is plotted against 
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x [ i] with character or number sym [ j ] . For example, if y has 3 columns, 
chplot(x,y,run(3) ),labelsallthepointsfromy[,l],y[,2] andy[,3] with 11 1", 
" 2 " and 11 3 11 

, respectively. 

When the sym is a vector whose length does not match the number of columns in y, 
then sym [ j] labels row j, with the symbols repeating cyclically if length ( sym) < 
nrows (y). 

Finally, when sym is a matrix it must have the same number of columns as y, and 
symbols for plotting the values from row i of y are taken from row i of sym, repeating 
rows of sym cyclically if necessary. 

You can omit sym altogether; if y has only one column, each point is labelled with the 
row number; if y has several columns, all the points from a column are labelled with 
the column number. 

y 

Crnd> chplot (x: run ( 10) , y: run ( 10) "' (. 3 *run ( 5) ') , \ 
vector("A", "B", "C", "D", "E"),ymin:O, \ 
title: "Sample plot by chplot () ") 

Sample plot by chplot () 
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Cmd> chp 1 o t ( x: run ( 1 0 J , y: run ( 1 0 J "' ( • 3 * run ( 5 J ' J , ymi n : O, \ 
title: "Sample plot by chplot () ") # no plot ting symbols provided 

Sample plot by chplot () 

30 

5 
25 

5 

20 
5 

y 
15 

4 
5 

4 

10 

4 
5 

4 
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4 

II I i 
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4 3 
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3 
3 

2 2 2 
2 2 2 

f 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0 - ---------- ---- --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

X 

2.15.4 Equally spaced x values The exception to the requirement that x and y have the 
same number of rows is a convention you can use when you want to plot the rows of y 
against equally spaced values on the X-axis. When xis a REAL scalar (single number), 
y [ i, ] is plotted against vector (x, x+l, x+2, ... ) , that is they are equally spaced by 1 
starting with x. When xis a vector of length 2, say, vector (xO, d), y [ i, ] is plotted 
against vector(xO, xO+d, x0+2 *d, ... ) , that is equally spaced starting with xO and 
incrementing by d. For example, plot ( 1, y) is equivalent to 
plot ( run ( nrows (y) ) , y) and lineplot ( vector ( 19 67, 1 / 12) , y) might be used to 
plot monthly values for which y [ 1 , ] was data for January, 1967. 

2.15.5 Graphics keywords See Sec. 8.5 for information on the use of keywords xmin, 
ymin, xmax, ymax, xlab, ylab, xaxis, yaxis, title, file, keep, and show, and on 
how to add information to previously created graphs. 

You can draw lines between points plotted by plot () or chplot () by using keyword 
phrase lines: T. 

On all three commands, you can use impulses: Tadd "impulses" to the plot. On 
plot () but not on chplot (), this suppresses the plotting symbols. 

2.15.6 colplot and rowplot These are pre-defined macros that use chplot () to draw 
"interaction plots" of data in a matrix x. colplot (x) draws line plots of each column 
of x versus the row numbers run ( nrows ( x) ) . Data points are labelled with the 
column number. Similarly rowplot (x) draws line plots of each row of x versus the 
column numbers run (ncols (x)). See Sec. 10.12 for an example of the use of colplot. 
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You can use keyword phrase dumb : T as an argument with any plotting command, as 
in plot (x, y, dumb: T). This results in a crude plot made up of printable characters 
being printed. For many purposes this is sufficient to get a sufficiently clear picture of 
the relationships being plotted, and has the advantage that it is printable on any printer 
and is written along with other output to a spool file (see. Sec. 2.16). 

Cmd> chpl o t ( x: run ( 1 0) , y: run ( 1 0) /\ ( . 3 * run ( 5) ' ) , \ 
vector ( "A ", "B ", "C", "D", "E") , ymin: 0, \ 
title: "Sample dumb plot by chplot() ",dumb:T) 

Sample dumb plot by chplot() 
++-----+-----+------+-----+-----+------+-----+-----+------++ 
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In the Macintosh and Windows versions of MacAnova, you can copy graphs to the 
Clipboard and then paste them into word processor or graphic editing documents, and 
you can print them using Print Graph on the File menu (see Appendix A and?) 

2.16 Using spool() to save output You often want to keep track of exactly what you have 
done and what were the results. Command spool () allows you to "spool" your 
session, that is, save in a file a transcript of what you typed and what MacAnova 
printed. Spooling is a little bit like using a tape recorder - everything, wanted or 
unwanted is recorded. After leaving MacAnova, you can edit the file into a report 
using a word processor, or simply print it as is. 

spool ( f ileName), where f ileName is a quoted string or CHARACTER variable 
containing a legal file name, starts spooling on the named file. From that point on 
until you stop or suspend spooling, everything you type and everything MacAnova 
responds (except high resolution graphs) is written to the file in plain text (ASCII) form. 
In a windowed version (Macintosh, Windows or Motif), if f ileName is the empty 
name " ", you will be able to specify the file using a dialog box. On a Macintosh, 
selecting Spool Output To File on the File menu is another way to start spooling. 
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If the spool file already exists, spool () normally starts writing at its end. This allows 
you to accumulate output from several runs in a single file. If this is not what you 
want, use spool ( f ileNarne, new: T) which starts transcription at the start of the file, 
destroying any information already there. 

To suspend spooling, simply type spool (), with no argument. On a Macintosh you 
can select Stop Spooling on the File menu. If spooling has been suspended, spool (), 
with no argument restarts it. On a Macintosh you can select Resume Spooling on the 
File menu. 

For example, you might suspend spooling while you experiment with different 
analyses of data, and then resume it once you have a better idea of what you plan to do. 

Crnd> spool ("spool. txt ") # start spooling on file 'spool. txt' 

Crnd> getseeds() #display current seeds, see Sec. 2.13 
Seeds are 1657851609 and 960912167 
(1) l.6579e+09 9.609le+08 

Crnd> x <- runi(5); x # this will be transcribed on spool.txt 
(1) 0.67374 0.13423 0.82378 0.89615 0.66544 

Crnd> spool() # suspend spooling 
Spooling on spool.txt suspended 

Cmd> x-3 # this will not be transcribed on spool.txt 
(1) -2.3263 -2.8658 -2.1762 -2.1038 -2.3346 

Cmd> spool() # resume spooling. This line will not be transcribed 
Resume spooling on spool.txt 

Cmd> x+l # this line and following output will be transcribed 
(1) 1.6737 1.1342 1.8238 1.8962 1.6654 

This is what ends up in file spool. txt. 

Cmd> getseeds() #display current seeds, see Sec. 2.13 
Seeds are 1657851609 and 960912167 
(1) 1.6579e+09 9.6091e+08 

Cmd> x <- runi(5); x # this will be transcribed on spool.txt 
(1) 0.67374 0.13423 0.82378 0.89615 0.66544 

Cmd> spool() # suspend spooling 
Spooling on spool.txt suspended 

Cmd> x+l # this line and following output will be transcribed 
(1) 1.6737 1.1342 1.8238 1.8962 1.6654 

In the windowed versions of MacAnova, it is also possible directly to save the contents 
of the command window to a file using Saue Window or Saue Window Rs ... on the 
File menu. See Appendices A,? and?. 

2.17 Using save() and restore() to preserve work between sessions All the variables and 
macros you are currently using are referred to collectively as the workspace. During a 
MacAnova run, the workspace is in computer memory (RAM) and not in a file on disk. 
When you quit MacAnova, unless you take precautions, your workspace and often the 
result of a lot of work is normally lost. You can save everything in your workspace on 
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disk by save ( f ileName), where f ileName is a quoted string or CHARACTER variable 
specifying the name of the file. On a later MacAnova session, restore ( fileName) 
restores the workspace to the way it was when saved. As usual in windowed versions, 
the empty file name 11 11 lets you select a file. 

Cmd> x # show that vector xis defined 
(1) 0.67374 0.13423 0.82378 0.89615 0.66544 

Cmd> save ( 11 sessionl. sav") # save workspace, including vector x 
Workspace saved on file sessionl.sav 

Cmd> quit # terminate the run 

Now suppose you start a new MacAnova session. 

Cmd> x # At this point xis not defined 
UNDEFINED 

Cmd> restore("sessionl.sav") # restore the save file 
Restoring workspace from file sessionl.sav 
Workspace saved Thu Nov 30 11:52:58 1995 

Cmd> x # variable x as we previously saved it is now defined 
(1) 0.67374 0.13423 0.82378 0.89615 0.66544 

The file created by save () is in a binary format readable only by MacAnova running on 
the same type of computer. It is useless on any other type of computer. In contrast, 
asciisave ( fileName) saves your workspace in a form that can be read by MacAnova 
on any type of computer. The file it writes is a plain text or ASCII file although it has 
an arcane format intended to be read only by a computer. You can even safely send it 
via e-mail with little danger of corruption since there are no non-printable characters 
in the file. Command restore () can read either type of file although a file written by 
asciisave () may take a little longer to restore. The file created by asciisave () is 
often larger than the one created by save (), although that need not be the case. 

Another use for save () and restore () is when you are running MacAnova on an 
unstable computer, subject to crashes, or running a Unix version over the telephone 
using a modem where there is a chance the connection will be broken. If you use 
save () every few minutes, you minimize the danger of losing work. To make this 
easier, after the first use of save ( fileName), simply save (), omitting fileName, saves 
to the same file. If the original saving was done by asciisave (), a plain text files will 
be written. 

To save your workspace on a windowed version, select Saue Workspace on the File 
menu or press 3€ K on a Macintosh or Control-K in the Windows or Motif versions. 
The first time you do this, you will be prompted for a save file. Later uses of Sau e 
Workspace will save on the same file with no prompting. 

See Sec. 7.7 for information on partial saves and keywords all and delete. 
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3. Linear Models 

3.1 Introduction to GLM commands One of MacAnova's greatest strengths is the 
variety of commands that perform linear model related computations. Some of the 
more important are the following: 

anova ( ) Unweighted and weighted analysis of variance 
manova ( ) Unweighted and weighted multivariate analysis of 

regress () 

screen () 
robust () 
logistic () 
probit () 
pois son () 
glmfit () 

variance 
Unweighted and weighted simple linear and 
multiple regression 
Multiple regression model selection 
Robust regression and ANOV A 
Logistic regression 
Probit regression 
Poisson regression and log linear model fitting 
Generalized linear model fitting with a variety of 
distributions and "links". 

Functions fastanova () and ipf () provide alternatives to anova () and poisson () 
that may be faster in some circumstances. 

Some of these commands, such as regress (), anova () and manova (), estimate or fit 
are what are known as linear models; others such as poi sson () and log is tic i) fit 
generalized linear models (GLM's). For convenience, we refer to all these commands 
as GLM commands, even those that fit truly linear models. 

Chapter 8 is almost entirely devoted to examples of the use of GLM commands. Hence 
there are relatively few examples in this chapter. 

All GLM commands have certain features in common. Chief among these is the 
specification of a linear model by a quoted string or CHARACTER variable such as 
"yield=block+variety+tillage+variety. tillage" or "y=xl+x2+x3+x4 ". 

Another commonality is that all GLM commands create certain variables as side
effects. One of the more important of these is the CHARACTER variable STRMODEL 
whose value is the model specification used in the most recent GLM command. If you 
don't specify a model and STRMODEL exists, GLM commands use the model specified by 
STRMODEL. 

Other side effect variables created by most GLM commands are ss (sums of squares or 
deviances for each term), DF (degrees of freedom), RESIDUALS (response - fitted values) 
and HII (leverages). 

Before a GLM command starts its computations, any side effect variables left over from 
previous linear model commands are deleted. 

In addition, there are a number of keyword phrases some or all the GLM commands 
have in common. 

Sometimes you may want to run a GLM command just to compute the side effect 
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variables, and don't want to see the usual output, perhaps because you have seen it 
before. If you use keyword phrase print: Fas an argument to any GLM command ( 
except screen (), most of the usual output is suppressed. If instead you use silent: T, 
all output except error messages is suppressed. In both cases the side effect variables 
such as RES I DUALS are computed. 

The MacAnova interface to all these procedures reflects an underlying similarity 
among GLM models. We begin with a discussion of regression and ANOV A, the two 
most important methodologies; the other GLM models are postponed to the end of 
this section. 

3.2 Response and independent variables in linear models Linear models, including 
regression and ANOVA, always have a response variable (also called a dependent 
variable or target variable), which we refer to symbolically as Y. Y is assumed to be 
the sum of a predictable part and an unpredictable part or random error. The essence 
of a linear model is that the predictable part is a linear combination of one or more 
other variables (sometimes called the independent variables, predictor variables or 
carrier variables) which we refer to here collectively as X-variables. 

The random error is always assumed to have zero mean and, in the most common 
case, to have constant variance. This implies that the predictable part is the expectation 
E[Y]. For the usual regression and ANOVA hypothesis tests and confidence 
procedures to be exact, normal errors are required. 

By a linear combination of X-variables X11 X2 , ••• ,Xk, we mean that the predictable part of ( 
Y ( expectation of Y) has the form 

E[Y] = f3o + f31X1 + f32X2+ ... +/3kXk or E[Y] = f31X1 + f32X2+ ... +/3kXk 

The first form can be included in the second, if we define X1 to be the variable with 1 as 
its value for every case. The {3's are referred to as linear model coefficients. 
Coefficient {30 is the intercept or constant term. The random error is simply 

e =Y - ( f3o + f31X1 + f32X2+ ... +/3kXk) 

Data consist of n cases, with values for Y and each X-variable for each case. 
regress () and anova () fit a linear model to data using the least squares criterion. 
This amounts to finding values for the coefficients {3j of the X-variables so that 

I,.(Y; -f3o - f31X;1 -f32X;2-···-/3kXilc)2, 
i 

the sum of squared differences between the observed Y values and the estimated 
predictable part, is as small as possible. For weighted analyses, with weights {Wi}, 

L W;(Y; -f3o -f31X;1 -/32X;2-···-/3kXik)2 
i 

is minimized. This is appropriate when the variance of the random error for case i is 
of the form a2 I Wi, that is the weights are inversely proportional to the error 
variances. 

Generalized linear models such as logistic or Poisson regression also involve a fit based 
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on a linear combination of X-variables, but the expectation of dependent variable is a 
(usually) non-linear function of the linear combination. See Chapter 4. 

3.3 Variates and factors Although both regression and ANOV A are based on linear 
models, they differ in the type of X-variables used. In regression, the X-variables are 
usually directly measured or observed numerical variables such as temperature, 
income or age. In MacAnova, such variables are called variates. In ANOVA, on the 
other hand, the X-variables code for the levels of categories, for example, treatment 
groups or blocks in a designed experiment, or they code the combined levels of two or 
more categories. In MacAnova, this distinction is reflected in the fact that for 
regress (), we specify the actual X-variables to be used, while in anova (), we specify 
variables containing the category levels as positive integers and leave it to Mac.An.ova 
to figure out how to code the levels in one or more X-variables. Typically to code k 
levels of a category, MacAnova uses k internally generated X-variables. We call 
variables that specify category levels factors to distinguish them from variates. 

Since factors and variates are both REAL vectors, function factor () is used to mark a 
vector so that GLM commands will consider it to be a factor. That is, a REAL vector is a 
variate unless it is specifically declared to be a factor by factor (). For example, suppose 
in a medical experiment involving 7 patients, patient 1 received treatment 1, patient 7 
received treatment 2, patients 4 and 5 received treatment 3, and patients 2, 3, and 6 
received treatment 4. We create a factor treatment encoding this information by 

Cind> levels<- vector(l,4,4,3,3,4,2) 

Cind> treatment<- factor(levels) 

Cmd> list(levels,treatment) # only treatment is a factor 
levels REAL 7 
treatment REAL 7 FACTOR with 4 levels 

In any subsequent use of treatment in a linear model such as II sleep=treatment 11
, 

treatment will be recognized as specifying levels of a factor. 

make factor (values) transforms the REAL or CHARACTER vector values to a factor 
with integer levels 1, 2, ... m, where mis the number of unique elements in values. 
The levels assigned by makefactor preserve the order of the elements of values. 
make factor (values, F) does the same except that levels are assigned in the order 
unique elements appear in values. Here are some examples. 

Cmd> groups<- vector( 11A", "D", "D", "C", "C", "D", "B")# CHARACTER values 

Cmd> a<- makefactor(groups);a # turn groups into a factor 
( 1) 1 4 4 3 3 
( 6) 4 2 

Cmd> b <- makefactor(groups,F) # don't match order 
(1) 1 2 2 3 3 
(6) 2 4 

Cmd> c <- makefactor(vector(l.3, 2.4, 2.4, 2.1, 2.1, 2.4, l.6));c 
(1) 1 4 4 3 3 
( 6) 4 2 
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Cmd> list(groups,a,b,c) # groups, levels are not factors 
a REAL 7 FACTOR with 4 levels 
b REAL 7 FACTOR with 4 levels 
c REAL 7 FACTOR with 4 levels 
groups CHAR 7 Not a factor 

Interest in ANOV A usually focuses on the mean response in each group or 
combination of groups -- the expected yield for each variety of corn or the expected 
change in blood pres~;ure for each type of medication. 

In regression, the X-variables usually represent numerical quantities so that a change 
from 3 to 4.5 means the same size change as a change from 11 to 12.5. Interest in 
regression often focuses on how much the mean response will change for a given 
change in one of the X-variables. The coefficient /3i associated with Xi can be 
interpreted as indicating how much the mean response would change if Xi were 
increased by 1 without changing other X-variables. 

Function anova () (but not regress ()) can analyze linear models that include both 
variates and factors, sometimes called Analysis of Covariance (ANACOV A) models. In 
these models, the predictable part of the response is determined not only by the levels 
of one or more categories, but also by the values of one or more numerical variables. 

3.4 Specifying a model The first argument (usually the only argument) to regress () 
and anova ( ) is a quoted string or scalar CHARACTER variable which specifies the model 
to be used in the regression or ANOV A. A model is specified in a way similar to that 
used in the Generalized Linear Model Analysis program GLIM (Aitken et al. 1986). 

You specify a regression model for use in regress () by a string similar to "y = xl + 
x2 + x3 11

• 

To the left of"=" is the name (y) of an existing REAL vector containing the values of the 
response or dependent variable. To the right of"=" are the names of existing REAL 
vectors, here xl, x2, and x3, each containing the values of one of the X-variables. 
Using more mathematical notation, letting Y be the response variable and X1, X2 
and X3 three X-variables, 11 y = xl + x2 + x3" specifies the linear model 

Y = f3o + /31X1 + /32X2 + /33X3 + e, 

or, more completely, 

Y; = /30 + /31X;1 + /32X;2 + /33X;3 + e;, i = 1, ... ,n 

where Yi and Xij, j = l, 2, 3 are the data for the ith case. The predictable part of Yi is 
/30 + /31X;1 + /32X;2 + /33X;3 and ei is the unpredictable random error. A regression model 
can have 1 to 95 variables on the right hand side. They must all be REAL vectors of the 
same length n as the response variable. 

For example, suppose that we want to fit a linear model relating the strength of wood 
dowels to their diameter and density and that the data are in MacAnova variables 
strength, diameter, and density. We would specify the regression model as 
11 strength = diameter + density 11

, where diameter and density are both 
variates. The corresponding linear model is 
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Y; = f3o + /31X;1 + /32X;2 + e;, 

where Yi is the value of strength and X1i and X2i represent the values of diameter 
and density for the ith case. A more complete model string would be II strength = 1 
+ diameter + density 11

, where a constant term is explicitly symbolized by "l + ". 

This is not necessary, however, since MacAnova automatically includes an intercept or 
constant {30 unless instructed otherwise. If you want to fit the model 

Y; = /31X;1 + /32X;2 + e;, 

without an intercept, you would use the model II strength = diameter + density 
- l" which excludes an intercept from the model. 

In a model for regress (), if any X-variable is actually a factor (created by factor ()),it 
is treated as a variate, with the factor levels taken to represent numerical values. Since 
this is usually a mistake, a warning message is printed. 

A model for an ova ( ) has the same basic form but the terms to the right of "=" are 
factors or combinations of factors (see below for the use of models with variates). 
Suppose that y is the response variable and a is a factor created by factor () that has 
the same length as y. Then the ANOV A model 
"y = a 11 (or "y = 1 + a 11

) specifies a one-way classification or one-way ANOVA 
model for the grouping determined by a. The mathematical representation of this 
linear model is 

Y;i =µ+a; +eii, 

where ai is the effect for the ith level of factor a and j indexes the replication number. 

If b is another factor of the same length, the string II y = a + b II specifies a two-way 
ANOV A without interaction. The corresponding mathematical model is 

Y;i = µ + a; + /3i + eii 

where /3j is the effect of the jth level of factor b. 

The dot product a . b in a model represents the interaction of two factors a and b. 
Thus a two-way factorial model with interaction would be specified by "Y = a + b + 
a. b" with corresponding linear model 

Y;i = µ + a; + /3i + ( a/3);i + e;i 

You can use parentheses to group terms into submodels, and the dot may be used to 
combine submodels as well as factors. For example, ( a+b) . c is equivalent to a. c + 
b.c, (a+b). (c+d) is equivalent to (a+b) .c + (a+b) .d = a.c + b.c + a.d + b.d, 
and so on. Note the specific order of terms in the expanded model. 

The dot product of a factor with itself, say a . a, is just the same as a, as is a. a. a, 
a. a. a. a, .... Also a.bis equivalent to b. a. If there are duplicate terms in an expanded 
model,onlythefirstiskept. Thus (a+b). (a+d) + b.d= (a+b) .a + (a+b) .d + b.d 
= a . a + b . a + a . d + b . d + b . d which is equivalent to a + a . b + a . d + b . d. 

Note: Although a dot product term such as a. b, does not always represent an 
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interaction term, we will use "interaction" as a generic name for such a term. 

A star product is a shortcut often used in multi-factor models. If A and B are 
submodels, then A* B is a shorthand expression for A + B + A. B. Thus, a* b * c is 
equivalent to ( a + b + a. b) * c which is in turn equivalent to a + b + a . b + c + 
a. c + b. c + a. b. c, the complete three way factorial model with two- and three-way 
interaction. 

The pseudo-power is another shortcut used in multi-factor models. If A is a submode!, 
and A" 2 is equivalent to A. ( 1 + A) , A" 3 is equivalent to A . ( 1 + A) . ( 1 + A) , and so 
on. Thus, for example, ( a + b + c) "2 expands to ( a + b + c ) . ( 1 + a + b + c) 
which expands to 

(a+ b + c) .1 + (a+ b + c).a + (a+ b + c) .b + (a+ b + c) .c 

which expands after eliminating duplicate terms to 

a+ b + c + a.b + a.c + b.c 

Similarly, ( a + b + c) "3, and, because a. a is equivalent to a, ( a + b + c) "4 and 
higher powers expand to 

a+ b + c + a.b + a.c + b.c + a.b.c 

The slash notation is a convenient shortcut for specifying nested models: A term 
such as term a/ b is equivalent to a+ a . b (b is nested within a) and a/ b / c is equivalent 
to (a + a. b) / c or a + a. b + a. b. c (c is nested within b which is nested within a). 
More generally, if A and Bare compound terms, A/Bis equivalent to A + A' . B, where 
A' is the dot product of all the factors appearing in A. Thus ( a+b) / c is equivalent to a 
+ b + ( a . b) . c = a + b + a . b. c ( a and b are crossed with no interaction and c is 
nested within each combination of a level of a and a level of b), and so on. 

You can remove terms from a model by subtraction. The model a *b * c - a. b. c is 
equivalent to a + b + a. b + c + a. c + b. c, that is to model a *b*c without the 
terma.b.c. Theexample "strength= diameter + density - l" we saw above 
illustrates removal of the constant term from a model. Note that the terms in a *b*c 
are the same as the terms in ( a + b + c ) "3 in a different order and the terms in ( a + 
b + c) "2 are the same as the terms in a *b*c - a. b. c in a different order 

Minus star subtraction allows a more extensive form of removal. It removes not only 
the subtracted term as in ordinary subtraction but also any term which contains the 
literal term. Thus,a*b*c -* a.cisequivalenttoa + b + a.b + c + b.c,thatis 
the terms in a *b*c without a. c and a. b. c, the terms in a *b*c that contain a. c. 
Similarly ( a + b + c ) "3 - * a . c is equivalent to a + b + c + a . b + b . c. 

You can also include variates (non-factor vectors) ANOVA model. A variate can 
interact with (be dotted with) any of the factors or interactions of factors, but cannot 
interact with another variate. In an ANOV A model, a variate is usually referred to as a 
covariate, and the computations for a variate amount to computing the regression 
coefficient for the covariate. 

When a covariate is dotted with a factor, a separate regression coefficient for the 
covariate is computed for each level of the factor. For example, suppose group is a 
factor and xis a variate. Then "y = x" is a simple regression model, "Y = group" is 
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a one-way classification model, "y = x + group II is a model with common slope but 
separate intercepts for each group (the standard ANACOVA model), 11 y = group. x 11 is 
a model with a common intercept and separate slopes for each group, and any of 

11 y=group+group. x 11
, 

11 y=group+x+group. x" or 11 y=group+group. x-l II represent a 
model with separate unrelated lines for each group using somewhat different 
parametrizations. 

You can specify up to 95 distinct factors and variates in an ANOVA model, no more 
than 31 of which can be factors. This means that in principle you can specify a model 
with over 4x 1011 different terms. Probably even the biggest super computer would 
balk at that. 

3.5 Error terms All sums of squares and degrees of freedom not contained in model 
terms are combined into a term called ERROR 1. Since some ANOV A models, such as 
split plot models, have more than one error term, it is a convenience to be able to 
specify other terms as error terms. 

Any simple term (a factor or variate or one dot product of factors or variates) may be 
relabeled as an error term by enclosing it in E (). This will only change the labelling of 
the term in the output, and the renumbering of other error terms. Sums of squares are 
computed as usual. For example, an ova ( 11 y = a + b + a . b 11 

) and an ova ( 11 y = a + 
b + E (a. b) 11 

) specify identical computations, but the term that was labelled a . b in the 
first is labelled ERRORl in the second and the final line is labelled ERROR2 instead of 
ERRORl. Certain commands such as contrast () (see Sec. 3.15) and secoef s () (see 
Sec. 3.12) allow you to specify which error term is to be used in computing standard 
errors following a linear model command. In addition, if you use either f stats : T or 
pvalues: Ton anova (), the denominator of the F-test for each term is taken from the 
next following error term. 

3.6 Side effect variables Both regress () and anova () set several side-effect variables: 
Name Type Contents 
STRMODEL CHARACTER scalar The model used 
DEPVNAME CHARACTER scalar The name of the response variable 
TERMNAMES CHARACTER vector The names of the terms in the model 
SS REAL vector Sums of squares for each term in the model 
DF REAL vector Degrees of freedom for each term in the 

model 
RESIDUALS REAL vector Residuals from the model fit 
HII REAL vector The leverages - the diagonal elements of the 

hat matrix H = X(X'Xr' X' or, for weighted 
analysis, H = X(X'wxr' X'W I where w is 
diagonal matrix of weights. 

Side effect variables set by regress () but not by anova (): 

COEF REAL vector The regression coefficients 
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XTXINV REAL matrix (X'Xf1
, where X is the matrix whose 

columns are the independent variables, 
including a constant column if there is an 
intercept, or (X'WXt1

, for weighted 
analyses. 

Side effect variable set by regress () or anova () when weights are specified: 

WTDRESIDUALS REAL vector ffe; x residuals from the model fit 

All side-effect variables except STRMODEL are deleted at the start of each use of 
regress (), anova () or any GLM command, so if you want to save a side effect 
variable, you should assign it to a variable with a different name (for example, 
residuals <- RESIDUALS) before running another GLM command. 

The elements of HII are useful, among other reasons, because V[ri] = (1 - hii)a2, where 

ri is the ith residuals (V[ ffe; ril = (1 - hu)a2 for weighted analysis). 

3.7 GLM keywords 
Another area of commonality among the various GLM commands is the use of 
keywords. Here is a summary of the keyword phrases shared by more than one GLM 
command. 

Keyword Phrase 
print:F 

silent:T 

coefs:F 

fstats:T 

pvals:T 

wts:vec 
weights:vec 

Limitations and brief description 
All GLM commands. Directs that most of the output to the screen 
is suppressed, although side effect variables are created. 

All GLM commands but screen (). Directs that all output except 
error messages is suppressed; only side effect variables are 
computed. 

All GLM commands but screen (), regress (), fastanova (), 
ipf (), robust (). Directs that no computation of coefficients or a 
generalized inverse to X'X is done. Except in the case of balanced 
ANOVA, coefs () and secoefs () cannot be used to retrieve 
coefficients later. coef s: Fis not legal with marginal: T. 

regress (), anova (), rnanova (), robust (). Directs that F
statistics and P-values are computed and printed. The 
denominator is the mean square for the next following term 
whose name is of the form ERRORl, ERROR2, .... For rnanova (), 
statistics are given separately for each variable and printing of the 
55/SP matrices is suppressed. 

All GLM commands except screen (). Directs that For z2 P
values are computed and printed for F-statistics, t-statistics, and 
deviances. pvals: F suppresses P-values when they might 
otherwise be printed. 

anova (), rnanova (), regress (). Specifies a REAL vector to be 
used as weights. Keywords wts and weights are equivalent. 
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marginal: T anova (), manova (), robust (). Specifies that SS (or SS/SP 
matrices) are computed marginally. When there are no empty 
cells, and sometimes when there are, the computed SS or SS/SP 
are usually equivalent to SAS Type III quantities. marginal: Tis 
not legal with coef s: F. 

increment: T poisson (), ipf (), logistic (), glmfit (). Specifies that an 
incremental analysis of deviance table is to be computed and 
printed. 

offsets: vec pois son (), ipf (), robust (). Specifies a REAL vector to be used 
as offset vector 

maxit :n fastanova (), poisson (), ipf (), logistic (), robust (), 
glmf it (). Specifies the maximum number of iterations allowed 
in fitting 

eps:smallVal fastanova(),poisson(),ipf(),logistic(),robust(), 
g lmf it ( ) . Specifies the a threshold in relative change of 
objective function for determining when convergence has been 
reached 

You can change the default value behavior of most GLM commands to have f stats : T 
and/or pvals: T by setoptions (pvals: T, fstat: T). See Sec. 8.1.3. 

3.8 anova() and regress() output Functions regress ( ) and anova ( ) return only a 
NULL value. Instead, they print out standard summaries of their actions and create or 
update some "side-effect" variables. 

The standard output produced by regress () includes the regression coefficients, their 
standard errors and t statistics, the coefficient of determination R2, the overall 
regression F-statistic (excluding the constant term), the mean square error, the error 
degrees of freedom and the Durbin-Watson statistic. Typing anova () (with no model) 
immediately after regress (Model) prints an ANOVA table for the regression without 
recomputing anything. When a regression X-variable is a factor, it is still treated as a 
variate by an immediately following anova ( ) . 

m-1 

l<,;+J -,;>2 
The Durbin-Watson statistic has the form i=I m , where ri is the ith residual 

l,;2 
i=l 

,; = Y; -{30 -fi1xi1 - P2X;2 - ••• -fikxik among them cases with no MISSING data and non
zero case weights, if any. In the case of a weighted regression ri is the ith weighte~ 

residual ,; = ..jW;(Y;-{30 -P1X;1 -P2X;2 - ••• -{3kX;*). The Durbin-Watson statistic may be 
used to test for independence of normal residuals against a first order autoregressive 
model. 

Cmd> y <- vector(21.7,23.7,22.2,28.5,22.6,25.9,28.7,27.7,27.2,27.8) 

Cmd> xl<-run(lO);x2<-vector(run(3),run(3),run(4)) 
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Cmd> regress ( "y=xl+x2 ") 
Model used is y=xl+x2 

Coef 
CONSTANT 
xl 
x2 

23.526 
0.91683 
-1. 3492 

MacAnova Version 4.04 

StdErr 
1.3755 

0.21766 
0.63808 

t 
17.103 
4.2122 

-2.1145 

N: 10, MSE: 2.7982, DF: 7, RA2: 0.71736 
Regression F(2,7): 8.8831, Durbin-Watson: 3.0707 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

Cmd> # anova(J immediately after regress() pertains to regression 

Cmd> anova () 
Model used is y=xl+x2 
WARNING: summaries are 

CONSTANT 
xl 
x2 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
1 
1 
7 

sequential 
ss 

6553.6 
37.202 
12.511 
19.587 

MS 
6553.6 
37.202 
12.511 
2.7982 

The line labelled CONSTANT is associated with the intercept /30 and the line labelled 
ERRORl is used to estimate the error variance. Note that the MS value in the ERRORl 
line is the MSE value in the regress () output. Whether or not there is an intercept in 
the model, the regression F-statistic (8.8831 in the example) tests the hypothesis 
H 0:f31 =/3z= ... =f3k = 0, that is that the variates are unrelated to the response. The 
warning "summaries are sequential" indicates that the successive SS values in the 
lines for xl and x2 are computed sequentially. In this case 37.202 is the sum of squares 
associated with fitting X1 in addition to the constant term and 12.511 is the sum of 
squares associated with fitting X2 in addition to the constant term and X 1. This last is 
sometimes described as the sum of squares for X2 after fitting X1. 

Often when doing a regression analysis, you also want to see P-values and F-statistics. 
Keyword phrase pval: Ton regress (), gives you the P-values for each t-statistic and 
f stats: Ton anova () gives you F-statistics and P-values. 

Cmd> regress(,pvals:T) 
Model used is y=xl+x2 

Coef 
CONSTANT 
xl 
x2 

23.526 
0.91683 
-1. 3492 

StdErr 
1.3755 

0.21766 
0.63808 

t 
17.103 
4.2122 

-2.1145 

P-Value 
5.7322e-07 

0.0039751 
0.072308 

N: 10, MSE: 2.7982, DF: 7, RA2: 0.71736 
Regression F(2,7): 8.8831, P-value: 0.012004, Durbin-Watson: 3.0707 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

Cmd> anova(,fstats:TJ 
Model used is y=xl+x2 
WARNING: summaries are 

CONSTANT 
xl 
x2 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
1 
1 
7 

sequential 
ss 

6553.6 
37.202 
12.511 
19.587 
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MS 
6553.6 
37.202 
12.511 
2.7982 

F 
2342.09641 

13.29506 
4.47106 

P-value 
4.2085e-10 

0.0082188 
0.072308 
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The P-values are computed under the assumption of independent normal errors with 
constant variance. 

It is instructive to compute P-values for each coefficient from the side effect variables. 
SS, DF, COEF, and XTXINV. 

Cmd> print (SS,DF, COEF,XTXINV) 
SS: As in ANOVA table 
(1) 6553.6 37.202 12.511 19.587 
DF: As in ANOVA table 
( 1) 1 1 1 7 
COEF: As in regress() output 
( 1) 23.526 0.91683 -1.3492 

XTXINV: Inverse of X'X matrix 
( 1, 1) 0.67619 -0.034921 -0.1746 
( 2 I 1) -0.034921 0.016931 -0.026455 
( 3 I 1) -0.1746 -0.026455 0.1455 

Cmd> mse<-SS[4]/DF[4J;se <- sqrt(mse*diag(XTXINV));tstats<-COEF/se 

Cmd> # make table of coefficients, standard errors, t, P 

Cmd> hconcat(COEF,se,tstats,2*(1-cumstu(abs(tstats),DF[4]))) 
(1,1) 23.526 1.3755 17.103 5.7322e-07 
(2,1) 0.91683 0.21766 4.2122 0.0039751 
(3,1) -1.3492 0.63808 -2.1145 0.072308 

The standard errors can also be computed by secoefs (); see Sec. 3.12 below. 

The normal output produced by anova (Model) is an ANOVA table, without F
statistics or P-values. 

Cmd> a<- factor(vector(l,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2))# factor a has 2 levels 

Cmd> b <- factor(vector(l,2,3,4,1,2,3,4,4))# factor b has 4 levels 

Cmd> z <- vector(2.1,3.3,4.7,3.0,5.9,6.3,4.4,3.8,4.2) # response 
variable 

Cmd> anova ( "z=a+b") 
Model used is z=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are 

DF 
CONSTANT 1 
a 1 
b 3 
ERRORl 4 

sequential 
ss 

157.92 
6. 0134 
2.964 

5.4315 

MS 
157.92 
6.0134 

0.98799 
1.3579 

The line labelled CONSTANT is now associated with the grand meanµ. See Sec. 3.9 for 
comments on how the ordering of terms in the model affects the ANOV A table when 
the data are not balanced. 

The sums of squares are computed sequentially. That is, the SS in the CONSTANT line 
measures the importance of µ in the model Yij = µ + eij as compared to the model Yij 

= eij, with O mean and no factor effects; the SS for a measures the importance of {ai} 
in the model Yij = µ + a;+ eij (with no effects of factor b) as compared with the model 
Yij = µ + e;j with a non-zero mean but no effects of either factor; and the SS for b 
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measures the importance of {,Bj} in the model Yij = µ + ai+ ,Bi+ eij as compared with 
the model Yij = µ + ai+ eij· with a grand mean and effects of factor a. This last is what 
would be used in the numerator of an F statistic to test the significance of the effects {,Bd 
of factor b, but the SS for a cannot be used to test the significance of{~}, since it does 
not allow for possible effect of b. 

By including f stats: T as an argument to anova (), you also get F-statistics and P
values. 

Crnd> anova ( "z=a+b", fstat: T) 
Model used is z=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are 

CONSTANT 
a 
b 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
1 
3 
4 

sequential 
ss 

157.92 
6.0134 
2.964 

5.4315 

MS 
157.92 
6.0134 

0.98799 
1.3579 

F 
116.29936 

4.42850 
0.72759 

P-value 
0.00041928 

0.10314 
0.58667 

Because of the sequential nature of the analysis, only the F-statistic for b is meaningful. 
It can also be computed directly from the side effect variables s S and DF. 

Cmd> print (DF, SS) 
DF: 
( 1) 1 
SS: 
( 1) 157.92 

1 

6.0134 

3 

2.964 

4 

5.4315 

Crnd> f <- (SS[3]/DF[3])/(SS[4]/DF[4]) # F-statistic 

Crnd> pvalue<-l-cumF(f,DF[3],DF[4J);print(f, pvalue) 
f: 
(1) 0.72759 
pvalue: 
(1) 0.58667 

To test the significance of a using sequential sums of squares you need to redo the 
ANOVA with the model "y=b+a ", that is with a following b. 

Crnd> an ova ( "z =b+a ") 
Model used is z=b+a 
WARNING: summaries are 

DF 
CONSTANT 1 
b 3 
a 1 
ERRORl 4 

sequential 
ss 

157.92 
1.8972 
7.0801 
5.4315 

MS 
157.92 

0.63241 
7.0801 
1. 3579 

The CONSTANT and the ERRORl line are the same, but the SS for a and b have changed. 
The correct F-statistic for testing the significance of factor a would be 7.0801/1.3579 = 
5.214. We could compute this from ss and DF the same way as before or use f stats: T 
on anova (). 

The message "WARNING: summaries are sequential" means that MacAnova is 
successively adding each term to the model in the order specified, computing the 
residual sum of squares with the terms included so far, and computing each ANOVA 
sum of squares as the decrease in the residual sum of squares produced by including the 
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term. 

An innovation introduced in Version 4.00 is the ability to compute "marginal" sums of 
squares. These are the sums of squares measuring the importance of each term as 
compared with a model with all the other terms except the one being tested, not just 
compared to a model containing preceding terms. Thus the marginal SS for CONSTANT 
is the SS for fitting µ after fitting { ai} and {.Bj}, the marginal SS for a is the SS for 
fitting { ai} after fitting µ and {,81}, and the marginal SS for b is the SS for fitting {.Bjl 
after fitting µ and { aJ In cases where there are no missing cells and in many other 
cases, these correspond to what are called Type III sums of squares in SAS™. See Sec. 
3.11 for more details. 

Cmd> anova ( "z=a+b" ,marginal: T, fstats: T) 
Model used is z=a+b 
WARNING: SS are Type 

CONSTANT 
a 
b 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
1 
3 
4 

III sums of 
ss 

151. 34 
7.0801 
2.964 

5.4315 

squares 
MS 

151.34 
7.0801 

0.98799 
1. 3579 

F 
111.45562 

5.21409 
0.72759 

P-value 
0.00045541 

0.084466 
0.58667 

Now the F statistics for both a and bare appropriate for testing the effects in the context 
of an additive model and the F statistic for CONSTANT can be used to test H0: µ = 0 in 
the model YiJ = µ + ai+ .B1 + eij, under the usual restrictions that I,a; = I,.81 = 0. 

The underlying fitting of the GLM is done sequentially regardless of the presence of 
marginal: T. Hence when there are empty cells, the sums of squares from an analysis 
with marginal: T may depend on the ordering of the terms in the model. 

3.9 Balanced and unbalanced data A data set is balanced for a given model if (a) the 
model contains only factors, and (b) for each pair of simple terms in the model (after 
expanding"*","/","/*" and"""), all combinations of levels of factors that appear in 
one term with levels of factors that appear in the other term occur equally often in the 
data set. In particular, when a design is a main effect design, that is one with no 
interactions, all levels of each combination of two factors occurs equally often. A data 
set is completely balanced for a model when all combinations of levels of factors 
in the model occur equally often. This implies the the data set is balanced for any 
model involving only these factors, with or without interactions. 

The ANOV A data in the example in the Sec. 3.8 is not balanced for the model "y = a + 
b" since there is only 1 observation when both factors a and bare at level 2, while there 
are 2 observations at all other combinations of the factors. 

Balance is important because, when it is present, the order of terms in a model 
specification has much less effect on the values of the computed sums of squares. For 
example, if every combination of factors a and b appears equally often in a data set so 
that it is balanced for any model involving only a and b, then anova ( "y=a+b") and 
anova ( "y=b+a") produce the identical sums of squares for both a and b, although in a 
different order. Some results may depend on the order or terms because of the 
sequential nature of the basic computations. For instance, anova ( "y=a. b+a 11

) 

produces different sums of squares from anova ( "y=a+a. b 11 
) • However, as long as no 
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term follows a term in which it is "included", the order of terms will not affect the 
sums of squares when the data are balanced for the design. 

When MacAnova recognizes balance of a data set for a model, anova () computes the 
sums of squares analogously to the usual hand method taught in many text books. For 
large data sets this can be much faster than the method used for data sets that are not 
balanced. 

MacAnova recognizes balance only in a few situations. First, MacAnova never 
recognizes balance when there are any MISSING values or when any weights are 
provided (see Sec. 3.23), even when the data would be balanced after deleting the cases 
with MI s s ING data. Beyond this limitation, MacAnova recognizes only balanced main 
effect only designs such as Latin squares, and completely balanced designs. You can 
always tell whether Macanova recognized balance: If the message WARNING: 
summaries are sequential is printed, MacAnova did not consider the data to be 
balanced. Even in this case, if the data are actually balanced, the values of the sums of 
squares do not depend on the order of terms. 

Note that if any variate (as opposed to a factor) is in the model, the data are not 
balanced. When weighted ANOV A (Sec. 3.23) or non-least squares analysis (Chapter 4) 
is performed, the data are never considered to be balanced. 

Any data set which is not balanced for a model is unbalanced. When this is the case, 
the sum of squares for any term in the model may be different for different orderings of 
the terms in the model. This was the case with the unbalanced data analyzed in Sec. 3.8 

As described in Sec. 3.8, when a data set is not balanced for a model, MacAnova 
normally computes sequential sums of squares, where each successive SS represents 
the improvement in model fit (as measured by reduction in the residual sum of 
squares) obtained by adding the term to the model containing only the preceding terms. 
In terms familiar to SAS users, MacAnova computes Type I sums of squares. 

As mentioned in Sec. 3.8, using marginal: Tallows the computation of marginal sums 
of squares -- with the SS for each term attempting to measure the contribution to the fit 
of that term when added to all the other terms. When there are no empty cells, and 
sometimes when there are, these are SAS Type III sums of squares. There is some 
controversy as to when these SS are appropriate in models with interactions. 

When there are missing cells, the marginal SS may not be identical to Type III sums of 
squares as computed by SAS. In technical terms, each marginal SS is a quadratic form 
in all the estimated coefficients associated with a term as they were estimated 
sequentially by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of the X-variables in the order of 
terms given in the model. When the expectations of these estimated coefficients are 0, 
then each SS is distributed as a2x2, assuming normality of errors and constant 
variance a2 • Since the coefficients computed by coef s () (see Sec. 3.13) are linear 
combinations of these estimates, the SS can be used in an F-test to test the null 
hypothesis that their expectations are all 0. See Section 3.11 for more details on how the 
marginal SS are computed. 
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3.10 Parametrization and degrees of freedom (advanced topic) Internally MacAnova 
uses a variant of the classical (Scheffe) parametrization of factor effects. Consider a two 
factor model with factors B and C which have band c levels, respectively. 

The grand mean or intercept is associated with an X-variable consisting of all l's. 

There are b X-variables that code for B - the constant variable containing all l's and, 
for i = l, ... ,b-l, variables with l's for the cases (rows) in group i, -l's for the cases in 
group b, and O's for other groups. Note that the first of these is the same as the X
variable coding the constant term. 

Similarly, there are c X-variables that code for C - a vector of all l's and c-1 vectors of 
l's, -l's and O's. 

The X-variables coding for B.C interaction are the be pairwise products of the X
variables coding for B and C. Because the set of B and C X-variables include the 
constant vector, the set of products includes copies of the constant vector and of all the 
B and C X-variables. 

In a model with 3 or more factors, the X-variables coding for three-way interactions are 
three-way products and so on. 

Any variate X enters directly as an X-variable, and an interaction such as B.C.X is coded 
by the product of X and the be X-variables coding for B.C. 

Note that when there are factors in the model some X-variables are redundant and the 
full set is not of "full rank." For example, in the X-variables associated with the model 
"y=b+c ", the constant X-variable not only codes for the CONSTANT term, but is also 
present among the X-variables that code for levels of b and those that code for levels of 
c. However, when an X-variable generated from a factor is obviously a duplicate of one 
encountered earlier MacAnova recognizes its redundant status, and henceforth ignores 
it. 

An important property of this parametrization is that the models fit by MacAnova are 
intrinsically hierarchical. Using the GLM commands, is impossible to fit the (b-l)(c-1) 
dimensional B.C interaction without fitting the main effects of both B and C, either 
explicitly with B and C terms or implicitly through the parametrization used. This is 
because all the X-variables for Band Care among those for B.C. If Band/or C is in the 
model, by the time B.C is fit, the B and/ or C X-variables included among the B.C X
variables have already been fit and and are hence ignored. On the other hand, if 
neither B or C is in the model, their X-variables will still be fit because they are included 
among the X-variables encoding B.C. Further, if you attempt to put B and/ or C in the 
model after B.C, its sums of squares will be zero. Here we continue with the example 
in Sec. 3.8: 
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Cmd> anova ( "z=a. b+a+b ") 
Model used is z=a.b+a+b 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
a.b 
a 
b 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 157.92 
7 14.329 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0.08 

MS 
157.92 

2.047 
undefined 
undefined 

0.08 

The sum of squares for a . b is the sum of the sums of squares for a, b and a . b when the 
data is analyzed by anova ( "y=a+b+a. b") . 

One consequence of the sequential fitting is that the degrees of freedom for product 
terms depend on which terms precede them in the model. This also applies to main 
effects if you consider the constant term as having been previously fit. The following 
table illustrates the degrees of freedom for various terms and models (assuming 
complete data): 

Model 
B + C + B.C 
B + B.C + C 
B.C + B + C 
B.C 
B.C-1 
B 
B-1 
B + B.C -1 

Constant 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 

Degrees of freedom 
B C 
b-1 c-1 
b-1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
b-1 0 
b 0 
b 0 

B.C 
(b-l)(e-1) 
b(e-1) 
be -1 
be - 1 
be 
0 
0 
b(e-1) 

For unbalanced data, the ANOV A is calculated by explicitly setting up a matrix of X
variables as discussed above and doing a least squares regression using modified Gram
Schmidt orthogonalization, automatically allowing for the fact that there may be 
redundant X-variables. For data that is recognized to be balanced, the ANOV A is 
calculated directly from cell and marginal means similar to the usual "hand" ANOV A 
calculations. Functions coefs (), secoefs () (Sec. 3.13), and predtable () described 
below can be used to recover the regression coefficients, estimated cell means, and 
treatment effects. 

3.11 Marginal (Type III) sums of squares (advanced topic) As mentioned above, there is 
an alternative to computing sequential sums of square in linear models. When you 
use keyword phrase marginal: Ton regress (), anova () or rnanova (), the basic 
computational method remains the same but the side effect variable SS (and the 
printed SS or SS/SP for anova () and rnanova ()) is computed differently. The 
coefficients of the X-variables as described in Sec. 3.10 are computed sequentially in the 
order of terms in the model. The S s for each term is then computed as follows. 

Let (Ji be the vector of estimated coefficients associated with term j and let Cj be the 
matrix consisting of the rows and columns of (X'X)-1 corresponding to term j. Then 

A / A 

the marginal sum of squares for term j is SSj = 01 c-101• If Cj is singular because of 
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aliasing, the generalized inverse of Cj obtained by setting aliased rows and columns to O 
and inverting the remaining rows and columns is used instead of Cfl· Assuming 

normality, independence of errors and constant variance a2, when E[ 0) = 0, SSj is 
distributed as a2x/ where f is the degrees of freedom in the term. When there is 

aliasing such as may occur when there are empty cells, 01 may depend on the order of 
terms and hence SSi will, too. When there is no aliasing and the terms are entered in 
an order such that no term comes later than another term that "contains" it (for 
examples, a. b. c contains a, b, c, a . b, a . c and b. c ), the marginal sums of squares are 
the same as SAS Type III sums of squares. 

See Sec. 3.8 for an example of the computation of marginal sums of squares. 

3.12 Cell by cell statistics using tabs() When a, b, and care factors (or just REAL vectors 
with positive integer values) and all the same length as REAL vector y, tabs (y, a, b, c) 
computes cell-by-cell means, variances, and counts for for each cell of the three
dimensional table defined by the levels of a, band c, without assuming any particular 
model. Similarly, tabs (y, a) and tabs (y, a, b) compute statistics for the tables 
defined by just a and just a and b, which are one- and two-dimensional marginal tables 
of the 3-way table. You can include up to 31 factors in the argument list as long as they 
all have have the same length. 

The output of tabs () is a structure with components mean, var, and count. When 
there are k integer vectors a, b, ... defining the marginals, each component is a k
dimensional array (vector or matrix when k is 1 or 2). Usually a, b, ... are factors 
created by factor () that are used in an ANOVA model, but that need not be the case. 
When you don't want all three components you can specify exactly the ones you want 
using keyword phrases mean: T, var: T, or count: T. For example, tabs (y, a, b, 
count: T) gives only the number of elements in each cell defined by the levels of a and 
b. 

The following is based on the example ANOV A model given in Sec. 3.8. The first 
example gives statistics for the 4 cells described by the b term, while the second gives 
just the means for the 8 = 2*4 cells in the a . b term. 

Crnd> tabs(z,b) # cells defined by levels of b only 
component: mean Cell mean 
(1) 4 4.8 4.55 3.6667 
component: var 
(1) 7.22 
component: count 
(1) 2 

Cell variance 
4.5 0.045 

Number of cases in cell 
2 2 

0.37333 

3 

Crnd> tabs(z,a,b,means:TJ # just two-way marginal means 
(1,1) 2.1 3.3 4.7 3 
(2,1) 5.9 6.3 4.4 4 

3.13 Estimated ANOVA effects and their standard errors You have usually not 
finished your statistical analysis when you have computed just an ANOV A table; you 
usually want to see the estimated effects for the various terms. MacAnova commands 
coef s () and secoef s () compute the effects together with their standard errors. These 
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commands work only when there is an active GLM model, that is, after you have 
entered a successful anova (), regress () or another GLM command. They may not 
work properly after a fastanova () command and never work after a screen () 
command. Moreover, they are disabled by keyword phrase coefs: Fon a GLM 
command (Sec. 3.7). 

In the simplest usage, with no arguments, coef s () and secoef s () each return a 
structure with one component for each term. For coef s (), each component is a REAL 
vector, array, or matrix containing the estimated coefficients for that term; for 
secoef s () each component is itself a structure with components coef sand se 
containing the estimated coefficients and their standard errors. If there are no degrees 
of freedom for error because of insufficient replication, all elements of se are MISSING. 

The effects (coefficients) for any factor are computed from the regression coefficients of 
the X-variables in the complete model model by transforming them to Scheffe 
parametrization described in Sec. 3.10. For a main effect term, effects are printed for 
each level of the factor. For a product term, effects are printed for each combination of 
factors in the term. 

Crnd> anova("z=a*b") # or anova("z=a+b+a.b"), with interaction 
Model used is z=a*b 
WARNING: summaries are 

CONSTANT 
a 
b 
a.b 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 

sequential 
ss 

157.92 
6.0134 
2.964 

5.3515 
0.08 

MS 
157.92 
6. 0134 

0.98799 
1. 7838 

0.08 

Cmd> coefs() # get coefficients 
component: CONSTANT 

(effects) for every term 

(1) 4.2125 
component: a Estimates for 
(1) -0.9375 0.9375 
component: b Estimates for 
(1) -0.2125 0.5875 
component: a. b Estimates for 
(1,1) -0.9625 -0.5625 
(2,1) 0.9625 0.5625 

alpha' s add to 0 

beta's add to O 
0.3375 -0.7125 

( alpha beta) ' s 
1.0875 0.4375 

-1.0875 -0.4375 

Cmd> secoefs(J [vector(2,3)]# effects and standard errors for a and b 
component: a 

component: coefs 
(1) -0.9375 0.9375 

component: se 
(1) 0.096825 
component: b 

component: coefs 
(1) -0.2125 

component: se 
(1) 0.17139 

0.096825 

0.5875 

0.17139 

0.3375 

0.17139 

-0.7125 

0.15612 

Note that the main effect coefficients sum to zero, and that the interaction effects 
matrix sums to zero both across rows (constant level of a) and down columns (constant 
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level of b) as pure interaction effects should. 

Both coef s () and secoefs () recognize keywords coefs and se with logical values. 
For example, secoefs ( se: F) suppresses standard errors and is thus equivalent to 
coefs (), and coef s ( se: T) is equivalent to secoef s (). To compute just standard 
errors you can use secoef s ( coef s: F) or even coef s ( se: T, coef s: F). 

An alternate secoef s ( ) usage is secoef s ( byte rm: F). This computes the same 
results but in a structure with two components, coefs and se, with each component 
itself a structure with one component per term. 

Cmd> secoefs(byterm:F) # the same as before, arranged differently 
component: coefs 

component: CONSTANT 
(1) 4.2125 

component: a 
(1) -0.9375 

component: b 
(1) -0.2125 

component: a.b 
(1,1) -0.9625 
(2,1) 0.9625 
component: se 

component: CONSTANT 
(1) 0.096825 

component: a 
(1) 0.096825 

component: b 
(1) 0.17139 

component: a.b 
(1,1) 0.17139 
(2,1) 0.17139 

0.9375 

0.5875 

-0.5625 
0.5625 

0.096825 

0.17139 

0.17139 
0.17139 

0.3375 

1.0875 
-1.0875 

0.17139 

0.17139 
0.17139 

-0.7125 

0.4375 
-0.4375 

0.15612 

0.15612 
0.15612 

You can use coef s ( termName) or secoef s ( termName) to just see the results for a 
single term, where termName is a quoted string or CHARACTER scalar such as "a. b". For 
coefs (), the result is a REAL vector, matrix or array. For secoef s () the result is a 
two-component structure with components coef sand se. 

Cmd> secoefs("b") # or secoefs(3) since 3rd term is b 
component: coefs 
(1) -0.2125 0.5875 0.3375 -0.7125 
component: se 
(1) 0.17139 0.17139 0.17139 0.15612 

Cmd> secoefs ( "b", coefs:F) #standard errors only 
(1) 0.17139 0.17139 0.17139 0.15612 

If the term is not a dot product, you don't have to quote the name. Alternatively you 
can use coefs (termNumber) or secoefs (termNumber), where termNumber is the 
number of the term in the ANOVA table (CONSTANT is usually term 1). Here there are 
four meaningful terms, CONSTANT, a, band a. b. 

Cmd> coefs(b) # or coefs("b") or coefs(3) 
(1) -0.2125 0.5875 0.3375 -0.7125 
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Cmd> coefs(4) # or coefs("a.b") but not coefs(a.b) 
(1,1) -0.9625 -0.5625 1.0875 0.4375 
(2,1) 0.9625 0.5625 -1.0875 -0.4375 

After, say, result <- coefs (), to extract a component corresponding to a dot product 
term, you have to use the subscript notation (result [ i] ), since a.bis not a legal 
MacAnova name (See Sec. 2.4). 

Cmd> result<-secoefs() # save the results 

Cmd> result$a.b$se #wrong way to extract info on interactions 
ERROR: do not use. in variable names near result$a. 

Cmd> result[4]$se # (or result[4][2J);right way, since a.bis term 4 
(1,1) 0.17139 0.17139 0.17139 0.15612 
(2,1) 0.17139 0.17139 0.17139 0.15612 

Functions coefs () and secoef s () can also be used with regression models or models 
with factors and covariates. The values computed for variates are simply the regression 
coefficients and their standard errors. For terms in which a variate is "dotted" with one 
or more factors, the coefficients are computed from the regression coefficients for each 
cell defined by a factor combinations. 

3.14 Leaving out lower order terms So far, the CONSTANT term associated with the 
grand mean has always been in the model as the lowest order term. One consequence 
has been that all effects sum to zero and that main effects for a factor measure the 
departure from the grand mean attributable to that factor. Let's see what happens if we 
leave out the grand mean by appending "-1" to the model. 

Cmd> anova("z=a*b-1") # -1 removes constant term from model 
Model used is z=a*b-1 
WARNING: summaries are 

a 
b 
a.b 
ERRORl 

DF 
2 
3 
3 
1 

sequential 
ss 

163.93 
2.964 

5.3515 
0.08 

MS 
81. 967 

0.98799 
1. 7838 

0.08 

Cmd> coefs(a) ;# coefficients no longer add to 0 
(1) 3.275 5.15 

Cmd> sum(coefs(a))/max(a) # the average is former CONSTANT coef 
(1) 4.2125 CONSTANT coefficient with model "z=a*b" 

The term for a now has a full 2 degrees of freedom, and this is reflected in the fact that 
the a effects do not sum to zero. These coefficients are measures of the average 
response at each level of a, not the difference of the average response from a grand 
mean. The F-statistic associated with a, if it were used for anything, would test the null 
hypothesis that the row means for each level of a, averaged across all levels of b, were 
all zero, not that they were all the same. It is instructive to compare these with the 
coefficients for a computed before when a constant term was in the model. The 
previous coefficients can be recovered from these by subtracting the average: 

Cmd> coefs ("a") -sum (coefs ("a")) /max (a) 
(1) -0.9375 0.9375 
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Consider now the case where one or more low order factorial terms are not included in 
the model. Now not all rows or columns of the interaction effects will sum to zero. 
Here is an example using the same data which might be described as having b "nested" 
within a. It has no pure b term. 

Cmd> anova("z=a+a.b") # (or "z=alb"); b nested in a 
Model used is z=a+a.b 
WARNING: summaries are 

CONSTANT 
a 
a.b 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
1 
6 
1 

sequential 
ss 

157.92 
6.0134 
8.3155 

0.08 

MS 
157.92 
6.0134 
1.3859 

0.08 

Cmd> coefs("a.b") # "interaction" effects 
(1,1) -1.175 0.025 1.425 
(2,1) 0.75 1.15 -0.75 

Cmd> sum (coefs ( "a .b") ') # sum across b is 0 
(1,1) 0 0 

-0.275 
-1.15 

Cmd> sum(coefs("a.b"))/max(a) # average across a= (prev b effects) 
(1,1) -0.2125 0.5875 0.3375 -0.7125 

Since row effects were already in the model before the product term was entered, the 
rows of the effects matrix for the product term sum to zero. But, since column effects 
were not explicitly in the model, they are included in the a. b term, so that the 
columns of this effects matrix do not sum to zero but average to the a effects computed 
for the non-nested analysis. 

3.15 Empty cells When some rows, columns, or cells in a table are completely empty, 
perhaps because of MISSING values, the computation and interpretation of coefficients 
can be tricky. What you get depends on the ordering of the factor levels, and the 
coefficients may not be what you might expect. The fundamental reason for this is that, 
when there are empty cells, estimates of effects may not be unique, even when you 
impose the Scheffe restrictions. Generally there is no problem as long as there are no 
empty cells in the marginal tables associated with any term. Thus fitting a model with 
no interaction will not be compromised by empty cells unless there are no observations 
at some level of one of the factors. 

When there is any MISSING data, MacAnova first finds the actual highest level of each 
factor for cases with no MISSING values. This is the number of levels that will be 
assumed, even if it is less than the "official" number of levels for that factor. 
Sometimes this is sufficient to eliminate all empty cells, as in the following simple 
example. 

Cmd> w <- vector(l,2,4,?); c<-factor(l,2,3,4) # w[41 is MISSING 

Cmd> anova ( "w=c ",silent: T); coefs () 
component: CONSTANT 
(1) 2.3333 
component: c 
(1) -1.3333 -0.33333 1.6667 

These coefficients are exactly what would have been obtained with w < -
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vector ( 1, 2, 4) and c <- run ( 3). 

When MacAnova can't make this simple adjustment, coef s () and secoef s () warn 
you about the situation with the message 

WARNING: Missing df(s) in term XXX 
Missing effects set to zero 

First, suppose that CONSTANT is in the model. If a missing cell is not the "last" cell of a 
factor MacAnova sets the corresponding missing coefficients to zero. Here is a simple 
example. Since there is no replication, a one factor model will fit the response exactly. 

Cmd> w <- vector(l,2,?,3); c <- factor(l,2,3,4) 

Cmd> anova ( "w=c ",silent: T) # suppress the output 

Cmd> DF # degrees of freedom for CONSTANT, c, and ERRORl 
(1) 1 2 0 

Cmd> results<- coefs(); results 
WARNING: Missing df(s) in term C 

Missing effects set to zero 
component: CONSTANT 
(1) 2 
component: c 
(1) -1 3.3438e-19 

The 3rd coefficient for c has been set to 0. 

0 1 

The computed c effects do satisfy sum ( coef s ( c) ) = 0, and the combination, 
resul ts$CONSTANT, of the CONSTANT and the c effects fits the non-MISSING values 
exactly, but computes a value of 2 for the MISSING case: 

Cmd> hconcat(results$CONSTANT + results$c,w) 
(1, 1) 1 1 
(2 I 1) 2 2 
(3,1) 2 MISSING 
(4 I 1) 3 3 

If CONSTANT is not in the model, the coefficients are the same, except the coefficients of 
the first term are increased by the value the CONSTANT coefficient would have had. 

Cmd> anova ( "w=c-1 ",silent: T); DF 
(1) 3 0 D.F for CONSTANT & c 

Cmd> coefs () 
WARNING: Missing df(s) in term 
Missing effects set to zero 
( 1) 1 2 2 3 

The a coefficients for model II w= c -1 11 are the same as for the model II w= c II increased by 
2, the value of the CONSTANT coefficient for the model "w=c 11

, and they fit the non
MISSING responses exactly. 

When an empty cell is the last cell in a margin that must add to zero, the effect for that 
cell is set to make the margin add to zero. When last cells are missing, coefficients are 
often radically different from what you might expect due to the fact that the 
parametrization used depends rather strongly on last cells. 
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Note about "last cells": The last cell in a factor with b levels is cell b, the last cell in ab 
by c product term is the cell corresponding to the combination of levels band c, and 
so on. 

Empty last cells in a single factor analysis are never a problem because they are ignored. 
Here is a more complex example based on the two way example above. We set the 
values last cell ( row 3 and column 2) to MISSING. 

Cmd> z[a==2 && b==4] <-? #set cell with a=2 and b = 4 to MISSING 

Cmd> tabs(z,a,b,count:T) # cell counts; last cell is empty 
(1,1) 1 1 1 1 
(2,1) 1 1 1 0 

Cmd> anova("z=a*b",silent:T); print(DF) # or anova("z=a+b+a.b") 
DF: DF for CONSTANT, a, b, a.b, ERRORl 
(1) 1 1 3 2 0 

Cmd> coefs ( "a. b") 
WARNING: Missing df(s) 
Missing effects set to 
(1,1) -2.05 
(2,1) 2.05 

in term a.b 
zero 

-1. 65 
1. 65 

0 
0 

3.7 
-3.7 

The value -3. 7 in the empty cell (lower right hand corner) was selected so as to make 
the values in row 2 and column 4 add to 0. If the constant term were not in the model 
("resp= rows*cols - 1") thecoefficientswouldbethesame,sincerows.cols 
would be not the first term. 

3.16 Estimating contrasts A contrast in a factor term is a linear combination of the 
factor effects associated with that term where the coefficients in the linear combination 
sum to zero. For example, a contrast C( -r) in effects -r = ( i-1, i-2, ••• , -rk) with coefficients 
ci is defined by 

k k 

C(r) = Ic;r;, with Ic; = 0. 
i=I i=I 

The c/s are contrast coefficients and the r/s are factor or interaction effects. Examples 
of contrasts would be a1 - ai (c1 = 1, c2 = -1, cj = 0, j > 2) and a1 - (ai + a3)/2 (c1 

= 1, c2 = c3 = -1/2, cj = 0, j > 3). 

If the term is an effect with b levels, then k = b. If it is a product term of factors with 
band c levels, then k = be, and so on. In a given data set, a contrast in a factor is 
estimated as the same linear combination of the estimated factor effects. That is, the 
estimated contrast is 

k 

C(i) = LC;'r;-
i=I 

A sum of squares suitable for testing the null hypothesis Ho: C('t) = 0 may also be 

computed as MSExt2, where t = C(i)A , where SE[C(i)] is the estimated standard 
SE[C(r)] 

error of C( i) computed with error mean square MSE. 

You can compute an estimated contrast value, its standard error, and the associated 
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sum of squares by contrast ( terrnName, conCoef s), where terrnName is a quoted 
string or CHARACTER scalar giving the name of a term made of factors in the current 
ANOVA model, and conCoefs is a REAL vector, matrix, or array containing the 
contrast coefficients. An example might be contrast ( "b", vector ( 1, - . 5, - . 5, O)). 

The dimensions of conCoef s must match those of the target term except for possible 
trailing dimensions of length 1. That is, if the term is a single factor, the contrast 
coefficients must be a vector with length equal to the number of categories for that 
factor. If the term is a two-way product term, the coefficients must constitute a matrix 
with dimensions equal to the numbers of levels for the two factors used. 

A important type of contrast for higher order terms is a product of one dimensional 
contrasts. If the coefficients of contrasts in factors a, b and c are in MacAnova vectors 
ca, cb, and cc, say, you can compute the product contrast based on ca and cb as 
outer (ca, cb), and the product contrast of all three as outer (ca, cb, cc) or 
outer(ca,outer(cb,cc)). 

Contrast coefficients must sum to zero and at least one coefficient must be non-zero. 
No attempt is made to check whether an interaction contrast actually lies in any 
interaction space, that is, whether all the other appropriate marginal sums are zero. 
Thus no error is reported if contrast coefficients for an interaction term do not have 
zero marginal sums, as long as the sum of all the coefficients is 0. 

When the data are unbalanced for the model, the estimated contrast value and the 
associated sum of squares depend on the model specified. There are two distinct 
situations. 

(i) The selected contrast term is in the ANOV A model, for example, 
contrast ("a", ca) after anova ( "y=a+b"). In this case the estimated value is 
the specified linear combination of the estimated model coefficients, and the sum 
of squares is that for deleting the contrast degree of freedom from the model when 
all other model degrees of freedom are present. 

(ii) The selected term is not present in the model, for example, 
contrast ("a. b", cab) after anova ( "y=a+b"). Now the sum of squares is the 
reduction in error sum of squares that would be achieved by adding to the model 
the degree of freedom associated with the contrast. The estimated value is the 
regression coefficient for the added degree of freedom. In this case, any factors in 
the term must be in the model. 

In both cases, the standard error is computed using the error mean square for the 
current model, even for case (ii) where you might prefer an error mean square for the 
enlarged model. When there are zero degrees of freedom in the error term, the values 
for standard errors are MISSING. 

The following example illustrates some of these points. 

Crnd> x <- vector(4.9,7.3,5.6,5.2,7.7) 

Cmd> a<- factor(l,1,1,2,2);b <- factor(l,2,3,1,2) 
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Cmd> anova("x=a+b"J # unbalanced because not equal cell sizes 
Model used is x=a+b 
WARNING: su.'lUTI.aries are 

CONSTANT 
a 
b 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
1 
2 
1 

sequential 
ss 

188.5 
0.32033 

6.1692 
0.0025 

MS 
188.5 

0.32033 
3.0846 
0.0025 

Cmd> contrast("a",vector(-1,1)) # compare the two levels of factor a 
component: estimate 
(1) 0. 35 
component: ss 
(1) 0.1225 
component: se 
(1) 0.05 

Since a has a single degree of freedom, we can confirm this result by re-running the 
ANOV A with a as the last term; the contrast SS should be the same as the SS for a 
computed after b enters the model. 

Cmd> anova ( "x=b+a ") # same model in a different order 
Model used is x=b+a 
WARNING: summaries are 

CONSTANT 
b 
a 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
2 
1 
1 

sequential 
ss 

188.5 
6.367 

0.1225 
0.0025 

MS 
188.5 

3.1835 
0.1225 
0.0025 

Now look at two interaction contrasts in this main effect model. 

Cmd> cl<- outer(vector(l,-1),vector(l,-l,OJ);contrast("a.b",cl) 
component: estimate 
( 1) 0 .1 
component: ss 
(1) 0.0025 
component: se 
(1) 0.1 

Cmd> c2 <- outer(vector(l,-l),vector(l,0,-l)J;contrast("a.b",c2J 
component: estimate 
(1) MISSING 
component: ss 
(1) MISSING 
component: se 
(1) MISSING 

The S S for the first a . b contrast is the same as the single degree of freedom for error in 
the main effects model. The second a. b contrast is MISSING, because it has a non-zero 
coefficient for an empty cell, that is the cell for level 2 of a and level 3 of b. 

Now we fit a model with interaction a. b. 
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Cmd> anova ( "x=a +b+a. b ti) 
Model used is x=a+b+a.b 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
a 
b 
a.b 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 188.5 
1 0.32033 
2 6.1692 
1 0.0025 
0 0 

Cmd> contrast("a.b",cl) 
WARNING: no degrees of freedom for 
MISSING 
component: estimate 
(1) 0 .1 
component: ss 
(1) 0.0025 
component: se 
(1) MISSING 

Cmd> contrast ( tla .b", c2) 

MS 
188.5 

0.32033 
3.0846 
0.0025 

undefined 

error; standard errors set to 

WARNING: no degrees of freedom for error; standard errors set to 
MISSING 
component: estimate 
(1) 0. 2 
component: ss 
(1) 0.0025 
component: se 
(1) MISSING 

Cmd> contrast("a",vector(l,-1)) 
WARNING: no degrees of freedom for error; standard errors set to 
MISSING 
component: estimate 
(1) -0. 4 
component: ss 
(1) 0. 08 
component: se 
(1) MISSING 

Note that this last is the sum of squares for taking factor a out while factor band the 
a. b interaction are remain in. It is not the same as factor a after factor b, or factor a 
last one in, since the X-variables for a. b include those for a. 

Now we verify that the contrasts are actually the required linear combinations. 

Cmd> sum (vector (cl *coefs ( "a.b"))) 
WARNING: Missing df(s) in term a.b 
Missing effects set to zero 
(1) 0 .1 

Cmd> sum (vector ( c2 *coefs ( ti a. b ti))) 
WARNING: Missing df(s) in term a.b 
Missing effects set to zero 
(1) 0. 2 
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Cmd> sum(vector(l,-l)*coefs("a")) 
(1) -0. 4 

Cmd> anova ( "x=b+a . b 11
; 

Model used is x=b+a.b 
WARNING: summaries are 

# b nested in a 

CONSTANT 
b 
b.a 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
2 
2 
0 

sequential 
ss 

188.5 
6.367 
0.125 

0 

Cmd> contrast("a",vector(-1,1)) 

MS 
188.5 

3.1835 
0.0625 

undefined 

WARNING: no degrees of freedom for error; standard errors set to 
MISSING 
WARNING: zero df for contrast 
component: estimate 
( 1) MISSING 
component: ss 
(1) MISSING 
component: se 
(1) MISSING 

Here, the model does not contain a term named a. Hence the contrast in factor a is 
treated as a reduction in error sum of squares when the additional degree of freedom is 
added to the model. However, since the X-variables associated with factor a are 
included among the b. a X-variables, there are no degrees of freedom for any contrast in 
factor a. 

When there is interaction between two factors, say a and b, you should usually make 
an attempt to understand it. One way of doing this is to compute a contrast in one 
factor separately for each level of the other factor. Systematic variation among these 
can provide insight in the nature of the interaction. You can compute such contrasts by 
providing a quoted or unquoted factor name as a third argument to contrast. The 
factor must be in the current model and is called a by-variable. When a by-variable is 
specified, a contrast value, standard error and sum of squares are computed separately 
for each of its levels. The value, standard error, and sum of squares are computed 
from the cell means ignoring other variables in the model (except that the estimate of 
variance is computed from the error mean square for the model fitted). 

Crnd> anova( 11x=a+b 11 ,silent:T) # suppress output 

Crnd> contrast ( 11 a ", vector (-1, 1), 11b 11
) # b is the by-variable 

component: estimate 
( 1 ) 0 . 3 0 . 4 MISS ING 
component: ss 
(1) 0.045 
component: se 
(1) 0.070711 

0.08 

0.070711 
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Cmd> contrast ( "b", vector ( 1, 5, -6), "a") 
component: estimate 
( 1 ) 7 . 8 MISS ING 
component: ss 
(1) 0.98129 
component: se 
(1) 0.3937 

MISSING 

MISSING 

The last contrast is MISSING in each case because it involves a cell which is completely 
empty (no non-MISSING data). We confirm the values of the contrasts and sums of 
squares. 

Cmd> tmp<-tabs(x,a,b,mean:T);tmp#compute cell means, 0 from empty cell 
(1,1) 4.9 7.3 5.6 
(2,1) 5.2 7.7 0 

Cmd> tmp[2,-3]-tmp[l,-3] # contrast among rows, omitting col 3 
( 1, 1) 0. 3 0. 4 Contrast values 

Cmd> (tmp[2,-3]-tmp[l,-3J)A2/sum(vector(-1,l)A2) # sums of squares 
(1,1) 0.045 0.08 ss 
Cmd> tmp[-2,1]+5*tmp[-2,2]-6*tmp[-2,3]#contrast among cols w/o row 2 
( 1, 1) 7. 8 Contrast value 

Cmd> (tmp[-2,1]+5*tmp[-2,2]-6*tmp[-2,3J)A2/sum(vector(l,5,-6)A2) 
(1,1) 0.98129 ss 

If the non-empty cells had cell sizes greater than 1, the denominators in these 
computations would have to be modified. 

3.17 Residuals Among the side effect variables computed by regress () and anova () 
as well as other GLM commands are several that are useful in diagnosing model 
inadequacy. Chief among them are the REAL vector HII of leverages and the REAL 
vector or matrix RESIDUALS of residuals from the fit. After a weighted analysis and 
non-linear GLM commands, RESIDUALS is still computed, but its role in diagnostic 
procedures is taken by WTDRESIDUALS. 

RESIDUALS contains the residuals Y;-Y; where Yi is the estimated predictable part of 
the response variable for the ith case. RESIDUALS is usually a vector but may be a 
matrix after manova (). After a weighted analysis, ith row of WTDRESIDUALS is 
-)W;(Y;-Y;) where Wi is the weight for the ith case. 

HI I is a vector containing the diagonal elements of X(X'X)-1 X', the so called hat 
matrix, where Xis the matrix of all the non-redundant X-variables. You can compute 
the standard errors of fitted values by sqrt ( HI I *ms e) , the standard errors of prediction 
by sqrt ( ( 1 + HII) *mse), and the estimated standard deviations of estimated 
residuals by sqrt ( ( 1 - HII) *mse). Here mse is the mean square error computed as 
the error sum of square divided by the error degrees of freedom. After a weighted 
analysis, HI I consists of the diagonal elements of X(X'WXf1 X'W, where W is the 
diagonal matrix of weights. 

There are several predefined macros to help examine residuals. When Model is a 
CHARACTER variable specifying a linear model, resid (Model) computes an by 5 
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matrix whose columns are as follows: 
Col. 1 Y = observed responses 
Col. 2 Standardized residuals= residuals/SE[residuals] 
Col. 3 HI I = leverages 
Col. 4 Cook's distance 
Col. 5 t-statistics = externally studentized residuals 

For the data and model used in the regression analysis in Sec. 3.8, the following output 
is obtained. 

Crnd> resid ( ''Y=xl+x2 ") 
(1,1) 21.7 
(2,1) 23.7 
(3,1) 22.2 
(4,1) 28.5 
(5,1) 22.6 
(6,1) 25.9 
(7,1) 28.7 
(8,1) 27.7 
(9,1) 27.2 

(10,1) 27.8 
y 

-1. 0466 
0.73011 

-0.022139 
1. 8365 

-1. 7763 
0.60658 

0.084667 
-0.31635 
-0.36611 

0.41918 
Resid/SE[resid] 

0.36667 
0.27619 
0.40476 
0.25238 
0.10476 
0.17619 
0.44286 

0.2381 
0.25238 
0.48571 

HII 

0.21141 
0.067801 

0.00011109 
0.37951 
0.12308 

0.026231 
0.0018993 

0.010425 
0.015082 
0.055318 

Cook's Dist 

-1.0551 
0.70325 

-0.020497 
2.3619 
-2.219 

0.57695 
0.078426 

-0.295 
-0.34224 

0.39305 
t-stats 

With no arguments (simply res id ()),the side effect variables from the most recent 
linear model are used in the computations. When the response y has q > l columns, 
that is, when model fit is multivariate, there are q versions of columns 1, 2, 4, and 5, 
4q+ 1 columns in all. 

Graphs of residuals are widely used to aid in diagnosing problems. There are three pre
defined macros that make plots of standardized residuals (column 2 of the output of 
res id) automatically 

resvsindex 
resvsrankits 
resvsyhat 

plots standardized residuals against case number 
plots them against normal scores or rankits 
plots them against predicted values. 

In each case, what is plotted on the vertical axis are residuals divided by their estimated 
standard errors as computed from the mean square error and HI I. You use all three the 
same way. 

resvsranki ts () or resvsranki ts ( 1), for example, is sufficient to produce a plot of 
the first (or only) column of the residuals with default axis labels and plotting symbol 
"*". For multivariate data, resvsrankits (kl makes a plot of the residuals associated 
with column k of the response. 

resvsrankits (k, "#"), for example, uses"#" as the plotting character and 
resvsranki ts ( k, O) labels each point with its row number. 

In addition, these macros all recognize the usual keyword phrases such as ylab and 
title used on graphics commands to specify an axis label or a title (see Sec. 8.5.1). 
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Cmd> resvsrankits (title: "Residuals vs rankits for example") 

Residuals vs rankits for example 
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Cmd> resvsyhat(l,"R",title:"Residuals fromy=xl+x2 vs predicted") 

Residuals from y=xl+x2 vs predicted 
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Prior to Version 4.00, these macros (resid, resvsrankits, resvsindex and resvsyhat) 
gave largely meaningless results after weighted analyses or non-linear GLM 
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commands. Starting with 4.00, the results are correct after weighted least squares fits 
and may be useful after non-linear GLM commands. 

3.18 Predicted values MacAnova has several functions and macros for computing 
predicted values. 

After regress () has estimated a linear regression with k independent variables, 
regpred ( x) , where x is a REAL vector of length k, will compute the predicted Y 
value, its standard error, and the standard error of prediction when the k X-variables 
in the regression take values given by the k elements of x. regpred () returns a 
structure with three components, estimate, SEest, and SEpred. When there is no 

weighting and the xis the k-vector of predictors, SEest = ✓MSE x x'(X'Xf1 x and 

SEpred = ✓MSE x (1 + x'(X'Xf1 x), where MSE is the residual mean square error and X 
is the matrix of X-variables. After weighted analyses, (X'Xf1 is replaced by (X'WXf1

' 

where Wis the diagonal matrix of the weights and it is implicitly assumed that the 
weight associated with xis 1. 

You can compute predicted values for several choices of the independent variable at 
once by letting x beam by k matrix, each row of which contains values for the k X
variables. In this case, each of the components of the result will be a vector of length 
m corresponding the the predictions using each row of x. After a weighted analysis, 
the assumed weights for each row of x are 1. If some or all of these rows correspond to 
cases in the data being analyzed, the standard errors computed might be different from 
those that might be computed using the weights associated with those cases. 

You can suppress computation some or all standard errors by keyword phrases seest: F 
and/ or sepred: T. 

When there are no factors in the model, you may use regpred () after anova () and 
manova ( ) , and indeed after other GLM commands. 

We return to the regression model analyzed on Sec. 3.8. The "fitted" or predicted 
values can easily be obtained directly from the side effect variables after a linear model. 

Cmd> y - RESIDUALS# fitted value 
(1) 23.093 22.661 
(6) 24.979 28.594 

22.229 
28.162 

25.844 
27.73 

Cmd> regpred(vector(x1[4],x2[4])) # data for case 4 
component: estimate 
(1) 25.844 4th value in preceding output 
component: SEest 
(1) 0.84036 
component: SEpred 
(1) 1.872 
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Cmd> regpred(hconcat(xl,x2));# hconcat(xl,x2) is 10 by 2 
component: estimate same as y - RESIDUALS 

( 1) 23.093 22.661 22.229 25.844 25.411 
( 6) 24.979 28.594 28.162 27.73 27.297 

component: SEest 
( 1) 1. 0129 0.87911 1. 0642 0.84036 0.54143 
( 6) 0.70215 1.1132 0.81623 0.84036 1.1658 

component: SEpred 
(1) 1. 9.555 1.8897 1. 9826 1. 872 1. 7582 
( 6) 1.8142 2.0093 1. 8613 1. 872 2.0389 

This last computes predicted values and their standard errors at each of the 10 data 
points. 

Cmd> regpred(hconcat(xl,x2),seest:F,sepred:F) # estimate only 
(1) 23.093 22.661 22.229 25.844 25.411 
(6) 24.979 28.594 28.162 27.73 27.297 

yhat is a predefined macro that, after any least squares fit (regress (), anova () and 
manova ( ) ), does computations similar to those of regpred ( ) . When Model is a 
CHARACTER variable specifying a linear model, yhat (Model) computes an by 5 matrix, 
where n is the number of cases, whose columns are as follows: 

Col. 1 Y = observed response 
Col. 2 Yhat = predicted or fitted value computed using all data 
Col. 3 Predictive residuals= Y - (Yhat computed excluding the case) 
Col. 4 SE[Yhat] = estimated standard error of Yhat as estimate of E[Y I x] 
Col. 5 SE[pred] = estimated s.e. of prediction error 

Columns 2, 4, and 5 correspond to components estimate, SEest, and SEpred of the 
output of regpred ( ) . If no Model is specified, the computation will use the side effect 
variables from the most recent linear model. 

Cmd> yhat ( "y=xl+x2 ") 
(1,1) 21.7 
(2,1) 23.7 
(3,1) 22.2 
(4,1) 28.5 
(5,1) 22.6 
(6,1) 25.9 
(7,1) 28.7 
(8,1) 27.7 
(9,1) 27.2 

(10,1) 27.8 
y 

23.093 
22.661 
22.229 
25.844 
25.411 
24.979 
28.594 
28.162 
27.73 

27.297 
Yhat 

-2.2 
1.4355 
-0.048 
3.5529 

-3.1404 
1.1179 

0.18974 
-0.60625 
-0.70828 

0.97778 
Predictive Resids 

1.0129 
0.87911 
1.0642 

0.84036 
0.54143 
0.70215 
1.1132 

0.81623 
0.84036 
1.1658 

SE[Yhat] 

When the model fit is multivariate (response y has q > l columns), there are q 
versions of every column, Sq columns in all. 

1. 9555 
1.8897 
1.9826 
1. 872 

1. 7582 
1.8142 
2.0093 
1. 8613 
1. 872 

2.0389 
SE[pred] 

After anova () and other linear model commands other than regress (), when the 
model contains at least one factor, you can use command predtable () to compute a 
table of the fitted (predicted) values based on fit to the current model. The table is an 
array with dimension equal to the number of factors in the model and has a cell for 
each combination of the levels of these factors. The dimensions of the table correspond 
to factors in the order in which they first appear in the model. If there are variates 
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(non-factors) in the model, the fitted values are calculated with the variates set to their 
overall mean values, not their mean values for the cell. In this case the values are 
sometime called the covariate adjusted cell means. 

For the ANOV A model II z =a+ b II shown in Sec. 3.8, 

Cmd> predtable() 
(1,1) 3.0962 3.8962 

5.7038 (2,1) 4.9038 

Cmd> #same table computed directly 

<- coefs();tmp$CONSTANT + Cmd> tmp 
( 1, 1) 
( 2 J 1) 

3.0962 3.8962 
4.9038 5.7038 

3.6462 
5.4538 

2.4615 
4.2692 

from coefficients 

tmp$a + tmp$b' 
3.6462 2.4615 
5.4538 4.2692 

To also get standard errors, you can use either or both the keyword phrases seest: T 
and sepred: T. The result is a structure with components estimate and one or both of 
seEst and sePred. 

Cmd> predtable(seest:T,sepred:T) 
component: estimate 
( 1, 1) 3.0962 3.8962 3.6462 2.4615 
( 2 I 1) 4.9038 5.7038 5.4538 4.2692 
component: SEest 
( 1, 1) 0.91412 0.91412 0.91412 0.85508 
( 2, 1) 0.91412 0.91412 0.91412 0.72268 
component: SEpred 
(1, 1) 1. 481 1.481 1. 481 1. 4454 
(2, 1) 1.481 1.481 1. 481 1.3712 

Commands glmpred () and glmtable () generalize regpred () and predtable (), 
respectively. They can be used after any GLM command. 

Suppose the most recent GLM command used a model with k variates and l factors, 
and variates and factors are REAL matrices with the same number of rows, where 
variates has k columns and factors has l columns each consisting of possible 
factor levels. Then predtable (variates, factors) returns a structure with 
components estimate and SEest. If there are no factors, factors can be omitted, but 
if there are no variates, you should use NULL in place of variates. You can suppress 
SEest by keyword phrase seest: For also compute prediction standard errors by 
sepred: T. After a regression model, glmpred (xvals, sePred: T) is equivalent to 
regpred (xvals). 

Cmd> regress ( ''y=xl+x2 ",silent: T); glmpred (hconcat (xl, x2)) 
component: estimate 

(1) 23.093 22.661 22.229 25.844 
(6) 24.979 28.594 28.162 27.73 

component: SEest 
(1) 1.0129 
(6) 0.70215 

0.87911 
1.1132 

1.0642 
0.81623 

0.84036 
0.84036 

Cmd> anova ( "z=a+b", silent: T) ;glmpred (NULL, hconcat (a, b)) 
component: estimate 
(1) 3.0962 3.8962 3.6462 2.4615 
(6) 5.7038 5.4538 4.2692 4.2692 
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0.91412 
0.91412 

0.91412 
0.72268 

0.85508 
0.72268 

0.91412 

When there are factors in the most recent model, you can use g lm tab 1 e ( ) instead of 
predtable (). By default glmtable () computes both estimated means and their 
standard errors. If you also want prediction standard errors, you can use keyword 
phrase sepred: T. You can suppress component SEest by seest: F. In fact, 
predtable () is completely equivalent to glmtable ( seest: F). 

When there are variates in the model, glmtable () also lets you specify the levels that 
will be used instead of the default grand means. For example, if there are k variates 
and x0 is a vector of length k, glmtable ( x: x0), uses the elements of x0 instead of the 
means of the variates. After a weighted analysis, glmtable (wtdmean: Tl uses the 
weighted means of the variates instead of the unweighted means. This might be 
appropriate in a situation where weights are proportional to sample sizes. 

3.19 Faster ANOVA calculation Some unbalanced models are so large that calculations 
using anova () take a prohibitively long time. Function fastanova () is designed for 
faster fitting of unbalanced ANOV A models which have only factors and no variates. 
The time required is roughly proportional to the number of data points times the 
number of terms in the model (the number of terms, not the total model degrees of 
freedom). Thus, fastanova () is most effective for models with relatively few terms, 
each with relatively many degrees of freedom. For models with many terms, each with 
few degrees of freedom, fastanova () may actually be slower than anova (). 
fas tanova () uses an iterative computational algorithm very different from the way 
anova ( ) works. 

Nothing comes without a cost. After using fastanova () there are several limitations 
as to what you can do: (a) side effect variable HII is not computed; (b) you cannot use 
function contrast (); (c) if there are any empty cells, function coef s () may give 
incorrect answers (a warning is printed) and secoef s () cannot be used without se: F 
to suppress standard errors (see Sec. 3.13); (d) function predtable () may give 
nonsensical results for missing cells; and (e) macro anovapred will not work. In 
addition, if there are certain patterns of empty cells, the degrees of freedom in the 
ANOVA table may be incorrect. If you use fastanova () when there are empty cells, 
you should always attempt to verify the correctness of the degrees of freedom. 

3.20 Selection of a subset of X-variables using screen() It is a common situation to have 
many X-variables, some or all of which might be used to predict a response variable Y. 
You might be tempted to just fit a model including them all. However, it is well 
known that when you include unnecessary X-variables in a model you lose prediction 
precision. Therefore, you will often want to select from the full set of X-variables a 
necessary subset that will be included in the regression model. Alternatively and 
equivalently, you will want to determine a subset of variables that can be excluded from 
the model without meaningful loss of predictive power. Function screen () is 
designed to help you select the set to keep. It is a very fast way of examining all possible 
subsets of the X-variables to identify the "best" subsets. 

Of course, what variables are selected should and do depend on what we mean by 
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"best". Function screen () uses three different criteria: Mallows' CP (the default), 
adjusted R2, and ordinary unadjusted R2 (coefficient of determination). screen () 
has one required argument and several optional keyword arguments. The required 
argument is the usual CHARACTER variable specifying the "full" regression model, that 
is, including all of the X-variables that are to be screened. If it includes any factors, they 
will be treated as variates just like for regress ( ) . The model must include an 
intercept. 

Suppose there are p coefficients in the submode!, including an intercept, and the 
RSS 

sample size is n. Then CP = s2 P +2p-n, where RSSP is the residual sum of squares 

. RSS 
from the submode!, s2 is the estimate of a2 from the full model, R2 = 1- L,. P , 

(yi -yt 
and /?;.ii = 1- (n - l)R2 I (n - p). The term 2p in CP can be thought of as a "penalty" for 
including possibly unneeded coefficients. Keyword penalty (see below) allows you to 
replace the multiplier 2 by another value. 

The keyword arguments are as follows: 

Keyword Type of value Default Meaning 

rnbest Positive integer REAL 5 Number of subsets to be found 

forced REAL vector of positive none List of independent variables to be 
integers or CHARACTER forced into all subsets 
vector of independent 
variable names 

method One of "cp ", "r2 ", or "cp" Criterion for subset selection 
"adjr2" 

s2 Positive REAL scalar MSE Replacement for full model MSE = 
s2 in computing CP 

penalty Positive REAL scalar 2 Multiplier of p in computing CP 

keep CHARACTER vector with none Types of information to return as 
elements one or more of value 
"model", "p", "cp", "rsq", 
"adjrsq" or "all" 

By way of example, we apply screen to some data from Hald (1960) that have been 
repeatedly analyzed over the years. They are in file MacAnova.dat distributed with 
MacAnova. 

Cmd> makecols (ma tread ( "macanova. dat ", "halddata "), xl, x2, x3, x4,y) 
halddata 13 5 format 
) Data from A. Hald, Statistical Theory with Engineering Applications 
) Wiley, New York, 1960, p. 647 
) Col. 1: Xl = percent tricalcium aluminate 
) Col. 2: X2 = percent tricalcium silicate 
) Col. 3: X3 = percent tetracalcium alumino ferrite 
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) Col. 4: X4 = percent dicalcium silicate 
) Col. 5: Y = cumulative heat of hardening after 180 days. (cal/gm) 

Cmd> regress("y=xl+x2+x3+x4") # full 
Model used is y=xl+x2+x3+x4 

CONSTANT 
xl 
x2 
x3 
x4 

Coef 
62.405 
1.5511 

0.51017 
0.10191 

-0.14406 

StdErr 
70.071 

0.74477 
0.72379 
0.75471 
0.70905 

model regression 

t 
0.8906 
2.0827 

0.70486 
0.13503 

-0.20317 

N: 13, MSE: 5.983, DF: 8, RA2: 0.98238 
Regression F(4,8): 111.48, Durbin-Watson: 2.0526 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

Cmd> screen ( "y=xl+x2+x3+x4 ") # screen with default options 
Model used is y=xl+x2+x3+x4 
Error variance set to full model mse, penalty factor is 2 

p C(p) Adj RA2 RA2 Model 
3 2.678 0.9744 0.9787 xl x2 
4 3.018 0.9764 0.9823 xl x2 x4 
4 3.041 0.9764 0.9823 xl x2 x3 
4 3.497 0.9750 0.9813 xl x3 x4 
5 5.000 0.9736 0.9824 xl x2 x3 x4 

Crnd> screen ( ,mbest: 3, forced: "x3 ",method: "adjr2 ") # model 
Model used is y=xl+x2+x3+x4 

is STRMODEL 

1 variables were forced: x3 
p C(p) Adj RA2 RA2 Model 
4 3.041 0.9764 0.9823 xl x2 x3 
4 3.497 0.9750 0.9813 xl x3 x4 
5 5.000 0.9736 0.9824 xl x2 x3 x4 

The 3 models containing 
x3 with largest 
adjusted R"2 

Cmd> screen (, farced: "x3 ",penalty: 3) # modified Cp with penalty = 3 
Model used is y=xl+x2+x3+x4 
1 variables were forced: x3 
Error variance set to full model mse, penalty factor is 3 

p C(p) Adj RA2 RA2 Model 
4 7.041 0.9764 0.9823 xl x2 x3 
4 7.497 0.9750 0.9813 xl x3 x4 
5 10.000 0.9736 0.9824 xl x2 x3 x4 
4 11.337 0.9638 0.9728 x2 x3 x4 
3 25.373 0.9223 0.9353 x3 x4 

In this output, pis the number of parameters fit, including the intercept, Model is a list 
of the independent variables in each model, and C ( p) , Adj RA 2 and RA 2 are the values 
of Cp, adjusted R2 and R2, respectively. 

The first example screened using the defaults. It produced 5 models (out of 16 possible 
models with an intercept) because mbest has default 5. The second example asked for 
the three regressions (out of 8) containing x3 that have the smallest value of adjusted 
R2. The third example again forced in x3 but changed the criterion so that additional 
variables carry a higher penalty. As is usual with the other GLM commands, if you 
omit Model, screen () uses the most recent Model. If you use keywords, you do need 
to precede them with a comma. 
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Using keyword keep, you can also save the results of screen () so that you can do 
further work with them. The value for keep should either be a CHARACTER vector 
containing one or more of "p ", 11 cp ", 11 rsq 11

, "adj rsq" or "model", or, if you want 
everything, "all". The result is a structure with one or more of the vector 
components p, cp, adj rsq, rsq and model. Component model is a CHARACTER vector 
each of whose components is the model in the usual MacAnova form. If only one type 
of result is requested (keep: "cp ", for example), the result is a vector. 

Cmd> results<- screen("y=xl+x2+x3+x4",keep:"all");results 
component: p 
(1) 3 4 4 4 
component: cp 
(1) 2.6782 
component: adjrsq 

5 

5 

(1) 0.97441 
component: rsq 
(1) 0.97868 
component: model 

3.0182 

0.97645 

0.98234 

3.0413 

0.97638 

0.98228 

3.4968 

0.97504 

0.98128 

0.97356 

0.98238 

( 1) "y=xl+x2" 
(2) "y=xl+x2+x4" 
(3) "y=xl+x2+x3" 
( 4) "y=xl+x3+x4" 
(5) "y=xl+x2+x3+x4" 

Cmd> models <- screen (, keep: "model") ;models# just keep models 
( 1) "y=xl+x2" 
( 2) "y=xl+x2+x4" 
(3) "y=xl+x2+x3" 
( 4) "y=xl+x3+x4" 
(5) "y=xl+x2+x3+x4" 

Cmd> regress(models[l]) # regression on "best" model 
Model used is y=xl+x2 

Coef 
CONSTANT 
xl 
x2 

52.577 
1. 4683 

0.66225 

StdErr 
2.2862 
0.1213 

0.045855 

t 
22.998 
12.105 
14.442 

N: 13, MSE: 5.7904, DF: 10, R~2: 0.97868 
Regression F(2,10): 229.5, Durbin-Watson: 1.9216 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

3.21 Power and sample size When designing an experiment to test a null hypothesis 
H0, it is often important to know the power = 1 - /3, where /3 is the probability of a 
type II error, that a given design will have against a specified alternative to H0. It may 
also be important to be able to determine the minimum sample size required so that 
the test will have power at least 1 - /3, where /3 is given. In general, power depends 
both on the size of the experiment as measured by the number of replicates, the 
variance a2 of an individual observation and the extent of departure from H0 of the 
alternative. The last two interact in their effect since the determining quantity is 
usually the departure from the null hypothesis relative to the size of a2. 

MacAnova provides ~hree functions to make power computations for linear models. 
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Functions power () and samplesize () are adapted to the analysis of variance of data 
from a completely randomized design (one-way ANOVA) or from a randomized block 
design (two-way ANOVA). Function power2 () is applicable to more general designs. 
They all assume normal errors with constant a2• 

The default usage of power ( ) is power ( none en, ngrp, alpha, nrep), where all 
arguments are REAL. Argument noncen is a "noncentrality" type parameter that 
specifies the departure from the null hypothesis relative to a2. Specifically 

k 

noncen = I T;
2 

/ a2
, 

i=l 

where k = ngrp, the number of treatments or groups; argument alpha is the size 
(significance or a level) of the test to be used; and argument nrep is the number of 
replicates, that is, the number of units receiving each treatment. The returned value is 
the power of the usual F-test for this experimental design, as computed from the non
central F-distribution. 

Suppose we have 4 treatment groups, and are planning to use an F-test with 
significance level a=0.01, and we believe the noncentrality parameter is about 5. We 
compute the power for the cases when we use 5 experimental units for treatments and 
when we use 4. 

Cmd> vector(power(5,4,.0l,5), power(5,4, .01,4)) 
(1) 0.8555 0.66879 

We see that if we used 5 experimental units per groups the power would be .856, while 
4 per group would yield power of only .679. Actually the arguments to power () can be 
vectors, as long as all non-scalar arguments have the same length. Thus we can 
compute power for several sample sizes with a single command: 

Cmd> power(5,4, .0l,run(4,9)) # power for sample sizes 4 through 9 
(1) 0.66879 0.8555 0.94585 0.98197 0.99454 
(6) 0.99847 

Function samplesize () is a sort of inverse to power (). It has the same first three 
arguments, noncen, ngrp, and alpha, but its fourth argument is pwr, the required 
power = 1 - /3. It returns the smallest group size giving power at least pwr. Unlike 
power (), samplesize () does not accept vector arguments. Let's find the minimum 
number of replicates required for power~ .80 (/3 ~ .20) and power~ .95 (/3 ~ .05) for the 
5 group example. 

Cmd> vector(samplesize(5,4, .01, .8),samplesize(5,4, .01, .95)) 
( 1) 5 7 Sample sizes for power • 80 & • 95 

These figures are confirmed by the previous power () output where we saw the actual 
powers for 5 and 7 replicates would be .856 > .80 and .982 > .95, whereas for sample sizes 
4 and 6, the powers would be .679 < .80 and .946 < .95, the latter just falling short of the 
desired .95. 

When ngrp is 1, power () and samplesize () do their computations for the case of a 1 
sample two-tail t test with sample size nrep and none en=(µ/ a)2. 

Cmd> power(l.2A2,l, .05,run(6,10)) 
(1) 0.65504 0.75364 0.82792 0.882 0.92033 
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Cmd> samplesize(l.2A2,1, .05, .90)#least sample size to get power .9 
( 1) 10 

Thus, if Iµ/ a I = 1.2, the probability of getting a t-statistic that is significant at the 5% 
point ranges from .65504 to .92033 for sample sizes from 6 to 10 and 10 is the smallest 
sample that achieves power> .90. 

To compute power and sample size for randomized block designs, include the keyword 
phrase design : 11 r bd II as an additional argument. The noncentrality parameter has the 
same meaning as before and nrep is the number of blocks. When ngrp is 2, the 
calculations are for a paired t test with none en= (µdi a)2 

Cmd> power(5,4, .01,run(4,9),design: "rbd") # power for 4 to 9 blocks 
(1) 0.57227 0.79369 0.91608 0.97012 0.99044 
(6) 0.9972 

Cmd> samplesize (5, 4,. 01,. 95, design: "rbd") 
( 1) 7 number of blocks to achieve power . 95 

Function power2 () is more general than power () and enables you to make power 
computations for designs other than completely randomized and randomized blocks. It 
requires four REAL arguments, noncen2, numDF, alpha and denomDF. Argument alpha 
is the same as for power ( ) , but all the other arguments are different. 

Argument noncen2 is a noncentrality parameter, but is different from noncen in 
power (). It is the ratio of a weighted sum of the squared treatment effects to the error 
variance cr2, specifically 

k 

noncen2 = Iniri
2 

/ a
2

• 

i=l 

When the sample sizes are all equal ton, noncen2 = n*noncen. Note also that the 
k k 

r/s in the definition must be defined in such a way that Iniri = 0, not L ri = 0. 
i=l i=l 

Argument numDF is the numerator degrees of freedom in the F-test and denomDF is the 
denominator degrees of freedom. An alternative definition of noncen2 is 

noncen2 = numDF*(E[Numerator MS]/E[Denominator MS] - 1) 

Any power that can be computed via the function power () can also be computed using 
power2 (). power2 () is particularly useful for computing power for interaction or 
related effects where degrees of freedom are not simply sample sizes minus 1. Since the 
numerator and denominator degrees of freedom in a randomized block design are 
ngrp-1 and ( ngrp-1) * ( nrep-1), respectively, we can reproduce the power 
computations for the randomized block design given above by 

Cmd> 

Cmd> 
( 1) 
( 6) 

ngrp <- 4;nrep <- run(4,9) 

power2(nrep*5,ngrp-1, .01, (ngrp-l)*(nrep-1)) 
0.57227 0.79369 0.91608 0.97012 
0.9972 

0.99044 

3.22 Multivariate linear models (Advanced topic) In the real world, since 
experimentation is generally expensive, and experimenters want to learn as much as 
possible from each experiment, many experiments involve the determination of more 
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than one response variable. While you could analyze each response variable 
separately, you can often learn more by analyzing the responses simultaneously. This 
is the goal of multivariate analysis. 

One of the most important multivariate statistical methods is multivariate analysis of 
variance, usually abbreviated MANOV A. This is based on an extension to a vector 
response the linear models of the sort given in Sec. 3.4. Specifically, when there are q 
responses the multivariate linear model has the form Y = /30 + /31X1 + f32X2+ ... +{3kXk +e, 
except that now Y is a q-dimension vector, as is each coefficient f3j and the error e. 
The X-variables are similar to those in a univariate linear model -- they may code for 
levels of a factor or interactions, or represent variates. Another way of describing this 
multivariate linear model is as q univariate linear models, one for each coordinate of 
Y, with the coefficients for coordinate j the jth elements of the coefficient vectors {30, 

/31, ···, f3k• 

Multivariate linear models which generalize ANOV A models have a similar additive 
form. For example, the model underlying a one-way MANOV A with g groups is 

Y;i = µ + ai + e;i, i = 1, ... , n i, j = 1, ... , g , where Yij, aj and ej are all q-dimensional 

You can analyze such model as well as models with variates with MacAnova function 
rnanova (). 

The eigenvalue-based tests discussed below assume that the errors e are multivariate 
normal with mean O and constant variance-covariance matrix I. 

The quantities computed by rnanova ( ) are analogous to those computed by anova ( ) , 
except that instead of a table of sums of squares, rnanova ( ) computes a set of q by q 
SSCP matrices, that is, matrices of sums of squares and cross products, one matrix for 
each term in the model. The q elements on the diagonal of each such matrix are the 
ANOVA sums of squares for each of the q variables. Off the diagonal are sums of cross 
products of different variables. 

The algebraic form of the SSCP matrix for a term is very similar to the corresponding 
ANOV A sum of squares, except that any term of the form y2 is replaced by a term of 
the form yy'. For example the SSCP matrix for groups in a one-way MANOV A has the 

g I g 

form IniY.i - Y_.)(Y.i - Y __ ) instead of In/fj -f_)2and the error SSCP has the form 
j=l j=I 

g n! I g nj 

"'"'(Y.. - Y -)(Y.. - Y -) instead of"'"' (Y.. -Y.)2. £_£_ If ·/ If ·f £_£_ I} .] 
j=l i=l j=I i=l 

The argument to rnanova ( ) is again a CHARACTER variable specifying the model in 
exactly the same form as for anova ( ) , except that now the Y-variable must be a matrix 
with q columns rather than a vector, with each row containing the q responses for a 
case -- that is, each column contains the values for one of the response variables. If the 
Y-variable is a vector, rnanova () is equivalent to anova (). 

When each row of a SSCP matrix would take more than one line on the screen, usually 
when q > 5, only the degrees of freedom are printed and the SSCP matrix is suppressed. 
rnanova (Model, sscp: F) induces the same behavior for any q. If you want to force 
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printing of the SSCP matrices, even for a large q, use keyword phrase sscp: T. 
Alternatively, rnanova (Model, byvar: T) prints separate ANOVA tables for each 
variable, but no sums of products. rnanova (MODEL, f stats : T) , prints the q univariate 
F-statistics and P-values for each term. If you use fstats: T together with byvar: T, F
statistics and P-values are are include in each ANOVA table. See Sec. 10.16 for 
examples of these options. 

rnanova () computes the same side effect variables, REAL variables DF, ss, HII and 
RESIDUALS and CHARACTER variables STRMODEL, DEPVNAME, TERMNAMES as anova ( ) , 
except that ss is a 3-dimensional array, with ss [ i, , ] containing the SSCP matrix for 
the ith term, and RESIDUALS has q columns, each containing the residuals for the 
corresponding column of the response matrix. rnanova (Model, weights: T) carries out 
a weighted MANOVA and computes the additional side effect variable WTDRESIDUALS, 
the same size and shape as RESIDUALS. 

Many tests of common null hypotheses depend on matrix characteristics of the SSCP 
matrices. Functions releigenvals () computes the so called relative 
eigenvalues of a hypotheses SSCP matrix H relative to an error SSCP matrix E, 
while releigen () computes both the relative eigenvalues and relative eigenvectors. 
In brief, the relative eigenvalues are the ordinary eigenvalues of the nonsymmetric 
matrix E-1H. They cannot be computed using functions eigen () or eigenvals () 
(see Sec. 6.2) because E-1H is not symmetric. Functions trace () and det () can be 
used to compute some test statistics that can be expressed as the trace (sum of diagonal 
elements) of E-1H or as a determinant such as det(I + E-1H). It is beyond the scope 
of this manual to summarize the tests. See Sec. 6.2 for details on releigen (). See Sec. 
10.16 and 10.17 for examples of the use of rnanova () . 

After you have run manova ( ) , you can examine the model further using the same 
functions we used for anova ( ) . To extract model coefficients and/ or their standard 
errors for all terms or a specified term, you can use coef s () or coefs ( term) or 
secoef s () or secoef s ( term) (see Sec. 3.12). The coefficients and standard errors have 
an additional dimension of length q as compared to their univariate counterparts. For 
example, coefs ("CONSTANT") returns a 1 by q vector. You can include an additional 
positive integer argument in these functions (for example, secoef s ( "a. b" , 2)) to 
specify which response variable to compute coefficients for. 

With a multivariate response, contrast () (see Sec. 3.16) produces a q by q SSCP 
matrix instead of a SS, together with a q-dimensional contrast estimate and a vector of 
standard errors, one for each response variable. The rules for subtractive versus 
additive sums of squares are exactly as for univariate ANOV A, substituting SSCP for 
SS. You can use predtable () or glrntable () (Sec. 3.18) to get a table of predicted 
values. Cell by cell statistics can also be computed using tabs (). Alternatively, you 
can use regpred () or glmpred () to compute estimated means and their standard 
errors for specified values of the variates and or factors. 

Macros res id (Sec. 3.17) and yhat (Sec. 3.18) are operative after rnanova (), except that 
there are as many columns of standardized residuals, Cook's distances, predicted 
values, and their standard errors as there are columns in Y. Macros resvsranki ts, 
resvsindex, and resvsyhat are also operative. For example, simply 
resvsrankits () or resvsrankits ( 1) makes a rankit plot of residuals from the first 
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column of Y, while resvsranki ts ( 3) makes such a plot for column 3. 
I 

Let B = [.81 ,82 ,83 • • . .Bk] , be the k by q matrix of linear model coefficients, 
including the constant term, if any. Each row .B/ of B consists of q coefficients for a 
single X-variable in the model, one coefficient for each response variable. The contrasts 
computed by contrast () are ultimately of the form c B, where c is a 1 by k row 
vector that specifies a linear combination of the rows of B. Alternatively, they can be 
considered as q univariate contrasts, one for each column of Y, all computed using 
the same coefficients c. 

In a repeated measures analysis, you may be interested in hypotheses concerning 
contrasts among the columns of B, that is, among coefficients associated with 
different response variables. Such hypotheses can be tested using matrices obtained by 
pre- and post-multiplying the hypothesis and error SSCP matrices by matrices whose 
columns consist of vectors of contrast coefficients. For example, in single-sample 

profile analysis with model Yj = µ + ej, j = l, ... , n, where µ = [µ 1 µ 2 µ 3 • • • µq] ', 
one hypothesis of interest is H0: µ1 = µ2 = ... = µq. This can be expressed as C µ = 0, 

1 -1 0 0 
1 0 -1 0 

where C is the q-l by q matrix . If H and E are the SSCP 

1 0 0 -1 
matrices associated with the CONSTANT and ERRORl terms, obtained by 
rnanova ( "y=l") , then CHC' and CEC' are appropriate hypothesis and error matrices 
for testing H0: C µ = 0. 

3.23 Weighted analyses Weighted regression analysis, weighted ANOVA or weighted 
MANOV A may be appropriate when some observations have greater intrinsic 
variability than others. This is the situation, for example, when you have available 
only averages of original data, with the averages based on varying numbers of original 
data values. Here you would want to weight each case proportional to the original 
sample size. In other situations, you may have estimates of the variances for each case. 
In that case you would want to weight inversely proportional to the variances, that is, 
use the reciprocals of the variances as weights. In addition, there are a number of 
estimation problems that can be solved by iterated weighted analysis, where the results 
from each analysis are used to compute new weights for a new analysis, the process 
continuing until estimates do not change meaningfully. 

You can carry out weighted analyses with weights w, where w is a non-negative REAL 
vector, by including weights: was an argument after Model in regress (), anova (), or 
rnanova (). Typical usage for a regression, weighting by the reciprocal of the variance 
for each case might be regress ( "y=xl+x2", weights: l/sd"2), where sd is a vector of 
estimated standard deviations for each case. 

Analyses are performed assuming that each case has variance inversely proportional to 
its weight; that is, the variance of case i is a2/wi. All sums of squares (and cross 
products in the case of manova ( ) ) are given on the a2 scale, that is, after multiplying 
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the data by .[w;. In fact, the computations are entirely equivalent to those done by an 
unweighted analysis without a constant term, when the data for the ith case, including 
Yi and all X/s, including the constant, are multiplied by {w;. 

Two sets of residuals are computed and saved as side-effects for a weighted analysis. 
The first, RESIDUALS, is simply the vector or matrix of responses Yi minus their values 
as predicted from the model fit. The second, WTDRESIDUALS, is sqrt (w) * RESIDUALS. 
If the weighting has been appropriate, its elements should have approximately constant 
variance a2. You should use WTDRESIDUALS rather than RESIDUALS in any outlier 
and influence diagnostic procedures. Macros res id, yhat, resvsindex, 
resvsranki ts, and resvsyhat all use WTDRESIDUALS after a weighted analysis so they 
work appropriately even after a weighted analysis. 

The REAL vector HII of leverages is also computed and is what would be obtained by an 
unweighted analysis based on X-variables and responses multiplied .[w;. 
Any cases with zero case weight are completely removed from the regression. In 
particular this means that zero case weight observations are not counted in degrees of 
freedom. Any MISSING weight is treated as if it were 0. 

The functions coefs () (Sec. 3.13), predtable () (Sec. 3.18), and contrast () (Sec. 
3.16) are available after weighted least squares operations, but macro anovapred will 
give erroneous results. 

Note: Commands wtanova (), wtmanova () and wtregress () were formerly used for 
weighted analyses. They are still available for backward compatibility with earlier 
versions. 

3.24 Retrieving information about a GLM analysis (advanced topic) Although the 
most important results of regression, ANOV A and other GLM analyses are either 
printed or saved as side effect variables, other results of the computation are available 
only by calling certain functions. In addition to coefs (), secoef s () (see Sec. 3.13), 
predtable () and regpred () (Sec. 3.18), you can use functions model vars (), 
xvariables (), xrows () and modelinfo () to retrieve various quantities that were 
computed but neither printed nor saved in variables. For example, if your model 
includes factors, you can obtain the actual X-variables used to code the factor levels (see 
Sec. 3.10). After non-regression GLM commands such as anova ( ) , when XTXINV is not 
created as a side effect variable, you can retrieve (X'Xf1

• And, even if the previous 
GLM command specified dependent or independent variables that were temporary 
variables and hence no longer available, model vars () can retrieve them. 

3.24.1 modelvars() 
You use model vars () to retrieve the variables appearing in the preceding model even 
if they have been deleted. You control what you get by specifying keyword phrases or 
variable numbers. model vars (x: T) and model vars (y :T) retrieve the variables to the 
right and left of 11 = 11 in the current model specification, respectively. 
model vars (factors: T) and model vars (variates: T) retrieve the factors and 
variates, respectively, on the right hand side of the model. model vars ( al 1: T) 
returns a matrix whose columns are all the variables, in the model, starting with the 
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dependent variable (variable on left side of the model). Finally, 
model vars (vector ( il, i2, ... ) ) , where il, i2, ... are non-negative integers, 
retrieves variables by number, where O specifies the dependent variable (variable to left 
of II="), 

For example, after regress ( "yield=xl+x2+x3+x4+x5"), both model vars (y: T) and 
model vars ( 0) return the response variable yield, both model vars (x: T) and 
modelvars(variates:T) returnhconcat(xl,x2,x3,x4,x5),and 
model vars ( cat (2, 4, 5, 0)) returns hconcat (x2, x4, x5, y). 

After anova ( "y=x+a+b+a. b+c"), where xis a variate and a, band care factors, 
model vars (vector ( 1, 4) ) returns hconcat (x, c), model vars (x: T) returns 
hconcat (x, a, b, c) ,model vars (variates :T) returnsx, and 
model vars (factors: T) returns hconcat (a, b, c). 

You can also use model vars () to extract the variables from a model specified by a 
quoted string or CHARACTER scalar as second argument. Thus, for example, 
model vars (factors: T, "y=x+a+b+c+a .b") returns hconcat (a, b). 

3.24.2 xvariables() 
You use xvariables () to compute the X-variables (see Sec. 3.2 and 3.10) used by 
MacAnova. These do not include any redundant X-variables that are always ignored 
by the GLM commands (see Sec. 3.10) although it will include any X-variables that 
happen to be aliased with earlier X-variables. After any GLM command, 
xvariables (), with no argument, returns the X-variables for the current GLM model 
as a matrix with one column for each X-variable. If the model has a constant term 
(intercept), one of the columns, usually the first, will be all l's. If Model is a quoted 
string or CHARACTER scalar representing a model, model info (Model) computes the X
variables associated with Model. 

By default, if there are any MISSING values in dependent variable or any of the variates 
or factors (or weights, after a weighted analysis), the corresponding row of the X
variable matrix is set to 0. If you include missing:? as an extra argument, such rows 
will be set to MISSING. 

It is important to recognize the difference between model vars () and xvariables (). If 
a model contains factors, model vars () returns the actual factors in the model, while 
the latter returns the variables encoding the factors. 

Cmd> y <- vector(70.9,78.2,74.8,63.3,68.4,74.2,54.6); x <- run(7) 

Cmd> a<- factor(vector(l,2,3,1,2,3,3)) 

Cmd> b <- factor(vector(l,1,1,2,2,2,2)) 

Cmd> anova ( "y=x+a+b") 
Model used is y=x+a+b 
WARNING: summaries are 

CONSTANT 
X 

a 
b 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 

sequential 
ss 

33520 
143.1 

109.58 
113.1 
23.08 
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MS 
33520 
143.1 

54.789 
113.1 
11.54 



Cmd> modelvars(x:T) # 
(1, 1) 1 
(2, 1) 2 
(3, 1) 3 
(4, 1) 4 
( 5, 1) 5 
( 6, 1) 6 
(7, 1) 7 

Cmd> xvariables() 
(1, 1) 1 
(2, 1) 1 
(3, 1) 1 
(4, 1) 1 
( 5, 1) 1 
( 6, 1) 1 
(7, 1) 1 
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retrieves 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

hconcat (x, a, b) 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

1 
0 

-1 
1 
0 

-1 
-1 

0 
1 

-1 
0 
1 

-1 
-1 

Column 1 of the xvariables () output encodes the constant term, column 2 is the 
same as x, columns 3 and 4 encode factor a and column 5 encodes factor b. 

3.24.3 xrows() 
xrows (Variates, Factors) computes rows of a matrix of X-variables corresponding 
to variate values in Variates and factor levels in Factors, using the information 
saved by the preceding GLM command. 

Let nvar be the number of variates in the model in the model and nfac be the number 
of factors. 

Variates should either be a REAL vector with length (Variates) = nvar, or a REAL 
matrix with ncols (Variates) = nvar. When there are no variates in the model, use 
xrows(NULL,Factors). 

Factors should either be a REAL vector with length (Factors) = nfac, or a REAL 
matrix with ncols (Factors) = nfac. All the elements of Factors should be positive 
integers not exceeding the maximum level for each factor. When there are no factors 
in the model, use xrows (Variates, NULL) or simply xrows (Variates). 

Let Nv be 1 if Variates is a vector and nrows (Variates) otherwise. Similarly, let 
Nf be 1 if Factors is a vector and nrows (Factors) otherwise. Then if Nv -:f:. Nf, you 
must have either Nv = 1 or Nf = 1 and the value of Variates or Factors is used for 
every row of the output. 

The result is a REAL matrix with max(Nv, Nf) rows. Each row consists of the values of 
the X-variables (design matrix) corresponding to that row of Variates and Factors. 

Examples: 
After anova ( "y=xl+x2+a*b"), xrows (hconcat (xl, x2), hconcat (a, b)) is 
equivalent to xvariables (). 

After regress ( "y=xl+x2"), xrows (x0) %*% COEF is equivalent to 
regpred (x0, see st: F, sepred: F) where x0 is a matrix with two columns 
containing values for xl and x2. 
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3.24.4 modelinfo() 
Function model info () can return a wide variety of information about the most recent 
GLM model. You specify what it should return by keyword phrases of the form 
what: T, where what is one of all, aliased, bi tmodel, coef s, col counts, distrib, 
link,parameters,scale,sigmahat,strmodel,termnames,weights,xtxinv,xvars 
or y. model info (all: T) returns everything. To suppress specific items with all: T, 
use, for example, model info ( al 1: T, y: F, xvars: F). Not all of these keywords were 
recognized prior to version 4.00. 

When more than one item is requested, model info () returns a structure with 
components matching these keywords. Any component that is not available (for 
example, sigmahat after any GLM command except robust ()) is set to NULL. 

You cannot use model info () after fastanova (), ipf () or screen (). 

Here is a description of what each option returns. The preceding GLM command is 
anova ( "y=x+a+b") analyzing the data given above. 

xvars:T 
The matrix of X-variables associated with the active model, that is, the same as the 
output of xvariables () (see above). As with xvariables (), you can use keyword 
phrase missing:? to force values for cases with any MISSING data or weights to be 
MISSING. The default value is 0. 

y:T 
The dependent variable in the model (variable to the left of"="). model info (y: T) is 
thus equivalent to mode 1 vars ( 0 ) and mode 1 vars ( y : T) . 

weights:T 
A REAL vector containing the weights associated with each case. When no weights 
were specified, either explicitly or implicitly, this is a vector of 1 's. Otherwise it is 
either the vector wts from regress (Model, weights :wts), anova (Model, 
weights :wts), or manova (Model, weights :wts), or the implicit weights from the 
final iteration of the iterative GLM commands such as pois son (), logistic (), or 
robust (). The value for any case with MISSING data or weight is always zero. 

Cmd> modelinfo(weights:T) 
(1) 1 
(6) 1 

parameters:T 

1 
1 

1 1 

The REAL vector containing parameters for the response variable for each case. The 
only time it has a value different from NULL is after logistic (), probit () or 
glmfit (model,distrib: "binomial", ... ) whenitsvalueisthevectororsample 
sizes for each case. 

coefs:T 
The vector of coefficients of the X-variables in the fitted model. Coefficients 
corresponding to aliased X-variables (those that are linearly dependent on previous X
variables) are set to zero. After manova ( ) the result is a matrix with the same number 
of columns as the dependent variable. When there are factors in the model, the 
coefficients will differ from the factor effects computed by coef s () and secoefs (). 
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You can compute the fitted values of the response by model info (xvars: T) %*% 
modelinfo(coefs:T). 

Cmd> modelinfo(coefs:T) 
(1) 130.78 -16.9 -21. 433 1. 6667 -22.35 

Cmd> coefs() # variate coefficients and factor effects 
component: CONSTANT 
(1) 130.78 
component: x 
( 1) .:...16. 9 
component: a 
(1) -21.433 1. 6667 19.767 
component: b 
(1) -22.35 22.35 

scale:T 
A REAL factor or factors by which the square roots of the diagonals of (X'Xf1 or 
(X'wxr1 may be multiplied so as to obtain estimated standard errors for the 
estimated coefficients returned by model info ( coefs: T). After iterative GLM 
commands such as logistic () or poisson (), the scale value will be the default 
value (usually 1), unless it was changed by keyword scale on the GLM command. 
After other GLM commands, including robust (), the value will be ✓SSError / DFError, 
where DF error and SSerror come from the final line of the ANOV A table. After 
manova (), the value will be the vector ✓diag[SSCPError1 /DFError. 

Cmd> @s<-modelinfo(scale:T);vector(@s,@sA2) #compare with ANOVA 
(1) 3.3971 11.54 

sigmahat:T 
The robust estimate of a printed after an approximate ANOV A table computed by 
robust (). After any other GLM command model info ( sigmahat: T) returns NULL. 
Note that this value should not be used in computing standard errors; use 
model info (scale: T) instead. See above. 

xtxinv:T 
The matrix (X'Xf1 computed from the non-aliased X-variables. The row and column 
corresponding to any aliased X-variable is set to zero. If the previous GLM command 
specified weights either explicitly (weights :wts on anova (), regress (), or 
manova ()) or implicitly (iterative GLM commands such as pois son () or 
logistic ()) the matrix computed is (X'WXf1, where Wis the diagonal matrix of 
the weights. After robust ( ) , the matrix computed is (X'Xf1

, ignoring the implicit 
weights. You can obtain the weights by model info (weights: T) (see above). 

Cmd> modelinfo(xtxinv:T) 
(1,1) 21.75 
(2,1) -6 
(3,1) -6.5833 
(4,1) -0.58333 
(5,1) -9.5833 

colcount:T 

-6 
1.6667 
1.8333 

0.16667 
2.6667 

-6.5833 
1.8333 
2.3333 

-1.6274e-16 
2.9167 

-0.58333 
0.16667 

-1.6274e-16 
0.33333 

0.25 

A vector of integers containing the numbers of X-variables as returned by 
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xvariables () or model info (xvar: T) associated with each term in the active 
model, including any aliased X-variables. You can compute the indices of first X
variable associated with each term by autoreg ( 1, model info ( colcount: T)) which 
calculates cumulative sums. When no X-variables are aliased with earlier X
variables, the value of model info ( col count: T) should be the same as side effect 
variables DF excluding the error degrees of freedom. 

Cmd> modelinfo(colcount:T) # since no aliasing, same as DF[-5) 
(1) 1 1 2 1 

aliased:T 
A LOGICAL vector whose length is the number of X-variables in the model 
(ncols (xvariables () ). The ith element is True if and only if the ith X-variable is 
aliased with (linearly depending on) previous X-variables. When there is no aliasing 
every element should be False. 

Cmd> modelinfo(aliased:T) # no aliasing in current model 
(1) F F F F F 

distrib:T 
A CHARACTER scalar containing the name of the assumed distribution of the 
dependent variable. It has value "normal" after anova (), regress () and manova (), 
value "pois son" after pois son (), value "binomial" after logistic () and 
probit (), value "unknown" after robust () and the value of keyword distrib after 
glmfit (). 

Cmd> modelinfo(distrib:T) 
( 1) "normal" 

link:T 
A CHARACTER scalar containing the name of the transformation assumed to be 
required for the dependent variable to depend linearly on the X-variables. It has 
value" identity" after anova (), regress (), manova () and robust (),value" log" 
after poisson (),value" logit" after logistic (),value" log" after poisson (), 
value II probi t II after probi t ( ) , and the value of keyword 1 ink after g lmf it ( ) . 

Cmd> modelinfo(link:T) 
( 1) "identity" 

strmodel:T 
A CHARACTER scalar containing the current model. This will normally be the same as 
side effect variable STRMODEL. 

Cmd> modelinfo(strmodel:T) 
( 1) "y=l+x+a+b" 

bitmodel:T 
A REAL vector or matrix with as many rows as there are terms in the model, 
including the CONSTANT term, if any, but excluding the final error term. This encodes 
the model in a special form. See Sec. 3.24.5 below for details. 

termnames:T 
A CHARACTER vector that is normally identical to side effect variable TERMNAMES. This 
includes the name of the final error term (usually "ERRORl ") and hence 
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length (model info ( terrnnarnes: T)) -1 is the number of terms in the model, 
excluding the error term. 

Crnd> modelinfo(termnames:T) 
( 1 ) "CONSTANT" 
(2) "X" 

(3) "a" 
(4) "b" 
( 5) "ERRORl" 

all:T 

Crnd> 
(1) 
( 6) 
( 1) 

result<- modelinfo(all:T); 
70.9 78.2 
74.2 54.6 

130.78 -16.9 

result$y; result$coefs 
74.8 63.3 

-21. 433 1.6667 

68.4 

-22.35 

3.24.5 Decoding modelinfo(bitmodel:T) Each row of rnodelinfo (bitrnodel: T) 
corresponds to one term in the model and consists of one to three integers between 0 
and 4294967295 = 232 - 1. The bits of the binary representation of these numbers encode 
the variates and/ or factors appearing in that term. 

Let k be the number of variates and factors in the model. Then each row is long 
enough to hold k bits. Thus when 1 ~ k ~ 32, the result has one column, that is, it is a 
vector; if 33 ~ k ~ 64, the result is a matrix with 2 columns; and if 65 ~ k ~ 95, the 
result has 3 columns. 

The bits of each row should be considered to be numbered from 1 to k. Bit 1 is the least 
significant and bit 32 is the most significant bit of the first element (column 1); bit 33 is 
the least significant and bit 64 is the most significant bit of the second element (column 
2), if any, and so on. Bit i of row j of the result is 1 if and only if the ith variable or 
factor is in the jih term of the model, following the order in which variables and factors 
first appear in the model. All the elements in a row corresponding to the CONSTANT 
term (usually row 1) are zero. 

You can use bit operator % & to test for the presence of each variable in a term, and 
function nbits () (Sec. 2.8.5) to determine the number of variables in a term. 

Crnd> bitmodel <- modelinfo(bitmodel:T);bits #CONSTANT, x, a, b 
(1) 0 1 2 4 

Crnd> terms<-run(4);{bitmodel %& 2"(terms-l)') != 0 
( 1, 1) F F F Term 1 is CONSTANT, no variables 
(2, 1) T F F Term 2 contains x 
( 3, 1) F T F Term 3 contains a 
(4, 1) F F T Term 4 contains b 

Crnd> nbits(bitmodel) # number of variables in each term 
(1) 0 1 1 1 

Function nbits () counts the number of non-zero bits in integers between O and 
4294967295 = 232_1. 
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4. Generalized linear models and robustness (advanced topic.) 

4.1 Alternatives to Least Squares Linear least squares procedures generally assume that 
the errors in a model follow a normal distribution. This is often not even 
approximately the case. Sometimes the data are counts, or take only O and 1 as values, 
or contain outliers - deviant values that are further from their expectations than could 
reasonably happen with normal (Gaussian) data. In such situations, you are usually 
better off abandoning linear least squares procedures and adopting procedures more 
appropriate for the kind of data you have. 

MacAnova provides several commands, poisson (), ipf (), logistic (), probi t (), 
glmfit () and robust () for fitting models with a linear structure by methods other 
than least squares. All fit the pattern for GLM commands (see Sec. 3.1-3.4). The first 
argument must either be a CHARACTER scalar or quoted string specifying a model or be 
missing, in which case STRMODEL is taken to specify the model. All but robust () fit 
what are known as generalized linear models; robust () fits the same sort (linear) of 
models as does anova (), but uses an estimation method, different from least squares, 
that is less influenced by outliers and data errors. 

4.2 Generalized Linear Model Commands The essence of a generalized linear model is 
that some function T/ = g(µ) of the expectationµ= E[Y], where Y is the response 
variable, is a linear combination of the X variables. Using the notation of Sec. 3.2, this 
means 

T/ = g(E[Y]) = f3o + f31X1 + f32X2+ ... +f3kXk or T/ = g(E[Y]) = f31X1 + f32X2+ ... +f3kXk. 

Function g(µ) is the link function. A linear model can be characterized as a 
generalized linear model with identity link T/ = g(µ) = µ. A complete description of 
a generalized linear model also includes specification of the distribution of the response 
conditional on the X-variables. Common distributions are Poisson, binomial or 
normal. For a comprehensive introduction to generalized linear models, see 
McCullagh and Nelder (1983). 

Poisson regression (log linear fitting) analyzes data from a generalized linear model 
with link function T/ = g(µ) = log(µ) and Poisson distributed Y. Given a value for T/, 

µ = e11• Such models may be fitted by MacAnova command pois son (). Command 
ipf () uses another algorithm to do log-linear fitting of balanced models with no 
variates. 

Logistic regression is for generalized linear models with link function T/ = g(µ) = 
logit(µ) = log(µ/(1 - µ))=log(µ) - log(l-µ) with response Y In, where Y is 

11 

binomial with n trials and p = P("success") = µ = _e __ Command logistic() 
l+e77 

performs logistic regression for arbitrary models. You need to specify the sample sizes 
(trials), which can be a small as 1, for each case. 

Probit analysis is similar to logistic except g(µ) = probit(µ), where T/ = probit(p) is 
such that P(Z ST/)= p, Z a standard normal random variable. In terms of MacAnova 
functions, T/ = probit(p) = invnor(p) and p = cumnor(T/). In the traditional 
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definition of a probit, the constant 5 is added to a probit so as to make values positive 
except for extremely small values of p ( < 0.00000029);. Since this affects only the 
intercept of any probit model fitted, increasing it by 5, it is not done by MacAnova. 
Command probi t ( ) carries out probit analysis of binomial data. 

glmf it () is a general command to fit generalized linear models. You specify the link 
function and distribution by, for example, link:" log", distrib: "pois son". At 
present g lm fit ( ) does no more than combine several other GLM commands 
(anova (), pois son (), logistic () and probit ()) into a single command, but 
eventually additional links and distributions will be added to its repertoire. If the link 
specified is the identity and the distribution is normal, glmfit () is equivalent to 
anova (). This special case is excluded from much of the discussion below. 

The algorithm used by all these commands, except ipf (), is iteratively reweighted least 
squares (McCullagh and Nelder (1983), Sec. 2.5). Each iteration is equivalent to a 
weighted least squares linear fit, with the weights updated after each fit. The iteration 
stops when the relative change in the "deviance" (see below) is small enough, or when 
a limit on the number of iterations is hit. All the commands recognize keyword 
phrases maxi t: m and eps: small, where mis a positive integer and small is a small 
positive REAL scalar such as . 0001. The default values are 50 form and lQ-6 for small. 
Quantity smal 1 specifies how small the relative change in deviance has to be to stop 
iterating and m is the limit on the number of iterations. If there are no variates in the 
model and it is balanced, ipf () uses iterative proportional fitting. In other situations, 
ipf () is identical to poisson (). It also recognizes keywords maxi t and small. 

4.2.1 Analysis of Deviance Table The standard output for poisson (), ipf (), 
logistic (), probit () and glmfit () (except with identity link and normal 
distribution) is an Analysis of Deviance table. This table has columns labeled DF 
(degrees of freedom), Deviance and MDev. The MDev column is simply Deviance/OF 
and analogous to the MS (Mean Square) column in anova ( ) output. The deviance and 
degrees of freedom columns are saved in side effect variables SS and DF (see example 
in Sec. 4.2.2). 

Each entry in the Deviance column is a difference 2 (L1 - L0), where L0 and L1 are 
the maximized log likelihoods of two models M0 and M1. In the simplest usage, 
there are only two lines in the table, labelled Overall model and ERRORl. For the 
Overall model line M0 is the model with all parameters O (the null model) and M 1 
is the complete model being fit. For a log link, M0 corresponds to E[Y] = 1 for all cases 
and for a logit or probit link with binomial data it corresponds to constant probability p 
= .5 for all cases. When all parameters are 0, the Overall model deviance is 
approximately distributed as x2 with the degrees of freedom from the DF column. 

For the ERRORl line, M0 is the model being fitted by the command and M1 is a model 
that fits the data perfectly, that is, with a parameter for each case. The error deviance 
can be described as a measure of the "lack of fit" of the model to the data. When the 
model specified is correct, under certain conditions, the ERRORl deviance is 
approximately distributed as x2 with the degrees of freedom from the DF column, and 
can be used to test for the appropriateness of the model. 

You can get a more complete deviance table, with lines for all the usual terms in the 
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model, by including keyword phrase increment: T as an argument. Designate by 
Termi the term in the model associated with line i of the Deviance table. For 
example, Term1 would normally correspond to CONSTANT. Then for the deviance in 
line 1, M 0 is the model with all parameters O and M1 is Term1; for the deviance in 
line i > 1 M 0 is Term1+ ... +Termi-l and M1 is Term1+ ... +Termi_1+Termi. Thus the 
Deviance is the increase in 2L "due to" adding Termi to the model, but not including 
Termi+l, Termi+2, .... If the model Mo= Term1+ ... +Termi-l for term i is correct, the 
corresponding deviance is usually approximately distributed as z2 with the degrees of 
freedom from the DF column and can be used to test the significance of that term. This, 
of course, assumes that no later terms should be in the model. The computation of the 
complete table can take a long time, since each of the models Term1 , Term1 + Term2, ... , 
Term1 + ... + Termi are separately fitted one after another. 

Below are several short examples, all using the same data presumed derived from a 
two factor experiment, factors a and b having 3 and 4 levels respectively, entered as 
follows: 

Cmd> y <- vector(34,34,37,23,23,38,12,27,29,17,17,29) 

Cmd> n <- vector(87,88,82,82,84,80,87,82,80,84,85,84) 

Cmd> a<- factor(rep(run(3),4}) 

Cmd> b <- factor(rep(run(4),rep(3,4))) 

In a real data set, probably only one of the analyses would be appropriate. 

More examples are in Chapter 10. 

4.2.2 Side effect variables All the generalized linear model commands create the same 
side effect variables as anova ( ) (see Sec. 3.6). 

Variables STRMODEL, DEPVNAME, TERMNAMES, and DF are identical to what they would be 
after anova ( ) with the same model. 

When keyword phrase increment: Tis an argument (Sec. 4.2.1), ss contains the values 
from the Deviance column in the Analysis of Deviance table. Without increment: T, 
SS is O except for the last two elements which are the Overall model and ERRORl 
deviances, in that order. In the latter case the non-zero elements of SS can be extracted 
by SS [ length ( SS) +vector (-1, O)] with there degrees of freedom computed by 
vector(surn(DF[run(length(DF)-1)]) ,DF[length(DF)]). 

Vector RESIDUALS consists of Y [ i] - fitted [ i], where the elements of fitted are the 
best fitting value to the response Y [ i], in the original scale of the response, not in the 
link scale, that is the scale of the link function values. 

As mentioned in Sec. 4.2, the fitting algorithm involves iteratively reweighted least 
squares. At each iteration, the dependent variable is the current fitted value in the link 
scale plus a ri, where ri is a modified residual, also computed in the link scale. The 
weights Wi used are computed from the current fitted values. Then the ith element of 
side effect variable WTDRESIDUALS is ~ x ri and is not directly related to the the ith 

element of RESIDUALS. This contrasts with the situation after a weighted regression, 
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ANOV A or MANOV A. 

The elements of HI I are the diagonal elements hii of the hat matrix H = 

X(X'WXf1 X'W, where Wis diagonal matrix of weights. The variance of ,Jw; x ri is 
approximately (1 - hii)-

4.2.3 Keywords In addition to increment: T, there are several keyword phrases that are 
recognized by these commands, pvals: T, offset: OffVec, and scale: sigma. 

pval s : T causes P-values to be printed based on a null distribution of x2 for the 
Deviance. How appropriate these are will depend on the situation. In particular, for 
probit () and logistic (), the P-value associated with ERRORl is unlikely to be 
meaningful if the values of n (number of trials) are too small. 

off set: OffVec specifies that REAL vector OffVec is to be added to the linear predictor 
in computing the fit. Its elements should be in the units of the link function (log, logit, 
or probit). It effectively changes the model fit to include the term 1 *Of fVec with no 
coefficient to be estimated. The Overall model devience is -2 (L0' - L1), where L0' is 
the log likelihood of the model E[Y] = OffVec. 

When the offset vector is a linear combination of X-variables in the model, the null 
hypotheses tested are that the coefficients are the same as those used in defining the 
offset vector rather than that they are zero. A very simple case would be 

poisson("y=l",offset:rep(log(30),length(y))) 

The ERRORl deviance from this analysis tests whether the mean is constant and the 
Overall model deviance tests the hypothesis that a constant mean is 30, assuming the 
response is Poisson. 

Use of scale: sigma as an argument does not affect the output from the GLM 
command itself. Instead, the value of sigma will used by other functions such as 
secoef s (), predtable (), and contrast () to replace a default multiplier used to 
compute standard errors. sigma must be a positive REAL scalar or? (MISSING). When 
sigma is MISSING, the scale factor will be computed as sqrt ( SS [m] /DF [m] ) , where 
ss [m] and DF [m] are from the last line (ERRORl) in the Deviance table. The default 
scale multiplier sigma is 1 except after a glmfit () that is equivalent to anova () when 
it is sqrt ( SS [m] /DF [m] ) . In secoefs (), sigma multiplies the square roots of the 
diagonal values of (X'WXf1

, where X is the matrix of X-variables, and W is a diagonal 
matrix of weights computed using the converged fit. 

4.2.4 logistic() and probit() Both of these are designed for data where the response vector 
consists of binomial distributed random variables. Besides the model, you need to 
provide the sample size (number of trials) for each case. Commands logistic () and 
probi t () fit generalized linear models that differ only in the link function. 
1 og is tic ( l assumes a logit link and probi t ( ) assumes a probit link (see above). 
Typical usage is logistic ( "y=xl+x2", N) and probit ( "y=xl+x2", N), with the 
sample sizes specified by the vector N, of the same length as y, with O :s; y [ i] :s; N [ i]. If 
the number of trials is a constant, you can use just a scalar for N. For truly binomial 
data, all elements of y and N are integers. However, both logistic () and probit () 
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tolerate non-integer values, although they print a warning unless keyword phrase 
silent: T) is an argument. Instead of logistic (Model, N) and probit (Model, N) 
you can use glmfit (Model, n:N, link:" logit", distrib: "binomial") and 
glmfit (Model, n:N, link: "probit", distrib: "binomial"), respectively. 

Cmd> logistic("y=a+b",n,increment:T) # split overall model deviance 
Model used is y=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are 

CONSTANT 
a 
b 
ERRORl 

Cmd> SS 

DF 
1 
2 
3 
6 

sequential 
Deviance 

135.64 
19.216 
18.694 
9.8484 

MDev 
135.64 
9.6078 
6.2314 
1.6414 

(1) 135.64 19.216 18.694 9.8484 

Cmd> SS[l] + SS[2] + SS[3] # total deviance for model 
(1) 173.55 

Cmd> logistic ( "y=a+b ", n) 
Model used is y=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

Deviance 
173.55 
9.8484 

Overall model 
ERRORl 

DF 
6 
6 

MDev 
28.925 
1.6414 

Cmd> # Overall model deviance is SS[l]+SS[2]+SS[3] in preceding 

Cmd> SS # 
SS: 
( 1) 

All but last two elements are 0 

0 0 173.55 9.8484 

Cmd> DF # Degrees of freedom for 1st 3 tenns are not pooled 
(1) 1 2 3 6 

Cmd> 1-cumchi(SS[4],DF[4]) # P-value for goodness of fit 
(1) 0.13118 

Cmd> probit ( "y=a+bn ,n) 
Model used is y=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are 

DF 
Overall model 6 
ERRORl 6 

sequential 
Deviance 

173.77 
9.6263 

MDev 
28.962 
1.6044 

See Sec. 10.18 for another example of the use of logistic (). 

4.2.5 poisson() and ipf() These fit Poisson log linear regression models which may be 
appropriate when the elements of the response vector are independent counts with 
Poisson distribution. The link function is the natural logarighm so that 
log(µ)= /30 + /31X1+ ... +/3kXk. Equivalently µ = E[Y] = / 3o+fJ,x,+ ... +fJ,x,. pois son () is also 
appropriate for certain multinomial models in which some of the marginals are fixed 
provided the fitted models are such as to fit those marginals exactly. Typical usage for 
poison() ispoisson("y=a*b + c + a.c + b.c"),wherey[i] ~O. Theelementsof 
y are normally integers, and, if any are not, a warning message is printed unless 
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silent: Tis an argument. For balanced designs with no variates, ipf () and 
pois son () use different computational methods but yield the same results except for 
rounding error. In this special case, ipf () may be somewhat faster, but has the 
disadvantage that you cannot later compute standard errors using functions such as 
secoefs () and predtable (). 

Cmd> poisson ( 11y=a+b 11
, increment: T) 

Model used is y=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are 

CONSTANT 
a 
b 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
2 
3 
6 

Crnd> ipf ( ''y=a+b 11
) 

Model used is y=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are 

DF 
Overall model 6 
ERRORl 6 

sequential 
Deviance 

1485.4 
10.621 

13.1 
7.4863 

sequential 
Deviance 

1509.1 
7.4863 

MDev 
1485.4 
5.3107 
4.3666 
1. 24 77 

MDev 
251. 52 
1. 24 77 

See Sec. 10.19 for an example of the use of pois son (). 

4.2.6 glmfit() As mentioned above, this is potentially a general function for fitting 
generalized linear models. Its usage is 

glmfit(Model,link:linkNarne,distrib:distNarne [,pararneters:vec]) 

where linkName and distName are quoted strings or CHARACTER scalars specifying the 
link function and distribution. At the present time only the following combinations of 
values for link and distrib are permitted, although further options are planned. 

distrib link Command equivalent to g lmf it ( ) 

"normal" "identity" anova () 

"poisson" "log" poisson() 

"binomial" "logit" logistic () 

"binomial" II probit" probit () 

If distrib is not used, dist rib: "normal" is assumed; if link is not used, 
link:" identity", link:" log" and link:" logit" are assumed for 
distrib: "normal",distrib: "poisson" anddistrib: "binomial",respectively. 

With distrib: "binomial", you must also specify sample size by n: N, where N is a 
REAL scalar or a REAL vector the same length as the response. For this purpose, you can 
also use parameters: N instead. 

glmf it () is designed to provide an interface for fitting additional generalized linear 
models with different links such as reciprocal and distributions such as gamma or 
negative binomial, but su~h extensions have not yet been implemented. 
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Cmd> glmfit ( ''y=a+b") # link: "identity", distrib: "normal" assumed 
Model used is y=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are 

CONSTANT 
a 
b 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
2 
3 
6 

sequential 
ss 

8533.3 
288.17 

358 
136.5 

MS 
8533.3 
144.08 
119.33 

22.75 

Response distribution is normal, link function is identity 

Cmd> # This table is identical with table from anova ( "y=a+b") 

Cmd> glmfi t ( ''y=a+b ", distrib: "poisson ",link: "log") #same as poisson() 
Model used is y=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are 

Overall model 
ERRORl 

DF 
6 
6 

sequential 
Deviance 

1509.1 
7.4863 

MDev 
251. 52 
1. 24 77 

Response distribution is poisson, link function is log 

Cmd> glmfit ( ''y=a+b" ,n:n, distrib: "binomial", link: "probit ") 
Model used is y=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are 

Overall model 
ERRORl 

DF 
6 
6 

sequential 
Deviance 

173.77 
9.6263 

MDev 
28.962 
1.6044 

Response distribution is binomial, link function is probit 

Cmd> glmfi t ( ''y=a+b ", distrib: "normal", link:" log") 

#probit () 

ERROR: glmfit(Model,link:"log",distrib:"normal") is not implemented 

4.3 Robust regression using robust() robust ( ) uses an outlier-resistant algorithm to fit 
linear models (identity link). Robust fitting of models is appropriate when the 
response variable may be contaminated by wild values, or when the distribution of 
errors has long heavy tails. The output is similar to that of anova () and, in large 
samples, it can be used the same way. What is done is closely related to, but not the 
same as, what is known as M-estimation. Let µ([3) = /30 + /31X1 + /32X2+ ... +/3kXk, and let 
a be the standard deviation of the residual Yi - µ([3). robust ( ) attempts to find /3 

and (J to minimize : LPc';-:;(/3)), where the function p(x) = 

? {-c x ::;-c 
{
½x- + ½r? 1 x I< c with derivative 1/f(x) = p'(x) = x -c < x < c. c is the 
clxl-½c+½r lxl~c 

c x~c 
truncation point since scaled residuals ri = CY; - µ;(/3))1 a with I ri I >care given less 
weight. Constant r= E[l/l(x)2], when xis standard normal. 

In addition to the analysis of variance table, robust ( ) always prints a robust estimate 
of the of scale which will estimate a if the response is actually normal. This can be 
recovered by model info ( sigmahat: T) (Sec. 3.24), but should not be used in 
computing standard errors (use model info (scale: T) instead). The default value of c 
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used by robust ( ) is = .75. The specific computational method is given in Section 7.8 
of Huber (1981) from which the notation is also taken. 

You can specify a different truncation point using keyword phrase trunc: c, where c is 
a positive REAL scalar. 

The usual side effect variables are computed. HI I consists of the diagonal elements of 

X(X'Xf1 X'. The elements of RESIDUALS are Y;-µ;(P) and those of WTDRESIDUALS are 

ax p( i;-;;(/i) )- since p(x) = x for Ix I ,; c, those elements of 

WTDRESIDUALS/RESIDUALS which correspond to non-truncated cases are 1; for 
A 

truncated cases, this ratio is cu A < 1 and can be interpreted as the amount of 
I f; - µ;(/3) I 

importance given to the ith case in the fitting procedure. If all elements of 
WTDRESIDUALS/RESIDUALS are 1, no truncation occured and the fit is the same as the 
least squares fit. model info (weights: T) returns (WTDRESIDUALS/RESIDUALS) "2. 

Cmd> yl <- y; y1[12]<-130 # make modified y with outlier 

Cmd> anova ( "yl=a+b ") 
Model used is yl=a+b 

CONSTANT 
a 
b 
ERRORl 

DF 
1 
2 
3 
6 

# fit by least squares 

ss MS 
14770 14770 

3318.2 1659.1 
1763.6 587.86 
5523.2 920.53 

Cmd> robust ( "yl=a+b") 
Model used is yl=a+b 

# fit robustly, truncation c = . 75 

WARNING: summaries are sequential 
DF SS* 

CONSTANT 1 9332.6 
a 2 516. 85 
b 3 245.62 
ERRORl 6 371.15 

MS* 
9332.6 
258.42 
81. 873 
61. 858 

* ANOVA is approximate and should be interpreted with caution 

Robust estimate of sigma: 11.657 

Crnd> WTDRESIDUALSIRESIDUALS # only 
( 1) 1 1 
( 6) 1 1 

(11) 1 0.091936 
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Cmd> modelinfo(weights:T,scale:T,sigmahat:T) 
component: scale 
(1) 7.865 
component: weights 

(1) 1 
(6) 1 

(11) 1 
component: sigrnahat 
(1) 11.657 

1 
1 

0.0084523 

Cmd> sqrt(SS[4]/DF[4]) 
(1) 7.865 

1 
1 

0.0084523 = 

1 
1 

0.091936"2 

Crnd> robust("yl=a+b",trunc:.60) # more severe truncation 
Model used is yl=a+b 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

DF SS* 
CONSTANT 1 9233 
a 2 485.06 
b 3 253.6 
ERRORl 6 332.51 

MS* 
9233 

242.53 
84.532 
55.418 

* ANOVA is approximate and should be interpreted with caution 

Robust estimate of sigma: 13.078 

See Sec. 10.20 for an example of the use of robust ( ) . 
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5. Time Series related functions 

5.1 Introduction MacAnova has a suite of functions useful in the frequency analysis of 
univariate and multivariate time series. Besides the basic Fourier transform functions, 
rft (), hft (), and cft (), there are functions to compute discrete convolutions and 
sums of lagged products and to manipulate complex (real+ i*imaginary) data. 
autoreg () and movavg () can be used to generate data from ARIMA models, or to 
compute innovations from ARIMA data when the coefficients in the model are 
known. yulewalker () and partac f () allow computing autoregression coefficients 
and partial autocorrelation functions from autocorrelation functions and vice versa. 
toeplitz () transforms an autocovariance function into a variance/covariance matrix. 

Distributed with MacAnova is a file, Tser. mac, which contains macros that are useful 
in time series analysis and which illustrate the use of some of the functions described 
in this chapter. Themost important of these macros are described in Sec. 5.4. 

5.2 Operations useful in frequency domain time series analysis Although MacAnova 
has no commands specifically for spectrum and cross-spectrum analyses of time series, 
its functions for computing discrete Fourier transforms and for working with complex 
data allow quite sophisticated frequency domain analyses, either directly or by using 
macros. 

In the discussion below, the uncapitalized words "real", "imaginary", and "complex" 
are used in their mathematical sense; the capitalized words "Real" and "Complex" are 
used to describe a MacAnova variable when it is an argument to or output from one of 
the functions described in this section; and REAL is used when referring to the type of a 
MacAnova variable. For example, we will write that 3 + 4i is a complex number, that 
cmplx () takes two Real arguments and returns a Complex result, and that a Complex 
matrix is represented by a REAL matrix with twice as many columns. 

5.2.1 The OFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) Let {X1} = {X0, Xi, ... , Xy_1} be a finite 
complex or real series, that is, a series of T complex or real numbers. Then the DFT of 
{Xtl is the finite complex series of length T 

T-1 
A A ""' -i11t1k!T {Xk}, where Xk = £.X,e , k = 0, l, ... , T-1. 

t=O 

We will also use the notation DFT{X}k ... xk and will often omit the qualifier "finite" 
and refer simply to complex and real series. 

Note that in the definition of the DFT, indices start with O rather than 1 as is assumed 
in MacAnova. In working with Fourier transforms in MacAnova, this correspondence 
must be kept in mind. The first element in a series is always considered to be X0 or X.0 , 

but to access it you will need to use x [ 1 ] . 

If {Xk}~:~ is the DFT of {X,};=-~' then the following inversion formula holds: 
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1 T-1 

xt = rLXke+i2mk!T = r-1DFf{DFT{X}},, t = 0, 1, ... , T-1, 
k=O 

where z is the complex conjugate of the complex number z. 

When dealing with the DFT it is sometimes convenient to consider a finite complex or 
real series as being a segment of length T from a periodic infinite complex or real 
series {X,m};:, .... with period T. With this in mind, we define 

X(T) - X t - 0 1 T 1 x<T) - x<T) - 0 1 d x<T) - x<n - 1 2 I - ,, - , , ••• , - , T+s- s ,s- , , ... an -s - -s+r, 5 - , , .... 

With this extended definition, it can be verified that, if t0 is an arbitrary integer, 
DFT{X} can be expressed as 

T+lo-1 

XA - ~x<T>e-i2111k/T k - 0 +1 ±2 k-,£.., , -,-, , ... 
t=ttl 

that is, as a summation over an arbitrary complete period of x,m. 

More generally, we can define a periodic extension { x:S>} with period S ~ T 

x,<S) = x,, t = 0, 1, ... , T-1, x,<S) = 0, s=T,. .. ,S-1, 

X<s> - x<5> - o 1 d x<s> - x<s> -1 2 S+s - s ' S - ' ' ... an -s - -s+S' S - ' ' ··· · 

S-1 

We notate the DFT of { x,<S)} as x!5> = 1:x:s>e-i2mk!S, k = 0, ... , S-1. This definition 
1=0 

makes sense for an arbitrary integer k, and thus can be taken to define an infinite 
sequence with period s. With this notation, xk = xf>. 
A complex series {Yj} of length T that satisfies 

YO is real and Y7 _ 1 = ½ , j = 1, ... , T -1 

is said to have Hermitian symmetry, or simply to be a Hermitian series. Note that 
this definition implies that if T is even, then Yr 12 is real. Viewed as a segment of an 

infinite periodic complex series { ½<7 >}, a Hermitian series satisfies t;> = ½m, j = 0, 1, ... ,. 

If {X,};=-d is a real series, then its DFT, {Xk}~:~, is a Hermitian series. Conversely if {X,};=-d 
is Hermitian, then {Xk}~:~ is real. 

If {X1} ~:~ is an unrestricted complex series, its Hermitian symmetrized form is the 
- r-1 Hermitian series {X)1=0 where 

Xo = Re( Xo), ~ ij = (1/2)( xj + XT-j ), j = 1, ... , T-1 

As an infinite periodic series, this can be equivalently written 

X1 = (1/2)( X1 + X_1 ), j = 0, ±1, ±2, ... 
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5.2.2 Continuous Fourier transform of a finite series The continuous Fourier 
transform of a finite real or complex series {X, }:-d is the continuous function of the 
real variable f 

T-1 

X(f) = CFT{X}(t) = I,xle-i2mf 
t=O 

The argument f is the frequency at which X(f) is evaluated and is in units of cycles. 
X(f) is a periodic function off with period 1, that is X(f±k) = X(f) for any integer k. 

You can consider the OFT to be a "sampling" of the CFT, in the sense that Xk=X(k/T). 

Define the finite series { X,') of length S > T by X,# = X;5
), t = 1, ... , T-1, that is, {Xtl 

padded with S-T zeros. Then X,' = Xfl = X (kl S). Thus, by padding {Xt} by 
additional zeros, you can use the OFT to compute the CFT at a denser set of frequencies. 

5.2.3 Representation of Real, Hermitian and Complex Series Real series {X,};=-0
1 are 

stored as columns of REAL matrices with T rows, with X0 in row 1. 

Hermitian series of length T are also stored as columns of REAL matrices with T rows. 
This is possible because a Hermitian series {Xjl of length T is fully determined by T 
real numbers, X0, Re(X1), ... , Re( Xl(T-iJ,2J), Im(X1), ... , Im( XL<r-iJ,2J), and, if Tis even, 
Xy12. Here the notation LaJ means the largest integer not greater than a, and 
corresponds to the floor () function in MacAnova. These T numbers are stored in a 
column of a REAL matrix in the somewhat peculiar order 

X0, Re(X1), ... , Re( XL<T-iJ,2J),{Xy12}, Im(XL<T-iJ,2J), ... , Im(X2), Im(X1), 

where Xy 12 is included only when T is even. That is, the real parts of the elements in 
the first half of the series come first, followed by their imaginary parts, in reverse 
order, omitting the one or two imaginary parts, Im(X0) and Im(Xy 12), known to be 
zero. 

Unrestricted Complex series are stored in adjacent pairs of columns of REAL matrices, 
the real parts in odd numbered columns and the imaginary parts in even numbered 
columns. Thus an by p complex matrix is represented by an by 2p REAL MacAnova 
matrix, with the real and imaginary parts of column j of the complex matrix in 
columns 2j-1 and 2j of the MacAnova matrix, j = 1, ... , p. 

Examples: 

Cmd> print(hx,hy) 
hx: 
(1, 1) 
( 2 I 1) 
( 3 , 1) 
( 4, 1) 
( 5, 1) 

# two matrices, each containing 2 Hermitian series 

1 2 
3 4 
5 6 
7 8 
9 10 
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hy: 
(1, 1) 
(2 t 1) 
( 3 I 1) 
(4, 1) 
(5, 1) 
( 6, 1) 

1 
3 
5 
7 
9 

11 
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2 
4 
6 
8 

10 
12 

When considered as containing two Hermitian series, matrix hx represents the 5 by 2 
l+Oi 2+0i 

3+9i 4+10i 

complex matrix 5 + 7i 6 + Si , and matrix hy represents the 6 by 2 complex matrix 
5-7i 6-Si 

l+Oi 2+ Oi 

3+ lli 4+ 12i 

5+9i 6+10i 

7 +Oi S-Oi 

5-9i 6-lOi 

3-lli 4-12i 

3-9i 4-lOi 

Cmd> print(cx) # Complex matrix containing 2 complex series 
ex: 
(1, 1) 
( 2, 1) 
(3 I 1) 
( 4, 1) 
( 5, 1) 

1 
5 
9 

13 
17 

2 
6 

10 
14 
18 

Matrix ex represents the 5 by 2 complex matrix 

l+2i 

5+6i 

9+10i 

13+ 14i 

17 + lSi 

3 4 
7 8 

11 12 
15 16 
19 20 

3+4i 

7 +Si 

11 + 12i 

15 + 16i 

l9+20i 

If a matrix with an odd number of columns is an argument to any function expecting a 
Complex series, it is considered to have adjoined an extra column consisting of zeros, 
that is the last column of the complex matrix is considered to be real. When am by n 
Complex matrix (m by 2n or m by 2n-l REAL matrix) is an argument to function 
cft (), the rows 1, 2, ... , m correspond to first subscript 0, 1, ... , m-1. 

Let z = x + iy be a complex number. Then x and y are its rectangular or Cartesian 

coordinates. Its polar coordinates are its amplitude or modulus r = I z I = ✓ x2 + y2 , 
and its phase or argument </> = arg(z), where </> satisfies x = rcos</) and y = rsin</>. 
Thus z = r (cos </> + i sin</>) = re;-. 

A Complex series of length m, can be specified by exactly 2m real numbers, whether 
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in rectangular or polar form. Similarly, the polar form of a Hermitian series {Xk} of 
length m requires m real numbers, namely the values, X0, r1, ¢1, r2, <t,2, ... , 

1.<m-il,2J, lft<m-il, 2J' Xm/2' where Xm/2 is needed only if m is even. By an abuse of 
notation we define r0 = X0, and r m/2 = Xm;2 to be the "amplitudes" of the real 
elements of a Hermitian series, even though they may be negative. MacAnova stores 
the polar forms of both Hermitian and Complex matrices as matrices of the same type, 
Hermitian or Complex, with real parts {rk} and imaginary parts {</Jd- Functions 
hpolar (), cpolar (), hrect (), and erect () allow conversion from one 
representation to the other. 

Note that the above conventions all concern the interpretation of the contents of 
certain REAL MacAnova matrices and vectors. No internal record is maintained as to 
whether a matrix is Real, Hermitian, or Complex. In particular, many functions such 
as solve () and diag (), and operations such as* and%*% yield nonsense results when 
applied to matrices whose columns are considered to be Hermitian or Complex series. 
Elementwise addition and subtraction, + and - , give correct results as long as 
dimensions match. 

In examples, variable names such as rx and ry will represent matrices whose columns 
are considered to be Real series, hx and hy will represent matrices whose columns are 
considered to be Hermitian series, and ex and cy will represent matrices whose 
columns are considered in pairs to be unrestricted Complex series. Also, by an abuse of 
terminology we sometimes will use "Real series", "Hermitian series", or "Complex 
series" to refer to entire matrices whose columns represent such series. 

5.2.4 Functions for manipulating Complex and Hermitian series Most of these 
operations come in two "flavors", one whose name starts with "h" expecting a 
Hermitian series as argument, and one whose name starts with "c" expecting a 
Complex series. 

hconj () and cconj () compute the complex conjugates of their arguments. 

Crnd> hxj<-hconj{hx);cxj<-cconj(cx);print(hxj,cxj) 
hxj: 
(1, 1) 1 2 
(2 / 1) 3 4 
(3 / 1) 5 6 
(4,1) -7 -8 
(5,1) -9 -10 
cxj: 
(1, 1) 1 -2 3 
(2 / 1) 5 -6 7 
(3 / 1) 9 -10 11 
(4, 1) 13 -14 15 
( 5, 1) 17 -18 19 

-4 
-8 

-12 
-16 
-20 

hreal () and creal () compute the real parts of their arguments, returning Real series. 
Similarly, hirnag () and cirnag () compute the imaginary parts of their arguments, also 
returning Real series. 
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Cmd> print(REhx:hreal(hx),IMhx:himag(hx)) # Note the symmetries 
REhx: 
(1,1) 1 2 
(2, 1) 3 4 
(3, 1) 5 6 
(4, 1) 5 6 
(5,1) 3 4 
IMhx: 
(1,1) 0 0 
(2,1) 9 10 
(3, 1) 7 8 
(4,1) -7 -8 
(5,1) -9 -10 

Cmd> print(REcx:creal(cx),IMcx:cimag(cx)) 
REex: 
(1,1) 1 3 
(2, 1) 5 7 
(3,1) 9 11 
(4,1) 13 15 
(5,1) 17 19 
IMex: 
(1, 1) 
(2, 1) 
( 3, 1) 
( 4, 1) 
( 5, 1) 

2 
6 

10 
14 
18 

4 
8 

12 
16 
20 

You can use htoe () (Hermitian to Complex) and etoh () (Complex to Hermitian) to 
translate between the two forms. htoe (hx) computes the Complex form of the 
Hermitian series hx, while etoh ( ex) computes the Hermitian symmetrized form of 
the Complex series ex. The composition etoh (htoe (hx)) amounts to the identity 
transformation, but htoe ( etoh ( ex) ) does not, unless ex has Hermitian symmetry to 
start with. 

Cmd> htoc(hx) 
( 1, 1) 1 0 2 0 
( 2, 1) 3 9 4 10 
( 3 / 1) 5 7 6 8 
(4, 1) 5 -7 6 -8 
(5, 1) 3 -9 4 -10 

Cmd> ctoh(cx) 
(1, 1) 1 3 
(2 I 1) 11 13 
(3 I 1) 11 13 
(4, 1) -2 -2 
( 5, 1) -6 -6 

emplx ( ) creates a Complex series from one or two Real series. 
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Cmd> cmplx(creal(cx),cimag(cx)) 
(1,1) 1 2 
(2 I 1) 5 6 
(3,1) 9 10 
(4,1) 13 14 
(5,1) 17 18 

# same as ex 
3 
7 

11 
15 
19 

Cmd> cmplx(creal(cx)) 
(1,1) 1 

# missing 2nd 
0 

arg assumed 0 
3 

(2 I 1) 5 0 7 
(3 / 1) 9 0 11 
(4 / 1) 13 0 15 
(5,1) 17 0 19 

4 
8 

12 
16 
20 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

hpolar () and cpolar () transform Hermitian or Complex series in rectangular form 
into polar form. hrect () and erect () are inverses to hpolar () and cpolar (), 
transforming from polar form to rectangular form. 

Cmd> print(hpolar:hpolar(hx),cpolar:cpolar(cx)) 
hpolar: 
( 1, 1) 1 2 
( 2 I 1) 9.4868 10.77 
(3 I 1) 8.6023 10 
(4, 1) 0.95055 0.9273 
( 5, 1) 1.249 1.1903 
cpolar: 
( 1, 1) 2.2361 1.1071 5 0.9273 
(2 I 1) 7.8102 0.87606 10.63 0.85197 
( 3, 1) 13.454 0.83798 16.279 0.82885 
( 4, 1) 19.105 0.82242 21.932 0.81765 
( 5, 1) 24.759 0.81396 27.586 0.81103 

Cmd> # Use hypot () and a tan () to conf inn result of cpolar 

Cmd> hypot(cx[,vector(l,3)],cx[,vector(2,4)]) # = creal(polar(cx)) 
(1,1) 2.2361 5 
(2,1) 7.8102 10.63 
(3,1) 13.454 16.279 
(4,1) 19.105 21.932 
(5,1) 24.759 27.586 

Cmd> atan(cx[,vector(2,4)],cx[,vector(l,3)]) # = cimag(polar(cx)) 
(1,1) 1.1071 0.9273 
(2,1) 0.87606 0.85197 
(3,1) 0.83798 0.82885 
(4,1) 0.82242 0.81765 
(5,1) 0.81396 0.81103 

Cmd> print(hrect:hrect(hpolar(hx)),crect:crect(cpolar(cx))) 
hrect: 
(1, 1) 1 2 Same as hx 
(2,1) 3 4 
(3,1) 5 6 
(4,1) 7 8 
(5,1) 9 10 
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erect: 
(1, 1) 1 2 3 4 Same as 
(2 I 1) 5 6 7 8 ex 
(3 I 1) 9 10 11 12 
(4, 1) 13 14 15 16 
( 5, 1) 17 18 19 20 

The </ls in the "imaginary" parts of the output of hpolar () and cpolar () are in the 
units specified by option angles as set by setoptions () (see Sec. 8.1.3). Possible values 
for angles are II radians 11

, 
11 degrees 11

, and II cycles", with "radians II being the 
default. Conversely the "imaginary" parts of arguments to hrect () and erect () are 
assumed to be in these same units. In the example, angles are in radians. However, 
although it takes a bit of getting used to, in the frequency analysis of time series, 
measuring angles in cycles (360° = 1 cycle) is often the most convenient. 

Cmd> setoptions (angles: "cycles") # angles assumed in cycles 

Cmd> cpolar(cx) 
(1,1) 2.2361 
(2,1) 7.8102 
(3,1) 13.454 
(4,1) 19.105 
(5,1) 24.759 

0.17621 
0.13943 
0.13337 
0.13089 
0.12955 

5 
10.63 

16.279 
21.932 
27.586 

0.14758 
0.13559 
0.13192 
0.13013 
0.12908 

A complicating fact is that <fJ = arg(z) is not uniquely defined, in that, when 
z = r(cos <fJ + i sin <fJ), then also z = r{cos(</J ± 2k1r) + i sin(</)± 2k1r)} for any 
integer k. The usual mathematical definition obtains uniqueness by imposing some 
simple condition such as -,r < </J s; ,r or 0 s; <fJ < 21r. For example, MacAnova 
function a tan (x, y) returns values between -,r and +,r (-180° and +180° or -.5 and 
+.5 if option angles: "degrees" or angles: "cycles" is in effect). This results in 
discontinuities (jumps) in arg(Xk) ask varies, when Xk winds around the origin of the 
complex plane, even when its trajectory in the complex plane is smooth. Both 
hpolar () and cpolar () attempt to eliminate these jumps. They "unwind" arg(Xk) by 
adding or subtracting a multiple of 2,r radians, 360 degrees, or 1 cycle when a jump is 
considered to be large. Large jumps are recognized as those for which the change in 
I arg(Xk+l) - arg(Xk) I exceeds the value of a criterion whose default value is .75 cycles. 
You can specify a different value of the criterion by including keyword phrase 
criterion: 0. 6 5, for example, on hpolar () and cpolar (). The value of criterion 
is always in cycles and must be between .5 and 1. The smoothing of jumps can be 
suppressed altogether by keyword phrase unwind: F. 

Cmd> setoptions(angles:"cycles") # use cycles for angular units 

Cmd> phi<- .2*run(2,6);phi# smoothly changing phi in cycles 
(1) 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 

Cmd> z<-cmplx(run(5)*cos(phi),run(5)*sin(phi)) # Complex series 

Cmd> cpolar(z) # col 1 is modulus, column 2 is unwound phase 
(1,1) 1 0.4 
(2,1) 2 0.6 
(3,1) 3 0.8 
(4, 1) 4 1 
(5,1) 5 1.2 
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Crnd> cpolar(z,unwind:F) # 
(1, 1) 1 
(2, 1) 2 
( 3 I 1) 3 
(4, 1) 4 
( 5, 1) 5 

suppress 
0.4 

-0.4 
-0.2 

0 
0.2 

unwinding and you get a jump 

I (-.4)-.41 =.8 > .75 

When the columns of matrix phi are considered to be series of angles, function 
unwind (phi) performs the same unwinding on the columns of phi. Again you can 
use keyword er it. to change the criterion used. 

Cmd> @tmp<-atan(sin(phi),cos(phi));hconcat(@tmp,unwind(@tmp)) 
(1,1) 0.4 0.4 
(2,1) -0.4 0.6 
(3,1) -0.2 0.8 
(4,1) 0 1 
(5,1) 0.2 1.2 

5.2.5 padto() and rotate() We saw above that by extending a series with zero elements to 
length S ~ T, the OFT could be used to compute the CFT at equally spaced frequencies 
0, 1/S, 2/S, .... (S-1)/S cycles. To make this easier, function padto (x, S) appends 
sufficient rows of zeros to x to make the total number of rows s. 

Cmd> padto(run{5),9) 
(1) 1 
(6) 0 

2 
0 

3 
0 

4 
0 

Because of the implicit periodicity involved in the OFT, it is useful to be able to "rotate" 
a Real series so as to shift the elements in each column up or down, with any elements 
"pushed" off one end being moved to the other end. For any integer k, rotate (x, k) 
moves moves the ith row of x to row i' where i' = i + k - jT where the j is the 
unique integer such that O ~ i' < T. 

Cmd> 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 

b<-vector(3,2,l,1,2);rotate(b,2);rotate(b,-2);rotate(b,17) 
1 2 3 2 
1 1 2 3 
1 2 3 2 

Note that, since length (b) = 5 and 17 = 3x5 + 2, rotate (b, 2) and rotate (b, 17) are 
equivalent. 

5.2.6 Elementwise products of Complex and Hermitian series Again functions come in 
pairs. hprdh ( hxl, hx2 ) computes the elementwise complex product of Hermitian 
series hxl and hx2, and eprde ( exl, ex2) computes the product of Complex series exl 
and ex2. hprdhj (hxl, hx2) and eprdej (exl, ex2) are equivalent to 
hprdh ( hxl, heonj ( hx2) ) and eprde ( exl, eeonj ( ex2) ) , respectively, that is they 
compute elementwise products of the first argument with the complex conjugate of the 
second. The two arguments must be the same size and shape except that one can 
represent a single complex series, Hermitian or Complex to multiply all the series in 
the other. You can omit the second argument, in which case it is assumed to be the 
same as the first. Thus, hprdhj (hx) and eprdej ( ex) are equivalent to 
hprdhj (hx, hx) and eprdej (ex, ex), computing the squared amplitude of their 
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arguments. 

Crnd> hprdhj(hx) 
(1, 1) 

#same 
1 

as hprdhj(hx,hx); 
4 

note O imaginary parts 

(2, 1) 
(3, 1) 
( 4, 1) 
( 5, 1) 

Crnd> eprde j (ex) 
( 1, 1) 
( 2, 1) 
( 3 I 1) 
(4, 1) 
(5, 1) 

90 
74 

0 
0 

# or 
5 

61 
181 
365 
613 

116 
100 

0 
0 

eprdej (ex, ex); 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

note 0 imaginary parts 
25 0 

113 0 
265 0 
481 0 
761 0 

If either of the arguments of any of these functions represents a single complex series, 
that series multiplies all the series in the other argument. For example, if hxl has 3 
columns and hx2 has 1 column, hprdhj ( hxl, hx2) is equivalent to hprdhj ( hxl, 
hconcat (hx2, hx2, hx2)). And if cxl has 2 columns representing a single complex 
series, and cx2 has 6 columns, representing 3 complex series, then cprdc ( cxl , cx2 ) is 
equivalent to cprdc (hconcat ( cxl, cxl, cxl) , cx2). 

5.2.7 Discrete Fourier Transforms - rft(), hft() and cft() rft ( rx), hft (hx), and 
cf t (ex) compute the DFT of Real, Hermitian and Complex series in the columns of 
rx, hx, and ex, respectively. Each uses the so called Fast Fourier Transform or FFT, an 
algorithm that allows the rapid computation of a DFT provided all the factors of T, the 
number of rows of the argument, are small. The particular algorithm used by 
MacAnova requires that no prime factors of T exceed 29 and is based on code written 
by Gordon Sande. In most time series applications, if the underlying data has length 
that does not satisfy this restriction, it can be augmented by zeros to a length S that 
does. padto () (sec. 5.2.5) allows you to do this easily. Macro factors available in file 
MacAnova.mac can be useful in finding an appropriate length. 

The inversion formula involves division by T, the length of the series. To make this 
easier, rft (), hft (), and cft () all recognize keyword phrase di vbyt: T as signalling 
that the result should be divided by the length. Thus, bearing in mind that the DFT of a 
real series is Hermitian and vice versa, the following MacAnova commands produce 
results equal to their arguments, rx, hx or ex, except for rounding error: 

Examples: 

hft(hconj(rft(rx)),divbyt:T) 

hconj (rft(hft(hx),divbyt:T)) 

cconj (cft(cconj(cft(cx)),divbyt:T)) 

Crnd> rx<-run(5)A2; hx <- rft(rx) 

Crnd> hx # Hermitian form of the DFT of {1, 4, 9, 16, 25} 
(1) 55 -10.264 -14.736 5.6861 
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Cmd> cx<-cmplx(rx) ; 
( 1, 1) 55 

cft(cx) # Complex form of the same 
0 

(2,1) -10.264 24.087 
(3,1) -14.736 5.6861 
(4,1) -14.736 -5.6861 
(5,1) -10.264 -24.087 

Cmd> hconj (rft (hft {hx), divbyt: T)) # inversion applied to hft (hx) 
(1) 55 -10.264 -14.736 5.6861 24.087 

Cmd> hft(hconj(rft(rx)),divbyt:T) # inversion applied to rft(hx) 
(1) 1 4 9 16 25 

Cmd> cconj(cft(cconj(cft(cx)),divbyt:T))#inversion applied to cft(cx) 
(1,1) 1 -0 
(2,1) 4 -0 
(3,1) 9 0 
(4,1) 16 -0 
(5,1) 25 -0 

Cmd> rft(run(31)) # can't do this one 
ERROR: largest prime factor> 29 in length of rft 

Suppose T = 365 = 5x73 and you want to use at least 2T = 730 = 2x5x73 frequencies. 
Since 73 > 29 you need to find some small value of k such that 2T + k has all small 
factors. Macro factors can help. 

Cmd> getmacros(factors,quiet:T) # retrieve it from MacAnova.mac 

Cmd> factors(2*365+run(5)) # get factors of 731, 732, 733, 734, 735 
component: composite 
(1) 17 43 
component: composite 
(1) 2 
component: prime 
(1) 733 
component: composite 

2 

(1) 2 367 
component: composite 
(1) 3 5 

We see we can use 730 + 5 = 735. 

3 61 

7 7 

5.2.8 Convolving series using the DFT and function convolve() A fundamental 
operation in the frequency analysis of time series is the convolution of two series. If 
{at} and {Xt} are finite series of length T, the circular convolution {Y(t)} is defined by 

r T-l 

Y, = L a,X, __ , + I, a,Xr-s+T, 
s=O s=r+I 

where the second summation is omitted when t = T-l. If { a_;n} and { x,m} are periodic 
extensions with period T, this can be expressed as 

T-1 

Y, = r,<n = Iia.~nx,c:; 
s=O 
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which also defines { r,<n1, the periodic extension of {Y1}. 

If xis am by n REAL MacAnova matrix whose columns are considered as Real series, 
and a is a REAL vector of length m representing a Real series, c onvo 1 ve (a, X) 
computes the circular convolution of a with each of the columns of X. It is legal for 
vector a to have length r < m, in which case it is implicitly padded with m - r zeros. 
In fact, the principal use of convolve () is precisely the situation in which a is much 
shorter than X. 

Crnd> x <- vector(l,3,2,4,5); a<- vector(l,-3,2); convolve(a,x) 
( 1) -6 10 -5 4 -3 

Crnd> vector(l*l+(-3) *5+2*4, 1*3+(-3) *1+2*5, 1*2+(-3) *3+2*1, \ 
1*4+(-3)*2+2*3, 1*5+(-3)*4+2*2) # explicit expressions 
( 1) -6 10 -5 4 -3 

There is a close relationship between circular convolution and the DFT. If {ak} and 

{Xk} are the discrete Fourier transforms of two series {a1} and {X1} of the same length 

T, then the product series {akxk} is the DFT of the series which is the circular 
convolution of {a1} and {X1}. One consequence is that circular convolution can be 

computed by applying the inversion formula to {akxk}. Because of the speed of the FFT, 
using the DFT to compute the circular convolution of two long series can be faster than 
using convolve (). For two series of length 5000, on one computer, using convolve () 
took about 60 times as long as when the DFT was used. 

Crnd> aft<- rft(padto(a,5)); xft <- rft(x}#compute DFT's of length 5 

Cmd> hft(hconj(hprdh(aft,xft)),divbyt:T) #inv. transform of product 
( 1) -6 10 -5 4 -3 

If {a1} and {X1} are finite series, not necessarily the same length, their non-circular 

convolution is the series {Y1}, where Y, = L,a.,X,_,., the sum extending over alls such 
that both a5 and X1_5 are defined. In particular if a1 is defined for O ::; t < r and X1 is 

0 t<O 
r 

L asx,_, o s; r < r -1 
s=O 
r-1 

defined for O s; t < T, then Y, = Lasxr-s r-1::; t < T 
s=O 

r-1 

La,Xr-, Ts;rs;T+r-1 
s=t-T+I 

0 t> T+r 

If { x,<->} is defined so that X;""> = X1 when O s; t < T, and x,<-> = 0 when t < 0 or t 2!: T, 
then 

r-1 

Y, = La,X;:';, 0 s; t < T-1. 
s=O 

This suggests a way to compute a non-circular convolution using a circular 
convolution by padding the longer of the two series with enough zeros so that its 
length is at least equal to the combined length less 1: 
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Cmd> convolve(a,padto(x,7)) 
( 1) 1 0 -5 4 -3 
(6) -7 10 

Cmd> vector(l*l, 1*3+(-3)*1, 1*2+(-3)*3+2*1, 1*4+(-3)*2+2*3, \ 
1 *5+ (-3) *4+2*2, (-3) *5+2*4, 2*5) # explicit expressions 
(1) 1 0 -5 4 -3 
(6) -7 10 

A variant on circular convolution are the sums of circularly lagged products of two 
series of equal length T: 

r-1 T-1 

Y, = Iasxs-t+T + Iasxs-t It= 0, 1, ... , T-1 
s=O s=t 

where the first summation is omitted when t = 0. This is almost the same as a circular 
convolution with {Xt} in reverse order. Sums of circularly lagged products can be 
computed by convolve () using keyword phrase reverse: T. As before, if the first 
argument is shorter than the second it is implicitly extended with zeros. 

Cmd> convolve(a,x,reverse:T) 
( 1) -4 8 -9 0 

Cmd> vector(l*l+(-3)*3+2*2, 1*5+(-3)*1+2*3, 1*4+(-3)*5+2*1,\ 
1*2+(-3)*4+2*5, 1*3+(-3)*2+2*4) # explicit expressions 

5 

( 1) -4 8 -9 0 5 

The DPT of a series of circularly lagged sums is the product of the DFT of the first factor 

times the complex conjugate of the DPT of the second, that is, ~ = akxk. Consequently, 
the inversion formula can be used to compute sums of circularly lagged products from 
DPT's. 

Cmd> hft(hconj(hprdhj(aft,xft)),divbyt:TJ 
( 1) -4 8 -9 0 

The non-zero elements of the series of non-circularly lagged products 

where { xt>} is as above, can be computed from circularly lagged products by padding 
the second factor with enough zeros to make its length S greater than the sum of the 
lengths minus 1: 

Cmd> convolve(a,padto(x,7),reverse:T) 

5 

( 1) -4 3 2 5 -11 
( 6) 0 5 

Cmd> vector(l*l+(-3) *3+2*2, (-3) *1+2*3, 2*1, 1*5, 1*4+(-3) *5, \ 
1*2+(-3)*4+2*5, 1*3+(-3)*2+2*4) # explicit expressions 
(1) -4 3 2 5 -11 
( 6) 0 5 

These values are in the order 2 0, 2 1, 2 2, 2_4, Z_3, 2_2, Z_1. Alternatively, using the 
DFT, 
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Cmd> hft(hconj(hprdhj(rft(padto(a,7)),rft(padto(x,7)))),divbyt:T) 
(1) -4 3 2 5 -11 
(6) 7.613e-16 5 

5.3 Functions related to time domain time series analysis At present, MacAnova has 
relatively few commands directly related to the time domain analysis of time series. 
movavg () and autoreg () implement moving average (MA) and autoregressive (AR) 
operators in the Box-Jenkins sense. They can be used to generate artificial univariate 
ARIMA data, to compute innovations from a ARIMA model, given its coefficients, and 
to compute the spectrum of an ARMA process. They also have some purely 
mathematical uses, such as computing the coefficients of power series representing the 
reciprocal of a polynomial or the ratio of two polynomials, computing successive 
differences, and computing cumulative sums. yulewalker () and partacf () allow 
computing autoregression coefficients and partial autocorrelation functions from 
autocorrelation functions and vice versa. t oep 1 it z ( ) transforms an autocovariance 
function into a variance/ covariance matrix. 

5.3.1 Moving average and autoregressive operators A vector [0i, Bi, ... , 0q]' of real 
constants defines a moving average operator acting on a series {Xt}, transforming it to 

q q 

the series {Yt}, where Y, = X, - I,.esx,-s. Let e(z) be the polynomial 0(z) = 1- I,.esz". 
s=I •=I 

Then the moving average operator can also be expressed as {Yt}, = e(B){Xt}, where B 
is the backward lag operator, defined by BXt = Xt-lt B2Xt = Xt_2, •... If q =land 01 = l, 
then 0(B) = 1 - B and the moving average operator is the backwards first difference 
operator transforming xt to xt - xt-1 · 

-
If kt} is a sequence with ct= 0 fort< 0, definef(z) = I,.c,z' to be a formal power 

t=O 

series in z. Then the sequence {dt} = 0(B){ct} consists of the coefficients of the 
function 0(z)f(z) considered as a power series in z. In particular, if ct= 0 fort> m, 
so that f(z) is a polynomial of degree at most m, then applying the moving average 
operator to kt} corresponds to computing the coefficients of the product of two 
polynomials. If 01 (B) and 02(B) are polynomials of degree q1 and q2 corresponding 
to two moving average operators of length q1 and q2, respectively, then the 
polynomial 01 (B) 02(B) of degree q1 + q2 corresponds to the operator obtained by 
first transforming a series using 01(B) and then transforming the output using 
02(B). 
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A vector [¢1, ¢2, ... ,¢pl' of real constants defines a pth order autoregressive (AR) 
operator acting on a series {Xt}, transforming {Xtl to the series {Yt}, defined recursively 

p p 

by Y, = X, + L'PsY,-_,., or, equivalently, by 1/>(B)Yt ... Y, - L'PsY,-s = Xt, where q,(z) is the 
.,=I s=I 

p 

polynomial q,(z) = 1- L'PsZs. This is also conveniently expressed symbolically as Yt = 
s=I 

q,(B)-1Xt, where q,(B)-1 represents the operator inverse to q,(B), that is 
. -

t/J(B)-lq,(B) = 1. q,(B)-1 can also be expressed as q,(B)-1 = 1 + L lflsBs where 
s=I 

1 + f If/ sz-'" is the formal power series expansion of -
1
- . 

s=I q)(z) 

Because of the recursive nature of this definition, you generally need to consider an 
autoregressive operator as acting only on values of Xt for t ~ t0, with specified 
"starting values" Y,o' Y,o-1' Y,o-2' ... , Y,o-P. If p = 1 and 'Pi = 1, then Yt = Yt-1 + xt and the 
autoregressive operator corresponds to the cumulative sum 

I 

Yt = Y,o + x,o+I + x,o+2 + ... x,, = Y,o + ix .. fort> to. 
s=r0 +1 

-
As before, let {ct} be a sequence with ct= 0 fort< 0 and letf(z) = I,c,z'. Then 

t=O 

specifying starting values c_1 = c_2 = ... = c_P = 0, the sequence ¢(B)-1{ct} consists of 
the coefficients in the power series representation for f(z)/ q,(z). If f(z) is a 
polynomial, then {dt} are the coefficients of a rational function. If X0 = 1 and Xt = 0, t 
* 0, then {ct} is the sequence of the power series coefficients of 1/ <f,(z). 

5.3.2 movavg() If theta is a REAL vector of length q and a is a matrix, then 
movavg (theta, a) applies the moving average operator specified by theta to each 
column of a, with a [ k, ] assumed O for k < 1. That is, the output is a matrix x of the 
same size and shape as a with 

q 

x [ i, j] = a [ i, j] - L ( theta [ k] * a [ i-k, j ]), with a [ 1, j ] = 0 for 1 < 1 
k=I 

Cmd> getseeds() # current values of seeds (See Sec. 2.12) 
Seeds are 287236458 and 760033449 

Cmd> theta<- vector(.5, .3); n <- 5; a<- rnorm(n); a 
(1) 1.212 0.63568 -1.8396 -0.5317 

Cmd> movavg(theta,a) 
(1) 1.212 0.029677 -2.5211 0.1974 

An equivalent, but much clumsier, computation is 

0.41061 

1.2283 

Cmd> a-theta[l]*vector(O,a[-n])-theta[2J*vector(O,O,a[-run(n-1,n)J) 
(1) 1.212 0.029677 -2.5211 0.1974 1.2283 

You also can use movavg () to compute first and higher order differences of a series. 
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Cmd> dl<-movavg(l,a); dl # first differences a[i]-a[i-1] of a 
(1) 1.212 -0.57633 -2.4753 1.3079 0.94231 ( 

Cmd> d2<-movavg(vector(2,-l),a); d2 # second differences of a 
(1) 1.212 -1.7883 -1.899 3.7832 -0.3656 

Note that dl [ 1 J = a [ 1 J - 1 * O = a [ 1 J, d2 [ 1 J = a [ 1 J - 2 * O + 1 * O = a [ 1 J, and 
d2 [ 2 ] = a [ 2 ] - 2 * a [ 1 J + 1 * O = a [ 2 ] - 2 * a [ 1 J • The second difference 
computation works because (at - at_1) - (at-l - at_2) = at - 2at-l - (-1) at_2. 

Sometimes you may need to apply a moving average operator backwards, that is to 
carry out the computation 

q 

x[i,j] = a[i,j] - L(theta[k)*a[i+k,j]),witha[l,j]=Oforl>nrows(a) 
k=I 

You do this using keyword phrase reverse: T. 

Cmd> movavg(theta,a,reverse:T) 
(1) 1.4461 1.715 -1. 6969 -0.73701 0.41061 

Cmd> a - theta[l]*vector(a[-1),0) - theta[2J*vector(a[-run(2)],0,0) 
(1) 1.4461 1.715 -1.6969 -0.73701 0.41061 

In some situations you may need to restrict a moving average operator to a subset of 
the rows of the input matrix. If b is a matrix with the same size and shape as a and i 1 
and i 2 are integers between 1 and nrows (a) , the output of 

movavg(theta,a,limits:vector(il,i2),start:b) 

is computed as just described only for rows il, il+l, ... , i2. The remaining rows are 
copied from rows 1 to il-1 and rows i2+1 to nrows (x) of matrix b. 

Cmd> movavg(theta,a,limits:vector(2,4),start:run(5)) 
(1) 1 0.029677 -2.5211 0.1974 5 

Cmd> movavg(theta,a,limits:vector(2,4),start:run(5),reverse:T) 
(1) 1 1.715 -1.6969 -0.73701 5 

In both cases, rows i 1 through i 2 of b are ignored. 

Function movavg () is the inverse of autoreg () (Sec. 5.3.3) and vice versa, in that, if 
movavg () is applied to the output x of autoreg () with the same coefficients, direction, 
and starting values, if any, the input a is recovered, except for rounding error. 

5.3.3 autoreg() If phi is a REAL vector of length panda is a matrix, autoreg (phi, a) 
applies the pth order autoregressive operator specified by vector phi to each column of 
a. The output is a matrix x of the same size and shape as a with 

p 

x [ i, j J = a [ i, j] + L(phi [k] *x [ i-k, j J ) , with x [ 1, j] = 0 for 1 < 1. 
k=I 

Cmd> phi<- vector(l.43,-.57) ; x <- autoreg(phi,a); x 
(1) 1.212 2.3689 0.857 -0.65643 -1. 0166 

Cmd> a+ phi[l] * vector(O,x[-5]) - phi[2]*vector(0,0,x[-run(4,5)]) 
(1) 1.212 2.3689 0.857 -0.65643 -1.0166 
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Cmd> autoreg(l,a) # cumulative sums a[l], a[l]+a[2], ... 
(1) 1.212 1.8477 0.0080789 -0.52362 -0.11301 

It is often important to be able to specify starting values for an autoregressive 
transformation. If b is a matrix which is the same size and shape as a and i 1 and i 2 are 
integers between 1 and nrows (a) , the output of 

autoreg(phi,a,limits:vector(il,i2),start:b) 

is computed as just described only for rows il, il+l,. .. , i2, with rows 1, ... , il-1 of b 
copied to the output and then used as starting values, and with rows i 2 + 1, ... ,nrows (a) 
of b copied to the corresponding rows of the output but otherwise ignored. 

Cmd> b<-run(5):xl<-autoreg(phi,a,limits:vector(2,4),start:b);xl 
(1) 1 2.0657 0.54431 -0.93077 5 

Cmd> a[3]+phi[l]*x1[2]+phi[2]*xl[l] # xl[l] is the same as b[l] 
(1) 0.54431 Same as x1[3] 

autoreg (phi, a, reverse: T) applies the autoregressive operator in reverse, that is 
p 

x[i, j] = a[i, j] + L(phi [k]x[i+k, j ]), withx[l, j] = 0 for 1 > nrows (a). 
k=I 

Cmd> xlr<-autoreg(phi,a,limits:vector(2,4),start:b,reverse:T);xlr 
(1) 1 3.6909 4.7746 6.6183 5 

Cmd> a[3]+phi[l]*xlr[4]+phi[2J*xlr[5] # xlr[5] is the same as b[5] 
( 1 ) 4 . 7 7 4 6 Same as x 1 r [ 3 ] 

In both cases, rows i 1 through i 2 of b are ignored. 

One way to describe the action of autoreg () is to note that it computes a solution to 
p 

the inhomogeneous linear difference equationX, - L¢.,X,-s = at, with starting values 
s=I 

Xt = 0 fort< 0. The Fibonacci numbers satisfy such an equation with ¢1 = 1 and </Ji= 
1 and a0 = 1, at = 0, t :t:- 0. Thus the first 10 Fibonacci numbers are computed by: 

Cmd> autoreg(vector(l,1),padto(l,10)) # compute 10 Fibonacci numbers 
(1) 1 1 2 3 5 
(6) 8 13 21 34 55 

These are also the starting coefficients of the power series for 1/(1-z-z2) = 1 + z + 2z2 

+ 3z3+ Sz4+ .... 

autoreg () is the inverse of movavg () and vice versa, in that, when autoreg () is 
applied to the output x of movavg () with the same coefficients, direction, and starting 
values, if any, the input a is recovered, except for rounding error. 

If a is a vector of independent random variables with zero mean, perhaps produced by 
rnorm () (See. Sec. 2.13), you can use movavg () and autoreg () to generate an 
autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) time series (see Box and Jenkins 1976). If phi 
and theta are vectors that contain the autoregressive and moving average coefficients, 
respectively,theny <- autoreg(phi,movavg(theta,a)) ory <- movavg(theta, 
autoreg (phi, a) ) computes an ARMA series with innovation series{ ... , 0, 0, ... , a [ 1], 
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a [ 2], a [ 3], ... , a [ nrows (a) ] }. To avoid the effect of transients from the zero starting 
values, it may be wise to discard some values from the start of y. Conversely, using the ( 
fact that autoreg () and movavg () are inverses of one another, the innovation series 
can be recovered from y by movavg (phi, autoreg (theta, y) ) or autoreg (theta, 
movavg (phi, a)). 

5.3.4 yulewalker() and partacf() If {Xtl is a stationary time series with expectationµ and 
autocorrelations p5 = corr[Xt, Xt+sl = p_5, and you want to predict Xt by an expression 

p 

of the form µ+I, q>kp(X,_k - µ) depending linearly on the p preceding observations Xt-
k=i 

i, Xt_z, ... , Xt-p, then the optimal values for '1>1p, 1/>zp, ... , 'Ppp can be shown to satisfy 
the Yule-Walker equations 

p 

P., = L 'PkpPs-k , S = 1, 2, ··· ,p 
k=i 

The sequence q,11 , "'22., q,33, ••. is the partial autocorrelation function of {Xtl• It can 
p 

further be shown that the prediction variance CJ~= V[X, -µ- L,'1>"/X,_" -µ)] satisfies 
k=i 

p 

(J~ = IT (1- q>~)V[X,] 
k=i 

There are fairly stringent conditions that a sequence {p1, p2, ••. } of autocorrelations 
. fy F 1 I I < 1 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 2 2 O Th must sahs . or examp e Ps - , - Pi + P2 > , - Pi - P2 - p3 + PiP2P3 > , •·· • e 

conditions may also be expressed as I 'Pkk I ~ 1, k = 1, 2, ... , where q,11, </Jzz, ... , 'Ppp are ( 
the partial autocorrelations. Moreover, if I 'Pkk I = 1, 'Pjj = 0, for j > k. 

In particular, if {Xtl is AR(p) series with autoregression coefficients {q,1, ... , 1/>p} and 
innovation variance a2, the best linear prediction uses p lagged values, 'Pkk = 0 fork 
> p and CJ~= <J~+i = CJ~+z = ... = CJ

2
• Thus, the coefficients {q,1, ... , 1/>p}can be recovered 

p 

from P1, ... , Pp by solving Ps = L 'PkPs-k' s = 1, 2, ... , p. 
k=i 

yulewalker (rho), where rho is a REAL matrix, solves the Yule-Walker equations for 
each column of rho, considered as the first nrows (rho) autocorrelations of a stationary 
time series. If a column of rho violates the conditions for it to be a sequence of 
autocorrelations, then yulewalker () does the best it can. If k is the first index such 
that I 'Pkk I > 1, then the corresponding column of the result is set to 1/>u, 'Pzk, ... , 
<l>ic-1,k, 'Pkkl I 'Pkk I, 0, 0, ... and a warning message is printed. 

yulewalker (phi, inverse: T) is the inverse operation. If a column of phi contains 
the coefficients of a stationary autoregressive series, then the corresponding column of 
the result contains the autocorrelations. Again there are fairly stringent conditions for 
this to be possible; if these are not satisfied for a column of phi, the corresponding 
column of the result is set to O and a warning message is printed. 

Cmd> rho<- vector(0.2,-0.248,0.31232) 

Cmd> phi <-yulewalker(rho); phi 
(1) 0.41 -0.43 0.5 
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Cmd> yulewalker(phi,inverse:T) # recover rho from phi. 
(1) 0.2 -0.248 0.31232 

Cmd> yulewalker(vector(.1,-.7, .29, .4)) 
WARNING: Col. 1 of argument not positive definite at row 3 

Remaining elements in column assumed zero 
(1) 0.88889 -0.88889 1 0 

Cmd> movavg(phi,vector(rho[run(J,1)],1,rho))[run(5,7)] 
(1) -l.3878e-17 -2.7756e-17 0 

The last line shows that phi satisfies the Yule-Walker equations. 

5.3.5 toeplitz() A mxm Toeplitz matrix A = [aij] is one with constant elements down 
each diagonal, that is aij = di-j· For a symmetric Toeplitz matrix, d_k = dk-l = a1:, k = 
1, ... , m. If {Xt} is a covariance stationary time series with autocovariances { rsL rs = 

Cov[Xt, Xt+sl = Y-s, then the covariance matrix of any m consecutive values {X1 };:;,~'-
1 

is a mxm symmetric Toeplitz matrix with Yo down the main diagonal. Similarly, if 
Ps = rs! Yo, = 0, ±1, ±2, ... are autocorrelations, the correlation matrix of {X,};~;;,-' is a 
mxm symmetric Toeplitz matrix. 
toepl it z ( d) returns a symmetric Toeplitz matrix whose first column is the same as 
REAL vector d. The principal use of toeplitz (d) is to create a covariance or 
correlation matrix from the autocovariance or autocorrelations of a time series. 

Cmd> toeplitz(vector(l, .6,-.17,-.52,-.2)) 
(1,1) 1 0.6 -0.17 -0.52 -0.2 
(2,1) 0.6 1 0.6 -0.17 -0.52 
(3,1) -0.17 0.6 1 0.6 

1 
0.6 

-0.17 
(4,1) -0.52 -0.17 0.6 
(5,1) -0.2 -0.52 -0.17 

5.3.6 Finding zeros of polynomials - polyroot() Some important properties of moving 
average and autoregressive operators depend on the values of the zeros of their 

q 

associated polynomials. Let 8(z) = 1- I,e.zs be the polynomial associated with 
s=I 

moving average operator and lat} be a "white noise" series, that is a sequence of 
independent identically distributed random variables. Then the MA(q) series IYt} 

q 

defined by Y, = a, - I,esa,-s is "invertible" if and only if all the zeros of 0(z) are outside 
s=I 

the unit circle, that is I z I > 1 for all z such that 0(z) = 0. Similarly, if <{J(z) = 
p 

1- L'Psz·'· is the polynomial associated with an autoregressive operator and the AR(p) 
s=I 

p 

series IYtl is defined by Y, =a,+ I,</J.,Y,_s, then IYt} can be stationary only when all the 
s=I 

zeros of </>(z) are outside the unit circle. 
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polyroot ( c) computes the real and possibly complex roots of the polynomial P(x) = 
n n 

xn - Lckxn-k = x"Q(l/x), where Q(t) = 1- Lcik, with ck= c [ k]. Clearly Q(t) has 
k=l k=l 

all its zeros outside the unit circle if and only if P(x) has all its zeros inside the unit 
circle. If c is n by m, the result returned is an by 2m matrix with the real and 
imaginary parts of the roots associated with column j of c in columns 2j-1 and 2j, 
that is, in Complex form. 

Cmd> phi<- vector(l.42, -.73) 

Cmd> z <- polyroot(phi); z # zeros of zA2 - 1.42z + .73 
(1,1) 0.71 0.47529 
(2,1) 0.71 -0.47529 

Cmd> cprdc(z) - phi[l]*z - cmplx(phi[2]) # they are zeros 
(1,1) -l.1102e-16 0 
(2,1) -1.1102e-16 0 

Cmd> creal(cpolar(z)) # modulus of zeros of zA2-phi[l]*z-phi[2] 
(1) 0.8544 0.8544 

Since the modulus of the zeros of z2 - cf>1z - cf>i are inside the unit circle, the roots of 
cf>(z) = 1- ¢1z - ¢2z2 are outside the unit circle and Yt = cf>1Yt-l - cf>2Yt.2 + at is 
stationary. 

5.4 Macros useful in time series analysis Several macros that are useful in time series 
analysis are in file Tser. mac which is distributed with MacAnova. Note that these 
must be read in using macroread ( ) (see Sec. 7.8.7) or macro getmacros. 

In the examples below we use artificial data generated by the following MacAnova 
commands. 

Cmd> phi<- vector(l.42, -.73)# coefs of oscillatory AR(2) series 

Cmd> theta<- .7 # coef of MA(l) series 

Cmd> getseeds() # current values of seeds (See Sec. 2.12) 
Seeds are 2013847346 and 1009143553 

Cmd> x <- 12 + 2*autoreg(phi,rnorm(250))[-run(50)] 

Cmd> y <- 50 + 4*movavg(theta,rnorm(201))[-1] 

Cmd> z <- .5*x + y 
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When the time interval M = 1, the spectrum of an autoregressive series with 
7 

coefficients [ </>1, </>i, ... , </>p] is S(J) = 

1 

,, a-
12 

and the spectrum of a moving 
l _ L </>,e-i2nsf 

s=I 

average series with coefficients [ 0,, 6:,, ... , 0, I is S(j) = er' 11 - t, 0,e .;,,.f where in both 

cases a2 is the innovation or error variance. Since the expressions inside I ... I are 
continuous Fourier transforms of the sequences {1, -</>i, -</>i, ... , -</>p} or {1, -01, -02, ••. , 

-0q], these spectra can be computed in MacAnova. 

Cmd> S <- 400 

Cmd> sxx <- hreal(2A2*hprdhj(rft(autoreg(phi,padto(l,SJJ)J) 

Cmd> syy <- hreal(4A2*hprdhj(rft(movavg(theta,padto(l,S))))) 

Cmd> szz <- .5A2*sxx + syy # o.k. because x and y independent 

Because the series in x and y are independent, S22(!) = (.5)2xSxx(f) + Syy(f) and the 
cross spectrum of x and z is Sxz(f) = .5xSxx(f). Hence the phase of the cross spectrum 

arg(Sxz(f))=Oandthecoherenceis ✓ ·55
xxU) = 1/✓1+4Syy(/)/Sxx(J). 

Sxx(f)(.25SxxU) + SrrU)) 

Cmd> coher <- 1/sqrt(1+4*syy/sxx) 

Spectra, cross-spectra and coherence are examples of frequency functions defined in the 
frequency domain measured in cycles per unit time. Frequency functions are generally 
periodic with period 1/ .6.t. However, because they generally are symmetric about zero 
(g(-f> = g(f)), anti-symmetric about zero (g(-f> = -g(f)) or are complex satisfying 
Hermitian symmetry ( g(- f) = g(f) ), they are completely specified by their values 
between O and .5/ .6.t cycles. Frequency .5/ M is known as the Nyquist frequency. 

5.4.1 tsplot and ffplot These macros provide interfaces with function lineplot () for 
plotting time series and frequency functions. On both of them the usual keywords 
title, xlab, ylab, xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, etc. may be used (see Sec. 8.5.1 and 8.5.2). 

tsplot (x, tO, deltat) makes line plots of the columns of x against equally spaced 
values tO, tO+deltat, t0+2*deltat, ... , tO+ (nrows (x) -1) *deltat. Argument 
de 1 tat may be omitted, in which case the increment is taken as the value of variable 
DELTAT, if it is defined, or 1, if DELTAT is not defined. If tO is also omitted, the default 
value is 0. 
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Cmd> getmacros(tsplot,quiet:T) 

Cmd> tsplot (hconcat (x, z), 1981, 1/12,xlab: "Year", title:\ 
"Artificial time series, delta t = 1 month; solid=x, dashed=z") 

T 
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Artificial time se:::-ies, delta t = 1 month; solid=x, das 

0 ------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------
_,__ _______________ _ 

1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 
Year 

1996 

This plots x and y as if they represented monthly data (M = 1/12) starting January 1981. 

f fplot (y) or ff plot (y, O) makes line plots of the columns of y against equally 
spaced values interpreted as frequencies, 0, 1/ (S*deltat), 2/ (S*deltat), ... , where S 
= nrows (y) over the range O 5:f 5:. 5/deltat, where deltat is the value of DELTAT if 
it is defined or 1. The columns of y are normally frequency functions such as 
periodograms, spectra, or coherences computed at s frequencies from one or more time 
series observed at intervals of deltat time units. 

f fplot (y, range), where range= vector (fl, f2), does the same except the plot is 
between frequencies fl and f2 cycles. f fplot (y, f), where f :t:- 0 is a REAL scalar, is 
equivalent to f fplot (y, vector ( O, f) ) or f fplot (y, vector ( f, O) ) , depending on 
the sign of fl. If DELTAT is defined, ffplot (y, . 5/DELTAT) is equivalent to 
ffplot (y). Values for fl and f2 need not be restricted to the interval ( O, 1/deltat). 
If either element of range is outside this interval, the columns of y are assumed to 
represent periodic frequency functions with period s (period 1 / del tat in terms of 
cycles per unit time) and their values are periodically extended. 

f fplot (y, f 1, del tat) does the same, except that the value of REAL scalar del tat 
overrides the default. 

Cmd> DELTAT <- 1/12 

Crnd> getmacros(ffplot,quiet:T) 
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Cmd> ffplot (sxx, xlab: "Cycles per year" ,ylab: "Spectrum",\ 
title:"Spectrum of AR(2) series, phi= (1.42,-.73), sigma= 2") 

Spectrum of AR(2) series, phi= (1.42,-.73), sigma= 2 
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Cmd> ffplot (hreal ( sxx), vector (-1, 1) /DELTAT, xlab: "Cycles per year",\ 
ylab: "Frequency", title: "Two full periods of Spectrum") 

Two full periods of Spectrum 
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Cmd> ff plot ( coher, ymin : 0, xl ab: "Frequency ( eye 1 es per year) ", \ 
ylab: "Coherence", title: "Coherence between series x and z") 

Coherence between series x and z 
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5.4.2 autocov The sample autocovariance function of a time series can be computed by 
macro autocov. Its usage is acf <- autocov (x, nlags, L), where xis a REAL matrix 
whose columns are considered as a Real series. For each column, autocov computes 
the sample autocovariance function 

1 T-s-1 

C, = - L (X1 - X)(X,+s - X), S = 0, 1, ... , nlags, 
T t=O 

_ 1 T-1 

where T is nrows ( x) and X = - L X, is the sample mean. The sums of lagged 
T t=O 

products are computed using DFT's of length L, which must be at at least nlags + 
nrows (x). If Lis omitted and variable Sis defined, the value of sis used for L. If Sis 
not defined, the smallest power of 2 exceeding nrows (x) + nlags is used for L. If the 
second argument is omitted, nrows (x) -1 is used for nlags. Generally it is convenient 
to decide on the length of the DFT's to be used and define variables. 

Cmd> getmacros(autocov,quiet:T) 
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Cmd> act<- autocov(x,60) # autocovariances up to 60 lags 

Cmd> tsplot(acf,O,impulse:T,ymin:-max(acf),xlab:"Lag in Years",\ 
title: "Autocovariance function for AR ( 2) ",ylab: "Auto Covariance") 
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Keyword phrase impulse: T adds the vertical lines between the ACF and the ACF= 0 
line. 

5.4.3 detrend The first step in the analysis of a time series is often the removal of the 
sample mean or a trend function. If x is a matrix and k is an integer, column j of 
de trend ( x, k) is the jth column of y ininus the best fitting (in the least squares sense) 
polynomial of degree k. If k is omitted, its default value is 1 and a linear trend is 
subtracted from each column. 

Caution: For some older versions of detrend, the default degree is O rather than 1. 

Cmd> getmacros(detrend,quiet:T) 

Cmd> xl<-vector(?,9,8,2,3,6,14,2,4,9) # short time series 

Cmd> detrend(xl) # remove linear trend, default degree 1 
(1) 0.38182 2.4303 1.4788 -4.4727 
(6) -0.37576 7.6727 -4.2788 -2.2303 

Cmd> detrend(xl,O) # subtract mean, degree O polynomial 
(1) 0.6 2.6 1.6 -4.4 
(6) -0.4 7.6 -4.4 -2.4 

-3.4242 
2.8182 

-3.4 
2.6 

Cmd> detrend(vxl,2) # remove quadratic trend; 2nd degree polynomial 
(1) -0.89091 2.0061 1.6909 -3.8364 -2.5758 
(6) 0.47273 8.3091 -4.0667 -2.6545 1.5455 
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5.4.4 Smoothing periodograms - spectrum A popular method of estimating the 
spectrum Sxx(f) of a covariance stationary time series {Xtl is to smooth its 
periodogram / xx (f), computed at equally spaced frequencies, by convolving it with a 
discrete set of weights {w5} where L, w. = 1. Usually W 5 ~ 0 and w_5 = W 5 • The 

periodogram is defined to be l:aU)= ~lxcnj2, where usually an estimate of a mean or 

trend is subtracted from Xt before computing. (Sometimes the periodogram is defined 
to be 2Ixx(f),) If w5 = 0 for Is I > m, ixx is the periodogram in Real or Complex (not 
Hermitian) form and wt s is a REAL vector of length 2m+ 1 with wt s [ 1] = w _m, wt s [ 2 ] 
= w-m+l1•··, wts [m+l J = w 0, .•• , wts [2*m+l] = Wm, then such smoothing can be done in 
MacAnova by rotate (convolve (wts, ixx) , -m). The use of rotate () compensates 
for the fact wts [ t J = Wt-l-m· Similarly, if ixy is a cross periodogram in Complex (but 
not Hermitian) form, you can smooth it by rotate (convolve (wts, ixy) , -m). 

spectrum (x, m) uses convolve () in this manner to compute the smoothed 
periodogram Sxx(f) of each column of REAL matrix x with Trows. The weights {w5 } 

are computed as the 4th convolution power of the sequence { 1/m, 1/rn, ... , 1/m, 0, 0, ... }, 
where there are m non-zero values. The output is a matrix with the same number of 
columns as x, but with S rows. Column j of the result is a Real series containing the 
estimated spectrum Sx x (f) of column j of x computed at S frequencies f = 0, 1/ S, 

l l 

2/S, ... , (S-1)/S. If rn = 1, the columns of the output are the unsmoothed 
periodograms lxx(f). The value of Sis taken from variables if it is defined; otherwise 
S = 2T. Hence, if T has any prime factor> 29, S must be set appropriately so that its 
value doesn't. Because Sxx(fl is symmetrical aboutf = 0 and periodic with period 1, 
Sxx(j!S) = Sx.x(-j/S) = Sx.x(S-j/S), j = 1, ... , S-1. 

spectrum (x, m, p) uses the p th convolution power instead of the 4th. If pis odd, m must 
also be odd. If pis 1, the smoother is a so called "boxcar" smoother, with rn equal 
weights. No tapering (see Sec. 5.4.6) or detrending other than subtracting a mean is 
performed prior to computing the periodogram. Each column of the result is a Real 
series. See Sec. 5.5 for an example. 

Cmd> getmacros(spectrum,quiet:T) 

Cmd> S <- 2*nrows(x) 

Cmd> sxxhat <- spectrum(x,7) 

The weights in smoothing used can be computed to be vector ( 1 , 4 , 1 O , 2 O , 3 5 , 
56,84,116,149,180,206,224,231,224,206,180,149,116,84,56,35,20,lO, 
4, 1 ) / 2 4 O 1, which is approximately bell shaped. Here is what the resulting estimated 
spectrum looks like. 
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Cmd> ffplot (sxxhat,ymin:0,xlab: "Frequency (cycles per year)",\ 
ylab: "Power Spectrum", title:\ 
"Smoothed Periodogram, T = 200, S = 400, (rep(l/7, 7)) "'*4 smoother") 

Smoothed Periodogram, T = 200, S = 400, (rep(l/7,,))A*4 smoother 
200=------r----..,....----"T"'""----~-----,.---------... 
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5.4.5 Smoothing cross-periodograms - crsspectrum This macro uses a similar method 
as does spectrum to estimate the spectra of each of the columns of its first argument 
and the cross spectra between them. The cross spectrum Sxy(f) of series {Xt} and {Ytl 

is estimated by smoothing the cross periodogram lxrU) = ]_X(f)Y(f) by 
T 

circular convolution with a set of weights. If xis a Tby q matrix, crsspectrum (x, m) 
and crsspectrum (x, m, p) compute a S by q(q+l)/2 matrix, where Sis as in Sec. 
5.4.3. The first q columns of the result are Real series containing the estimated spectra 
Sx x (f) of the columns of x as they would be computed by macro spectrum. The 

J J 

remaining columns of the result are the estimated cross-spectra Sx,x, (f) between 
columns 1 and 2, columns 1 and 3, ... , columns 1 and q, columns 2 and 3, ... , columns 2 
and q, ... , and columns q-1 and q. Since each cross spectrum is Hermitian, columns 
q+l to q(q+l)/2 are in Hermitian form. Arguments m and p have the same meaning 
as for spectrum. 

Cmd> getmacros(crsspectrum,quiet:T) 

Cmd> shat<- crsspectrum(hconcat(x,z),7) # same smoothing 

Cmd> list(shat) # columns are sxxhat, szzhat, sxzhat 
shat REAL 400 3 

Cmd> sxzhat <- shat[,3] # Hermitian form of cross spectrum 

Cmd> coherhat <- hreal(hpolar(sxzhat))/sqrt(shat[,l]*shat[,2]) 
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Cmd> phasexz <- himag(hpolar(sxzhat)) # arg(sxzhat) 

Cmd> ffplot(hconcat(coher,coherhat),ymin:0,ymax:l, \ 
xlab: "Frequency (cycles per year) ",ylab: "Coherence",\ 
title:"Coherence and estimated coherence between x and z") 

Cmd> ffplot (phasexz, xlab: "Frequency (cycles per year) ", \ 
ylab: "Phase in Cycles",\ 
title:"Estimated phase= arg(sxzhat) between x and z; arg(sxz) = 0") 
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5.4.6 Using data windows (tapers) - costaper, compza and compfa A pervasive problem 
in frequency domain estimation is "leakage" - bias at frequency f1 resulting from a 
strong spectrum peak at Ji distant from Ji. Although proper choice of smoother can 
be helpful, any method that smooths the unmodified periodogram is susceptible to 

( 

leakage. A general method that is remarkably effective at reducing leakage is to "taper" ( 
the time series after the mean or other estimate of trend has been removed, and then 
smooth a modified periodogram or modified cross periodogram, that is a 
periodogram or cross periodogram computed from the tapered series. 

A tapering function, sometimes known as a data window, is a sequence a0, a1, ... 

ay_1, where the "tails" usually taper smoothly to O and are mirror images of one 
another (aT-l-t = at). One popular taper is a cosine taper defined as 

{

½(1- cos((t + ½)/m)1r) t = 0,1, ... ,m-1 

at= 1 t=m, ... ,T-m-1, 

½(1-cos((T- t-½)/m)1r) t = T- m, ... ,T-1 

where m = r aTl = smallest integer ~ aT, with O ~ a~ .5. This is said to be a 100a% 
taper (some sources call it a 100x2a% taper), tapering about 100a% at each end. If the 
value of TT is T, and option angles has been set to "eye les" (Sec. 8.1), {at} might be 
computed in MacAnova by 

Cmd> a<- cat(.5*(1-cos(.5*(run(0,m-l)+.5)/m)),rep(l,TT-2*m),\ 
.5*(1-cos(.5*(TT-run(TT-m,TT-1)-.5)/m))) 

Define the (continuous) modified or tapered Fourier transform as 

1 T-1 

XA(f) = Iv I,a,x,e-i2
irrf, KA= I,a;. 

Y KA r=O 
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Then the modified periodogram and cross periodograms are 

IAxx(/) = 1xA(f)j2 and IAxY(f) = XA(f)YA(f), 

where the mean or other estimate of systematic trend has been subtracted from Xt 
before computing the Fourier transform. These can be computed at frequencies 0, 1/5, 
... , (S-1)/S using the DFT and then smoothed by circular convolution with weights to 
produce tapered estimates of Sxx(/) and Sxy(/). The ordinary periodogram is a 
modified periodogram with weights at = l and KA = T. 

cos taper (n, alpha) computes a cosine taper of length n and l00*alpha percent 
tapering on either end. 

T 

Cmd> getmacros(costaper,quiet:T) 

Cmd> tsplot ( cos taper ( 200, . 2), 0, 1, xlab: "Time" ,ylab: "Taper",\ 
title: "20% cosine taper") 

Cmd> tsplot (costaper(200, .2) *detrend(x, OJ, 1981,xlab: "Time (year)",\ 
title: "20% cosine tapered version of AR (2) series") 
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compza (x, alpha:p) computes a modified Fourier transform XA(f) of {X, -X} at 
frequencies f = 0, l/S, ... , (S-1)/S, using cosine tapering with a= p, where S = s if 
defined or S = 2 * nrows ( x) if not. You can remove a polynomial trend of degree d or 
specify a value for S by keywords. For example, compza (x, alpha: .1, degree: 1, 
s : 5 0 0 ) ) , computes the modified Fourier transform at 500 frequencies with 10% cosine 
tapering after removing a linear trend from the columns of x. The result is a structure 
with components za (modified Fourier transform), n (nrows (x) ), ka (KA), alpha and 
degree. 

Cmd> getmacros(compza,quiet:T) 

Cmd> compza(xl,alpha:.l,S:20) 
component: za 

(1) -0.5488 
(6) -5.0421 

(11) 3.087 
(16) -4.2189 
component: n 
(1) 10 
component: ka 
( 1) 8. 5 

0.47102 
-1. 948 
3.3745 

-4.8188 
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1.0048 
2.4692 

-1.1749 
0.82104 

2.9934 
-3.2995 
-1.3944 
0.65077 

3.4881 
-0.37712 

3.9707 
0.95695 



component: alpha 
(1) 0 .1 
component: degree 
(1) 0 
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The equivalent degrees of freedom edf[W] of a positive random variable W is 
defined to be edf[W] = 2E[W]2 /V[W] and is one measure of the precision of W as an 

2 

estimator of its mean. If W = -r2 XJ, then W estimates -r2 with edf[W] = d. In the 
. d 

context of spectrum estimation, the more a periodogram or modified periodogram is 
smoothed, the larger is edf[ Sxx<f) ], resulting in a smaller variance but usually a larger 

bias. Under broad conditions edf[Sxx{f)] is approximately 
2£AT2 , where {w5 } are the s ws 

{Ia2f 
smoothing weights and RA = ""'s 4 • 

T£.as 

compfa (x, edf, alpha: a), where edf ~ 2 computes a smoothed modified spectrum 
estimate, using a cosine taper, with approximately edf equivalent degrees of freedom 
on the assumption that the Sxx(/) doesn't vary much over the width of the 
smoothing weights. 

Cmd> getmacros(compfa,quiet:T) 

Cmd> fazz <- compfa(z,15,alpha:.l) # note explanatory comment 
rep(l/9,9)A*4 smoother with 16.7 edf, S = 400 

You can suppress the explanatory comment by keyword phrase quiet: T. 
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Crnd> ffplot(hconcat(compfa(z,5,alpha:.1,quiet:TJ,\ 
compfa(z,10,alpha:.l,quiet:T),compfa(z,15,alpha:.1,quiet:T)),\ 
xlab: "Frequency (cycles per year) ",ylab: "Spectrum",\ 
title: "Smoothed modified periodograms with about 5, 10 and 15 edf") 

Smoothed modified periodograms with about 5, 10 and 15 edf 
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You can also use a value of edf between O and .5, in which case it is interpreted to 
specify a desired bandwidth in cycles. The actual effective degrees of freedom desired is 
then taken to be 2*edf*nrows (y). 

You can use keyword phrases S: sand degree: d as arguments to comp fa to specify the 
number of frequencies and the amount of detrending. As before the defaults ares= s 
or 2*nrows (x) and d = 0. 

5.4.7 Multi-taper spectrum estimation - multitaper A fairly recent approach to 
spectrum estimation averages several modified periodograms, computed with a set of 
distinct tapers that (a) taper much more severely than a cosine taper, even with a= .5, 
and (b) are orthogonal in the sense that their summed cross products are zero. The 
tapers used are discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS) which can be computed as 
eigenvectors of certain tridiagonal matrices. A particular estimate is determined by (i) 
the bandwidth W associated with the taper, and the number K of orthogonal tapers to 
use. Percival and Walden (1993) provide a thorough discussion of multitaper spectrum 
estimation, including the computation of DPSS tapers. Macro dpss in file Tser.mac 
uses function trideigen () (Sec. 6.2.2) to compute these tapers. 

multi taper (x, w, K) computes a multitaper spectrum estimate of the time series in 
REAL vector x. K must be a positive integer and Wis a positive REAL scalar< .5/DELTAT 
specifying the taper bandwidth in cycles per unit time. The estimate is computed at S 
frequencies 0, 1/5, ... (S-1)/S as a Real series, where Sis the value of s whens is 
defined or 2 *nrows (x). You can specify degreed polynomial detrending by degree: d 
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or an alternative value for S bys: s. multi taper makes use of macro dps s which 
should previously have been read in. 

Cmd> getmacros(dpss,multitaper,quiet:T) 

Cmd> ffplot(hconcat(sxx,multitaper(x, .05/DELTAT,5)), \ 
xlab: "Cycles per year" ,ylab: "Spectrum", \ 
title: "Spectrum and multi-taper spectrum estimate, W=. 6 cycles per 
year, K = 5") 

Spectrum and multi-taper spectrum estimate, W=.6 cycles per year, K = 5 
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5.4.7 Autoregressive spectrum estimation - arspectrum and burg Yet another approach 
to spectrum estimation is to require the estimate to be a member of a flexible family of 
spectra determined by a relatively small set of parameters. One such family are the 

2 (]'2 

spectra SxxU) = SxxU;t/J" ... ,t/J",O' ) = 2 of a purely AR(p) time series with 
p 

1- Lt/Jse-i2mf 
s=I 

coefficients q,1, •.. , </>p and innovation variance a2. An estimate takes the form 
A A ""' A.'? A ... "2 • 2 
Sxx(f) = SxxU;</>i,-··•"'"'a-), where t/)1, ••• ,t/J" and O' are estimates oft/Ji, ... , t/Jp and a . 
MacAnova provides two macros based on this idea, implementing quite different 
algorithms to estimate q,1, ... , t/Jp· 

p 

arspectrum (x, p) solves the Yule-Walker equations r_, = Lt/Jkrs-k, s = 1, 2, ... ,p, for 
k=I 

t/)k, where r5 = Ci.,, is the sample autocorrelation function, and estimates a2 as 
Co 

/J 

&2 = c0I] (1- ¢!), where ¢kk is the estimated kth partial autocorrelation computed 
k=I 

from r5, s = l, ... ,k. The result is a structure with components phi (estimates ¢k), var 
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(o-2
) and spectrum ( S(f)), computed at frequencies 0, 1/S, ... , (S-1)/S, where Sis 

the smallest power of 2 greater than 2 *nrows (x). arspectrum (x, p, s) does the same, 
using the value of s for S. 
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Cmd> getmacros(arspectrum,quiet:T) 

Cmd> arspect<-arspectrum(x,2,400) # use 400 frequencies 

Crnd> arspect[run(2)] # first two components 
component: phi 
(1) 1.3658 -0.69382 
component: var 
(1) 4.7358 

Cmd> sxx2<-arspect$spectrum 

Cmd> sxx10<-arspectrum(x,10,400)$spectrum # now fit AR(l0) 

Cmd> ffplot(hconcat(sxx,sxx2,sxx10),\ 
xlab: "Frequency (Cycles per year) ",ylab: "Spectrum",\ 
title:"AR(2) spectrum (solid) with and AR(2) and AR(l0) estimates 
(dashed)") 

AR(2) spectrum (solid) with and AR(2) and AR(l0) estimates (dashed) 
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5 6 

burg ( y, p) uses an algorithm due to Burg (Kirk, Rust, Van Winkle 1979) which 
estimates the partial autocorrelations q,11 , ... ,</>pp one by one directly from the data, 
minimizing at each stage a certain sum of squares. These are used to compute 
estimates of 'Pk and a2• The result is a structure of the same form as returned by 
arspectrum. The spectrum is estimated at S equally spaced frequencies, where Sis 
the value of s if it is defined or is nrows (x) +p if not. You can specify degreed 
polynomial detrending by degree: d or an alternative value for S bys: s. 
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Cmd> getmacros(burg,quiet:T) 

Cmd> burgspect<-burg(x,2,S:400) # use 400 frequencies 

Cmd> burgspect[run(2)] # first two components 
component: var 
(1) 4.0165 
component: phi 
(1) 1.4143 -0.74251 

Cmd> sxx2 <- burgspect$spectrum 

Cmd> sxxl0 <- burg(x,10,S:400)$spectrum # now use p = 10 

Cmd> ffplot(hconcat(sxx,sxx2,sxx10),\ 
xlab: "Frequency (Cycles per year)" ,ylab: "Spectrum",\ 
title:"AR(2) spectrum (solid) with Burg AR(2) and AR(l0) estimates 
(dashed) ") 

AR(2) spectrum (solid) with Burg AR(2) and AR(l0) estimates (dashed) 
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6. Other functions 

6.1 Linear model computations using swp() and bcprd() Although the linear models 
commands such as anova (), manova () and regress () provide a powerful facility for 
fitting least squares models and summarl?:ing the results, sometimes you may want to 
do the computations yourself, perhaps to convince yourself that a result is correct, or 
because you are writing a macro for which regress () and/or anova () is inadequate. 
Function swp () is an asymmetric implementation of the Beaton SWP operator (Beaton 
1964 ). It is particularly useful least squares computations starting with a cross product 
matrix. 

Suppose A= [aij] is am by n matrix and k is an integer between 1 and min(m,n). 
Then, if the pivotal element akk -:t: 0, an asymmetric Beaton SWP on row and column 
k of A produces am by n matrix D = [dij] = SWP(A, k) where 

dij = aij - ai~kj I akk, i -:t: k, j -:t: k 
dik = aik/akk, i -:t: k 
dkj = -ak/akk, j * k 
dkk = 1/akk 

If k1, k2, ... , kr are r integers between 1 and min(m,n), the matrix SWP(A, k1, k2, 
... , kr) is defined to be SWP( ... (SWP(SWP(A, k1),k2) ... ),k7). We say that A is swept 
on rows and columns k1, k2, ... , kr. 

It can be shown mathematically that the order of the k/s doesn't matter, so that, for 
example, SWP(A,k2, ki, ... , kr) = SWP(A,ki, k2, ... , kr). Moreover, if ki = kj, with 
i -:t: j, the effects of their SWP's cancel out. For example, SWP(A, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4) = 
SWP(A, 2, 4), since both 1 and 3 are repeated, and SWP(A, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 3) = SWP(A, 2, 
3) since after the second 3 has cancelled the first, A is once again swept on row and 
column 3. 

Now suppose that A= [A11 A12
] is partitioned, where Aij is mi by nj, with m1 = n1 Az1 Azi 

(that is, An is square), m1 + m2 = m and n1 + n2 = n. Then if D= [D11 D12 ]= 
D21 D22 

SWP(A,1,2, .. ,m1) is partitioned the same way as A, it can be shown that, provided 
An is non singular, 

D11 =A1~
1
, D12 =-Ai~

1
A12, D21 =Ai1A~

1
, and D22 =Ai2 -Ai1A1~

1
A12. 

Although it is difficult to describe it compactly, a similar result holds whenever A is 
swept on any other set of distinct rows and columns. 

These last identities are what makes SWP useful for regression and ANOV A 
computations. Suppose X and Y are respectively N by m1 and N by m2 data 

matrices, and let A= [X Y]'[X Y] = [X'X x:Y] be the matrix of sums of squares and 
Y'X yy 

products of all the m1 + m2 vadables. Then 
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[ 
(X'Xr1 -(X'Xr

1 
X'Y ] 

SWP A,1 2 ... ,m = 
( ' ' 

1
) Y'X(X'X)-1 Y'Y-Y'X(X'Xf1X'Y 

The submatrices of this matrix are important quantities in the least squares regression 
of the columns of Y as dependent variables on the columns of X as independent 
variables. The least squares regression coefficients for column j of Y are in column j 
of the m 1 by m2 matrix {3 = (X'Xf1 X'Y, the negative of the upper right hand block of 
SWP(A,l,2, .. ,m1) and the transpose of the lower left hand block; and the matrix of 
sums of squares and products of the least squares residuals in these regressions is 

(Y - x{3)'(Y - x{3) = Y'Y - Y'X(X'Xf1 X'Y, 

the lower right hand block of SWP(A,l,2, .. ,m1). Moreover, if the errors in the 
regression of column j of Y are independent with variance a}, the covariance matrix 

of the estimated regression coefficients is a/(X'Xf1
, which is proportional to the upper 

left hand block of SWP(A,l,2, .. ,m1). Thus from a single application of SWP you can 
estimate the regression coefficients, find residual sums of squares and products, and 
compute the factors necessary to compute standard errors of the coefficients. If the 
regression has a constant term (intercept) then the first column of X should be a 
column of l's. 

MacAnova function swp () implements SWP and its usage is essentially the same as 
the mathematical notation. If a is an m by n REAL matrix, and kl, k2, ... , kr are 
integers with values between 1 and min(m,n), d <- swp (a, kl, k2, ... , kr) 
computes the swept version of a. If, in the course of the computation, a pivotal 
element is found to be too close to zero, that row and column is not swept and an 
advisory message is printed. 

Actually, arguments kl, k2, ... to swp ( ) can be vectors of integers each of whose 
elements designates a row and column to sweep. Thus, in particular, 
swp (a, vector (kl, k2, ... , kr)) yields the same result as swp (a, kl, k2, ... , kr) and 
swp ( a , run ( k) ) yields the same result as swp (a, 1, 2 , ... , k) . 

Here are some examples illustrating the properties stated above. 

Cmd> a<-matrix(vector(9,9,8,4,11,13,20,2,12),3);a 
(1,1) 9 4 20 
(2,1) 9 11 2 
(3,1) 8 13 12 

Cmd> swp(a,2) # sweep 
(1,1) 5.7273 
(2,1) -0.81818 
(3,1) -2.6364 

on row and 
0.36364 

0.090909 
1.1818 

column 2 
19.273 

-0.18182 
9.6364 

We can check this by doing the sweep "by hand." The first line creates a new matrix d 
the same size as a and computes dij = aij - ai2a2/ a22, i * 2, j * 2. The next line 
computes di2 = ai2/ a22, i * 2, and d2j = -a2/ a22, j * 2, and the next computes d22 
= 1 / a22 and displays d. 

Cmd> d <- O*a; d[-2,-2] <- a[-2,-2] - a[-2,2] %*% a[2,-2]/a[2,2] 
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Crnd> d[-2,2] <- a[-2,2]/a[2,2]; d[2,-2] <- -a[2,-2]/a[2,2] 

Cmd> d[2,2] <- 1/a[2,2]; d # same 
(1,1) 5.7273 0.36364 
(2,1) -0.81818 0.090909 
(3,1) -2.6364 1.1818 

as swp(a,2) 
19.273 

-0.18182 
9.6364 

Cmd> # swp() on several k's is the same as successive swps(): 

Cmd> swp(a,run(3}) - swp(swp(swp(a,1),2),3) 
(1,1) 0 0 0 
(2,1) 0 0 0 
(3,1) 0 0 0 

Cmd> # Repeated columns cancel out: 

Cmd> swp(a,1,2,1) # 
(1,1) 5.7273 
(2,1) -0.81818 
(3,1) -2.6364 

equivalent to 
0.36364 

0.090909 
1.1818 

swp(a,2) above 
19.273 

-0.18182 
9.6364 

We use swp () to carry yet another regression analysis of the Hald data analyzed in Sec. 
3.20. 

Cmd> setoptions(format:"9.5g") # change the default format 

Cmd> bald <- ma tread ( "macanova. dat ", "halddata ",quiet: T) 

Cmd> @tmp 
(1,1) 
(2, 1) 
( 3, 1) 
(4,1) 
( 5, 1) 

<- hconcat(rep(l,13),hald);cp 
13 97 626 
97 1139 4922 

626 4922 33050 
153 769 7201 
390 2620 15739 

<- @tmp 
153 
769 

7201 
2293 
4628 

cp 
1240.5 

10032 
62028 
13982 
34733 

(6 I 1) 1240.5 10032 62028 13982 

%c% @tmp; 
390 

2620 
15739 

4628 
15062 
34733 1.2109e+05 

Element cp [ 1 , 1] is N = 13; the remaining elements of the first row and column are 
the sums of variables xl through y. Everything else are sums of squares and products 
of elements from these vectors. For example 10032 is sum ( xl *y) and 15062 is 
sum (x4"2). 

Cmd> ans<- swp(cp,run(S));ans # sweep on indep vars including canst 
(1,1) 820.65 -8.4418 -8.4578 -8.6345 -8.2897 -62.405 
(2,1) -8.4418 0.09271 0.085686 0.092637 0.084455 -1.5511 
(3,1) -8.4578 0.085686 0.08756 0.087867 0.085598 -0.51017 
(4,1) -8.6345 0.092637 0.087867 0.095201 0.086392 -0.10191 
(5,1) -8.2897 0.084455 0.085598 0.086392 0.084031 0.14406 
(6,1) 62.405 1.5511 0.51017 0.10191 -0.14406 47.864 

Cmd> xxinv <- ans[-6,-6]; beta<- -ans[-6,6]; rss <- ans[6,6] 

Cmd> mse <- rss/(13 - S);mse # mean square error 
(1,1) 5.983 

Cmd> stderr <- sqrt(mse*diag(xxinv))# std errors of coefficients 
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Crnd> hconcat(beta,stderr,beta/stderr) 
(1,1) 62.405 70.071 0.8906 
(2,1) 1.5511 0.74477 2.0827 
(3,1) 0.51017 0.72379 0.70486 
(4,1) 0.10191 0.75471 0.13503 
(5,1) -0.14406 0.70905 -0.20317 

Crnd> makecols(hald,xl,x2,x3,x4,y) 

Crnd> regress ( "y=xl+x2+x3+x4 ") # 
Model used is y=xl+x2+x3+x4 

check results using regress() 

Coef StdErr 
CONSTANT 62.405 70.071 
xl 1.5511 0.74477 
x2 0.51017 0.72379 
x3 0.10191 0.75471 
x4 -0.14406 0.70905 

t 
0.8906 
2.0827 

0.70486 
0.13503 

-0.20317 

N: 13, MSE: 5.983, DF: 8, RA2: 0.98238 
Regression F(4,8): 111.48, Durbin-Watson: 2.0526 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

When column 1 of a matrix is the constant 1, sweeping row and column 1 of the cross 
product matrix is essentially the so called shortcut formula for computing mean 

N N I N N 
corrected sums of squares and products L(xii -xj)(x;k -.xk)= Lxiixik -- I,xiiLX;k. It is 

i=l i=I N i=I i=I 

well known that use of this formula can lead to serious cancellation and thus loss of 
accuracy. Function bcprd () (border cross product) can be used to avoid this problem 
and at the same time make it easier to set up things for swp () when doing regression or 
ANOVA computations. When data is a REAL matrix, the assignment cpl <-
bcprd (data) is mathematically equivalent to 

@trnp<-hconcat(rep(l,nrows(data)),data); cpl<-swp(@trnp %c% @trnp,1), 

except it uses a more stable algorithm. Specifically, if X is N by k and .x the k by 1 
vector of column means, then bcprd ( x) computes the matrix k + l by k + l matrix 

[
II N -.x' ] 

I I where X -IN.x' is the matrix of the residuals from the 
.x (X - IN.x') (X - IN.x') 

sample mean and (X - IN.x')'(X - IN.x') is the matrix of sums of squares and products of 
the these residuals, computed directly by subtracting means, multiplying and summing. 
Thus the following sequence also computes ans above. 

Crnd> ans<- swp(bcprd(hald),run(2,5));ans 
(1,1) 820.65 -8.4418 -8.4578 -8.6345 
(2,1) -8.4418 0.09271 0.085686 0.092637 
(3,1) -8.4578 0.085686 0.08756 0.087867 
(4,1) -8.6345 0.092637 0.087867 0.095201 
(5,1) -8.2897 0.084455 0.085598 0.086392 
(6,1) 62.405 1.5511 0.51017 0.10191 

-8.2897 
0.084455 
0.085598 
0.086392 
0.084031 
-0.14406 

-62.405 
-1. 5511 

-0.51017 
-0.10191 

0.14406 
47.864 

We sweep only on columns 2 through 5 since bcprd () has already implicitly swept on 
column 1. 

An alternate usage for bcprd ( ) is bcprd ( xl , x2 , ... ) . This is equivalent to 
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bcprd ( he one at ( xl, x2, ... ) ) . All the arguments must be REAL vectors or matrices 
with no MI s s ING values and the same number of rows. 

6.2 Computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors MacAnova has several commands 
for computing eigenvectors and eigenvalues of symmetric matrices. 

6.2.1 Ordinary eigenvalues and eigenvectors - eigenvals() and eigenvectors() Let A be 
am by m square matrix. Then if am by 1 vector u satisfies Au= Au for some 
scalar A, the vector u is said to be an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue A. Other 
names for these concepts are proper vector and proper value or characteristic vector 
and characteristic value. With arbitrary square matrices, eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
may be complex (involving imaginary numbers). However, if A= A' is symmetric, 
mathematics tells us that there are always m linearly independent eigenvectors u1, 

u2, ... , um with associated real eigenvalues A1, Ai, ... ,Am· By convention we can 
assume that the subscripts are assigned in such a way that Amax= A1 2: Ai 2: ... 2: Am= 
Amin· Letting U = [u1, u2, •.. , um] be the m by m matrix whose columns are the 
eigenvectors of A, the eigenvectors can always be found so that 

Ai 
0 

U'AU= A= 0 

0 0 

Ai 0 

0 ~ 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 , and VU'= U'U =Im= 0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

O O O Am O O O 1 

that is, U is a orthogonal matrix, with each ui satisfying u/ui = lluJ = 1 and u/uj = 0, 
i-:;, j. Since U'U = Im, U-1 = U' and UA = AU. 

Some of the important properties of eigenvectors and values are the following. 

(i) A has rank r if and only if there are exactly r non-zero eigenvalues. 
(ii) A is positive definite if and only if -1, > 0, i = 1, ... , m. 
(iii) maxluf=t u'Au =Ai= Amax and miniuf=t u'Au =Am= Amin 

m m 

(iv) tr(A) = trace of A= Ia;;= LA;; 
i=l i=l 

m 

(v) det(A) = IJ A;, where det(A) is the determinant of A. 
i=I 

In MacAnova, if a is a square m by m symmetric square matrix, then e i gen va 1 s ( a) 
computes the eigenvalues of a in decreasing order in a REAL vector of length m. If you 
want the diagonal matrix A, you can compute it as dmat ( eigenvals (a) ) . To 
compute both eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a, use eigen (a), which returns a 
structure with components values (the eigenvalues in a vector) and vectors (them 
by m matrix U whose columns are the eigenvectors of a). Neither eigenvals () nor 
eigen () can be used to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix that is 
not symmetric. 

We illustrate the use of eigenvals () and eigen () with some computations using the 
matrix of corrected sums and squares of products of the Hald data. 
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Cmd> a<- bcprd(hald) [-1,-1)# leave off row and col 1 

Cmd> eigenvals(a) # compute the eigenvalues of a 
(1) 8344.5 1341 184.13 18.666 2.6534 

Cmd> eigs<-eigen(a);eigs # compute the eigenvalues and vectors of a 
component: values 
(1) 8344.5 1341 184.13 18.666 2.6534 
component: vectors 
(1,1) 0.095089 
(2,1) 0.57346 
(3,1) -0.061069 
(4,1) -0.61793 
(5,1) 0.52587 

columns are 
-0.48809 

0.26733 
0.53759 

-0.33676 
-0.53655 

the eigenvectors 
-0.2635 0.59666 
0.59386 -0.080656 

-0.62282 -0.29039 
0.32387 -0.45501 

-0.29171 -0.58833 

0.57209 
0.49041 

0.4848 
0.43912 

-0.06595 

Cmd> 
(1, 1) 
( 2, 1) 
(3, 1) 
( 4, 1) 
(5, 1) 

(a%*% eigs$vectors) 
8344.5 

I eigs$vectors # defining property 
1341 184.13 18.666 2.6534 

2.6534 
2.6534 
2.6534 
2.6534 

8344.5 
8344.5 
8344.5 
8344.5 

Cmd> eigs$vectors 
(1, 1) 1 
(2,1) -2.6114e-17 
(3,1) 1.4412e-16 
(4,1) l.0589e-17 
(5,1) 2.9393e-16 

1341 184.13 18.666 
1341 184.13 18.666 
1341 184.13 18.666 
1341 184.13 18.666 

%c% eigs$vectors # eigenvectors are orthonormal 
-2.6114e-17 l.4412e-16 l.0589e-17 2.9393e-16 

1 -2.1556e-16 -l.3628e-16 l.6487e-16 
-2.1556e-16 1 -2.1329e-16 1.2139e-16 
-1.3628e-16 -2.1329e-16 1 -6.7158e-18 

l.6487e-16 l.2139e-16 -6.7158e-18 1 

Cmd> vector(sum(eigs$values),trace(a)) # trace(a) = sum(eigs$values) 
( 1) 9891 9891 

Cmd> vector(prod(eigs$values),det(a)) # det(a) = prod(eigs$values) 
(1) l.0205e+ll l.0205e+ll 

An important statistical application of eigenvalues is in computing the so called 
principal components of a data set. These are linear combinations of variables whose 
vectors of coefficients are the eigenvectors of the estimated covariance matrix S. 
These eigenvectors are also the eigenvectors of the matrix of corrected sums and 
squares of products. For example, if Xis a data matrix and u1 is the first eigenvector 
of Sor of (X - lN.x')'(X - IN.x') , the vector Xu 1 is the vector of values of the first 
principal component, and the columns XU are all m principal components. If xi is 
the data vector for case i (x/ is row i of X), then u1'xi is the value of the first 
principal component for case i. For the Hald data, we can compute the principal 
components as follows: 

Cmd> princomps <- hald %*% eigs$vectors# compute princ. components 

6.2.2 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a tridiagonal matrix -- trideigen() In certain 
specialized situations (for example, multitaper spectrum estimation; see Sec. 5.4.7), you 
may need the eigenvalues and vectors of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix, that is a 
symmetric matrix whose only non-zero values are on or immediately above or below 
the diagonal. MacAnova function trideigen () computes the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of a such a matrix. By default, trideigen (), like eigen (), returns a 
structure with components values and vectors. 
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The simplest usage is trideigen ( dl, d2), where dl is the REAL vector of diagonal 
values and d2 is a REAL vector of the sub-diagonal and super-diagonal values. You 
must have either length(d2) = length(dl) - l,or length(dl) = length(d2). In 
the latter case, d2 [ 1], the first element of d2, is ignored. 

Cmd> dl<-run(5);d2 <- rep(l,4) # diagonal and super/sub diagonal 

Cmd> trideigen(dl,d2)# length (dl) = 5, length (d2) = 4 = 5-1 
component: values 
(1) 5.7462 4.2077 3 1.7923 0.25384 
component: vectors 
(1, 1) 0.014027 0.10388 
( 2, 1) 0.066575 0.33322 
( 3, 1) 0.23537 0.63178 
(4, 1) 0.5798 0.4298 

0.30151 
0.60302 
0.30151 

-0.60302 

0.54249 
0.4298 

-0.63178 
0.33322 

-0.77705 
0.5798 

-0.23537 
0.066575 

( 5, 1) 0.77705 -0.54249 0.30151 -0.10388 -0.014027 

Cmd> # explicitly construct the tridiagonal matrix and use eigen() 

Cmd> w <- matrix(rep(0,25),5) # make an all zero matrix 

Cmd>i<-run(5);w[hconcat(i,i)]<-dl# set diag; next set sub/super 

Cmd> i<-run(4);w[hconcat(i,i+l)]<-w[hconcat(i+l,i)]<-d2;w 
(1,1) 1 1 0 0 
(2,1) 1 2 1 0 
(3,1) 0 1 3 1 
(4,1) 0 0 1 4 
(5,1) 0 0 0 1 

Cmd> eigen (w) # eigen gets same results except for eigenvector signs 
component: values 
( 1) 5.7462 4.2077 3 1. 7923 0.25384 
component: vectors 

0 
0 
0 
1 
5 

(1, 1) 0.014027 -0.10388 -0.30151 -0.54249 0.77705 
( 2, 1) 0.066575 -0.33322 -0.60302 -0.4298 -0.5798 
( 3, 1) 0.23537 -0.63178 -0.30151 0.63178 0.23537 
(4, 1) 0.5798 -0.4298 0.60302 -0.33322 -0.066575 
( 5, 1) 0.77705 0.54249 -0.30151 0.10388 0.014027 

You can suppress the computation of either component by keyword phrases values: F 
or vectors: F. 

Cmd> trideigen(dl,d2,vectors:F) # just compute eigenvalues 
(1) 5.7462 4.2077 3 1.7923 0.25384 

In certain applications, there is no need for all the eigenvalues and/ or eigenvectors. 
You can limit the eigenvalues and eigenvectors computed by including 1 or 2 
additional integer arguments: 

Cmd> trideigen(dl,d2,1,3,vectors:F) #eigenvalues 1 through 3 
(1) 5.7462 4.2077 3 

Cmd> trideigen(dl,d2,3,vectors:F) # equivalent to the preceding 
(1) 5.7462 4.2077 3 
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6.2.3 Relative eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix - releigenvals() and 
releigenO Certain multivariate statistical procedures require what are sometimes 
called relative eigenvalues and eigenvectors. If A and B are m by m symmetric 
square matrices and B is positive definite, a vector u is an eigenvector of A relative 
to B with relative eigenvalue ;I. if Au = ;I.Bu. There are always m linearly 
independent real relative eigenvectors with real relative eigenvalues. Moreover, the 
m relative eigenvectors can always be found to satisfy 

A, 0 0 

0 ,½ 0 

U'AU = 0 0 ,½ 

0 0 0 

0 1 
0 0 
0 , and U'BU = 0 

0 0 
1 0 
0 1 

0 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

where the columns of U are the relative eigenvectors associated with relative 
eigenvalues ;1.1 , ,½, ... , Am· If ui is column i of U, these matrix equations are 
equivalent to 

u/Aui = ;l.i, u/Bui = 1, and u/Auj = u/Buj = 0, i * j. 
Relative eigenvalues and eigenvectors are also ordinary eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of B-1A. However, because this matrix is usually non-symmetric, eigen () cannot be 
used. Instead, MacAnova provides functions releigenvals () and releigen (). In 
the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOV A), typically A is a hypothesis matrix 
and Bis an error matrix. See Sec. 10.16 for the use of releigen () in this context. 
Relative eigenvalues satisfy the following identities 

m m 

2'A; = tr(B-1A) = trace of B-1A and IJ (1 +;I.;)= det(A + B)I det(B). 
i=l i=l 

Here is a short example of the use of releigen. 

Cmd> a<- matrix(vector(lS.25,-0.89, -0.89,30.90),2) # symmetric 

Cmd> b <- matrix(vector(120.74,12.97, 12.97,120.28),2) # symmetric 

Cmd> releigs<-releigen(a,b); releigs#relative eigen things 
component: values 
(1) 0.26618 0.12312 
component: vectors 
(1,1) -0.023317 
(2,1) 0.090687 

0.088519 
0.013681 

Cmd> (a%*% releigs$vectors)/(b %*% releigs$vectors) 
(1,1) 0.26618 0.12312 
(2,1) 0.26618 0.12312 

Cmd> releigs$vectors' %*%a%*% releigs$vectors # U'AU 
(1,1) 0.26618 -4.7762e-18 
(2,1) -6.8887e-19 0.12312 
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Cmd> releigs$vectors' %*% b %*% releigs$vectors # U'BU 
(1,1) 1 3.672e-17 
(2,1) 4.733le-17 1 

6.3 Singular value decomposition - svd() If X is an n by m matrix with n ~ m, it 
can always be represented as X = LSR', where Lis n by m, Sis m by m diagonal 
with non-negative diagonal elements, and R is m by m, and where L'L = R'R = 
Im, the m by m identity matrix. When the diagonal elements of S are in decreasing 
order, this is the singular value decomposition or SVD of X. The diagonal elements 
of S are the singular values of X, the columns of L are the left singular vectors of 
X, and the columns of R are the right singular vectors of X. The restrictions on L 
and R imply that the sets of left and right singular vectors are each orthonormal. That 

is, if L = [11, ... , Im] and R = [ri, ... , r m1, then IIIJ = l/li = 1, li1J = r/ri = l and l/lj = 
r/rj = 0, i * j. 
The singular values and left singular vectors are, respectively, the square roots of the 
first m eigenvalues and the first m eigenvectors of XX'. In addition, the singular 
values and right singular vectors are, respectively, the square roots of the eigenvalues 
and the eigenvectors of X'X. Since XR = LS, a matrix whose columns are 
proportional to those of L, the columns of L are closely related to the principal 
components of X considered as a data matrix. 

MacAnova function svd () computes the elements of the SVD of a matrix. 

Cmd> x 
( 1, 1) 
(2, 1) 

<- matrix(vector(l2,2,12,9,10,l,7,3,2,9,5,ll,12,14,8),5);x 
12 1 5 

2 7 11 
( 3, 1) 12 3 12 
( 4, 1) 9 2 14 
( 5, 1) 10 9 8 

Cmd> svd(x) # just computes the singular values 
(1) 32.108 9.5365 6.72 

Cmd> svd(x,left:T) 
component: values 

# singular values 
Singular 

and left singular vectors 
values 
6.72 (1) 32.108 

component: leftvectors 
(1,1) -0.3587 
(2,1) -0.3475 
(3,1) -0.53179 
(4,1) -0.50696 
(5,1) -0.45909 

9.5365 
Left 

0.63489 
-0.73774 

0.19903 
-0.072113 
-0.088545 

singular vectors 
0.12448 

0.017009 
-0.20279 
-0.58736 

0.77337 

Cmd> svd(x,right:T,left:T) #entire 
component: values 

SVD 

6.72 (1) 32.108 9.5365 
component: leftvectors Left 
(1,1) -0.3587 0.63489 
(2,1) -0.3475 -0.73774 
(3,1) -0.53179 0.19903 
(4,1) -0.50696 -0.072113 
(5,1) -0.45909 -0.088545 

singular 
0.12448 

0.017009 
-0.20279 
-0.58736 

0.77337 
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component: rightvectors Right 
(1,1) -0.63955 0.73371 
(2,1) -0.29689 -0.51102 
(3,1) -0.70911 -0.44779 

singular 
0.22943 
0.80667 

-0.54466 

vectors 

Cmd> @tmp <- svd(x,right:T,left:T);\ 
@tmp$leftvectors %*% dmat(@tmp$values) %C% @tmp$rightvectors 
(1,1) 12 1 
(2 I 1) 2 7 

5 Reproduce x as 
11 L S R • 

( 3 I 1) • 12 3 12 
(4 I 1) 9 2 14 
(5,1) 10 9 8 

Cmd> svd(x) # singular values 
(1) 32.108 9.5365 6.72 

Cmd> sqrt(eigenvals(x' %*% x)) # sqrt of eigenvalues of x'x 
(1) 32.108 9.5365 6.72 

You can also use keyword phrase al 1 : T to get all the pieces of the SVD, suppressing 
unwanted components with phrases like values: F. 

Cmd> svd(x,all:T,values:F,right:F) # just left singular vectors 
(1,1) -0.3587 0.63489 0.12448 
(2,1) -0.3475 -0.73774 0.017009 
(3,1) -0.53179 0.19903 -0.20279 
(4,1) -0.50696 -0.072113 -0.58736 
(5,1) -0.45909 -0.088545 0.77337 

6.4 QR decomposition - qr() Another important matrix decomposition that is useful in 
regression analysis is the QR decomposition. Any full rank m by n matrix X with m 
~ n can be decomposed as X = Q R, 

qll q12 qln ru f12 rl,n-1 rl,n 

q21 q22 q2n 0 r22 f2,n-l r2,n 
X=QR= q31 q32 q3n 

0 0 rn-1,n-l rn-1,n 

qml qm2 qmn 0 0 0 rn,n 

where Q ism by n with orthonormal columns (that is Q'Q = In), and R = [rij] is a 
n by n upper triangular matrix, that is rij = 0, i > j. 

Function qr ( x) uses a version of Linpack subroutine dqrdc to compute the QR 
decomposition of a matrix x. It returns a structure with components qr and qraux as 
described in the Linpack manual (Dongarra et al. 1979) This is not quite the QR 
decomposition in the form just described. Although R can be directly read off as the 
elements result $qr [ i, j) with i ~ j, Q is in a coded form. Macro qrdcomp in file 
MacAnova.mac distributed with MacAnova uses qr () and then decodes its results to 
compute Q and R. We illustrate with the same matrix x as in Sec. 6.3. 
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Cmd> qr(x) 
component: qr 
(1,1) -21.749 
(2,1) 0.09196 
(3,1) 0.55176 
(4,1) 0.41382 
(5,1) 0.4598 
component: qraux 
(1) 1.5518 

-7.8166 
-9.105 

-0.014819 
-0.038572 

0.70155 

1.7114 

-19.863 
-6.8903 
-10.391 
0.74483 

-0.58675 

1. 3177 

Cmd> getmacros(qrdcomp,quiet:T) # retrieve macro qrdcomp 

Cmd> qrd <- qrdcomp(x); qrd # true QR decomposition 
component: r 
(1,1) -21.749 
( 2, 1) 0 
( 3 I 1) 0 
component: q 
(1,1) -0.55176 
(2,1) -0.09196 
(3,1) -0.55176 
(4,1) -0.41382 
(5,1) -0.4598 

Cmd> qrd$q %*% 
( 1, 1) 
(2 I 1) 
(3 I 1) 
( 4, 1) 
( 5, 1) 

qrd$r 
12 

2 
12 

9 
10 

-7.8166 
-9.105 

0 

0.36386 
-0.68986 

0.1442 
0.1356 

-0.59373 

# reproduce 
1 
7 
3 
2 
9 

-19.863 
-6.8903 
-10.391 

0.33229 
-0.42538 
-0.19572 
-0.64619 
0.50276 

x as q times r 
5 

11 
12 
14 

8 

For reasons of numerical stability, it is sometimes desirable to reorder the columns of x 
according to the magnitudes of certain pivotal elements. This can be done implicitly by 
adding a second argument to qr ( ) and/ or qrdcornp. 

Cmd> qrdcomp(x,T) 
component: r 
(1,1) -23.452 
(2,1) 0 
(3,1) 0 
component: q 
(1,1) -0.2132 
(2,1) -0.46904 
(3,1) -0.51168 
(4,1) -0.59696 
(5,1) -0.34112 
component: pivot 
(1) 3 

-18.421 
11. 562 

0 

0.6982 
-0.57429 

0.22267 
-0.17266 

0.32142 

1 

-9.2956 
-0.1063 
7.5882 

-0.11961 
0.33986 

-0.22834 
-0.47013 

0.77268 

2 

Component pivot gives the reordering. Components q and rare actually the QR 
decomposition of x [ , vector ( 3, 1, 2) ] . 

Cmd> qrdcomp(x[,vector(3,1,2)])$r 
(1,1) -23.452 -18.421 -9.2956 
(2,1) 0 11.562 -0.1063 
(3,1) 0 0 7.5882 
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6.5 Cholesky decomposition - cholesky() If A is a n by n positive semi definite 
symmetric matrix (A'= A, with all eigenvalues~ 0), then it can always be factored in 
the form A= R'R, where R = [rij] is an by n upper triangular matrix, that is, withs 
rij = 0, when j < i. This is known as the Cholesky decomposition of A. If A is 
positive definite (all eigenvalues > 0), thenR is unique except for multiplying by -1. If 
A= X'X, where Xis m by n has the QR decomposition X = QR, then, because Q'Q 
= In, X'X = R.'Q'QR. = R.'R., a Cholesky decomposition of X'X. Thus the upper 
triangular part of the QR decomposition of X also defines the Cholesky decomposition 
of X'X. 

If MacAnova variable a represents a positive definite symmetric matrix, cholesky (a) 
computes the upper triangular factor in the Cholesky decomposition. 

Crnd> a <- X' %*% X; a 
( 1, 1) 473 170 432 
(2, 1) 170 144 218 
( 3, 1) 432 218 550 

Crnd> r <- cholesky ( a) # compare -r with QR decamp in Sec. 6.4 
( 1, 1) 21. 749 7.8166 19.863 
(2, 1) 0 9.105 6.8903 
(3, 1) 0 0 10.391 

Crnd> r' %*% r # same as a within rounding error. 
( 1, 1) 473 170 432 
( 2, 1) 170 144 218 
( 3, 1) 432 218 550 

It is an error if the argument to cholesky () has any negative eigenvalues: 

Crnd> b <- a - dmat(J,60); eigenvals(b) 
(1) 970.9 30.944 -14.842 

Crnd> cholesky(b) 
ERROR: argument to cholesky is not positive definite 

Problem found while pivoting column 2 

If a has an eigenvalue that is O or close to 0, the result of cholesky (a) is unreliable. 

6.6 Working with triangular matrices - triupper(), trilower() and triunpack() There are 
three functions that make it easier to work with triangular matrices such as are 
produced by qrdcornp and cholesky (). triupper () and trilower () extract the 
diagonal and elements above (triupper ()) or below (trilower ()) the diagonal, and 
triunpack () creates triangular matrices and symmetric matrices from a vector of 
length m(m + 1)/2. 

triupper ( a) returns a matrix d of the same size and shape as a with d [ i, j] = a [ i, j] 
for i ~ j (on or above the diagonal) and d [ i, j] = 0 for i > j (below the diagonal). 

triupper (a, square: T) returns a triangular m by m square matrix, where m = 
min (nrows (a), ncols (a)). 

trilower ( a) returns a matrix d of the same size and shape as a with d [ i, j) = a [ i, j] 
for i ~ j (on or below the diagonal) and d [ i, j] = 0 for i < j (above the diagonal). 
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Keyword square cannot be used with trilower (). 

For both triupper () and trilower (), argument a must be a matrix but need not be 
square. If a is a CHARACTER matrix, elements above or below the diagonal are set to 
empty quoted strings ("") instead of O's. 

Am by m upper or lower triangular matrix is determined by the m(m+l)/2 
elements consisting of m diagonal elements and m(m-1)/2 elements above or 
belowthediagonal. triupper(a,pack:T) and trilower(a,pack:T) return these 
elements in a vector of length m(m+l)/2. For this usage, a must be square. 

Cmd> a <- matrix(run(l2),4}; a 
( 1, 1) 1 5 9 
( 2 / 1) 2 6 10 
( 3, 1) 3 7 11 
(4, 1) 4 8 12 

Cmd> triupper(a) 
(1, 1) 1 5 9 
( 2 I 1) 0 6 10 
( 3, 1) 0 0 11 
( 4, 1) 0 0 0 

Cmd> triupper(a,square:T} 
( 1, 1) 1 5 9 
(2, 1) 0 6 10 
( 3, 1) 0 0 11 

Cmd> triupper(a,pack:T} 
ERROR: input matrix must be square when pack is T 

Cmd> v <- triupper(a[run(3},],pack:T}; v # a[run(3),J is square 
(1) 1 5 6 9 10 
(6) 11 

Cmd> trilower(a} 
(1, 1) 1 
(2 I 1) 2 
(3, 1) 3 
(4,1) 4 

0 
6 
7 
8 

0 
0 

11 
12 

Similarly am by m symmetric matrix is determined by the m(m+l)/2 elements on 
and above the diagonal. triunpack (v) creates a square symmetric matrix from vector 
v whose length must be of the form m(m+l)/2. The result is a m by m symmetric 
matrix whose upper triangle (including the diagonal) is determined by v. 
triunpack (v, lower: T) and triunpack (v, upper: T) produce lower and upper 
triangular matrices, respectively. 

Cmd> triunpack(v} 
(1,1) 1 
(2, 1) 5 
(3, 1) 9 

Cmd> triunpack(v,upper:T) 
(1,1) 1 
(2, 1) 0 
(3,1) 0 

5 
6 

10 

5 
6 
0 
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Cmd> triunpack(v,lower:T) 
(1,1) 1 
(2, 1) 5 
( 3, 1) 9 

0 
6 

10 

0 
0 

11 

When vis a CHARACTER vector, empty strings (" ") are used instead of O's in the other 
half. 

6.7 Cluster analysis cluster () computes a hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis 
of the rows of a data matrix or of objects whose inter-object dissimilarity or similarity 
coefficients are provided. kmeans ( ) computes a k-means analysis directly on the data, 
starting with randomly assigned clusters, pre-specified clusters, or a matrix of means 
vectors used as "seeds." 

6.7.1 Hierarchical analysis using cluster() When using cluster (), you can specify any 
of 7 methods for computing the distance between clusters. cluster () prints a class 
table, that is a table of cluster membership, and a dendrogram showing the history of 
agglomeration. You can save the class table and/ or the values of the distance or 
similarity coefficient between clusters at each agglomerative step. The cluster code was 
adapted from Fortran program hcl by F. Murtagh. 

cluster (x, method :Meth), where xis an by p matrix, clusters the rows of x 
considered as multivariate observations and Meth is a quoted string or CHARACTER 
scalar specifying the agglomeration method used. Legal values for Meth are "ward", 
"single", "complete", "average", "mcquitty", "median" and "centroid". If 
method: Meth is omitted, method: "average" is assumed. "average", "complete 11 

and "single II specify the average, complete and single linkage methods, respectively; 
"ward" and "mcquitty" specify Ward's incremental sums of squares method and 
McQuitty's weighted average link method, respectively; and II centroid II and 

11 median II specify the centroid and median methods, respectively. See Gordon (1987) 
for details and further references. 

By default, the columns of x are standardized by subtracting column means and 
dividing by column standard deviations before distances are computed. If this is not 
desired, use cluster (x,method:Meth, standard: F). 

The join points of the dendrogram are labelled in the left margin with the value of the 
criterion used, either derived from the Euclidean distances among the rows of x or 
from dissimilarity matrix d or similarity matrix s (see below). If you are clustering the 
rows of x and distance:" euclidsq" is an argument, these will be labelled with 
squared Euclidean distance. This affects only output, not the clustering itself. 

cluster () displays only the final stages of the agglomeration process. By default this is 
is the history from a stage with 9 (or fewer) clusters to the next to final stage at which 
there remain 2 clusters. Keyword phrase nc 1 us t : m sets the maximum number of 
clusters displayed tom, that is it shows the history starting with the stage when there are 
m clusters. 

Cmd> setseeds(67871,32211) # set values of seeds (see Sec. 2.13.1) 
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Cmd> x <- rnorm(5J; x# generate miniscule data set 
(1) 0.32218 -0.0020892 -1.3853 -0.47216 

Cmd> cluster(x,method: "ward") 
Case Number of Clusters Class table 
No. 2 3 4 5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 1 
1 3 
2 2 
1 3 
1 1 

Criterion 

1.7166 
0.89782 
0.42566 
0.25677 

Cluster No. 

1 1 
3 3 
2 2 
4 4 
1 5 

Dendrogram or tree 
+ 
+-----------+ 
+-----+ I 
I +--+ I 
+--+ I I I 
1 5 3 4 2 
Clusters 1 to 5 (Top 4 levels of hierarchy). 
Clustering method: Ward's minimum variance 
Distance: Euclidian (standardized) 

0.60574 

Crnd> cluster(x,nclust:3,method:"ward"J #limit no of clusters shown 
Case Number of Clusters 
No. 2 3 

1 1 1 
2 1 3 
3 2 2 
4 1 3 
5 1 1 

Criterion 

1.7166 
0.89782 

Cluster No. 

+ 
+-----+ 
+--+ I 
1 3 2 

1st 2 columns of class table 
above 

This is equivalent to the top 
of the preceding dendrogram 

Clusters 1 to 3 (Top 2 levels of hierarchy). 
Clustering method: Ward's minimum variance 
Distance: Euclidian (standardized) 

cluster (dissim: d, rnethod:Meth) and cluster (similar: s, method:Meth), where 
d ors are n by n matrices of dissimilarity coefficients (distances) or similarity 
coefficients, clusters the objects whose dissimilarities or similarities are specified by d or 
s. The elements of d are treated computationally as if they were (non-squared) 
Euclidean distances. The use of s irni 1 : s is algorithmically equivalent to the use of 
dissim:sqrt(2*(max(vector(s))-s)). 

Crnd> d <- abs(x-x') # Euclidean distances because ncols(x) = 1 
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Cmd> cluster (dissim:d, method: "ward", standard:F) 
Case Number of Clusters 
No. 2 3 4 5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 1 
1 3 
2 2 
1 3 
1 1 

Criterion 

1. 3405 
0.70108 
0.33239 

0.2005 

1 
3 
2 
4 
1 

1 
3 
2 
4 
5 

+ 
+-----------+ 
+-----+ I 
I +--+ I 
+--+ I I I 

Cluster No. 1 5 3 4 2 
Clusters 1 to 5 (Top 4 levels of hierarchy). 
Clustering method: Ward's minimum variance 
Distance: Input dissimilarity matrix 

This last example gives the identical output to cluster (x, method: "ward", 
standard: F) since dis identical to the Euclidean distances between the cases as 
computed from non-standardized data. 

For all agglomeration methods, the clustering algorithm starts with n clusters, each 
consisting of a single object. Over the course of n - l stages at each of which two 
clusters are merged, all objects are combined into a single cluster. At each stage, the two 
nearest or most similar clusters are merged. The various methods differ in how they 
determine the distance between two clusters. 

In the output, clusters are numbered in such a way that, when there are k clusters, they 
are numbered 1, 2, ... , k, and then cluster k and cluster j < k are merged into a new 
cluster j. The cluster membership table above shows that initially clusters C1 through 
Cs are C1 = {1}, C2 = {3}, C3 = {2}, C4 = {4}, and Cs= {5}. The first merge combines C1 
and Cs to form a new cluster C1 = {1,5}. Then C3 and C4 are merged to form a new 
cluster C3 = {2,4}. At the next stage, C1 and C3 are merged to form a new cluster C1 = 
{1,2,4,5}. The final stage is not shown but consists of a new cluster C1 = {1,2,3,4,5}. 
There is little relationship between case number and cluster number, even when there 
are n clusters. 

The dendrogram or tree also shows the merging pattern. Reading from the bottom up, 
C1 and Cs whose dissimilarity is 0.2568 merge to form a new C1. Then C3 and C4 
whose dissimilarity is 0.4257 merge to form a new C3, and so on. 

By default, cluster () prints both the class table and dendrogram. You can suppress 
printing the former by class: F and the latter by tree: F. 
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Cmd> cluster(x,method:"ward",tree:F) # suppress dendrogram 
Case Number of Clusters 
No. 2 3 4 5 

1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 3 3 3 
3 2 2 2 2 
4 1 3 4 4 
5 1 1 1 5 

The lines in the class table are normally in the same order as the cases or objects being 
clustered. Keyword phrase reorder : T changes the order printed so that similar cases 
are together. It does not change the dendrogram. 

Cmd> cluster(x,method: "ward", tree:F,reorder:T) 
Case Number of Clusters 
No. 2 3 4 5 

1 1 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 5 
2 1 3 3 3 
4 1 3 4 4 
3 2 2 2 2 

Ordinarily cluster () returns a NULL value. However, if a keyword phrase of the form 
keep: charVec is an argument, where charVec is a CHARACTER vector, printed output 
is suppressed and certain results are returned as value. Legal values for the elements of 
charVec are the following: 

Value of keep What is saved 

"distances" Computed distances 

"classes" n by (nclust-1) class membership matrix 

"crit" vector of criterion values at each of the last nclust - 1 merges 

"all" Distances, class membership matrix, and criterion values. 

If more than one type of result is requested, they are saved in a structure with 
components distances, classes, and/or criterion. The order of rows in the class 
table that is returned is not affected by reorder: T. 

When keep is used, nothing is normally printed. You can force printing of both the 
class table and dendrogram by keyword phrase print: T, or just one or the other by 
class: Tor tree: T. These keyword phrases should follow keep if it is used. 
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Cmd> result <- cluster (x, keep: "all", method: "ward"); result 
component: distances 
(1, 1) 0 
(2,1) 0.41527 
(3,1) 2.1866 
(4,1) 1.0172 
(5,1) 0.36312 
component: classes 
(1, 1) 1 
(2, 1) 1 
(3, 1) 2 
( 4, 1) 1 
(5, 1) 1 
component: criterion 
(1) 1.7166 

0.41527 
0 

1. 7713 
0.60198 
0.77839 

1 
3 
2 
3 
1 

0.89782 

2.1866 
1.7713 

0 
1.1693 
2.5497 

1 
3 
2 
4 
1 

0.42566 

1.0172 
0.60198 
1.1693 

0 
1.3804 

1 
3 
2 
4 
5 

0.25677 

Cmd> result<-cluster(x,keep:vector("classes", "criterion"),\ 
method: "ward", tree: T) 

Criterion 

1. 7166 
0.89782 
0.42566 
0.25677 

Cluster No. 

+ 
+-----------+ 
+-----+ I 

+--+ I 
+--+ I I I 
1 5 3 4 2 
Clusters 1 to 5 (Top 4 levels of hierarchy). 
Clustering method: Ward's minimum variance 
Distance: Euclidian (standardized) 

Crnd> compnames(result) # result has two components 
(1) "classes" 
(2) "criterion" 

0.36312 
0.77839 

2.5497 
1.3804 

0 

6.7.2 K-means analysis using kmeansO Function kmeans ( ) performs k-means 
clustering of the rows of a REAL matrix using an algorithm programmed by Douglas 
Hawkins. After k initial clusters have been determined, cases are reallocated among 
clusters in an attempt to minimize the sum of the within-cluster sums of squares. 
Initial clusters may be pre-specified, selected randomly, selected so as to optimally 
cluster the first variable, or selected to be nearest to the rows of a matrix as putative 
mean vectors to be used as "seeds." 

You can specify a range kmin ~ k ~ kmax fork. In this case, kmeans () firsts finds krnax 
clusters; it then merges the two closest clusters to get kmax - 1 new starting clusters and 
does a new clustering, and so on. The output is a structure with components 
criterion, a vector containing the minimized value of the within-cluster sums of 
squares for each number of clusters, and classes, a class membership matrix of 
integers whose columns successively define cluster membership for kmax, kmax - 1, ... , 
kmin cluster solutions. By default, the data are standardized before clustering. 

Unless suppressed by keyword phrase quiet: T, a brief history of the merging process is 
printed, including the values of the criterion being minimized. 

The simplest usage is krneans (y, krnax: kl, krnin: k2), where y is a REAL matrix and kl 
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~ k2 ~ 1 are positive integers. This selects initial clusters randomly using the same 
pseudo random number generator as is used by runi () and rnorm () (see Sec 2.13.1). 

You use keyword start with permissible values "random", "optimal 11
, "means II and 

11 classes 11
, to specify alternative ways of determining the initial clusters. 

kmeans (y, kmax: kl, kmin: k2, start: 11 random 11 
) is identical to kmeans (y, 

kmax: kl , kmin : k2 ) . 

kmeans (y, kmax: kl, kmin: k2, start: 11 optimal 11
) attempts to select the initial 

clusters so as to minimize the within-cluster sums of squares for column 1 of y. 

kmeans (y, means, kmin: k2, start: "means"), where means is a REAL matrix with 
ncols (y) columns, selects as initial cluster j those rows of y that are closer (using 
Euclidean distance) to row j of means than to any other row of means. The initial 
number kl =kmax of clusters is the number of distinct rows of means. The rows of 
means should be in the units of y, not standardized units. 

kmeans (y, classes, kmin: k2, start: 11 classes"), uses classes, a vector of 
nrows (y) positive integers~ 255, to specify initial clusters. The initial number kl = 
kmax of clusters is the number of distinct integers in classes. If there are empty 
classes (not all integers between 1 and max (classes) are present), the empty classes are 
"squeezed out." 

In all these usages, kmin: k2 is omitted, k2 = kmin is assumed the same as kl = kmax· 

There are three additional keywords. 

Keyword Phrase Meaning 

standard:F Do not standardize before clustering 

weights:wts Use weighted means and sums of squares where wt s is 
a REAL vector of length nrows (y) with w [ i] > 0 

quiet:T Suppress printing of clustering history 

Here is an example of the use of kmeans ( ) with two variables artificial data set of size 

n = 100. All rows are bivariate normal with variance matrix [~ 
2
~ l Rows 1- 35 

have mean [20, 25], rows 36-65 have mean [25,20], and rows 65 - 100 have mean [30,30]. 

Cmd> truegroups <- vector(rep(l,35),rep(2,30),rep(3,35)) 

Cmd> mul <- vector(20,25);mu2 <- vector(25,20);mu3 <- vector(J0,30) 

Cmd> mu<- vconcat(rep(l,35)*mul',rep(l,30)*mu2',rep(l,35)*mu3') 

Cmd> setseeds(l009295761,91594389) 

Cmd> y <-mu+ matrix(5*rnorm(200),100) 
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Cmd> stuff<- kmeans(y,kmax:5,kmin:3) 
Cluster analysis by reallocation of objects using Trace W criterion 
Variables are standardized before clustering 
Initial allocation is random 

k Initial Final Reallocations 
5 187.44 63.617 76 
5 63.617 50.694 18 
5 50.694 49.371 7 
5 49.3,71 48.466 4 
5 48.466 48.376 2 
5 48.376 48.172 2 
5 48.172 48.172 0 

Merging clusters 1 and 3; criterion = 67.543 
k Initial Final Reallocations 
4 67.543 58.955 11 
4 58.955 58.335 4 
4 58.335 57.867 3 
4 57.867 57.867 0 

Merging clusters 3 and 4; criterion = 84.621 
k Initial Final Reallocations 
3 84.621 79.947 7 
3 79.947 78.709 6 
3 78.709 74.861 8 
3 74.861 74.755 1 
3 74.755 74.755 0 

Cmd> compnames(stuff) # names of components of output 
(1) "classes" 
( 2) "criterion" 

Cmd> dim(stuff$classes) # stuff$classes is 100 by 3 
(1) 100 3 

Cmd> max(stuff$classes) # columns give 5, 4, and 3 cluster solutions 
(1,1) 5 4 3 

Cmd> stuffl <- kmeans(y,hconcat(mul,mu2,mu3) ',start:"means") 
Cluster analysis by reallocation of objects using Trace W criterion 
Variables are standardized before clustering 
Initial allocation is by nearest candidate mean 

k Initial Final Reallocations 
3 78.809 76.568 7 
3 76.568 75.92 6 
3 75.92 75.215 6 
3 75.215 74.755 3 
3 74.755 74.755 0 

Cmd> print (format: "l. Of", truegroups, width: 70, labels:F) 
truegroups: "True" cluster membership 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
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Cmd> print (format:" 1. Of", vector ( stuff$classes [, 3 J), width: 70, labels: F) 
VECTOR: 3-cluster solution from random choice of 5 clusters 

3 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 1 3 2 
1 3 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 

Cmd> print (format:" 1. Of", vector ( stuff1$classes [, 1)), width: 70, labels: F) 
VECTOR: 3-cluster solution starting with true means 

1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 3 
2 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 
2 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 

Cmd> # Note that random starting and "seeding" with mean vectors led 

Cmd> # same clusters with different numbers 

Cmd> chars<- vector("\1", "\2", "\3") # plotting chars for clusters 

Cmd> chplot(y[,1],y[,2],chars[truegroups],\ 
xlab: "yl ",ylab: "y2", title: "True Clusters" J 

Cmd> chplot(y[,l],y[,2),chars[stuff$classes[,3JJ,\ 
xlab: "yl ",ylab: "y2 ", title: "kmeans Clusters with random start") 

.. 

.. 
l•J 2 0 2 S 

.. .. 
30 

" 

'" 

20 

:0 

km.ans Cluscotrs w1-:.h r.!l.ndom :ltd.rt 

.. 

:3 '0 JO 

... .. 

:; 5 

6.8 Factor rotation Several statistical procedures, including factor analysis and principal 
components analysis (PCA), involve determining a matrix p by m matrix L with p > 
m whose columns are orthonormal, that is L'L = Im. In factor analysis the elements 
in row i of L are the "loadings" of variable ion each of them factors. That is, 

m 

variable xi is assumed to be representable as x; = µ; + L liiFj + e;, where Fj is an 
j=I 

unobserved random variable - a factor - and ei is uncorrelated with F1, ... ,Fm· In 
addition, e1, e2, ... , ep are themselves assumed uncorrelated. In matrix notation, the 
factor analysis representation can be written x = µ + LF + e, where F = [Fi, ... , F ml'. 
In PCA, the columns of Lare the first m eigenvectors of the covariance matrix and 
the elements in column j are the coefficients multiplying each variable in computing 
the jth principal component. In PCA, too the elements can be considered loadings in 

m 

that variable xi can be represented X; = µ; + L(li + e;, where zj is the jth principal 
j=l 
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p 

component and e; = L/iz,is a linear combination of the last p - m principal 
j=m+l 

components and is uncorrelated with z1, ... , Zm· This representation differs from the 
factor analytic representation in that e1, e2, ... , eP cannot be mutually uncorrelated since 
they are linear combinations of only p - m random variables. In matrix notation, we 
have x = µ + LZ + e, where Z = [zi, z2, .•• , zmJ'. 

A common feature of both these problems is that often what is important about L is 
not the individual elements but them dimensional subspace the columns of L span. 
From the point of view of representing x, any p by m matrix L satisfying L'L = I,,, and 

whose columns span the same subspace will do just as well, since x = µ + Lft + e or 
X = µ + Lz + e I where F = R' F and z = R'Z I with R = L' L orthogonal ( R' R = Im) satisfying 

LR= L. The problem of rotation is to determine an orthogonal matrix R so that 
L = LR so that the elements of For Z are likely to be "interpretable." There are many 
methods of factor rotation used, among them varimax and quartimax (Morrison 
1990). 

rotation ( 1, method: methodName) computes the rotated version of 1 using the 
rotation method methodName which must be a quoted string or CHARACTER scalar. At 
present the only legal value for methodName is "varimax". That is, an orthogonal 
matrix R is found so that 1 % * % R maximizes a criterion. The value returned is 1 
%*% R. 1 must be a REAL matrix with nrows ( 1) ~ ncols ( 1). The result is a REAL 
matrix with the same dimensions as 1. Matrix R can be recovered as 1 ' % * % ( 
rotation ( 1). If keyword method is not used, the default is "method :varimax". 

rotation ( 1, verbose: T) prints the value of the Varimax criterion before and after 
rotation. 

rotation (Loadings, reorder: T) enables post-processing that multiplies each 
column of the result to make its sum positive and reorders columns in decreasing 
order of the column sums of squares. 

We illustrate it by rotating the first three eigenvectors computed in Sec. 6.2.1. 

Cmd> 1 <- eigs$vectors[,run(3)] # first 3 eigenvectors 

Cmd> 11 <- rotation(l,method:"varimax",verbose:TJ; 11 
Varimax starting criterion= 0.26955, final criterion= 
6 iterations and 18 rotations 
(1,1) -0.11568 -0.48525 
(2,1) -0.069719 0.031599 
(3,1) 0.77047 0.16287 
(4,1) -0.62298 0.29607 
(5,1) -0.0062421 -0.80582 

-0.2605 
0.86437 

-0.24596 
-0.35267 
0.011475 

Cmd> r 
(1, 1) 
(2 I 1) 

<- 1' %*% ll;r 
0.28364 
0.66516 

-0.69073 

# rotation matrix 
-0.64467 0.70989 

0.66551 0.3386 
( 3 I 1) 0.37615 0.61758 
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Cmd> 1 
(1, 1) 
(2, 1) 
(3, 1) 
(4, 1) 
( 5, 1) 

%*% r # Same as 
-0.11568 

-0.069719 
0.77047 

-0.62298 
-0.0062421 

11; 11 %*% 
-0.48525 
0.031599 

0.16287 
0.29607 

-0.80582 

Cmd> rotation(l,reorder:T) 
(1,1) 0.11568 -0.2605 
(2,1) 0.069719 0.86437 
(3,1) -0.77047 -0.24596 
(4,1) 0.62298 -0.35267 
(5,1) 0.0062421 0.011475 

r' is same 
-0.2605 
0.86437 

-0.24596 
-0.35267 
0.011475 

0.48525 
-0.031599 

-0.16287 
-0.29607 

0.80582 

as 1 

Caution: Do not confuse rotation () with rotate () (Sec. 5.2.5) which shifts the rows 
of its first argument up or down, wrapping around the end. 
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7. Files 

7.1 Format of data readable by matread() Function ma tread () (Sec. 2.11.3) expects that 
data will be in a plain text or ASCII file in a specific format. Most word processors have 
an option for saving text or ASCII files. 

To illustrate the specific format expected by ma tread (), here is a listing of file 
data. txt containing several data sets that ma tread () can read: 

yl 3 4 
) Sample 3 by 4 matrix with 
) MISSING -1 

1 missing value 

)"%f %f %f %f" 
3.31662 3.00000 
3.16228 3.46410 
2.44949 3.74166 

3.46410 3.31662 
2.00000 -1.00000 
2.82843 1.73205 

y2 3 4 LOGICAL COLUMNS FORMAT 
) This is the matrix (yl > 3) 
) MISSING -99 
) II 5x%f %f %f II 

(5x,4f13.0) 
Col.1 1 1 0 
Col. 2 0 1 1 
Col. 3 1 0 0 
Col. 4 1 -99 0 

y3 2 2 4 
) 2 by 2 by 2 array 
) Rows in order are 
) MISSING -99 

y3 [ 1, 1, ] , y3 [ 1, 2, ] , y3 [ 2 , 1, ] , y3 [ 2, 2 , ] 

) "%f %f %f %f" 
53.222 56.057 
36.147 56.357 
49.979 62.120 
45.278 31.604 

44.683 
47.651 

-99.000 
27.964 

46.343 
54.889 
35.926 
54.206 

people 2 2 CHARACTER 
) 2 by two matrix of unquoted CHARACTER elements with no embedded 
) blanks or tabs 
) "%s %s" 
Tom Harry 
Dick Elizabeth 

experinfo 3 CHARACTER 
) Each line of data is a CHARACTER element 
Data were obtained in a randomized complete block experiment 
in 7 replicates. Threatments were control plus 3 levels of 
Nitrogen. 

Desserts 3 QUOTED COLUMNS 
) Data are quoted CHARACTER elements 
)"%s %s %s" 
"Ice cream" "Strawberries" "Short cake 
with whipped cream" 
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nulldata NULL 
) This is a null data set. It must be followed by a blank line 

mystruc 2 STRUCTURE 
) This is a structure with two components, a and b 
) The blank line before the header of each component is required 

mystruc$a 2 QUOTED COLUMNS 
) CHARACTER vector of length 2 
) Two quoted fields 
"The quick brown fox" "Jumps over the lazy dog" 

mystruc$constants 2 STRUCTURE 
) This component is a structure with two components, pi and e 

mystruc$constants$pi 1 1 
) 1 by 1 matrix 
3.14159265358979 

mystruc$constants$e 1 
) vector of length 1 
2.71828182845905 

The first line or name line of each data set contains its name, together with dimension 
information or number of components and sometimes other information. Here the 
first two data sets are 3 by 4 matrices, a REAL matrix with name yl and a LOGICAL 
matrix with name y2. The next one is 2 by 2 by 3 REAL array y3. Next come three 
CHARACTER data sets, a 2 by 2 matrix people and vectors, experinfo and Desserts, 
each of length 3. Data set nulldata represents a NULL variable. The last, mystruc, is a 
structure with two components, one of which is itself a structure. Its components have 
the same form as other data sets, but their names reflect their position in the structure. 

The name line is the only required header line. 

COLUMNS or COLS can also be on the name line of a REAL, LOGICAL or CHARACTER data 
set. Either of these indicates that the data are in the file column by column, that is with 
the first subscript changing most rapidly. Thus, although y2 is 3 by 4, it is on the file in 
transposed form with 4 lines of 3 values each. Note that Desserts, with COLUMNS, puts 
the entire vector on one line, except that the last element spills over to a second line. 
Here is how array y3 would be with COLUMNS on the name line. 

y3 2 2 4 COLUMNS 
) 2 by 2 by 2 array 
) Rows in order are y3[,1,1],y(,2,l],y[,l,2],y[,2,2], 
) y3 [ / 1, 3] I y [ f 2 I 3] I y [ I 1, 4] f y [ f 2 I 4] 
) MISSING: -99 
) "%f %f" 
53.222 
36.147 
56.057 
56.357 
44.683 
47.651 
46.343 
54.889 

49.979 
45.278 
62.120 
31. 604 

-99.000 
27.964 
35.926 
54.206 

Each line of data corresponds to a different value of the last subscript. 
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ROWS is also legal and indicates data are read with the last subscript changing most 
rapidly. It is never necessary since the default is to read by rows. 

Following the name line may be comment lines starting with with ") " at the start of 
the line. The purpose of comment lines is to provide descriptive and/ or formatting 
information about the data set. ma tread () normally echoes comment lines to output 
when the data set is found, but such echoing can be suppressed by including quiet: T as 
an argument (Sec. 7.1.4). 

7.1.1 REAL and LOGICAL data The absence of LOGICAL, CHARACTER, QUOTED, NULL, and 
STRUCTURE on the name line means the data set is a REAL vector, matrix or array. The 
presence of LOGICAL on the name line indicates the data set is LOGICAL with 1 
translated as True and O as False. Any other numerical values will be treated as True 
and a warning message printed. Note that the values must be numerical and not 11T" 
and 11F". 

FORMAT is also legal on the name line of REAL or LOGICAL data sets, but has no special 
meaning in MacAnova. It indicates the presence of a Fortran style format specification 
after the comment lines but before the data. A computer program written in the 
Fortran programming language might use this information to retrieve data from the 
file. 

Foryl,y2andy3, thecommentlines 11
) MISSING -l"or 11

) MISSING -99"informs 
mat read () that data items with value -1 or -99 should be considered to be missing. 
Any value that does not otherwise appear in the data set can be used, but preferably an 
integer. 

For compatibility with earlier versions of MacAnova, an apparently REAL data set with 
a comment line of the form 

) LOGICAL 

is considered to be LOGICAL even the first line doesn't contain LOGICAL. 

A comment line of the form ) 11 %f %f ... 11 or) 11 %lf %lf ... 11 has a special 
meaning. What matters is the number m of repetitions of % f or % 1 f. m is the 
definitive specification of the maximum number of REAL or LOGICAL data items on any 
line in the data set in the file. Usually m will be the same as the number of columns 
(or the number of rows, if COLUMNS was specified). However, if m is smaller, this 
indicates each row or column is split among several lines, each, except possibly the last, 
with m values. For example, if each row of yl were split between two lines, with the 
first line having m = 3 numbers and the second 1 number, ) 11 % f % f % f II would be 
required for it to be read correctly. If m is larger than what the name line specifies, the 
name line specification prevails. 

As exemplified by data set y2, the ) 11 %f ... line can also be of the form, say, 
) 

11 5x% f % f % f 11
• The 11 5x" specifies that the first 5 characters of each line should be 

skipped, perhaps because, as is the case here, they provide labeling information for the 
line. 

The line following the ) 11 % f ... 11 line for y 2 is the optional Fortran format line starting 
with 11 

(" whose presence was signalled by FORMAT on the first line. This is ignored by 
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MacAnova except as a signal that there are no more comment lines. 

The data immediately follow the optional comment and Fortran format lines. Data 
items must be separated by blanks or tabs; each change of the second subscript (or next 
to last subscript when COLUMNS is on the name line) must start on a new line. Unless 
COLUMNS is on the name line, each element of a vector must be on a separate line. 
Non-numerical items in a line (including "T" and "F" for LOGICAL data) stop the 
scanning of the line, with any further items expected in the line set to MISSING. 

7.1.2 CHARACTER data The presence of QUOTED or CHARACTER on the name line 
indicates that the data set is CHARACTER. 

QUOTED on the name line signals that every element is enclosed in double quotes 
(" ... "). There is no restriction on what can be inside the quotes, except that you must 
use \ " and \ \ to include double quotes and backslashes. A single element can in fact 
span several lines until terminated by a closing'"'. For example the third element of 
Desserts consists of two lines. In the default form, each element must start on a 
separate line. 

CHARACTER on the name line indicates CHARACTER data that will not be enclosed in 
double quotes. The default form is one element per line with no restrictions on what 
can be in the line. A CHARACTER data element can be split between two or more lines by 
ending every line but the last with "\ ". See the next paragraph for how you can specify 
several items per line. 

For CHARACTER data a comment line of the form ) "%s %s . . . 11 has a special 
meaning. If m is the number of "%s" in the line, then m is the maximum number of 
CHARACTER elements per line. When CHARACTER appears on the name line, each word 
(sequence of non blank characters including quotation marks) is read as a single 
element. If QUOTED appears on the name line, elements of CHARACTER data are expected 
to be enclosed in quotation marks (" ... 11 

) and a single element can span actually 
several lines in the file as is the case with data set Desserts. 

A comment line of the form, for example, ) 11 4x% s % s II specifies the first 4 characters in 
each line are to be skipped. 

When CHARACTER is on the name line and there is no comment line of the form ) "%s 
%s . . . 11

, the entire contents of a line (or several lines, when a line is continued by 
ending it with "\ ") forms a single data element. This is referred to as "by lines" format. 
Data set Desserts could also have been in the following form. 

Desserts 3 CHARACTER 
) Data are in by lines format 
Ice cream 
Strawberries 
Short cake\ 
with whipped cream 

If QUOTED is on the first line, and there is no ) 11 %s %s . . . " comment line, each 
element is quoted and must start on a new line. 

Following the header and comment lines come the CHARACTER data. Each row of data 
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(column if COLUMNS was specified) must start on a separate line. If there is a line of the 
form ) "%s ... , multiple data items in a line must be separated by blanks or tabs. 

7.1.3 Structures The presence of STRUCTURE on the name line indicates the data set is a 
structure. There can be no other keywords. After comments lines, if any, come the 
components, each preceded by at least one blank line. Each component is in the 
standard form for a REAL, LOGICAL, CHARACTER or NULL data set or is itself a structure. 
As shown in the sample file, each component data set's name is of the form 
structurename$compname, analogously to how you reference structure components 
by name. If a structure component is itself a structure, its components have names of 
the form structurenarne$compnarne1$compnarne2 (for example, 
mystruc$constants$pi). 

Each component of a structure can be read separately by specifying its full name. 

Cmd> matread(data.txt, "mystruc$constants$pi") 
mystruc$constants$pi 1 1 
) 1 by 1 matrix 
(1,1) 3.1416 

7.1.4 matread() keywords Here are is a table of keyword phrases that can be used as 
arguments to ma tread (). 

Keyword Phrase Meaning 

quiet:T Header and descriptive comments will not be printed 

echo:T Data lines will be printed as they are read 

silent:T Print only error messages; incompatible with quiet: For echo: T 

notfoundok:T Failure to find data set is not an error 

When not foundok: Tis an argument and the wanted data set is not found, no error 
message is printed and the value returned by ma tread () is NULL. 

In addition to these, you can use keyword string to "read" from a CHARACTER variable 
rather than a file. See Sec. 7.3. 

7.2 Reading CHARACTER data from files Both ma tread () and vecread () can read 
CHARACTER data from a file. 

ma tread () can read a named CHARACTER data set, which may be a scalar, vector, matrix 
or array in the special format described in Sec. 7.1.2. Here is an example reading from 
the file data. txt listed in Sec. 7.1. 

Cmd> desserts <- ma tread ("data. txt ", "Desserts" J 
Desserts 3 QUOTED COLUMNS 
) Data are quoted CHARACTER elements 

Cmd> desserts 
(1) "Ice cream" 
( 2) 11 Strawberries 11 

( 3 ) "Short cake 
with whipped cream" 
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No distinction is made between upper and lower case letters in the names of data sets 
in a file, so ma tread ("data. txt", "desserts") or ma tread ("data. txt", 
"DESSERTS") would also retrieve Desserts. See Sec. 7.1.2 for full information on how 
to format CHARACTER data in a file so that it can be read by ma tread (). 

You can also read CHARACTER data using vecread () by including either character: T 
or bylines: T as an argument in addition to the file name. Here is a listing of file 
chardata. txt which will be used as an example. 

#data on ·2 children 
Henry Male 67.3,10.5 
Susan Female 59.2,15.1 

Other stuff ... 

vecread ( fileName, character: T) reads CHARACTER data from a file with each 
"word" - a sequence of visible characters, excluding commas and the "stopping" 
character- being read as a single CHARACTER element. "Words" may be separated by 
spaces, tabs or commas (see also Sec. 2.11.1). As when reading REAL data, scanning of 
the file is terminated by a stopping character which by default is 11 

! ". You can change 
the stopping character to"$", say, by keyword phrase stop: "$ ". Similarly, keyword 
phrase skip: "#",say, directs that any lines starting with"#" are to be skipped. Skipped 
lines will be echoed to the screen if you use quiet : F. 

Cmd> vecread(chardata.txt,character:T) 
(1) "#data" 
(2) "on" 
( 3) II 2 II 

( 4) "children" 
(5) "Henry" 
(6) "Male" 
(7) "67.3" 
(8) "10.5" 
(9) "Susan" 

( 10) "Female" 
(11) "59.2" 
(12) "15.1" 

Note that vecread ( ) did not retrieve "Other", "stuff" and " ... " because they came 
after 11 

! ". 

You can use keywords skip, stop and quiet as when reading REAL data (Sec. 2.11.1). 

Cmd> words<- vecread("chardata.txt",character:T,skip:"#",quiet:F) 
#data on 2 children Printed because of quiet: F 

Cmd> words 
( 1) "Henry" 
(2) "Male" 
( 3) II 67 • 3 II 

( 4) "10. 5" 
(5) "Susan" 
(6) "Female" 
(7) "59. 2" 
(8) "15 .1" 
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vecread ( fileName, bylines: T) reads CHARACTER data from a file, treating each line 
in the file as a separate item. The stopping character 11 

! " terminates the reading only if 
it occurs in column 1. 

Cmd> lines <- vecread ( "chardata. txt ",bylines: T, skip: "#",quiet: T) 

Cmd> lines 
(1) "Henry Male 67.3,10.5" 
(2) "Susan Female 59.2,15.l" 
(3) II ! H 

(4) "Other stuff .. " 

The 11 ! " did not stop the read because it was not in column 1. The line starting with "#" 
was skipped, but not printed because of quiet: T. 

7.3 "Reading" from CHARACTER variables All commands that read files (except 
batch () and restore ()) can also "read" from a quoted string or CHARACTER variable 
which is the value of keyword string. Some examples are the following. 

Cmd> x <- vecread(string:"l 3 2 7 10.11"); x 
(1) 1 3 2 7 10.11 

Cmd> x <- vecread(string:vector("l 3", "2 7", "10.ll"));x 
(1) 1 3 2 7 10.11 

Cmd> charxl <- "xl 1 5 
) 1 by 5 matrix with up to 3 numbers per line 
)\"%f %f %f \" 
2 5 2 
7 13.21" 

Cmd> xl <- matread(string:charxl, "xl") 
xl 1 5 
) 1 by 5 matrix with up to 3 numbers per line 

Lines echoed 
by ma tread () 

Cmd> xl 
( 1, 1) 2 5 2 7 13.21 

Cmd> charx2 <- vector ( "x 1 5 ", \ 
") 1 by 5 matrix with up to 3 numbers per line",\ 
")\"%f %f %f \'"', "l 3 l", "8 17.l") 

Crnd> x2 <- matread(string:charx2, "x2") 
X 1 5 
) 1 by 5 matrix with up to 3 numbers per line 

Cmd> x2 
( 1, 1) 1 3 1 8 17.1 

As two of these examples show, the value of string can be a vector and the last two 
examples show that you can even read a named matrix from a CHARACTER variable. If 
the value of string is a vector, every element is read as a single line in a file (or 
several lines if there are embedded end-of-line characters.) 

On a windowed version (Macintosh, Windows, Motif), the value of string can be 
CLIPBOARD, allowing easy importing of data from other applications. For example, if 
you select a 20 by 5 array of numbers in a spreadsheet program such as Excel™, and 
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copy it to the Clipboard using Copy on the Edit menu, you can create a matrix in 
MacAnova by 

Cmd> data<- matrix(vecread:CLIPBOARD,5)' # note the transpose 

Predefined macro fromclip makes this easier. 

Cmd> data<- fromclip(5) # argument is number of columns 

Here is an example showing how to use vecread () to extract information from 
predefined CHARACTER variable VERSION which contains information on the version 
number and compilation date for the copy of MacAnova you are using. 

Cmd> VERSION 
( 1) "MacAnova 4. 04 of 03/31/97 (Mac with Co-Processor [MPWC])" 

Cmd> tmp <- vecread(string:VERSION,character:T);tmp #see Sec. 7.2 
(1) "MacAnova" 
(2) "4.04" 
(3) "of" 
(4) "03/31/97" 
( 5) " (Mac" 
(6) "with" 
(7) "Co-Processor" 
( 8 ) " [ MPWC] ) " 

Cmd> versionNo <- vecread(string:tmp[2]); versionNo 
(1) 4. 04 

Cmd> date<- vecread(string:tmp[4],silent:T); date 
(1) 3 31 97 

Note the use of silent: T to suppress the warning message that would normally occur 
because of the /'sin the data. See Sec. 2.11.1. 

The ability to read a file as CHARACTER data and then take apart the lines sometimes 
makes it possible to to read text files that have non-standard formats. For example, 
suppose file presdent. txt looks like the following: 

G. Washington 1789 1797 VA 2/22/1732 
J. Adams 1797 1801 MA 10/30/1795 
T. Jefferson 1801 1809 VA 4/13/1743 

12/14/1799 Episcopalian 
7/4/1826 Unitarian 
7/4/1826 Deist 

Then you can create variables containing information from specific fields of each line. 
Here are some examples (see Sec. 9.2.3 for the use of for ( ... ) { ... } ). 

Cmd> data <- vecread ( 11presdent. txt 11
, bylines: T) #See Sec. 7. 2 

Cmd> data 
(1) "G. Washington 
(2) "J. Adams 
(3) "T. Jefferson 

1789 1797 VA 2/22/1732 12/14/1799 Episcopalian" 
1797 1801 MA 10/30/1795 7/4/1826 Unitarian" 
1801 1809 VA 4/13/1743 7/4/1826 Deist" 

Cmd> names <- rep ( 11 
", 3) # create big enough variable 

Cmd> for(i,run(3)){ names[i] <- \ 
paste(vecread(string:data[i],character:T)[run(2)]);;} 
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Cmd> names 
(1) "G. Washington" 
( 2 ) "J . Adams " 
(3) "T. Jefferson" 

Cmd> terms<- matrix(rep(0,6),3) # create big enough variable 

Cmd> for(i,run(3)){ 
@tmp <- vecread(string:data[i],char:T)[run(3,4)] 
terms[i,J <- vecread(string:@tmp)[run(2)] ';;} 

Cmd> tenns 
(1, 1) 
(2, 1) 
(3, 1) 

1789 
1797 
1801 

Cmd> birthyear <- rep(0,3) 

Cmd> for(i,run(3)){ 

1797 
1801 
1809 

@tmp <- vecread(string:data[i],char:T) [6] 
birthyear[i] <- vecread(string:@tmp,silent:T)[3];;} 

Cmd> birthyear 
(1) 1732 1795 1743 

In each case, we start by creating a variable of the right size and shape to hold the data 
extracted. 

7.4 Writing data to the screen and to files There are several commands for writing data 
in human readable form. These include print (),write (), matprint (), and 
matwri te (). The first two of these normally write to the screen or output window, 
while the remainder write plain text or ASCII files. All require one or more MacAnova 
variables or expressions as arguments and allow you to specify the format in which 
information is written using keyword phrases. 

Commands write () and matwri te () differ from their twins print () and 
matprint () only in the default format that is used for REAL and LOGICAL data. The 
default format for print () and matprint () is taken from option format; the default 
format for write () and matwri te () is taken from option wformat (See Sec. 8.1). 
These defaults are initialized to "12. 5g" and "16. 9g", that is, floating point format 
with 5 and 9 significant digits, respectively. Thus commands ending in print 
normally provide 5 significant digits, and those ending in write provide 9 significant 
digits. 

Commands matprint (), and matwri te () write to files. Their first argument is a 
quoted string or a CHARACTER variable specifying the file name. Their default action is 
to add information to the end of an existing file, not disturbing anything already in the 
file. However, if you include keyword phrase new: T as an argument, writing starts at 
the beginning of the file, overwriting any information in the file. An example of their 
use might be 

Cmd> matwri te ( "myfile ", a, b, logb: log (b), new: T) 

This also illustrates another use of keywords on all these commands - to specify a 
name to label a printed item. Without the keyword logb, log ( b) would have been 
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given a generic label such as NUMBER or VECTOR. 

If you use variable CONSOLE in place of a file name, output will be written to the screen ( 
and not to a file. This can be helpful for exploring the format of data sets written by 
matprint () and matwrite (). The value of CONSOLE is ignored. 

You can modify the format used on all output commands using keywords nsig and 
format. 

Keyword phrase Meaning 

nsig:n Number of significant digits will be positive integer n 

format:Format Format used taken from CHARACTER scalar Format 

An argument of either form affects how subsequent arguments are printed until 
another nsig or format keyword phrase, if any, resets the formatting. Format must be 
a quoted string or CHARACTER variable. See the discussion of option format in Sec. 8.1.3 
for details on the value of Format. 

If nsig: nor format: Format follows all data argument in the command (for example, 
print (x, y, nsig: 15) or matprint ( "myfile", x, y, nsig: 15) ), it is used as if it were 
preceded all other arguments (except the file name) (print (nsig: 15, x, y) or 
matprint ( "myfile", nsig: 15, x, y) ). See Sec. 7.4.1 for examples of keywords 
format and nsig. 

Keywords nsig and format affect only the current command and have no effect on 
option settings. 

7.4.1 print() and write() These both write to the screen or output window and have 
identical usage, print (varl, var2, ... ) and write (varl, var2, ... ) , possibly with 
interspersed nsig and format keyword phrases (see Sec. 7.4). Arguments varl, var2, ... 
can be arbitrary expressions, variables or macros, even variables of type GRAPH. 

Cmd> x <- 1000*PI 

Cmd> print (x, format: "16. 9g", xl :x, format:". 4g" ,y:x, \ 

X: 
( 1) 
xl: 
(1) 
y: 
( 1) 
z: 
( 1) 

Cmd> 
x: 

format: "10.3f",z:x) 

3141. 6 

3141. 59265 

3142 

3141. 593 

write(x) 

Default print format 12. 5g 

Format 16. 9g 

Format . 4g = 11. 4g (11 is 4+7) 

Format 10. 3f, fixed with 3 decimal places 

(1) 3141. 59265 Uses default write format 16. 9g 

There are several keywords besides nsig and format. 
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Keyword Phrase Meaning 

header:F Suppress writing data set name as header 

labels:F Suppress writing index labels 

narne:CharScalar Use CharScalar instead of variable name in header 

missing:CharScalar Substitute for MISSING for missing values 

file:fileN~e Write to file f ileName instead of screen or window 

new:T Overwrite contents of files (used only with file) 

The value for name affects only the next variable printed; the values for header, 
labels and missing affect all following variables, unless changed by a new value. If 
name, header, labels or missing follow all variables being printed, they are treated as 
if they were before them. 

If a variable printed is a structure, all its components are printed using the keywords 
affecting the variable itself. 

Here header: F and labels: F are used together to suppress both the name and the 
index labels. 

Cmd> print(sqrt(matrix(run(9),3)),header:F,labels:F) 
1 2 2.6458 

1.4142 2.2361 2.8284 
1.7321 2.4495 3 

Here is an example of output omitting missing and including it. 

Cmd> print(vector(l,3,?,2.5,2)) 
VECTOR: 
( 1) 1 3 MISSING 

Cmd> print(vector(l,3,?,2.5,2),missing:"??") 
VECTOR: 
(1) 1 3 ?? 

2.5 

2.5 

Functions print () and write () normally write to the screen, but can write to a file. 
Here is how you might write to a file, overwriting anything already there. 

Cmd> print (sqrt (matrix (run (9), 3)), file: "results. txt ", new: T) 

new: T insures that any information in the file is deleted before writing. Without 
new: T, output is written at the end of the file. 

Normally, unless you use header: F, each item printed by print () and write () is 
preceded by its name. If the item is an expression or the result of a function, a generic 
name like MATRIX is used. As illustrated above, you can replace these names by 
specifying the item in a keyword phrase. 

Cmd> print(sqrtpi:sqrt(PI)) 
sqrtpi: 
(1) 1.7725 

Such a name must be a legal keyword name, that is, up to 10 characters starting with a 
letter and containing only letters, digits or "_". You can provide longer and more 
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descriptive names using keyword name. 

Cmd> print (name: "Square root of pi", sqrt (PI), name: "Log(pi) ", log(PI)) 
Square root of pi: 
(1) 1.7725 
Log(pi): 
(1) 1.1447 

You may use name several times, but each value is used only once for the next item 
being printed (or the first, if name: Name follows all the items being printed). 

Because of the header line, data written to a file by print ( ... , file: f ileName) and 
write ( ... , file: f ileName) normally cannot be reread correctly by MacAnova. 
However, if xis a REAL variable, 

Cmd>print(x,header:F,labels:F,file:fileName,new:T) # or write() 

creates a file with no header or row labels that can be read by vecread ( ) as well as by 
many programs that can read data from plain text or ASCII files. 

7.4.2 matprint() and matwrite() These write their arguments to a file in a form that can 
be read by ma tread (). See Sec. 7.1 and 7.1.1-7.1.3 for a description of the file format. 
The standard usages are identical: 

Cmd>matprint (fileName,argl,arg2, ... ) 

and 

Crnd> matwrite (fileName, argl, arg2, ... ) 

The arguments argl, arg2, ... to be written can be of any type, including CHARACTER, 
NULL and structures (structures and NULL variables cannot be written with versions 
earlier than 4.04). Each will be written as a named data set with the same name as the 
argument. You can specify a name different from the variable name using a keyword. 
For example, 

Crnd> x <- run(5); y <- vector(l,2,3,5,8) 

Crnd> matwri te ( "mydata. txt ", sqrtx:sqrt (x '), logy: log(y'), \ 
format: "8. 6f") 

creates the file rnydata. txt as listed here. 

sqrtx 1 5 
)"%lf %lf %1£ %1£ %lf" 
1.000000 1.414214 1.732051 2.000000 2.236068 

logy 1 5 
)"%lf %1£ %lf %lf %lf" 
0.000000 0.693147 1.098612 1.609438 2.079442 
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You can use the following keywords in addition to nsig and format. 

Keyword Phrase Meaning 

header:F Suppress first header line of data set 

name:CharScalar Use CharScalar instead of data set name in header 

comments:CharVector Elements of CharVector written as comments 

missing:RealScalar Value to be written for missing values 

sep:SingleChar Separator between values in line 

new:T Overwrite contents of file 

When keyword phrase new: T is an argument, any data currently in the file will be 
overwritten. 

The values for name and comments affect only the next following variable being 
written. The value for missing applies to all following variables, unless replaced by a 
new instance of missing. 

Unless you supply an alternative value using keyword missing, any MISSING values 
in a variable will be printed exactly as - 9 9 9 9 9 . 9 9 9 9, regardless of the format, and a 
comment line of the form") MISSING -99999. 9999" will be written to the file before 
the data. When ma tread () reads back in the variable you write, this value or the 
value specified by missing will be translated back to MISSING. Note that this usage is 
different from the use of missing in print () and write () (Sec. 7.4.1). On those 
commands you use missing to specify a CHARACTER code such as "NA" or "?" for 
MISSING data; on matprint () and matwrite () you use missing to specify a REAL code 
for MISS ING. 

In the following examples, the file name is given as CONSOLE, resulting in writing the 
the screen or output window. 

Cmd> y <- sqrt(matrix(vector(ll,10,6,9,12,14,12,4,8,11, ?,3),3)) 
WARNING: missing values in argurnent(s) to sqrt() 

Cmd> matprint(CONSOLE,missing:-1,y) # print to screen (CONSOLE) 
y 3 4 
) MISSING: -1 
)"%lf %lf %lf %lf" 

3.3166 
3.1623 
2.4495 

3 
3.4641 
3.7417 

Because of missing: -1 

3.4641 
2 

2.8284 

3.3166 
-1 

1. 7321 

Cmd> matwri te (CONSOLE,y, format:" 9. Sf" ,missing: -99 ,ysq:yA2) 
WARNING: arithmetic with missing value(s); operation is A 

y 3 4 Default value of missing 
) MISSING: -99999. 9999 to first matrix printed 
)"%lf %lf %lf %lf" 

applies 

3.31662479 
3.16227766 
2.44948974 

3 
3.46410162 
3.74165739 

3.46410162 3.31662479 
2 -99999.9999 

2.82842712 1.73205081 
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ysq 3 4 
) MISSING: -99.00000 
)"%lf %lf %lf %lf 11 

11.00000 9.00000 
10.00000 12.00000 

6.00000 14.00000 

Specified value of missing 
applies to second printed 

12.00000 11.00000 
4.00000 -99.00000 
8.00000 3.00000 

Here is an example of the use of header : F. 

Cmd> matprint(CONSOLE,missing:-1,y,header:F) 
3.3166 3 3.4641 
3.1623 3.4641 2 
2.4495 3.7417 2.8284 

3.3166 
-1 

1.7321 

Any program that can read data items separated by spaces will be able to read such a file 
that looks like this. When writing to a file rather than CONSOLE, you would normally 
use new : T to ensure that nothing precedes the data in the file. 

Keyword sep allows you to write files that can be read by programs, such as some 
spreadsheets, that expect data items to be separated by commas or some other character 
such as tab. The value of sep should be a single quoted character, for example 11

, 
11 or 

11 \t 11 (tab). 

Cmd> matprint (CONSOLE,missing: -1,y, sep: ", ") # comma-separated 
3.3166,3,3.4641,3.3166 
3.1623,3.4641,2,-1 
2.4495,3.7417,2.8284,1.7321 

Cmd> matprint (CONSOLE,missing:-1,y, sep: "\ t ") # Tab-separated 
3.3166 3 3.4641 3.3166 
3.1623 3.4641 2 -1 
2.4495 3.7417 2.8284 1.7321 

As you can see, the use of sep automatically suppresses the header. If for some reason 
you want a header, use header: T. 

In a Windowed version (Macintosh, Windows, Motif), if you write data with sep: 11 
\ t" 

to the output window by specifying CONSOLE as file name, and then Copy it to the to the 
Clipboard using Copy on the Edit menu, it may be possible to paste it directly into a 
spreadsheet. 

When you don't use header: F as an argument, keyword name allows you to specify 
longer and non-standard names to be put in the header. 

Cmd> matprint (CONSOLE, name: "sqrt (data)" ,y,missing: -99) 
sqrt(data) 3 4 
) MISSING: -99 
) 

11 %lf %lf %lf %lf" 
3.3166 
3.1623 
2.4495 

3 
3.4641 
3.7417 

3.4641 
2 

2.8284 

3.3166 
-99 

1. 7321 

Any CHARACTER scalar or quoted string can be used for the name. However, if it 
contains any spaces, you will not be able to read it back in using ma tread (). Non
alphabetic and non-numeric characters are OK You may use name several times, but 
each value is used only once for the next item being printed (or the first, if name: Name 
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follows all the items being printed). 

If you are using mat print () or matwri te () to create a library of data sets, it is helpful 
to be able to include descriptive comment lines. This can be done by including keyword 
comments whose value must be a CHARACTER scalar or vector. Here is an example. 

Cmd> matprint(CONSOLE,y,missing:-99,\ 
comments:vector("Sample data", "which includes 1 MISSING value")) 

y 3 4 
) Sample data 
) which includes 1 
) MISSING: 
) "%lf %lf %lf %lf" 

3.3166 
3.1623 
2.4495 

MISSING value 
-99 

3 
3.4641 
3.7417 

3.4641 
2 

2.8284 

3.3166 
-99 

1. 7321 

Here the value of comments is a vector of length 2, each element of which, preceded by 
") ", becomes a line. The line giving a value for MISSING was added by matprint (). 

7.4.3 putascii() Command putascii () is a rather specialized command allowing you 
to output arbitrary symbols, even ones that are not normally printable. Its original 
purpose was to allow you to do such things as clear the screen or ring the bell on a 
terminal but if you are creative you may find other uses for it. 

putascii (codes) where codes is a vector of integers between 1 and 255 "emits" 
length (codes) characters specified by codes [ 1], codes [ 2], ... , interpreted as ASCII 
codes. 

putascii ( codel, code2, ... ) , where the arguments are integer scalars or vectors is 
equivalent to putascii (vector ( codel, code2, ... ) ) . 

Code 7 is usually an audible signal like a bell or a beep, code 9 is the tab character ( 11 
\ t 11 

), 

code 12 is the new line character ( 11 
\ n") and code 32 is a space. Codes between 33 and 

126 are the following normal visible printable characters. 

Codes Characters 

33 to 63 ! " # $ % & I ( ) * + - I 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : i < = > ? I 

64 to 95 @ A B C D E F G H I J K L MN 0 p Q R s T u VWXY z 
' 96 to 126 a b c de f g h i j k 1 m n 0 p q r s t uvwxyz 

Cmd> putascii(7,7,7) # rings bell or "beeps" 3 times 

Cmd> putascii(run(65,90)) # uppercase alphabet 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

Cmd> putascii(77,97,99,65,110,111,118,97) 
MacAnova 

[ \ 

{ I 

In a non-Motif Unix version, putascii () may be helpful in switching between 
different terminal emulations. For example, when running in an xterm window, 
putascii (vector ( 29, 27, 56)) switches to Tektronix 4014 emulation mode and 
putascii (vector ( 27, 50) ) switches back to VTlOO emulation mode. 
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See Sec. 8.3.4 for the use of putascii () to create a CHARACTER variable. 

7.5 Macro files A powerful feature of MacAnova is its ability to use libraries of macros 
in files. You can retrieve macros from a file using command macroread () and 
predefined macro getmacros. You can use macrowrite () to write macros to a file in a 
form readable by macro read ( ) and getmacros. Files MacAnova. mac, Tser. mac and 
Design. mac distributed with MacAnova are libraries of macros that extend the power 
of MacAnova. 

When macroread () and getmacros do not find a specific macro file in the default 
directory or folder, they look for it in the directories or folders whose names are in 
CHARACTER vector DATAPATHS. See Sec. 2.11.6. 

7.5.1 macroread() and the format of macro files Command macroread ( ) reads macros 
from a file in a standard format. Here it is used to retrieve macro covar from file 
macanova. mac. 

Cmd> compcovar <- macroread ( "macanova .mac", "covar ") 
covar 12 MACRO 
) usage: d <- covar(x), x a matrix, computes structure with components 
) n (scalar), mean (row vector), and covariance (matrix) 

This reads covar from file macanova. mac and saves it in memory under the name 
compcovar. The lines printed are header lines for the macro in the file. Lines starting 
with " ) " usually contain descriptive or usage information. 

Cmd> compcovar <- macroread ( "macanova.mac", "covar", quiet :T) 

does the same, without printing these lines. 

Each macro that macroread ( ) can read from a file must be in one of two similar forms. 
They are best illustrated by examples. Here is a listing of a file containing two macros, 
fences and standardize, one in each form (see Sec. 9.3 for an explanation of symbols 
such as $1, $Sand ~x$$): 

fences 8 MACRO 
) macro with line count on the name line 
) usage: d <- fences(x), compute inner and outer 
) fences of vector x 
# usage: d <- $S(x) 
@x$$ <- $1 
if ( !isvector(@x$$) 11 !isreal(@x$$)) { 

error("ERROR: $1 is not a REAL vector")} 
@stats$$<- describe($1, ql:T, q3:T) 
@iqr$$ <- @stats$$$q3 - @stats$$$ql 
vector(@stats$$$ql - vector(3, 1.5)*@iqr$$,\ 

@stats$$$q3 + run(l.5, 3)*@iqr$$) 

standardize MACRO 
) macro with no line count but with special line to terminate it 
) usage: d <- standardize(x) 
# usage: d <- $S(x) 
@x$$ <- $1 
@dims$$<- dim(@x$$) 
@dims$$[1] <- 1 
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@mean$$<- array(describe(@x$$,mean:T) ,@dims$$) 
@sd$$ <- sqrt(array(describe(@x$$,var:T),@dims$$)) 
(@x$$ - @mean$$)/@sd$$ 
%standardize% 

Macro fences is in a format for which the first header line specifies its length in lines. 
The first line, the name line, contains the name of the macro at the start of the line, 
followed by the number of lines of commands in the macro, not counting the name 
line and lines starting with ")", and "MACRO". 

The absence of a line count on the name line for standardize signals that its end will 
be indicated by a line starting %standardize%, that is, the name of the macro preceded 
and followed by"%". 

In searching the file for the macro name and "MACRO", MacAnova ignores case, so, for 
example, the first line of fences could be replaced by 

Fences 8 MACRO 

Lines starting with ")" immediately after the name line are comment lines (there are 
three in fences) and are part of the header and not part of the macro. After these is the 
text of the macro itself, consisting of MacAnova commands, possibly including lines 
starting with "# ". If the number of lines was specified on the name line as it was for 
fences, there must be exactly that many lines. Quotation marks do not need to be 
preceded by "\" and indeed should not be, unless they themselves are part of a quoted 
string as in print ("\"Hello\""). 

You can have any number of macros in a file, as long as each has one of these forms. If 
you do not provide a macro name to macroread () (for example, 
macroread ( "myfile .mac")), the first macro in the file is read. Macros can even be 
interspersed with data sets of the form readable by ma tread () (See Sec. 7.1). 

It is not an error for a macro on a file to have O lines. In that case macroread ( ) prints 
the header lines and returns NULL. It is a useful idea to have the first macro in a file 
one with zero length whose comment lines list the actual macros available in the file. 
Then, you can obtain a brief catalogue of what's in the file by macroread ( fileName), 
with no data set specified. 

Here are keyword phrases that can be used as additional arguments to macroread ( ) . 

Keyword Phrase Meaning 

quiet:T Header and descriptive comments will not be printed 

echo:T Macro will be printed as it is read 

silent:T Print only error messages; incompatible with quiet: For echo: T 

notfoundok:T Failure to find macro is not an error 

When not f oundok: Tis an argument and the wanted macro is not found, no error 
message is printed and the value returned by macroread () is NULL. 
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7.5.2 macrowrite() You can write macros to a file in a format that macroread () can read 
using command macrowri te (). Its usage is macrowrite ( fileName, macro 1, 
macro2, ... ) , where f ileName is a CHARACTER variable or quoted string and macro 1, 
macro2, ... are macros to be written. If the file already exists, the default behavior is to 
write the macros at the end, not changing anything already in the file. If the keyword 
phrase new: T is an argument, any information in the file is discarded and the macros 
are written at the beginning. 

Cmd> macrowrite(CONSOLE,colplot,rowplot) 
colplot 3 MACRO 
#colplot(y [,title:"Title of your choice]") 
if($N<l){error("ERROR: $S needs at least 1 argument")} 
chplot(l,$01,lines:T,$K,xlab:"Row Number") 

rowplot 3 MACRO 
#rowplot (y [,title: "Title of your choice]") 
if($N<l){error("ERROR: $S needs at least 1 argument")} 
chplot ( 1, y: ( $01) ',lines: T, $K, xlab: "Column Number") 

writes pre-defined macros colplot and rowplot to the screen because f ileName is 
CONSOLE. If, say, "Myf ile. mac" were substituted for CONSOLE, the macros would be 
written to file My file .mac, in which case you would probably want to include new: T as 
an argument so as to make a new start on the file. 

You can use a keyword to provide a different macro name to be used in the file. 

Cmd> macrowrite ( "trnsform.mac", transform:mymacro) 

writes mymacro to file trnsform.mac giving it the name transform. 

You can also use the following keywords. Their usage is identical to that in 
matprint () and matwrite () (Sec. 7.4.2): 

Keyword Phrase Meaning 

header:F Suppress first header line of macro 

name:CharScalar Use Char Scalar instead of macro name in header 

comments:CharVector Elements of CharVector written as comments 

new:T Overwrite contents of file 

7.5.3 getmacros Predefined macro getmacros is a shortcut that uses macroread () to 
retrieve one or more macros from the files whose names are in CHARACTER vector 
MACROFILES. The default value of MACROFILES is vector ( "macanova. mac", 
"tser .mac", "design .mac"). If MACROFILES does not exist, the file whose name is in 
CHARACTER scalar MACROFILE is read. 

Cmd> MACROFILES # default value 
( 1) "macanova. mac" 
(2) "tser.mac" 
( 3) "design .mac" 
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Cmd> getmacros(groupcovar,detrend) 
groupcovar 15 MACRO 
) groupcovar(groups,y), N by 1 vector groups, N by p matrix y 
detrend 22 MACRO 
) usage: detrend(x [,degree]), remove polynomial trend from cols of x 

Here groupcovar and detrend were read from files macanova. mac and tser. mac, 
respectively. 

Cmd> getmacros(groupcovar,detrend,quiet:T) 

does the same, suppressing the echoing of the header lines. 

7.5.4 addmacrofile As mentioned in Sec. 7.5.3, getmacros ( ) scans the files whose 
names are in CHARACTER vector MACROFILES At startup this is pre-defined to be 
vector ( "macanova .mac", "tser. mac 11

, "design .mac"), containing the names of the 
macro files distributed with MacAnova. Since MACROFILES is just an ordinary variable, 
you can modify it or re-define it in any way that you find convenient. 

Pre-defined macro addrnacrofile allows you easily to add the name of a file to 
MACROFILES so that the file will also be searched by getmacros. 
addrnacrof ile ( f ileNarne) adds the name to the start of MACROFILES and 
addrnacrofile ( f ileNarne, T) adds the name at the end. If MACROFILES does not 
already exist, addrnacrof ile ( f ileName) creates it. f ileNarne must be a quoted string 
or CHARACTER scalar. 

Cmd> MACROFILES # here is the current default list 
( 1) "macanova. mac" 
(2) "tser.mac" 
( 3) "design .mac" 

Cmd> addmacrofile ("survival.mac") # add file name at start 

Cmd> MACROFILES # updated list 
( 1) "survival . mac" 
( 2 ) "macanova . mac " 
(3) "tser.mac" 
(4) "design.mac" 

Cmd> addmacrofile ("multi var .mac", T) # add file name at end 

Cmd> MACROFILES # updated list 
(1) "survival.mac" 
( 2) "macanova. mac 11 

(3) "tser.mac" 
( 4) "design .mac" 
( 5) "multi var. mac 11 

With the final form of MACROFILES, getmacros (macroname) will search up to five 
files, starting with survival. mac and ending with multi var. mac. If a macro with 
name macroname is on more than one file, the first one found will be read. It is clearly 
advantageous to have the file you will reference most often at the head of the list. 

You can use pre-defined macro adddatapath to add to CHARACTER variable DATAPATHS 
the name of a directory or folder where macroread ( ) and getmacros will look for 
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macro files. See Sec. 2.11.6. 

7.6 Executing commands in a file - batch() Command batch ( ) is a way to execute 
many commands together. Its usage is batch ( f ileName), where f ileName is a quoted 
string or CHARACTER variable that specifies the name of a file containing a sequence of 
MacAnova commands. The file must be a text (ASCII) file and may contain any 
MacAnova commands, including other batch () commands. As usual, on a 
windowed version (Macintosh, Windows, Motif), if f ileName is the null file name "", 
you can select the file using a dialog box. The commands in the file are read line by line 
and executed exactly as if they were typed on the keyboard, with the output being 
written to the screen. In addition, the commands in the file are echoed to the screen, 
preceded by a special prompt specifying the name of the file. 

Any commands following batch () on the same line or in the same compound 
command will be ignored. 

Suppose file mybatch. txt contains the following four lines: 

# Sample batch file of MacAnova commands 
data <- matread("macanova.dat", "halddata" ,quiet:T) 
makecols(data,xl,x2,x3,x4,y) 
regress("y=xl+x2+x3+x4") # regress column 5 on 1st 4 

Here is output produced when mybatch. txt is executed using batch(): 

Cmd> batch ( "mybatch. txt ") # initiate executing commands in file 

my batch. txt> data <- ma tread ( "macanova. dat", "halddata", quiet: T) 

mybatch.txt> makecols(data,xl,x2,x3,x4,y) 

mybatch.txt> 
Model used is 

CONSTANT 
xl 
x2 
x3 
x4 

regress("y=xl+x2+x3+x4") 
y=xl+x2+x3+x4 

Coef 
62.405 
1. 5511 

0.51017 
0.10191 

-0.14406 

StdErr 
70.071 

0.74477 
0.72379 
0.75471 
0.70905 

# regress column 5 on 1st 4 

t 
0.8906 
2.0827 

0.70486 
0.13503 

-0.20317 

N: 13, MSE: 5.983, DF: 8, RA2: 0.98238 
Regression F(4,8): 111.48, Durbin-Watson: 2.0526 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

mybatch.txt> (end of file on mybatch.txt) 

Cmd> # continue with input at the prompt level 

The echoed commands are not in italics to emphasize that they are printed by 
MacAnova and not typed in. 

You can suppress the echoing of commands by batch ( fileName, echo: F) orby 
setoptions (batchecho: F) (see Sec. 8.1): 
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Cmd> batch ( "mybatch. txt ", echo:F) # 
Model used is y=xl+x2+x3+x4 

CONSTANT 
xl 
x2 
x3 
x4 

Coef 
62.405 
1.5511 

0.51017 
0.10191 

-0.14406 

StdErr 
70.071 

0.74477 
0.72379 
0.75471 
0.70905 

echoing of commands suppressed 

t 
0.8906 
2.0827 

0.70486 
0.13503 

-0.20317 

N: 13, MSE: 5.983, DF: 8, R~2: 0.98238 
Regression F(4,8): 111.48, Durbin-Watson: 2.0526 
To see the 'ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

When launching MacAnova under Unix, DOS or Windows, if -b fileName appears 
on the command line, MacAnova will first do the equivalent of batch ( 11 fileName 11

) 

before the first regular prompt (see Sec.??.? and ??.?). Alternatively, if MacAnova is 
started up by macanova < fileName, commands will be read from file f ileName until 
the end of the file, at which point MacAnova will terminate. The output will be 
printed on the screen. 

When launching MacAnova on a Macintosh, if you hold down 3C you will be given an 
opportunity to specify a batch file to execute and a file to which output will be written. 
See Sec. ?.??. 

7.7 Additional options on save() and restore() Commands save () and asciisave () 
(Sec. 2.17) normally save your entire workspace. If you want to save only a few 
variables and/ or macros you can just include the variables to be saved as arguments to 
save () or asciisave (). For example, 

Cmd> save ("variables. sav", names, terms, birthyear) #or asciisave ( ... ) 

saves only the variables names, terms and birthyear (see Sec. 7.3). You can save a 
variable under a different name using a keyword phrase. For example, 
save ( saveFile, height: x) will save variable x in such a way that it will be restored 
as variable height. 

There are some things that save () and asciisave () do not normally save. After 
executing a linear model command, MacAnova preserves quite a lot of information 
not all of which is put in side effects variables such as RESIDUALS (Sec. 3.7). This 
information is used by commands such as secoefs () (Sec. 3.13) and regpred () (Sec. 
3.18) and can be retrieved by rnodelinfo () (Sec. 3.24.4). After using restore () to 
recover your workspace, you can recreate this information by repeating the linear 
model command, perhaps as simply as typing anova () or regress (). However, if the 
model was large and the computation took a long time, you may not want to repeat the 
computation. In that case, you can use keyword phrase all: Ton a save () or 
asciisave () command. 

Cmd> save ( "workspac. sav", all: T) # or asciisave ( "workspac. asc ",all: T) 

saves the additional information along the workspace in file workspac. sav. All the 
additional linear model related information is saved in the file and will be 
subsequently restored by restore (). 
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Cmd> restore ( "workspac. sav") 
Restoring workspace from file workspac.sav 
Workspace saved Sat Feb 8 09:48:17 1997 

Cmd> coefs()$x2 # works because all:T used when saving 
(1) 0.51017 

This option should be used with caution, because the inclusion of the additional 
information can make for a very large file. 

restore () normally deletes all the variables in the current workspace before restoring 
variables from a file. Especially when restoring the information from a partial save, 
this may not be what you want. You can suppress this behavior by keyword phrase 
delete:F. 

Cmd> delete(birthyear) # birthyear was saved on variables.sav 

Cmd> restore ("variables. sav", delete:F) 
Restoring workspace from file variables.sav 
Workspace saved Sat Feb 8 09:48:21 1997 

Cmd> list(birthyear,y) # birthyear restored, y still there 
birthyear REAL 3 
y REAL 13 

Nothing is deleted when delete: Fis an argument, although any variables with the 
same names as those in the file are replaced. 

Some users prefer that this behavior be the default on restore (). This can be 
accomplished by setting option restoredel to False. See Sec. 8.1.3. 

Cmd> getoptions(restoredel:T) # default value of restoredel is T 
( 1) T 

Cmd> setoptions(restoredel:F) # change it to F 

Cmd> restore ("variables. sav") # note absence of delete: F 
Restoring workspace from file variables.sav 
Workspace saved Sat Feb 8 09:48:21 1997 

Cmd> list(y) # y not deleted 
y REAL 13 

Keyword phrase 1 is t : T is another option that is sometimes helpful. This causes 
restore () to report what it is restoring. 

Cmd> restore ("variables. sav", delete: F, list: T) 
Restoring workspace from file variables.sav 
Restoring names CHAR 3 
Restoring terms REAL 3 2 
Restoring birthyear REAL 3 
Restoring option values 
Workspace saved Sat Feb 8 09:48:21 1997 

As MacAnova has evolved, the format of both save and asciisave files has changed. 
However, previous formats are still recognized and can be restored. Moreover, 
although is is hard to see why you would want to, you can use keyword phrases to 
direct save () or asciisave () to create files earlier versions can restore. Versions 2.4x 
and older can restore asciisave files saved with v24: T; versions 3.0 and 3.lx can 
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restore files saved using v3 l: T; and version 3.35 can restore files saved using v3 3 5: T. 

7.8 Customizing MacAnova There are many default variables and options in 
MacAnova. Because these may not always be optimal for your use MacAnova, there 
are ways you can change some of them. Specifically, you can provide a special "startup" 
file and, in all versions except Macintosh, define the environmental variable 
MACANOVA. 

7.8.1 Using a startup file As you get to know MacAnova better you may find some 
defaults, for example, the number of significant digits in the output, are not what you 
prefer. Or you may develop some favorite macros that you almost always need. You 
can always take a few minutes when you start up to set things up to your liking. 
Having a cusomized startup file allows you to do this automatically. 

The first thing MacAnova does when it starts up is to look for a startup file containing 
MacAnova commands. If the file is found, MacAnova simulates a batch () command 
with echo: F as second argument (see Sec. 7.6), silently executing all the commands in 
the file. Under DOS and on a Macintosh the startup file must be named MacAnova . ini 
and must be located in the same directory or Folder as is the executable or application 
file (MACANOVA. EXE or MacAnova). On Unix, including the Motif version, the startup 
file must have name . macanova. ini (the leading period is important) and must be 
located in your home directory. 

Typically a startup file defines some macros, sets some options, and perhaps deletes 
unwanted predefined macros or variables. It is also a good place to redefine certain 
standard CHARACTER variables such as DATAFILE and MACROFILE which are used by 
macros getdata and getmacros. Here is a possible startup file. 

# startup file for MacAnova 
setoptions(nsig:4, angles:"cycles") #(see Sec. 8.1.3) 

# add additional standard macro file 
addrnacrofile("survival.mac",T) # (see Sec. 7.5.4) 

# macros defining Unix-like aliases for certain functions 
rm <- macro ( "delete ( $0) ") # ( see Sec. 9. 3 .1) 
ls <- macro ( "listbrief ( $0) ") 
11 <- macro("list($0)") 

# macro to print the first few lines of a vector or matrix 
head <- macro("#head(x [,nlines]) 
@y$$<-$1 
@n$$<-dim(@y$$) [1] 
@y$$[run(min(@n$$,{if($N > 1){$2}else{10}})),]") 

# macro to print the last few lines of a vector or matrix 
tail <- macro("#tail(x[,nlines]) 
@y$$ <- $1 
@n$$ <- dim(@y$$) [1] 
@y$$[run(max(@n$$-{if($N>1){$2}else{l0}}+1,1),@n$$),]") 

# macro to make it easy to reset default output format 
setforrnat <- macro("setoptions(format:\"$2$1\")") 

This file changes two options, adds a file to the list of files getmacros searches, and 
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defines six macros. See Sec. 9.3 for information on writing macros. 

The startup file is not read if MacAnova starts up by restoring a save or asciisave file. 
On DOS, Windows or Unix this happens when the command line includes " - r 
savef ile". On a MacIntosh this happens when MacAnova is started up by double 
clicking on a save or asciisave file. 

7.8.2 Environmental variable MACANOV A In all versions where you can use 
command line arguments (all except the Macintosh), MacAnova recognizes and uses 
the value of an environmental variable MACANOVA. 

The value of MACANOVA should be a list of command line options, for example 
-1 2 6 -w 7 5 -q. These options are scanned by MacAnova before the command line 
options and thus are overridden by any options on the command line. By setting 
MACANOVA appropriately, you can change the default values of several pre-defined 
variables and options. See Appendix Sec. ??.?, ??.?, ??.? for full information about 
command line arguments. 

To use this feature on DOS/Windows computers, you need to put a line like the 
following in your AUTOEXEC. BAT file. 

SET MACANOVA=-1 26 -q -dpath c:\macanova\macros 

This specifies a screen height of 26 lines (-1 2 6), that you don't want to see the 
"banner" at startup (-q) and that II c: \ \macanova \ \macros II should be added to 
DATAPATHS. Include only options or file or path names whose defaults you want to 
change. 

On Unix, if your shell is csh or a variant such as tcsh, you should put a line similar to 
the following in file . c shrc in your home directory: 

setenv MACANOVA '-1 26 -w 75 -mpath -/macanova/macros' 

If your Unix shell is sh or a variant such as ksh, you should put a line similar to the 
following in file .profile in your home directory: 

MACANOVA='-1 26 -w 75 -mpath -/macanova/macros';export MACANOVA 

One purpose of this option is to make it easier to use a Unix binary executable file on a 
computer configured differently from the one for which it was compiled. By including 

-help helpFile -mpath macroPath -dpath dataPath 

in environmental variable MACANOVA, where helpFile includes the complete path 
name (directory and file name) for the help file, and macroPath and dataPath are the 
complete path names for directories where macro and data files are kept, all installation 
dependent information is suppressed. It's o.k. for macroPath and dataPath to be the 
same. 
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8 Advanced Features 

8.1 MacAnova options MacAnova's behavior is in part controlled by the value of 
certain "options." Things affected include the default format for output (Sec. 7.4.1 and 
7.4.2), the prompt that is used, seeds used by rnorm () and runi () (Sec. 2.13), and 
whether or not F-statistics will be computed and printed in an Analysis of variance 
(Sec. 3.7, 3.8). 

8.1.1 getoptions() The current values of all options can be retrieved by str <
getoptions () which saves them in a structure whose components have the same 
names as the options. 

Cmd> setoptions(default:T) # see Sec. 8.1.3 

Cmd> str <- getoptions(); print(str) # Macintosh defaults 
str: 
component: seeds 
(1) 0 
component: nsig 
(1) 5 
component: format 
(1) "12.Sg" 
component: wformat 
(1) "16.9g" 
component: angles 
( 1) "radians" 
component: height 
( 1) 39 
component: width 
(1) 80 
component: errors 
(1) 0 
component: prompt 
( 1) "Cmd> " 
component: batchecho 
(1) T 
component: restoredel 
(1) F 
component: durnbplot 
(1) F 
component: scrollback 
(1) F 
component: missing 
(1) "MISSING" 
component: warnings 
(1) T 
component: fstats 
(1) F 
component: pvals 
(1) F 

0 Values at startup 
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component: fontsize 
(1) 9 
component: font 
(1) "McAOVMonaco" 
component: labelabove 
(1) F 
component: labelstyle 
(1) " (" 
component: maxwhile 
(1) 1000 
component: history 
( 1) 50 

See Sec. 8.1.3 for explanations of these options. 

You can retrieve the values of specific options by, for example, 

Crnd> getoptions(format:T,wformat:T) 
component: format 
(1) "12.Sg" 
component: wformat 
(1) "16.9g" 

If you name more than one option as was done here, getoptions () returns a structure 
with appropriately named components. Otherwise it returns a scalar or vector. 

Cmd> str <- getoptions(all:T,format:F,wformat:F) 

returns the values of all options except format and wformat. 

8.1.2 setoptions() You change options using command setoptions (). Here is a typical 
usage: 

Cmd> setoptions(nsig:7, missing:"NA") 

This sets the default number of significant digits that are printed to 5 and specifies that 
a MISSING value will be printed as "NA" instead of "MISSING". 

Each option is set with a keyword phrase of the form optionName :value, where 
optionName is the name of the option to be set to value which may be REAL, LOGICAL, 
or CHARACTER depending on the option. See Sec. 8.1.3 for a list of all options. 

If Options is a structure with component names matching any or all of the legal option 
names, setoptions (Options) sets the options from the component values. Thus 

Cmd> setoptions (structure (nsig: 7, missing: "NA")) 

does the same as the previous example. This usage also allows you to save all options, 
change one or more and then restore the original values. 

Cmd> getoptions(angles:T) 
{1) "radians" 

Cmd> str <- getoptions() # save all option values 

Cmd> setoptions (angles: "degrees") 
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Cmd> getoptions(angles:T) 
( 1) "degrees II Option angles has changed 

Cmd> setoptions(str) # restore all option values 

Cmd> getoptions(angles:T) 
( 1) 11 radians" Option angles is as originally 

You can reset all options to their default values by setoptions (default: T). 

8.1.3 List of available options Not all of the following are meaningful on all computer 
systems. 

angles, value is CHARACTER scalar "radians", "degrees" or "cycles" 
setoptions (angles :units) specifies the angular units assumed for sin (), 
cos (), tan (), asin (), aces (), and a tan () (Sec. 2.8.6), as well as cpolar (), 
hpolar (), erect (), hrect (), and unwind () (Sec. 5.2.4). The legal values for 
units are the strings II radians" (the default), "degrees" (360° equivalent to 2,c 
radians), and II cycles" (1 cycle equivalent to 2,c radians). 

Cmd> setoptions (angles: "degrees"); vector (acos (. 5), cos ( 150)) 
(1) 60 -0.86603 

batchecho, value is Tor F 
setoptions (batchecho: F) suppresses the normal echoing of the commands 
read from a batch files (see Sec. 7.6). setoptions (batchecho: T) enables such 
echoing. 

dumbplot, value is Tor F 
setoptions (dumbplot: T) makes all graphs "dumb" printer plots unless you use 
keyword phrase dumb: F on a plotting commands. See Sec. 8.5.2. 

errors, value is non-negative integer 
setoptions (errors :n) sets the maximum number of errors tolerated ton. n = 0 
means errors will not be counted. See Sec. 8.2 for information on how this option 
affects operation. 

format and wformat, values are CHARACTER scalars 
setoptions (format: Format), sets the default format for printing to the value of 
Format, a quoted string or CHARACTER scalar. For example, after 
setoptions (format: 11 9. 4g") or setoptions (format: 11 g9. 4"), most numbers 
will be printed in floating point form with 4 significant digits and a width of at 
least 9 characters. Format must have one of the forms "w. dg II or II w. df 11 (or 

11 gw. d 11 or "f w. d 11 
), where wand dare integers. For both, w is the width, that 

is, the minimum number of character positions normally used. If w is omitted, as 
in 11 

• 8g II or II g. 8 "), it is computed as w = d+ 7. 

The specified width is actually only a minimum. If more space is required to 
provide d significant digits or decimals, numbers printed will be wider than w. 

If the format is "w. dg" or II gw. d 11 
, output will be in floating point form with d 
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significant digits. 

Cmd> setoptions(format:"14.7g"); vector(le4*PI,-le-7*PIJ 
(1) 31415.93 -3.141593e-07 

If Format is " w. d f " or " f w. d" , output will be in fixed point form with d digits 
after the decimal point; if dis zero, no decimal point will be printed. 

Cmd> setoptions (format: 11 14. 7£ 11
); vector ( le4 *PI, -le-7*PI) 

(1) 31415.9265359 -0.0000003 

The printing of numbers by print () (Sec. 7.4.1) and matprint () (Sec. 7.4.2) as 
well as most other commands such as anova (), regress (), and cluster (), is 
controlled by this format. 

Setting this option also sets option nsig to d. 

Cmd> setoptions(format: 11 5.3£ 11
); getoptions(nsig:T) 

(1) 3. 000 Width 5 with 3 digits after decimal 

setoptions (wformat: Format) sets the default format just for commands 
write () and rnatwri te (). It has no effect on option nsig. 

Crnd> set options (wformat: 11 .19g 11
) ;write (vector ( le4, -le- 7 J *PI) 

VECTOR: 
(1) 31415.9265358979319 -3.141592653589793221e-07 

font and fontsize, values are CHARACTER scalar and positive integer, respectively 
setoptions (font: "Courier"), say, changes the font used in the current 
command window to Courier. In place of "Courier" you can use the name of 
any available font. Although no check is made, you should always use a non
proportional font (all characters have the same width). 

setoptions (font: "Courier 10"), say, changes the font and the font size. 

setoptions ( fontsize: 12), say, changes the font size to 12. 

At present, these options are available only in the Macintosh version. 

£stats and pvals, values are T or F 
setoptions (pvals: T) changes the default behavior of many GLM commands to 
compute and print the P-values of various F, x2 and Student's t test statistics 
under standard assumptions. 

setoptions ( fstats: Tl changes the default behavior of GLM commands 
producing analysis of variance tables to compute and print the values of F
statistics. Unless suppressed by pvals: Fon the GLM command, P-values will 
also be printed by default. 

history, value is non-negative integer 
set opt ions (history: 7 5) specifies that the number of previous commands that 
will be saved for recall and possible editing is 75. This is operative on windowed 
versions (Macintosh, Windows, Motif) versions, the DJGPP protected memory 
version for DOS, and most non-windowed Unix versions. 
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height and width, values are positive integers 
set opt ions (height: n) sets the assumed number of lines on the screen to be n. 
n = 0 means no limit. In non-windowed versions of MacAnova, if n > 0, when 
output from a command fills up the screen, MacAnova will pause and print 

Hit RETURN to continue or q RETURN to go to next command line: 

or 

Press 'q' to quit, 'j' or 'n' to see next line, any other key to continue 

to keep output from scrolling off the screen. In all versions option height also 
affects the default maximum number of stems in a stem and leaf display (Sec. 
2.12.2) and the size of a "dumb" plot (see Sec. 8.5.1). For compatibility with earlier 
versions, lines is recognized as a synonym for height. 

setoptions (width:n) sets the assumed number of characters on a line to be n. 
The value of n must be at least 30. This number, together with the current 
formatting option, determines how many items are printed per line and the width 
of "dumb" plots. 

On windowed versions, height and width may be changed when you resize the 
command window. 

labelabove, value is T or F 
setoptions ( labelabove: F) specifies that, when non-labeled variables are 
printed, the labels for the last coordinate (the only coordinate for vectors) are 
printed accross the top, rather than on the left side. It has no effect on the printing 
of CHARACTER variables or of variables with labels (See. Sec. 8.4). 

Crud> array(run(l6),2,2,4) # default labeling 
(1, 1, 1) 1 5 9 13 
(1,2,1) 3 7 11 15 
(2, 1, 1) 2 6 10 14 
(2, 2, 1) 4 8 12 16 

Cmd> setoptions(labelabove:T) 

Crud> array(run(l6),2,2,4) 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) 

( 1, 1) 1 5 9 13 
( 1, 2) 3 7 11 15 
( 2, 1) 2 6 10 14 
(2,2) 4 8 12 16 

labelstyle, value is CHARACTER scalar 11 
( 

11
, 

11 
[ 

11
, 

11 
{ 

11
, 

11 < 11
, 

11 
/ 

11 or " \ \ " 
setoptions ( label style: 11 

[ 
11

), for example, specifies that, when non-labeled 
variables are printed, coordinate indices are of the form [ 3 ] , or [ 3 , 4 J • This 
operates independently of option labelabove. 

Cmd> setoptions(labelstyle: 11
{", labelabove:T) 
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array(run(16),2,2,4) 
{l} 

1 
3 
2 
4 

{2} 
5 
7 
6 
8 

{3} 
9 

11 
10 
12 

{4} 
13 
15 
14 
16 

This option also affects the way a label of the form rep ( "@", n) is expanded when 
it is printed. See Sec. 8.4.1. 

maxwhile, value is integer ~ 10 
setoptions (rnaxwhile: 2000) specifies that that the maximum allowed 
repetitions of a while loop is 2000 instead of the default 1000. See Sec. 9.2.3. 

missing, value is CHARACTER scalar 
setoptions (missing: "NA"), for example, changes the representation of 
MISSING values (See Sec. 2.7) in output to NA instead of the default MISSING. You 
can use any CHARACTER scalar instead of "NA". 

nsig, value is positive integer 
setoptions (nsig:d) specifies that all output should be in floating point format 
with d significant digits and is equivalent to set options (format: w. dg), where 
w = d+ 7. Changing option nsig has no effect on option wformat. 

Cmd> set options (nsig: 6); get options ("format"); print (PI) 
component: format 
(1) "13.6g" 
PI: 
(1) 3.14159 

prompt, value is CHARACTER scalar 
set options (prompt: newPrornpt) changes the prompt from "Cmd> " to 
newPrompt, where newPrornpt is a quoted string or CHARACTER scalar no more 
than 20 characters long. 

Crnd> set options (prompt: "Next? ") 

Next? 

scrollback, value is T or F 
set options ( scrollback: T) changes the default behavior so that when the 
output generated by a command is so long that its beginning scrolls out of sight, 
the output window is automatically scrolled back to show the previous prompt 
after the next prompt is printed. This is available only on windowed versions 
(Macintosh, Windows, Motif). set opt ions ( scrollback: F), suppresses such 
scrolling back, unless scrollback: Tis an argument to a command. Currently 
only help () recognizes scrollback: T (Sec. 2.9). After such a scroll back, typing 
anything scrolls the new prompt into view. 
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seeds, value is a vector of two positive integers 
set options (seeds: vector (m, n)) is equivalent to set seeds (m, n), except that 
setoptions (seeds: vector ( 0, 0) ) doesn't intialize the seeds based on the date 
and time. See Sec. 2.13.1. 

warnings, value is T or F 
setoptions (warnings: F) suppresses the printing of any lines starting 
"WARNING:" and setoptions (warnings: T) enables the printing of such lines. 
This can be useful, for example, if you are doing a lot of arithmetic with variables 
containing MISSING values which normally generates warning messages 
However, setoptions (warnings: F) can be quite dangerous in that many 
important messages take the form of warnings. 

8.2 Treatment of errors MacAnova attempts to keep track of the number of errors that 
occur. What it actually counts is the number of printed messages starting with 
"ERROR:". If the count reaches a certain threshhold, execution is terminated. In 
interactive mode, the default limit is infinite, so that errors in typing commands 
should never cause MacAnova to shut down. The default limit is 1 while commands 
in a batch file are being executed, so that just one error will terminate reading the batch 
file and return to the prompt level. 

You can change the limit for batch files by option errors on the setoptions () 
command (Sec. 8.1). setoptions (errors: 0) or setoptions (errors: 1) specifies the 
default behavior, while setoptions (errors :n) where n is an integer~ 2 raises the 
limit. When setoptions (errors :n) is executed in a batch file, the new value is 
forgotten when MacAnova returns to the prompt level, but is inherited by any nested 
batch () commands. 

Here is a brief example. Suppose file, mybatch. txt looks like the following with a 
missing " ) "on the first line: 

delete(indvar # this is an error: missing')' 
indvar <- run(lO) # we"ve gotten past the error 
depvar <- rnorm(lO) 
regress ( "depvar=indvar") 

Here is an example of what happens when option errors has value O and a larger 
number. 

Cmd> setoptions(errors:0) # or setoptions(errors:l) 

Cmd> batch ( 11mybatch. txt 11
) 

mybatch.txt> delete(indvar # this is an error: missing ')' 
ERROR: missing ')' near delete(indvar 
WARNING: too many errors on batch file mybatch.txt 

Cmd> # back at the input prompt because of error in batch file 

Cmd> setoptions(errors:10) # now allow up to 10 errors 

Cmd> batch ( 11mybatch. txt 11
) 

mybatch.txt> delete(indvar # this is an error: missing ')' 
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ERROR: missing')' near delete(indvar 

mybatch.txt> indvar <- run(l0) # we've gotten past the error 

mybatch.txt> depvar <- rnorm(l0) 

mybatch.txt> regress("depvar=indvar",silent:T) 

mybatch.txt> (end of file on mybatch.txt) 

Cmd> # back at the input prompt because batch file finished 

8.3 Creating CHARACTER variables The simplest way to create a CHARACTER variable is 
to enter it directly using double quotes. 

Cmd> labels <- vector ("height", "weight", "age") 

When all the elements being entered are single words, with no embedded spaces or 
commas, you can use pre-defined macro enterchars whose arguments should not be 
quoted and need not be separated by commas. If you do use quotes, they will be treated 
as part of the word. Successive commas or a trailing comma result in entering null 
strings (" "). 

Cmd> enterchars(height weight,, "age",) 
( 1) "height" 
( 2) "weight" 
(3) "11 

( 4 ) " \ "age\ " " 
( 5) 11 11 

Because of , , 
Note quotes are part of value 
Because of trailing , 

You can also combine CHARACTER, REAL, and LOGICAL data into a CHARACTER scalar or 
vector using paste () (Sec. 8.3.1, 8.3.2, 8.3.3), create CHARACTER variables consisting of 
arbitrary characters using putascii () (Sec. 8.3.4), and read CHARACTER data from a file 
using vecread () and ma tread () (Sec. 7.2). 

8.3.1 Building custom CHARACTER variables -paste() paste () allows you to 
construct complex CHARACTER variables "to order." You can use it to combine quoted 
strings or CHARACTER variables and the values of REAL and LOGICAL variables into a 
single CHARACTER variable. The resulting variable can then be printed, perhaps as an 
error message or as part of a customized table of statistical results, or used to label a 
graph (Sec. 8.5.1) or the coordinates of a variable (Sec. 8.4). 

The basic usage of paste () is 

Cmd> result<- paste(vl,v2, ... ) # or print(paste(vl,v2, ... )) 

Here vl, v2, ... may be REAL or LOGICAL variables or expressions, quoted strings or 
CHARACTER variables, or macros. Numerical values are translated to strings of 
characters such as 11 3 . 1415 9 ", logical values are translated to 11 T 11 or "F ", and 
CHARACTER variables and macros are left as is. All the items in the argument list are 
"pasted" together to make a single CHARACTER variable. The structure of matrices and 
arrays is ignored, that is, paste (x) and paste (vector (x)) produce the same string. 

Cmd> paste ( "The value of PI is", PI) 
( 1) "The value of PI is 3 .1416" 
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Cmd> x <- matrix(run{6),2); paste("x is",x) 
( 1) 11 x is 1 2 3 4 5 6 11 Matrix structure is ignored 

By default, the arguments are separated by a single space in the output. You can specify 
a different separator or even several separators or no separator using keyword sep. 

Cmd> paste(sep:"*",run(7),sep: 11 =",prod(run(7))) # use 2 separators 
(1) 11 1*2*3*4*5*6*7=5040 11 

Cmd> paste(".M", "a", "c", "A", "n", "o", "v", "a",sep: "") # no separator 
( 1) 11 MacAnova" 

The last of these shows that sep: "" indicates no separation, and also that a sep 
keyword phrase that is the last argument is treated as if it were before the first 
argument. 

The default format used for numbers is the same as for print () (see Sec. 7.4.1), except 
that integers are always formatted as integers and leading and trailing blanks are 
squeezed out. Missing values are printed as "MISSING" (or the current value of option 
missing, if different; see Sec. 8.1.3). You can override this default using keyword 
phrase missing: "?",say, to print missing values as"?". 

Cmd> x <- vector(l,3,5,?,ll);paste(x,missing:"? 11
) 

( 1) II 1 3 5 ? 11" 

8.3.2 Formatting paste() output You can customize the format using keywords format, 
intwidth, charwidth and justify (but not nsig). 

Keyword phrase intwidth:w, where w is a positive integer, specifies that all integer 
REAL values will be printed using at least w characters, with leading spaces inserted if 
necessary. Similarly, charwidth: w specifies that all CHARACTER values will be padded 
on the right with enough spaces to make their width at least w, but will not trim them if 
they are longer than w. 

When you specify a width for CHARACTER values that is wider than a CHARACTER 
argument requires, the argument is normally padded with blanks on the right - that is, 
it is left justified. You can modify this behavior by using justify: 11 right" or 
justify: "center" asanargument(justify: "r" or justify: "c" are also 
recognized). You can restore the default using justify:" left" (or justify: 11 l "). 

Cmd> print (paste ( sep: "", "I ", charwidth: 12, "Source", sep: "I 11
, \ 

justify: "r", "DF 11 ,justify: "c", "SS", "")) 
I Source I DFI SS I 

Keyword format is used as on print () (Sec. 7.4.1, 8.1.3), except that when the format is 
of the form " . df II or " . dg" where dis an integer (for example, " . 5g" or " . 4 f "), any 
leading blanks are trimmed away. If the format is of the form "w. df II or "w. dg" 
(for example, "12. 5g" or "7. 4 f "), where wand dare integers, leading blanks are 
kept. Moreover, if int width has not been specified, all integers will be padded with 
blanks on the left to bring the width to w. 

Cmd> paste(format: ".lOf", "PI =", PI,\ 
"sqrt(PI) =", format:".5f", sqrt(PI))# 2 formats used 
(1) "PI= 3.1415926536 sqrt(PI) = 1.77245" 
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Crnd> paste("sqrt(PI) =", sqrt(PI), format:"10.5f") 
(1) "sqrt(PI) = 1.77245" Number width is 10 characters 

Crnd> dfb <- 5; dfe <- 13; ssb <- 33.245; sse <- 25.039 

Crnd> print (paste (charwidth: 8, format: "13. 6g", intwidth:2, \ 
"Blocks", dfb, ssb, ssb/dfb, format: "7. 3f", (ssb/dfb) I (sse/dfe))) 
Blocks 5 33.245 6.649 3.452 

Lines similar to the last example might be used to compute and print a customized 
ANOV A table for a randomized block design. 

An important use of paste () is in creating titles and axis labels for plots (see Sec. 8.5.1). 
Here is a simple example (see Sec. 9.2.3 for information on the use of for ( ... ) { ... } ). 

Crnd> powers<- run(-.5,1.5, .5) 

Crnd> for(@p,powers){ 
plot(X:x, NewY:boxcox(y,@p),\ 
title:paste("Plot of boxcox(y, ",@p, ") vs x",sep: "")) 

} 

This plots five graphs with titles "Plot of boxcox (y, -0. 5) vs x", "Plot of 
boxcox (y, 0) vs x", ... , "Plot of boxcox (y, 1. 5) vs x". 

The uses of paste () are limited only by your ingenuity. For example, suppose you 
have 3 variables, yl, y2 and y3, and you want to compute regressions of each on 
independent variables xl, x2, x3 and x4. 

Cmd> for ( i, run ( 3)) {regress (paste ( "y", i, "=xl+x2+x3+x4 ", sep: ""))} 

This produces regression output for the regression models 11 yl=xl+x2+x3+x4 11
, 

"y2=xl+x2+x3+x4 11 and 11 y3=xl+x2+x3+x4 11 (Sec. 3.4, 3.8). 

Suppose you want to split apart structure temperatures in Sec. 2.8.16, with each 
component going into a separate variable day _l, day _2 and day _3 .. 

Cmd> for(@i,run(ncomps(temperatures))){ 
<<paste ( "day" ,@i, sep: "_ ") >> <- temperatures [@i];;} 

Crnd> list ("day_*") # See Sec. 2.9.1 
day_l REAL 10 
day_2 REAL 5 
day_3 REAL 14 

See Sec. 9.5 on indirect specification of variables by<< ... >>. 

8.3.3 Creating CHARACTER vectors using paste() You can also use paste () to create a 
CHARACTER vector instead of a scalar. If var is a REAL, LOGICAL or CHARACTER variable, 
paste (var, rnultiline: T) returns a CHARACTER vector with oflength nrows (var), 
with each element a character representation of a row of var. There can be only one 
non-keyword argument when you use rnultiline: T. Keyword format is recognized, 
but the width of the format is ignored (format: 11 12. 5 f II is equivalent to 
f orrnat: " . 5 f 11 

). Keywords charwidth and intwidth are ignored except for printing 
an advisory message. 
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Crnd> X<-matrix ( 2 *run ( 8), 2) ;paste (x, multi line: T, format: ". lf ") 
(1) "2.0 6.0 10.0 14.0" 
(2) "4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0" 

You can use keyword sep with rnultiline: T, but its value must be single character. 
In particular, its value cannot be the null string 11 11

• 

Crnd> paste(x,multiline:T, format: ".lf",sep: ", ") 
(1) 11 2.0,6.0,10.0,14.0" 
(2) "4.0,8.0,12.0,16.0" 

Finally, keyword linesep allows you to combine the lines in a single CHARACTER 
scalar, with each line separated by a character you specify. This is best illustrated by 
examples. 

Crnd> paste(x,multiline:T,format: ".lf",sep: ", ",linesep: "/") 
(1) "2.0,6.0,10.0,14.0/4.0,8.0,12.0,16.0" 

Crnd> paste (x, mul tiline: T, format:". lf", linesep: "\n ") 
(1) "1.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 
2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0" 

In the second example 11 \n II indicates the normal end-of-line character, and each line of 
x becomes a separate line of the result. The line-separating character is not appended to 
the last line. 

8.3.4 Creating a CHARACTER variable using putascii() Normally putascii () just 
outputs characters to the screen or terminal (Sec. 7.4.3). When keyword phrase keep: T 
is an additional argument, putascii () returns a CHARACTER scalar containing the 
characters specified by the codes instead of printing them. 

Crnd> alphabet<-putascii(run(65,90),run(97,122),keep:T) 

Crnd> alphabet 
(1) "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz 11 

Crnd> for(@i,run(127)){asciicodes[@i] <- putascii(@i,keep:T);;J 

Crnd> paste ( asciicodes [vector (77, 97, 99, 65,110,111,118, 97) J, sep: "") 
( 1 ) 11 MacAnova 11 

See Sec. 9.2.3 for use of for and Sec. 8.3.2 for paste (). 

8.4 Coordinate labels Normally when vectors, matrices and other variables are printed, 
each row starts with a numerical label in parentheses indicating the subscripts for the 
first element in the row. You can use setoptions(labelabove: T) to change the 
behavior so that the labels for the last coordinate go across the screen, above the data, 
and setoptions(labelstyle: 11 

["), say, to use produce default labeling like [2, 3] 
instad of ( 2, 3); see Sec. 8.1.3. 

If you wish, you may replace these default labels entirely with more informative ones. 
Specifically, you can add arbitrary labels for the coordinates (rows, columns, ... ) of 
vectors, matrices and arrays, and to structure components. A label is a CHARACTER 
vector of the appropriate length - the dimension of the coodinate or the number of 
components. If a matrix or array x has any labels it must have labels for all dimensions, 
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although a label can be of the form rep ( 11 11 
, n) which has no effect. However, a 

labelled structure can have unlabelled components just as an unlabelled structure can 
have labelled components. 

The primary function of coordinate and component labels is to make printed output 
more informative. 

In many cases, when x has labels, they are propagated to new variables computed from 
x in the many situations. See Sec. 8.4.3 for details. 

8.4.1 Adding labels to a variable You can create a variable with labels or add labels to a 
variable using vector (), matrix (), array (), structure (), strconcat () and 
matread( ). 

The general usage makes use of keyword phrase labels: labs as an extra argument to 
any of these functions, where labs is a CHARACTER vector or scalar or a structure of 
CHARACTER vectors or scalars. 

Cmd> x <- matrix(hconcat(run(3,5},run(3,5}A2},\ 
labels: structure (vector ( "Case l ", "Case 2 ", "Case 3 "}, \ 
vector ( "X", "X squared"}}) 

Cmd> x 

Case 1 
Case 2 
Case 3 

X 
3 
4 
5 

X squared 
9 

16 
25 

Normally, as in this example, the value for labels is a structure with as many 
components as the variable being labeled has dimensions. If there is only one 
dimension, the value of 1 abe 1 s can be a vector instead of a structure. Except for 
CHARACTER variables, labels for the last dimension always go accross the top, regardless 
of the value of option labelabove (Sec. 8.1.3). 

It is not an error if the number of labels supplied does not match the number of 
dimensions although a warning message is printed. Extra labels are ignored and 
missing ones are assumed to be"@" (see below) and will print as coordinate numbers. 

Cmd> matrix (x, labels: vector ( "Case l ", "Case 2 ", "Case 3 "}} 
WARNING: too few vectors of labels supplied to matrix(); missing 
assumed "@" 

(1) ( 2) 
Case 1 3 9 
Case 2 4 16 
Case 3 5 25 

If the label supplied for a dimension is a vector of the wrong length, a warning message 
is printed, and the operation is carried out ignoring the labels. 

Cmd> matrix(x,labels:structure(vector("Case l", "Case 2"},\ 
vector ( "xl 11

, 
11x2 11

}}} # only 2 labels for dimension 1 
WARNING: sizes of labels do not match dimensions on matrix(); ignored 
( 1, 1) 3 9 
(2,1) 4 16 
(3,1) 5 25 
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You can remove labels from a variable x by setting them to NULL. 

Cmd> xl <- array(x,labels:NULL) #works for vector, matrix or array x 

Cmd> strl <- strconcat(str,labels:NULL) # works for structure str 

For a structure, this does not remove labels from any component with labels. 

You can use a single quoted string or CHARACTER scalar to generate an entire vector of 
labels for a coordinate as follows. Assume the labels are for coordinate i of variable x. 

CHARACTER scalar Expansion 
"11 rep ( " " , dim ( x) [ i] ) 

"@anything" rep ("@anything", dim (x) [ i] ) 

"#" vector ( "1" , "2 " , ... ) 
n [ II vector (" [ 1] " , " [ 2 J 11 

, ••• ) 

fl (" vector ( " ( 1) " , " ( 2) " , ... ) 
II { It vector ( " { 1} " , " { 2} " , ... ) 

"<" vector ( "<l>", "<2>", ... ) 
II/ 11 vector ( "/1/", "/2/", ... ) 

II\\ II vector ( "\ \1 \ \", "\ \2 \ \", ... ) 

Anything else, say "base" vector("basel","base2", ... ) 

In the table, "@anything" stands for any CHARACTER scalar starting with "@", including 
"@". 

Cmd> matrix (x, 
[1] 

1 3 
2 4 
3 5 

labels:structure("#", "[")) 
[2] 

9 
16 
25 

Cmd> matrix (x, labels: structure (" ( ", "Column ")) 
Column 1 Column 2 

(1) 3 9 
(2) 4 16 
(3) 5 25 

Cmd> y <- array(run(16),2,2,4,labels:structure("A", "B", "C")) 

Cmd> y 
Cl C2 C3 C4 

Al Bl 1 5 9 13 
B2 3 7 11 15 

A2 Bl 2 6 10 14 
B2 4 8 12 16 

A label vector of the form rep ( "@" , n) or rep ( "@anything" , n) as would be expanded 
from "@" or "@anything" (see table) is treated specially at the time it is used to label 
output. At that time is further expanded similarly to the way scalar labels that do not 
start with"@" are expanded when they are created. 
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rep ( "@#", n) prints as 1, 2, .... 

rep ( "@ [ " , n) prints as [ 1], [ 2], ... , and rep ( "@ ( " , n) prints as ( 1) , ( 2 ) , ... , and 
similarly with " @ { ", "@< ", " @/ ",and " @ \ \ ". rep ( " @ 11 

, n) also prints as ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , .... 

rep ( "@anythingelse", n) prints as anythingelsel, anythingelse2, .... 

Moreover, if successive coordinates have the same type of "bracket" label starting with 
"@" created by, say, labels: structure ( "@ [", " [@", " ["), the printed labels are 
combined to form a multi-index label such as, say, [ 1 , 2 ] . 

Crnd> matrix(x, labels:structure("@(", "Column ")) 
Column 1 Column 2 

( 1) 3 9 
( 2) 4 16 
(3) 5 25 

Crnd> array(y, 

( 1, 1) 

labels:structure("@(", "@(", "@(")) # or ("@", "@", "@") 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

1 5 9 13 
(1, 2) 3 7 11 15 
(2 I 1) 2 6 10 14 
(2 I 2) 4 8 12 16 

A label vector of the form rep ( " " , n) to which the scalar " " expands effectively deletes 
any labelling of that coordinate. 

Crnd> matrix(x, 
[ 1] 

labels:structure("[", ""))# no column labels 
3 9 

[2] 4 16 
[ 3] 5 25 

Crnd> 1.r1.s <- ma tread ( "MacAnova. dat ", "irisdata ", \ 
labels:structure("",\ 
vector("Variety", "Sep_len", "Sep_wid", "Pet_len", "Pet_wid")), \ 
quiet: T) 

Crnd> iris[run(3),J 
Variety 

1 
1 
1 

# no row labels 
Sep_len Sep_wid 

5.1 3.5 
4.9 3 
4.7 3.2 

Pet_len 
1.4 
1.4 
1. 3 

Pet_wid 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 

Although they sometimes appear the same, there is a difference between the labels 
generated from, say, " ( " or " [ 11 and those generated from 11 @ (" or "@ [ 11

• In the first 
place, adjacent labels generated from 11 

(" or " [" do not combine. Compare the 
following with the example above where labels were specified by 
structure("@(","@(","@("). 

Crnd> array (y, labels: structure (" [ ", " [ ", " [ ")) 
(1) (2) (3) 

(1) (1) 1 5 9 
( 2) 3 7 11 

(2) (1) 2 6 10 
( 2) 4 8 12 

(4) 
13 
15 
14 
16 

In addition, although labels "propagate" properly when using subscripts (see Sec. 8.4.4), 
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a vector of the form rep ( "@ ( " , n) or rep ( 11 @ [ 11 
, n) remains a vector of the same form, 

except possibly with a different length. When printed, this always produces labels 
11 

( 1) ", " ( 2) 11
, ••• or 11 

[ 1] ", 11 
[ 2] 11

, ••• with no gaps. However, although a vector of labels 
generated from " ( 11 or " [ " starts out this way, elements may be skipped when 
subscripts are used, resulting in gaps in the numerical sequence. Compare the 
following two examples. 

Cmd> array(y,labels:structure("A", "@[", "@[")} [,2,vector(l,4)] 

Al [1] 
A2 [1] 

[1] [2] 
3 15 
4 16 

Cmd> array(y,labels:structure("A", "[", "[")) [,2,vector(l,4)] 

Al [2] 
A2 [2] 

[l] [4] 
3 15 
4 16 

See Sec. 2.8.11, 2.8.13, and 2.11.3 for other examples of the use of keyword labels. 

8.4.2 Retrieving labels from a variable - getlabels() and haslabels Function 
get labels () allows you to access the labels, if any, of a variable, and pre-defined 
macro has labels lets you test whether a variable has labels. 

getlabels (x) retrieves all the labels, if any, associated with variable x. When xis a 
vector or structure, the result is a CHARACTER vector. Otherwise the result is a structure 
with CHARACTER vector components named diml, dim2, .... If x has no labels, 
get labels (x) returns NULL and prints a warning message. 

Cmd> temp<- getlabels(iris); list(temp) 
temp STRUC 2 

Cmd> dim(temp$diml) # row labels from iris are rep{" 11 ,150) 
(1) 150 

Cmd> temp$dim2 # column labels from iris 
(1) "Variety" 
(2) "Sep_len" 
( 3 ) "Sep_wid" 
(4) "Pet_len" 
(5) "Pet_wid" 

get labels (x, 2), for example, retrieves the labels associated with dimension 2 of x. 
The second argument must be a positive integer or vector of positive integers. 

Cmd> paste(getlabels(iris,2)) 
(1) "Variety Sep_len Sep_wid Pet_len Pet_wid 11 

has labels (x) is True if and only if x has labels. 

Cmd> vector(haslabels(iris),haslabels(matrix(iris,labels:NULL))) 
(1) T F 

On get labels () or any command adding labels using keyword labels, you can 
suppress warning messages by keyword phrase s i 1 en t : T. 
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Cmd> ylabs <- getlabels(y);print(ylabs) 
WARNING: argument to getlabels() has no labels 
ylabs: 
(NULL) 

Cmd> getlabels(y,silent:T) # no warning message printed. 

8.4.3 Transforming labels Because many of the mathematical functions such as log () 
and cos () accept character arguments, you can sometimes use them to generate 
appropriate labels for transformed variables. In the following example iris is the 
matrix of iris data used in Sec. 8.4.1 and 8.4.2. 

Cmd> irislabs <- getlabels(iris) 

Cmd> logiris <- matrix(loglO(iris[,-1)),\ 
labels:structure(irislabs[l],log(irislabs[2)[-1]))) 

Cmd> logiris[run(3),J 
log(Sep_len) log(Sep_wid) 

(1) 0.70757 0.54407 
(2) 0.6902 0.47712 
(3) 0.6721 0.50515 

log(Pet_len) 
0.14613 
0.14613 
0.11394 

log(Pet_wid) 
-0.69897 
-0.69897 
-0.69897 

The use of subscripts to extract the components of iris labs is explained in Sec. 2.8.16. 

8.4.4 Propagation of labels MacAnova tries appropriately to label output or side effect 
variables created from labelled input variables. 

The labels of a portion of a variable selected using subscripts are the appropriate 
portions of the original labels. 

Cmd> x[l,-1) 
X squared 

Case 1 9 

The result of cos (x), sqrt (x), and other transformations of x listed in Sec. 2.8.6 have 
the same labels as x. 

Cmd> sqrt {x) 

Case 1 
Case 2 
Case 3 

X 
1.7321 

2 
2.2361 

X squared 
3 
4 
5 

x ' has the same label vectors as x but in reverse order 

Cmd> x' 

X 
X squared 

Case 1 
3 
9 

Case 2 
4 

16 

Case 3 
5 

25 

sum (x), min (x), and other transformation that operate along the first dimension of x 
have labels for the last ndims ( x) - 1 dimensions matching those of x. The first 
dimension is given 11 @ 11 as a label so that it is printed as " ( 1 ) 11 

• 
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Cmd> sum(x) 

(1) 
X 

12 
X squared 

50 

+x, -x and ! x all have the same labels as x. 

If OP is a binary operator such as+,-,*, ==, ... ,(Sec. 2.8.3 and 2.8.4), but not a matrix 
operator such as%*%, %c%, %C%, %/%and%\% (Sec. 2.10.4 and 2.10.5) then x OP y often 
has the labels of x. When x does not have labels, x OP y may have the labels of y. The 
exceptions have to do with operations combining variables with different sizes (see Sec. 
2.10.2). Combination with a scalar preserves labels. 

Cmd> 3*x 

Case 1 
Case 2 
Case 3 

X 
9 

12 
15 

X squared 
27 
48 
75 

If matrices x and y both have labels then x %*% y, x %c% y, and x %C% y have labels 
taken from the row and or column labels of x and yin the obvious way. 

Cmd> x' %*% x 
X X squared 

X 50 216 
X squared 216 962 

Cmd> X %*% X' 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Case 1 90 156 240 
Case 2 156 272 420 
Case 3 240 420 650 

If xis a matrix with labels, eigen (x) $vectors and releigen (x, y) $vectors (Sec. 
6.2.1 and 6.2.3) have the same row labels as x and column labels of the form 
rep ( "@" ,m). 

If xis a matrix with labels, cor (x) (Sec. 2.12.5) has row and column labels matching the 
column labels of x. cor (x, y, ... ) has no labels. 

If xis a matrix with labels, rft (x) and hft (x) (Sec. 5.10) have the same column labels 
as x with row labels of the form rep ( "@" , m) . The same is true for cf t ( x) when 
ncols (x) is even. 

If xis a response variable in a GLM command such as regress () or pois son (), its 
labels are propagated to side effect variables RESIDUALS, WTDRESIDUALS, and HII (Sec. 
3.6). 

After regress (), COEF and XTXINV are labelled with the names of the variables 
(including "CONSTANT" when appropriate) (Sec. 3.6). 

After manova () (Sec. 3.22) with a response matrix with labels, ss is labeled with 
TERMNAMES and two copies of the column labels of the response. Also, the column 
labels of the response are attached to the last dimension of each vector, matrix, or array 
returned by coef s () and secoefs () (Sec. 3.13). 
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If any term names are longer than 12 characters (the maximum size for a structure 
component name), the components of coef s () and secoef s () are labelled with the 
full term names. 

8.5 More on plotting A brief introduction to making graphs was given in Sec. 2.15 -
2.15.6. This section gives details on keyword use, modifying and replotting graphs, and 
saving graphical information on files. 

8.5.1 Keywords affecting appearance and bounds All the plotting commands recognize 
several keyword phrases, although their use is optional. Here is a list of keywords 
affecting graph appearance and bounds, together with brief descriptions. "X-axis" and 
"Y-axis" refer to the horizontal and vertical axes of a graph. 

Key words affecting appearance and bounds 

Keyword Phrase Interpretation 

title:"Your title" Title above graph, up to 75 characters 

xlab: "X-axis label" X-axis label, up to 50 characters 

ylab: "Y-axis label" Y-axis label, up to 20 characters 

xrnin:xMinVal Minimum value for X-axis 

xrnax:xMaxVal Maximum value for X-axis 

ymin:yMinVal Minimum value for Y-axis 

ymax:yMaxVal Maximum value for Y-axis 

xaxis:F Do not draw X-axis (line y = 0) 

yaxis:F Do not draw Y-axis (line x = 0) 

xticks:xTickPositions REAL vector of positions of X-axis tick marks. NULL means 
no tick marks or labels; ? means default positions. 

yticks:yTickPositions REAL vector of positions of Y-axis tick marks or labels. 
NULL means no tick marks; ? means default positions. 

xticklen:xTickLength Length ~-1 of X-axis tick marks; value< 0 gives ticks 
outside frame; 0 gives tick labels but no ticks; value > 2 
gives full gridlines across plot; 1 gives the default length. 

yticklen:yTickLength Length~ -1 of Y-axis tick marks; value < 0 gives ticks 
outside frame; 0 gives tick labels but no ticks; value> 2 
gives full gridlines across plot; 1 gives the default length. 

linetype:n On commands that draw lines, sets the line type ton, 
default is 1 (solid); n must be integer 1 ::; n < 100. 

thickness:w On commands that draw lines, sets the line thickness tow 
times normal thickness, default is 1. w must be between .1 
and 10; has no effect when when dumb: T or where 
otherwise not feasible; not implemented in all versions. 

If the values for xmin and xmax and/or ymin and ymax are the same (for example, 
xmin: O, xmax: 0), bounds for the X and/or Y axis are computed from all the data in the 
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plot. 

8.5.2 Other graphics keywords These keywords allow saving graphs in files, directing 
them to specific windows, and adding information to previously created plots. Here is 

r f th h" k d a 1st o e remammg grap lCS eywor s. 
Other Graphics Keywords 

Keyword Phrase Interpretation 

dumb:T Use printable characters only, producing a crude plot 
suitable for typewriter like printing 

height:nlines Number of lines in a "dumb" plot 

width:nchars Width of a "dumb" plot in character positions. 

keep:F Do not save plot as LASTPL0T (see Sec. 8.5.3) 

show:F Do not display plot, only save it as LASTPL0T (see Sec. 
8.5.3) 

add:T Add information to most recent plot 

file:fileNarne Write Postscript to file f i leNarne ( see Sec. 8.5.4) 

new:T Overwrite fileNarne (see Sec. 8.5.4) 

ps:F Suppresses PostScript when writing a plot to a file (see 
Sec. 8.5.4). On Unix this results in the Tektronix 
plotting commands being written to the file; on a 
Macintosh, a PICT file is written; on other computers, a 
"dumb" plot is written. 

epsf :T Encapsulated PostScript file will be written instead of 
, PostScript (Macintosh only). 

landscape:T PostScript plot will be rotated so as to fill 8.5" by 11" 
page. 

window:n Draw plot in window n (1 ~ n ~ 8). If n is 0, use the 
window most recently used; only on windowed 
versions (Macintosh, Windows or Motif). 

pause: T (Mac,Window, Forces (T) or suppresses (F) a pause after the graph is 
Motif) drawn. pause: Tis when plotting many graphs in a 
pause : F (DOS,Unix) loop with window: 0. 

screendurnp:FileNarne Save a copy of graph being plotted in file FileName (see 
Sec. 8.5.4). In Macintosh version a PICT file is written; 
in protected mode DOS version (DJGPP) a bitmap PCX 
file is written. Not legal in other versions. 

Most are self explanatory; keep and show are explained in Sec. 8.5.3 and file and new 
are explained in Sec. 8.5.4. 

Here are some examples of the use of tick mark- related keywords. 

Cmd> plot(x,y,xticks:vector(l,2,4),yticks:NULL,xticklen:1.5) 
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gives X-axis ticks 1.5 times normal at x = 1, 2 and 4 and suppresses all y-axis ticks and 
their labels. 

Cmd> plot(x,y,xticklen:3,yticklen:-.5) 

draws full grid lines (value for xticklen > 2) perpendicular to the x-axis and half 
length ticks along the outside of left edge of the frame. 

Here is an example of a plot produced using dumb: T. 

Cmd> @x<-run(-2.5,2.5,.1); lineplot(@x,\ 
Normal:exp(-@xA2/2)/sqrt(2*PI),\ 
dumb:T, title: "Plot of normal curve using 
\ "dumb: T\ "",width: 72, height: 28) 

Plot of normal curve using "dumb:T" 
+-----+-----------+----------+----------+-----------+------+ 

0.4+ + 
I ..... I 
I I 

0.35+ + 
I 
I 

0.3+ + 
I 
I 

0.25+ + 
N I 
0 I 
r 0.2+ + 
rn I 
a I 
1 0.15+ + 

I 
I 

0.1+ + 
I 
I 

0.05+ + 
I ... .... I 
+-----+-----------+----------+----------+-----------+------+ 

-2 -1 0 1 2 
X 

When xticklen oryticklen is used when making a "dumb" plot, the only values 
that have an effect are O (tick marks but not labels are suppressed) and > 2 (grid lines are 
drawn). For all other values the tick marks are as just illustrated. 

8.5.3 Replotting graphs and GRAPH variables As a side effect, all plotting commands 
create a variable with name LASTPLOT of special type GRAPH. LASTPLOT encapsulates all 
the information used to create the plot. This information includes axis labels and title, 
minima, maxima, and indeed everything set by keywords affecting appearance and 
bounds when the plot was created (Sec. 8.5.1). LASTPLOT can be assigned to another 
variable (for example, plotl <- LASTPLOT) or redisplayed, possibly with changed 
limits or labelling information, using showplot (). You can add information to it 
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using addpoints (), addlines (), addchars (), and addstrings () or keyword phrase 
add: Ton a regular plotting command. You can print LASTPL0T (as a "dumb" plot) 
using print () or write ( l. In fact, just typing the name of a GR.;.PH variable causes a 
"dumb" rendition to be printed. 

Command showplot ( l recognizes all the keywords in Sec. 8.5.1 and 8.5.2 except 
linetype, thickness and add, and updates LASTPL0T accordingly (unless keep: Fis 
an argument), thus allowing labelling information and plotting limits to be changed. 

Here are descriptions of the commands that may be used to add information to a plot in 
LASTPL0T or other GRAPH variable. If the GRAPH variable does not exist it is an error. 

addpoints (x, y) is the same as plot (x, y, add: T). It redraws the graph in LASTPL0T 
while adding new points to it. 

addchars (x, y, c) is the same as chplot (x, y, c, add: T). It redraws the graph in 
LASTPL0T while adding character labelled points to it. 

addlines (x, y) is the same as lineplot (x, y, add: T). It redraws the graph in 
LASTPL0T while adding line plots to it. 

adds trings ( x, y, charVec) draws charVec [ i] at position (x [ i] ,y [ i]) in the graph 
in LASTPL0T. charVec must be a CHARACTER vector of the same length as x and y. In 
contrast with other plotting commands, both x and y must be vectors of the same 
length. By default, each string is written centered at (x [ i J ,Y [ i J ) • However, if 
justify: 11 left II or justify: 11 right II is an argument following charVec, each string 
will be positioned with its left or right or right end at (x [ i J ,Y [ i] ). 

On windowed versions of MacAnova (Macintosh, Windows, Motif), these commands 
all draw in a new window, unless keyword wind is used to specify an existing window. 

On any of these, to force the minimum and maximum on an axis to be recomputed, set 
the minimum the same as the maximum, for example by xmin: O, xmax: 0. This 
computation takes into account the minimum and maximum of all previous data as 
well any new data being added. 

All four commands recognize a GRAPH variable as argument preceding any others. The 
new information or labels will be added to the graph encapsulated in this argument 
instead of LASTPL0T. The following assumes that LASTPL0T was created by the 
dumb: T example above. Note the use of keywords to change the axis labels and titles. 
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Cmd> normal<- LASTPLOT # save a copy of the GRAPH variable 

Cmd> addstrings(normal, .45, .37, "N(0,1) density curve",\ 

N 

0 

r 
m 
a 
1 

d 
e 
n 
s 
i 
t 
y 

justify: "left",ymin:0,xlab: "z-score",ylab: "Normal density",\ 
title: "Standard plot of normal curve") 

Standard plot of normal curve 

0.4 

0.35 

0.3 

0.25 

0.2 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

0 ---------- ------------------- -------------------r------------------ ~------------------ ----------
-2 -1 0 1 2 

z-score 

All plotting commands, including showplot (), addpoints (), addlines (), 
addchars (), addstrings () and boxplot (), recognize keyword phrases keep: F and 
show: F. keep: F specifies that LASTPLOT is not to be created or updated. show: F directs 
that the graph is not displayed. The latter is useful when you are building a graph in 
several steps and don't want to see anything until the final product. For example, the 
preceding plot could be created by 

Cmd> @x<-run(-2.5,2.5, .l);lineplot(@x,\ 
exp(-@xA2/2)/sqrt(2*PI),show:F) 

Cmd> addstrings (. 45, . 3 7, "N ( 0, 1) density curve",\ 
justify: "left", show:F) 

Cmd> showplot (ymin:0,xlab: "z-score",ylab: "Normal density",\ 
title: "Standard plot of normal curve") 

Using both keep: F and show: F doesn't make sense and is an error. 

8.5.4 Writing graphs to a file All plotting commands recognize keyword phrase 
file: fileName, where f ileName is a quoted string or CHARACTER variable. This 
suppresses the display of the graph. Instead, plotting information is written as 
PostScript commands to the file specified by fileName. (PostScript is a page description 
language that is recognized by many printers, include Apple LaserWriters.) It may be 
possible to the print the PostScript commands later on a LaserWriter or incorporate 
them in a document. You may write several graphs to the same file. You should use 
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new: T when saving the first one. Without new: T, if the file already exists, Postscript 
commands are added at its end. On windowed versions (Macintosh, Windows, Motif) 
you can use " " as file name, specifying the file in a dialog box. File name CONSOLE is 
not treated specially by the plotting commands. 

Note: If you add PostScript to a file that was written in a previous MacAnova run, 
some programs designed to read the PostScript may be unable to read the new plots. In 
particular this is true of Unix program ghostview. 

Actually, Postscript is not always written but can be suppressed by ps: F. What is 
written in this case depends on the MacAnova version. On Unix, graphs other than 
"dumb" ones, are available only if you are using a Tektronix 4014 emulator (the xterm 
interface under X-windows is one such) and MacAnova emits special Tektronix 4014 
character sequences. ps: F causes the Tektronix 4014 codes to be written to the file 
instead of Postscript. When ps: Fis used on a Macintosh a so called PICT file is written 
that can be read by many graphics programs. On other systems, when ps: Fis present, 
just a "dumb" plot is written to the file. 

In versions where it is implemented (Macintosh and protected mode DOS), keyword 
phrase screendump: fileName provides an alternative way to save a graph. A file is 
written to the file in a binary format specific to the type of computer. On a Macintosh a 
PICT file is written; in the protected mode DOS version (DJGPP) a bitmap PCX file is 
written. Such files can be imported into certain word processors and graphics editing 
programs. 

8.6 More on help() and usage() help () and usage () have some additional features not 
mentioned in Sec. 2.9. You can switch between two different help files and find out 
what's new in the version of MacAnova you are using. 

8.6.1 Using more than one help file help () and usage () read information in a special 
format from a text (ASCII) file. On non-Unix systems this file is MacAnova. hlp and is 
normally in the same directory or folder where MacAnova itself is located . On Unix, it 
will be in an installation-dependent location and may have an alternative name. The 
format is described near the start of MacAnova. hlp. 

It is possible to create additional files in the same format, perhaps providing help on a 
library of macros (see Sec. 7.5), or specific help on one or more statistical methods. For 
example, file design.mac, which is distributed with MacAnova and contains macros 
useful in experimental design, has an associated help file design. hlp. You can use 
keywords f i 1 e, orig and alt to switch between help files. This is probably best 
illustrated by example. 
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Cmd> help(file: "design.hlp") # start using design.hlp as help file 

Cmd> help(confound3) # help on topic will be read from design.hlp 
confound3(basis) confounds a three series factorial into blocks based 
on the generators given in the matrix basis. Results are returned in 
a structure with component names blockl, block2, etc. Each component 
has a character vector of factor/level combinations for that block. 

The p x k matrix basis contains the generators for the confounding, 

***** Interrupt ***** Interrupted to stop output 

Cmd> usage(randt) # usage information from design.hlp 
randt(dvec, m [,trials:n]), dvec REAL vector, positive integer n 

Cmd> help("*") # all topics on design.hlp 
Help is available on the following topics: 
aliases2 boxcoxvec confound3 randsign 
aliases3 choosegen2 ffdesign2 randt 
allaliases2 confound2 pairedcomp rscanon 
For information on help, enter help(help) 

typeIIIss 
quadmax 

For help on topic foo, enter help(foo) or help("foo") 

Cmd> help (key: "? ") # index keys for design. hlp 
Type 'help(key:"heading") ', where heading is in following list: 
Aliasing ANOVA Design Permutation test 
Analysis Confounding Factorial 

design. hlp will remain the source for help () and usage () until changed. 

help (orig: T) switches you back to the standard help file; help (alt: T) returns you 
the most recent alternative help file. 

Cmd> usage(orig:T) # or help(orig:T) 

Cmd> usage(boxcox) # usage info now from macanova.hlp 
boxcox(x,power), x a REAL vector or matrix, power a REAL scalar 

Cmd> help(alt:T) #switchback to most recent alternate help file 

Cmd> usage(boxcoxvec) # usage info again from design.hlp 
boxcoxvec(rhs_rnodel,y,powers:pow), CHARACTER scalar rhs_model, REAL 

vectors y and pow. 

You can combine other possible arguments with these keywords. For example, 
help (alt: T, key:" factorial") both switches to the alternate file and lists the topics 
associated with index key factorial in that file. 

8.6.2 Finding what's new MacAnova is an evolving system and cannot be expected to 
remain unchanged. Changes may be bug fixes, the addition of new functions or 
macros, or the enhancement of existing ones. Whenever a substantive change is made, 
including important bug fixes, a record is made in the help file under the general topic 
news, along with the date the change was made. Especially when you start using a new 
version, you will probably want a quick synopsis as to what has changed. 

help (news) lists in reverse chronological order items about MacAnova development ( 
starting with the most recent entry back for three months from the most recent date. 
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help ( news : 9 610 0 1) gives you information about changes since October 1, 1996. 

help (news: vector ( 960701, 961231) ) lists in reverse chronological order dated 
between July 1 and December 31, 1996. 

Cmd> help(news:vector(960901,960910)) 
960906 New keyword 'comments' on matprint(), matwrite(), and 
macrowri te ( ) 

960904 Fixed bug that prevented usage cmplx(rx) as equivalent to 
cmplx(rx, 0*rx). 

960903 Minor changes in regpred() and glmpred(). After iterative GLM 
commands, estimate:F is allowed and sepred:F is assumed. 

From time to time, older news items are moved from the standard help file to file 
macanova. nws which is distributed with MacAnova. This is in the form of an 
alternate help file. help (file: "macanova. nws", news) will list the most recently 
added items to this file. You can again specify dates to select ranges of items. 

In addition, help (update) prints a summary of most changes between the various 
versions of MacAnova, in reverse chronological order, going back to Version 2.0. 
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MacAnova Version 4.04 

9. Programming MacAnova 

9.1 Working with structures There are several functions useful for working with 
structures. We illustrate some of them with the structure trees displayed in Sec. 
2.8.16. 

9.1.1 Creating structures - structure(), strconcat() and split() The basic command for 
creating a structure is structure (). Its general usage is structure (cl, c2, ... ). The 
arguments, cl, c2, ... , are variables of any type, including GRAPH or other structures. 
The structure trees used in Sec. 2.8.16 was created by 

Cmd> trees <- structure (info: "Made up data on 6 trees",\ 
varnames:vector( "Species", "DBH"), \ 
data:matrix(vector(l,1,1,2,2,2, 5.6,4.5,8.9,7.3,9.9,11.3),6)) 

Cmd> trees 
component: info 
(1) "Made up data on 6 trees" 
component: varnames 
(1) "Species" 
(2) "DBH" 
component: data 
( 1, 1) 1 5.6 
(2, 1) 1 4.5 
( 3, 1) 1 8.9 
( 4, 1) 2 7.3 
( 5, 1) 2 9.9 
(6, 1) 2 11. 3 

When, as here, an argument to structure () is a keyword phrase where the keyword 
is not compnames or labels, the keyword specifies the name of a component. The 
name of a component that is not specified by a keyword phrase is the same as the name 
of the variable, with a starting"@" removed if it is a temporary variable (Sec. 2.4). 
When such an argument doesn't have a name because it is a computed quantity such as 
sqrt {x), the component is given a descriptive name like VECTOR or STRING. 

Cmd> @x <- 3;structure(run(5),sqrt_pi:sqrt(PI), @x) 
component: VECTOR Name given to run { 5) 
(1) 1 2 3 
component: sqrt__pi From keyword 
(1) 1. 7725 
component: x 
( 1) 3 

11 @ 11 stripped off @x 

4 

You can also name the components using a final argument compnames: Names, where 
Names is a CHARACTER vector or scalar. This is the only way to name a component 
labels or compnames with any name longer than 10 characters. When Names is a 
quoted string or CHARACTER scalar (single name), the component names all start with 
the name with "1", "2", ... appended; otherwise, length (Names) must match the 
number of components. 

Cmd> hills<- structure(vector(2,3),vector(7,4),compnames:"hill") 
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Cmd> hills 
component: hilll 
(1) 2 
component: hill2 
(1) 7 

3 

4 

In this example hi 11 was used as a "root" from which were constructed component 
names hilll and hi 112. 

No element of Names may contain the character$. 

In addition, you can label the components, possibly using longer names, using 
keyword labels. 

Cmd> hills2 <- structure(vector(2,3),vector(7,4), \ 
compnames:"hill",labels:"Minnesota Hill "); hills2 

Minnesota Hill 1 
( 1) 2 3 
Minnesota Hill 2 
( 1) 7 4 

Cmd> getlabels(hills2) 
(1) "Minnesota Hill l" 
(2) "Minnesota Hill 2" 

Cmd> compnames(hills2) # component names as before (see Sec. 9.1.2) 
( 1) "hilll" 
(2) "hill2" 

See Sec. 8.4.1 for details on labels. 

strconcat () provides another way to create a structure. It is used the same way as 
structure (). When none of its arguments is a structure, strconcat (} behaves 
identically to structure (}. However, when any argument is itself a structure, each of 
its top level components becomes a component of the result rather the argument being 
one component. Thus strconcat (} allows you to combine two or more structures 
into one, without increasing the "depth." 

Cmd> hills<- strconcat(hills,hill3:vector(9,5,ll),hill3:12) 

Cmd> hills 
component: hilll 
(1) 2 3 
component: hill2 
( 1) 7 4 
component: hill3 
( 1} 9 5 11 
component: hill3 
(1) 12 

Note that, although it may be confusing, as here, it is not illegal for component names 
to be duplicated (both components 3 and 4 have name hill3). However, strl$hill3 
would extract only component 3, the first component with name hill 3. The only way 
to extract the second with name hill3 (component 4) is to use a subscript: 

Cmd> strl[4] # component 4, second hill3 
(1) 12 
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If any arguments to structure () or strconcat () are functions (say cos), undefined 
variables, or simply missing, a warning message is printed and the value of the 
corresponding component of the output is NULL. You can suppress any warning 
message by including warnings : F as an argument. 

Cmd> structure(sin,cos) 
WARNING: function name used as argument to structure() 
component: sin 
(NULL) 
component: cos 
(NULL) 

Cmd> structure(sin,cos,warnings:F) 
component: sin 
(NULL) 
component: cos 
(NULL) 

Any of the keywords compnames, labels or warnings must follow all arguments that 
make up the components of the output. 

split () is another tool for creating structures. Suppose xis a REAL or LOGICAL vector 
and the "splitting variable" a is a vector with the same length as x, with all the a [ i ] 
positive integers. Then str <- split (x, a) creates a structure with max (a) 
components, comp 1, comp2, ... , with component j consisting of all x [ i] for which a [ i] 
has value j. In particular, if the splitting variable is a factor (see Sec. 3.3), component j 
of st r consists of all x [ i ] at level j of that factor. If there are no values in a equal to j, 
component j is NULL. 

Cmd> treatment<- factor(vector(l,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3)) 

Cmd> z <- vector(7.7,10.7,10.2, 11.5,6.6,10.9,8.7, 8.7,9.2) 

Cmd> split(z,treatment) 
component: treatmentl 
(1) 7.7 10.7 10.2 
component: treatment2 
(1) 11.5 6.6 10.9 8.7 
component: treatment3 
(1) 8.7 9.2 

It is also acceptable for the splitting argument to be a LOGICAL vector, in which case 
False and True correspond to factor levels 1 and 2, respectively. 

Cmd> split(run(lO),vector(F,T,T,F,F,T,T,T,F,T)) 
component: compl Corresponding to F 
(1) 1 4 5 9 
component: comp2 Corresponding to T 
(1) 2 3 6 7 
( 6) 10 

Any element of x corresponding to a MISSING value of the splitting variable is omitted 
from the results. It is an error for all the elements of the splitting variable to be 
MISSING. 
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If the splitting variable is not an expression but has a name, say groups or @groups, the 
components will be named groups 1, groups2, etc. Similarly if the splitting variable is 
specified in a keyword phrase such as dose: rep ( run ( 4) , 5), components will be 
named dosel, dose2, .... 

You can also use s p 1 it ( ) to split up a matrix into its rows or columns, with each row 
or column becoming a component of a structure. When xis a matrix both split (x) 
and split (x, bycols: T) return a structure with one component for each column of 
x; split ( x, byrows: T) returns a structure with one row vector component for each 
row of x. 

Cmd> split(matrix(run(6),3}) # or split(matrix(run(6),3),bycols:T) 
component: coll 
(1) 1 2 3 
component: col2 
(1) 4 5 6 

Cmd> split(matrix(run(6),3),byrows:T) 
component: rowl 
(1, 1) 1 4 
component: row2 
( 1, 1) 2 
component: row3 
(1,1) 3 

5 

6 

You can use keyword compnames to name the components created by split (), just as 
with structure (). 

An important usage for split ( ) is to create an argument to a function that expects or 
accepts structures. Here we use describe () with an argument created by split () to 
compute the mean and the variance of z for each level of a. 

Cmd> describe(split(z,treatment,compnames:vector("K", "P", "N")),\ 
mean: T, var: T) 

component: mean 
component: K 

(1) 9.5333 
component: P 

(1) 9.425 
component: N 

(1) 8.95 
component: var 

component: K 
(1) 2.5833 

component: P 
(1) 4.9958 

component: N 
(1) 0.125 

An particularly important use for split () is as an argument to boxplot () (see Sec. 
2.12.2). boxplot (split (x, a) ) produces parallel box plots of x split by the levels of a 
and, when x is a matrix, boxplot (split ( x) ) produces parallel box plots of the data in 
the columns of x. See Sec. 10.2 for an example of this usage. 
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9.1.2 Getting information about a structure - ncomps() and compnames() You 
sometimes may forget how many components there are in a structure or forget their 
names. When str is a structure, ncomps ( str) returns the number of its components, 
and function c ornpnarne s ( st r ) returns a CHARACTER vector containing the names of 
those components. 

Crnd> ncomps(trees) 
(1) 3 

Cmd> compnames(trees) 
(1) "info" 
(2) "names" 
(3) "data" 

9.1.3 Changing a structure - changestr() When you want to replace a component in a 
structure or add components to or delete components from a structure you can use 
changes tr (). It actually does not change a structure directly but returns the modified 
structure as a value which can be assigned. Its usage is probably best illustrated by 
examples. 

Modify a component referred to by name: 

Cmd> changestr(trees, "info", "New value for component info") 
component: info 
(1) "New value for component info" Named component replaced 
component: names 
( 1) "Species" 
(2) "DBH" 
component: data 
(1, 1) 1 5.6 
(2, 1) 1 4.5 
( 3, 1) 1 8.9 
(4, 1) 2 7.3 
(5, 1) 2 9.9 
( 6, 1) 2 11. 3 

If the structure has no component matching the given name, a new component with 
that name is added at the end of the structure. 

Cmd> changestr(trees,"date","March 5, 1977") 
component: info 
(1) "Made up data on 6 trees" 
component: varnames 
(1) "Species" 
(2) "DBH" 
component: data 
(1, 1) 1 
(2, 1) 1 
(3,1) 1 
(4,1) 2 
( 5, 1) 2 
( 6, 1) 2 
component: date 
(1) "March 5, 1977" 

5.6 
4.5 
8.9 
7.3 
9.9 

11. 3 
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Modify a component referred to by number: 

Cmd> changestr(trees,3,newdata:vector(7.1,5.1,3.7,2.8)) 
component: info 
(1) "Made up data on 6 trees" 
component: names 
(1) "Species" 
(2) "DBH" 
component: newdata Component 3 replaced and renamed 
(1) 7.1 5.1 3.7 2.8 

If the component number specified had been 4 instead of 3, then a new component 
would have been added. 

Delete a component by specifying a negative number. 

Cmd> changestr(trees,-3) # delete component 3 
component: info 
(1) "Made up data on 6 trees" 
component: names 
(1) "Species" 
(2) "DBH" 

Deleting a component is more easily done using a negative subscript, as in trees [ -3]. 
It is illegal to delete the only component of a structure. 

9.2 Compound commands, conditional commands, and looping commands You can 
group together several individual commands so that, for certain purposes, they are 
viewed as a single command known as a compound command. Syntax elements if, 
else and elseif permit conditional execution of compound commands, depending 
on the value of one or more LOGICAL variables or expressions. And syntax elements 
while and for allow "looping", that is, repetitive execution of compound commands. 

9.2.1 Compound commands A compound command is a sequence of one or more 
ordinary commands or expressions surrounded by braces, that is, preceded by " {" and 
followed by "} ". The individual commands making it up are on separate lines unless 
they are separated by semicolons. The value of a compound command is the value of 
the last individual command or expression in the sequence. Here is a compound 
command consisting of three individual parts. 

Cmd> {@tmp <- 3*log(640320)/sqrt(163) 
@tmp + 2 
@tmp - PI} 

(1) 0 

Although the @trnp + 2 is not an assignment, its value is not printed because it is part 
of a compound command. In fact, it is there only to illustrate this point. The reason 
the value (0) of @trnp - PI is printed is because it is the last command before"}" 
making its value the value of the entire compound command. This value is printed 
because it is not assigned to a variable. In fact it would be printed even if the last 
command had been an assignment, say diff <- @trnp - PI, because the value of an 
assignment is the value assigned and this would become the value of the compound 
command. The value is O because 3 x log(640320)! .../f63 is exactly ,r within rounding 
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error. 

Once you start a compound command by typing 11 
{ 

11
, MacAnova will continue to accept 

input until a closing 11
} 

11 has been typed, even when the compound command extends 
over several lines. Under windowed versions (Macintosh, Windows, Motif) no 
prompt is given before lines other than the first. 

Cmd> diff <- {#example on Windowed version 
@tmp <- 3*log(640320)/sqrt(l63) 
@tmp; @tmp - PI 
J; diff 
(1) 0 

The compound command is split among several lines and its value, namely the value 
of @tmp - PI, is assigned to variable di ff which is printed outside the compound 
command. 

In non-Windowed versions (Unix, DOS), the special prompt More> is printed to 
remind you that more input is needed as in the following. 

Cmd> diff <- {#example on non-Windowed version 
More> @tmp <- 3*log(640320)/sqrt(l63) 
More> @tmp; @tmp - PI 
More> J; diff 
(1) 0 

You can nest compound commands. That is, a compound command may itself be 
made up of one or more compound commands, possibly together with non-compound 
commands. Here is a trivial example. 

Cmd> {{x <- 3+4; y <- 7J;{x <- 3*x; x+y}}# contains 2 compnd cmds. 
( 1) 28 

The value of the entire compound command is the value of the second compound 
command, that, is the value of x+y. 

You can force a compound command to have a NULL value by putting the explicitly 
null statement 11

; ; " at its end. 

Cmd> {{x <- 3+4; y<-7};{x <- 3*x};;J # value is NULL 

9.2.2 Conditional commands - if, elseif and else Syntax element if allows execution of 
a compound command conditional on whether a LOGICAL variable or expression is 
True. The simplest form of a conditional command is 

if(Logical) CompoundCommand 

where Logical is a LOGICAL scalar variable or expression and CompoundCommand is a 
compound command starting with 11 

{" and ending with 11
} ". The opening" {" must 

be on the same line with if. MacAnova first evaluates Logic a 1; if its value is True 
then CompoundCommand is executed and the value of CompoundCommand becomes of the 
value of the conditional command; otherwise CompoundCommand is skipped and the 
conditional command has a NULL value. 

Cmd> x <- 3; y <- 4 
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Crnd> if (x <= y) {print ( "x <= y") }#Logical expression is True 
X <= y 

Crnd> if(x > y) {print("x > y")}#Logical expression is False; no print 

Crnd> bl<- if(x < y){ #compound command on two lines 
2*x + 10) # value assigned is non-NULL 

Crnd> b2 <- if(x > y){2*x + 10) # value assigned is NULL 

Crnd> print(bl, b2) 
bl: 
( 1) 16 
b2: 
(NULL) 

The enclosing braces are required even when the compound command consists of only 
one command or expression. See below. 

Use of syntax element else with if allows you to direct Mac.Anova to do one thing if 
the LOGICAL expression is True and something else if it is False. The general usage is 
the conditional command 

if(Logical) CornpoundCornrnandl else CompoundComrnand2 

where both CornpoundComrnandl and CornpoundCornmand2 start and end with " {" and 
"} ". The opening 11 

{" of CornpoundCornmandl must be on the same line with if and 
both the closing 11

}" of CompoundComrnandl and the opening 11 
{" of CornpoundComrnand2 

( 

must be on the same line with else. ( 

In an if ... else ... conditional command, MacAnova first evaluates Logical. If its 
value is True then CornpoundCornmandl is executed and CornpoundCornmand2 is skipped; 
if its value is False than CornpoundComrnandl is skipped and CornpoundComrnand2 is 
executed. The value of an if ... else ... conditional command is the value of the 
compound command actually executed. For example, the value of if ( T) { 1} e 1 s e { 2 } 
is 1, while the value of if ( F) {l} else{ 2} is 2. 

Cmd> x <- 3; y <- 4 

Cmd> if (x < y) {print ( "x < y") }else{print ( "x >= y")} 
x < y Printed by 1st compound command 

Cmd> signdiff <- if (x < y){-l}else{l};signdiff # assigned value 
(1) -1 

Crnd> x <- 4; y <- 4 

Crnd> if (x < y) {print ( "x < y") }else{print ( "x >= y")} 
x >= y Printed by 2nd compound command 

Crnd> signdiff <- if (x < y){-l}else{l};signdiff # assigned value 
(1) 1 

You can specify more than two choices using e 1 s e if. 

if(Logicall) CompoundComrnandl elseif(Logical2) CompoundComrnand2\ 
else CompoundCommand3 

Now CornpoundCornmandl is executed if Logicall is True, CompoundCommand2 is 
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executed when Logicall is False and Logical2 is True, and CompoundCornrnand3 is 
executed if both Logicall and Logical2 are False. The value of an if ... elseif ... 
else ... conditional command is the value of the compound command actually 
executed. Forexample,thevalueofif(T) {l}elseif(T) {2}else{3} isl, the value 
of if(F) {l}elseif(T) {2}else{3} is2andthevalueof 
if ( F) { 1} elsei f ( F) { 2} else { 3} is 3. You can have additional elsei f pieces in a 
conditional command before the else piece, and the else piece can be omitted. 

Cmd> x <- l; y <- 7 

Cmd> if(x < yJ{tmp <- y - x;;} else {tmp <- x - y;;}; tmp 
(1) 6 

Here the LOGICAL expression is True and the first compound command is executed. 
The if ... else line is actually computing and printing the value of abs (x-y). In this 
case, the value of the conditional command is the value of { tmp < - y - x; ; } because 
that is the compound command actually executed. Because of the extra "; ; ", the value 
is NULL and hence is not printed. Because a conditional command has a value, an 
alternative line doing the same thing is as follows: 

Cmd> tmp <- if(x < y){y-x}else{x-y} ; tmp # Assignment to tmp 
(1) 6 

Because the LOGICAL expression x < y is True, tmp is assigned the value, y - x, of the 
first compound command; in the contrary case it would be assigned the value, x-y, of 
the second compound expression. 

Cmd> x <- 3; if(x > 0) {1} elseif (x < 0) {-1) else {OJ 
(1) 1 

Cmd> x <- -3;if(x > OJ {1} elseif (x < OJ {-1) else {0} 
(1) -1 

Cmd> x <- O; if(x > OJ {l} elseif (x < OJ {-1) else {OJ 
(1) 0 

The conditional command is the same in all three lines, in each of which a different 
compound command is executed. 

9.2.3 Looping- for and while Sometimes you may need to repeat one or more 
commands several times. You could just type them in again and again, but it is 
sometimes easier to "program" a loop that keeps going back and executing the same 
commands several times. In MacAnova there are two kinds of loops, while loops and 
for loops. 

A whi 1 e loop has the form 

while(Logical) CompoundCornrnand 

where, as usual, CompoundCommand starts with " {" and ends with "}" and may extend 
over several lines. The opening " {" must be on the same line with wh i 1 e. When 
Logical, say n > O, has value True, CompoundCommand is executed. Then Logical is 
again evaluated and if it is still true CompoundCommand is again executed. This 
continues as long as the value of Logical is True. If and when Logical is false, 
CompoundCommand is skipped. It is essential that something happens in 
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CornpoundCommand that eventually changes the value of Logical, say n <- n-1; if not, 
the loop cannot terminate properly, that is, is an infinite loop. To be on the safe side, 
MacAnova terminates while loops after 1000 repetitions, whether or not Logical has 
become False. 

Cmd> s <- 0; n <- 10; while(n > OJ { s <- s + n; n <- n-1;;}; s 
(1) 55 Sum 10+9+8+7+6+5+4+3+2+1 

Cmd> s <- 0; n <- 10; while(n > 0) { 
s <-s + n;; # Note that n is not decremented 

} 
ERROR: more than 1000 repetitions of while loop 

Nothing in the compound command in the second loop changes n so the loop would 
go on forever if MacAnova did not lose patience. Note also the null command "; ; " 
before the closing "}" to prevent output on each trip through the loop. 

The default maximum number of repetitions can be changed by option maxwhile to 
any value 10 or above (see Sec 8.1.3). 

Cmd> setoptions(maxwhile:50) # only 50 trips through loop allowed 

Cmd> i <- 0; while(i >= O){i <- i+l;;} # i incremented on eve.ry trip 
ERROR: more than 50 repetitions of while loop 

Cmd> i 
(1) 50 

A for loop has the general form 

for(index, Range) CompoundCommand 

where index is a legal variable name and Range is a REAL vector. First index is set to 
Range [ 1] and CompoundCommand is executed; then index is set to Range [ 2] and 
CompoundCornrnand is again executed; and so on for each element in Range. The most 
common form for Range is probably run (n), where n is an integer. 

Cmd> s <- 0; for(i,run(5)){s <- s + i;;J; s # s <- 1+2+3+4+5 
(1) 15 

Since length ( run ( 5) ) = 5, the compound command is executed 5 times and i 
successively takes values 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. This line is effectively equivalent to 

s <- 0;s <- s+l;s <- s+2;s <- s+3;s <- s+4;s <- s+5; s 

Another form for Range is probably best illustrated by examples: 

Cmd> s <- 0; for(i,3,lO){s <- s + i;;}; s #3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10 
(1) 52 

Cmd> s <- 0; for(i,l,3,1/3){s <- s + i;;J;s #1+4/3+5/3+2+7/3+8/3+3 
(1) 14 

for ( index, il, i2) is equivalent to for ( index, run ( il, i2) ) and 
for ( index, il, i2, inc) is equivalent to for ( index, run ( il, i2, inc) ) (see Sec. 2.14). 

Unlike while loops, there is no fixed limit for the possible number of repetitions of a 
for loop - it depends on the length of Range. 
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9.2.4 Escaping from loops - break and breakall In some circumstances you may want to 
terminate a while loop before the logical variable becomes False or leave a for loop 
before all the elements in the range vector have been used up. This is possible using 
syntax element break. In the following we attempt to evaluate the geometric series 1 + 
x + x2 + x3 + ... = 1/(1- x) when Ix I < 1, terminating the loop when there is no 
point in computing further terms. 

Cmd> x <- .57 # small enough to converge rapidly 

Cmd> s <- l; for{i,run(30)){ 
term<- xAi; s <- s + term 
ratio<- abs(term/s) 
if(ratio < .OOOOOl){break} 

} 

Cmd> vector(i, ratio, s, 1/(1-x)) #converged in 24 trips around loop 
(1) 24 5.9493e-07 2.3256 2.3256 

Cmd> s <- l; for(i,run(30)){ 

} 

term<- xAi; s <- s + term 
ratio<- abs(term/s) 
if(ratio < .OOOOOl){break} 

Cmd> vector(i, ratio, s, 1/(1-x)) 
(1) 30 0.00024783 4.995 5 

Because length ( run ( 3 0) ) = 30, the compound statements will be executed at most 30 
times. When the ratio ratio of a term to the current sum s becomes small enough ( < 
.000001), break exits the loop, skipping over everything up to and including the closing 
"} ". In the first case this happened when i was 24 and so the loop was executed only 24 
times. In the second case, break was not executed and the loop ran the full 30 times; 
because the convergence criterion was not satisfied, the sum is about 0.1 % too low. 

It is possible to have nested loops, that is have one loop inside another. You can exit 
from several for or while loops at once by adding a literal integer after break. For 
example, break 2 and break 3 exit from two and three looping levels, respectively, 
while break 1 means the same thing as break. The following example illustrates the 
use of nested for loops to determine if any elements of a matrix are 0. 

Cmd> a<- matrix(vector(l,3,4,2,5,0,6,7),2); a# has 1 zero 
(1,1) 1 4 5 6 
(2,1) 3 2 0 7 
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Cmd> foundzero <- F 

Cmd> for(i,run(nrows(a)))( 
for(j,run(ncols(a}})( 

if(a[i,j] == O)(foundzero <- T; break 2) 
} 

} 

Cmd> if(foundzero) ( 
print(paste("a[",i, ", ",j, "] -- 0",sep: "")) 

J else ( 
print ( "No element of a is O ") 

} 
a[2,3] == 0 Output from first print() 

Here we have a for loop over variable j nested within a for loop over i. When a zero 
element of a is found, break 2 terminates both loops . If you replaced break 2 by 
break or break 1, it would terminate the inner loop only. Even if n were a variable 
with value 2, break n would not be legal. An alternative to the use of break 2, is 
breakall which exits from all loops, but its use can lead to difficult to recognize 
problems. For the use of paste (), see Sec. 8.3.1. 

9.3 Macros Although you use macros almost identically to functions and commands, a 
macro is actually a special type of variable somewhat similar to a CHARACTER scalar. Its 
value, the text of the macro, is made up of one or more MacAnova commands all 
grouped together. When MacAnova encounters a macro name followed by a list of 
arguments separated by commas enclosed in ( ... ) , it executes the commands making 
up the macro one after another, possibly printing some results or returning a value, 
just like a function. 

It is actually is a bit more complicated than that. Before executing the commands, the 
macro is expanded. First, at appropriate places, MacAnova inserts the macro's 
arguments in the text of the macro (Sec. 9.3.2). Then it scans the text for special symbols 
starting or ending with "$" which get special treatment (Sec. 9 .3.4). Finally it puts " {" 
and "} " at the start and at the end, turning the sequence of commands into a 
compound command. This compound command is then executed exactly as if you had 
typed it. 

The value of the executed macro is the value of the last command in it. This is the key 
to understanding how a macro returns a value to be printed or assigned to a variable. 

It may sometimes be important to know that each instance of a macro in a command 
line is expanded only once, even if it is in a loop and is executed several times. The 
second and any subsequent times it is executed, it has already been expanded and is 
executed as is. 

There are several pre-defined macros such as readcols and getdata that are described 
elsewhere (Sec. 2.11.2 and 2.11.4). For most purposes you can use these just like 
functions and even ignore the fact that they are macros. However, since having the 
right macro can be a great labor saving device (you don't need to type all the commands ( 
in the macro separately, just the macro name and argument list), many users will at 
some point want to write their own macros. Using macros you can almost indefinitely 
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extend the statistical or mathematical analyses MacAnova can do. This section 
summarizes what you need to know to write macros. 

9.3.1 Creating macros You use function macro () to create a macro. It has a single 
quoted string or CHARACTER variable as its argument. 

Cmd> mymac <- macro("$1 * $1 + $2") # create macro mymac 

Crnd> list(mymac) # it's a variable of type MACRO 
mymac MACRO 

In many respects, a macro is like a CHARACTER variable. In particular, if you type its 
name, the macro will be printed. 

Cmd> mymac # print it 
(1) "$1 * $1 + $2" 

See Sec. 9.3.3 for the use of keyword phrase dollars: T as an additional argument to 
macro (). 

Macros can also be read from external files by function macroread () (Sec. 7.5.1). Pre
defined macro getmacros (Sec. 7.5.3) uses macroread ( ) to read macros from the files 
whose names are specified in CHARACTER vector MACROFILES. 

Because macroread () can also read from the special CHARACTER variable CLIPBOARD 
(Sec. 7.3), in versions with windows (Macintosh, Windows, Motif), you can edit a 
macro in another program or even a MacAnova command/output window, and then 
copy it to the clipboard, from which it is read by macroread ( ) . 

9.3.2 Argument substitution The most important special symbols starting with"$" are 
the "place holders" $1, $2, $3, .... · MacAnova literally replaces $1 by the characters 
making up argument 1, replaces $ 2 by the characters making up argument 2, and so on. 
This is the way MacAnova knows where the arguments are to be inserted. Macro 
mymac just given is apparently intended to compute the product of the first argument 
with itself and add the product to the second argument. Since $1 * $1 + $ 2 is the last 
(and only) statement in the macro, the value of rnymac is the value of $1 * $1 + $2 
after substituting the arguments for $1 and 2. 

Cmd> mymac(4,5) # expands as {4 * 4 + 5) 
(1) 21 Value gets printed 

Cmd> mymac(4,run(3)) # expands as {4 * 4 + run(3)) 
(1) 17 18 19 

This simple macro has been poorly written, however, and sometimes doesn't work the 
way intended. 

Cmd> mymac(3+1,run(3)) # expands to {3+1 * 3+1 + run(3)) 
( 1) 8 9 10 

This gives a different answer from mymac ( 4, run ( 3) ) . What went wrong? The 
problem is that the arguments were substituted literally, to produce the expression 
3 + 1 * 3 + 1 + run ( 3 ) . But, because multiplication has a higher precedence than 
addition (see Sec. 2.8.3), MacAnova interpreted this as 3 + ( 1 * 3) +l+run ( 3), not as 
( 3 + 1 ) * ( 3 + 1 ) + run ( 3 ) . Fortunately, you can easily correct this problem by 
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surrounding each argument place holder with parentheses as in this revised version of 
mymac. 

Cmd> mymac <- macro (" ( $1) * ( $1) + ( $2) ") # $1 & $2 in parentheses 

Cmd> mymac(3+1,run(3)) # expands as {(3+1) * (3+1) + (run(]))} 
(1) 17 18 19 

Substitutions are made for $1, $ 2, ... even when they are enclosed in quotation marks. 

Cmd> printmsgs <- macro ("print(\ "$1 \ ") ") 

Cmd> printmsgs # Macro to print its argument as string 
(1) 11 print(\"$l\")" 

Cmd> printmsgs(MacAnova's great) 
MacAnova"s great 

This works because printmsgs (MacAnova' s great) expands to 
{print ( 11 MacAnova' s great") } . 

There is one exception to the exact substitution of arguments. When (a) an argument 
itself contains ' 11

' or '\ ', and (b) it is to be substituted inside quotes ( 11 
••• 

11
) in the macro 

itself, then, '"' and '\' are replaced by '\ "' and '\ \ ', respectively, when the argument is 
expanded. 

Cmd> printmsgs ( "MacAnova 's great") 
11 MacAnova's great" 

The macro expanded to {print ( "\ "MacAnova' s great\ 11
")}. 

If you don't supply enough arguments when using a macro, it may cause an error. If 
the missing argument is inside a quoted string, it "expands" to nothing. Otherwise, if 
the missing argument is ever referenced, an error message is printed. 

Cmd> printargl <- macro ("print(\ "Argument 1 is '$1 '\ ") ") 

Crnd> printargl() 
Argument 1 is '' 

Cmd> print2 <- macro("print($1,$2)") # requires two arguments 

Cmd> print2(PI) # one argument only 
ERROR: Argument 2 to macro print2 missing 

If you include a leading O in the place holder ($01, $02, ... ), then a missing argument 
outside of quotes is expanded to NULL. 

Cmd> print2a <- macro("print($01,$02) ") # expects two arguments 

Cmd> print2a(PI) # one argument;expands 
NUMBER: 

3.1416 

to {print(PI,NULL)} 

(1) 
NULL: 
(NULL) 

Argument 2 is taken to be NULL 

9.3.3 The use of temporary variables and$$ Although it now works, our example 
macro mymac still has a possible problem. Consider the following 
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Cmd> mymac(sum(log(run(2000)))/2000,exp(run(3))) 
(1) 46.321 50.992 63.689 

The answer is correct. However, the macro expands to the compound command 

{(sum(log(run(2000)))/2000)*(sum(log(run(2000)))/2000)+(exp(run(3)))} 

In the process of computing this, sum ( log ( run ( 2 0 0 0) ) ) / 2 0 0 0 is evaluated twice. 
Although this is not a big deal, it results in loss of efficiency, which on a slow computer 
would be noticab.le. Even on a very fast computer, similar inefficiencies can be 
important. Here is one solution to the problem: 

Cmd> mymac <- macro("@x <- $1 
@x * @x + ( $2) ") 

Cmd> mymac 
(1) "@x <- $1 

@x * @x + ( $2) " 

Cmd> mymac(sum(log(run(2000)))/2000,exp(run(3))) 
(1) 46.321 50.992 63.689 

First, note that mymac is now a two line macro, with the result being the value 
computed on the last (second) line. Secondly, observe that mymac now sets a temporary 
variable @x to the value of the first argument. Since this is the only place that $1 is 
referenced directly, sum ( log ( run ( 2 0 0 0) ) ) / 2 0 0 0 is computed only once. Because its 
name starts with"@", @xis a temporary variable that is deleted no later than the next 
prompt. As a general rule, it is usually a good idea to copy any argument referred to 
more than once to a temporary variable. An exception might be when you know the 
argument may be a very large matrix, in which case making a copy might use up too 
much computer memory. 

There is still at least one more possible problem in this macro. Consider the following 
macro mymac2 which invokes mymac, switching the order of its arguments. 

Cmd> mymac2 <- macro("@x <- $1; @y <- $2;mymac(@y, @x) ") 

Cmd> mymac2 
(1) "@x <- $1; @y <- $2;mymac(@y, @x)" 

Cmd> mymac(4,run(3)) 
(1) 17 18 19 

Cmd> mymac2(run(3),4) 
(1) 20 

Since mymac2 simply invokes mymac with its arguments in reverse order, you would 
expect mymac2 ( run ( 3) , 4) to be the same as mymac ( 4, run ( 3) ) , but it clearly is not. 
What is going wrong? The problem is that both macros use the same temporary 
variable @x. Here is what the full expansion of mymac2 ( run ( 3) , 4) looks like, 
including the expansion of mymac. 

{@x <- run(3);@y <- 4;{@x <- @y 
@x * @x + (@x)}} 

The italicized part is the expansion of mymac and the bold face variables are the 
substitutions in mymac. It is not doing what we want because mymac is changing the 
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value of @x set by mymac2 before it gets around to using it. You might say that whoever 
wrote mymac2 should have known better than to use a temporary name that is also ( 
used in mymac. However, you shouldn't have to know the inner details of a macro in 
order to use it safely. 

There is a way to avoid conflict of temporary names. Here are new versions of mymac 
and mymac2. In them we use special names @x$$ and @y$$ instead of simply @x and @y. 

Cmd> mymac<-macro("@x$$ <- $1 
@x$$ * @x$$ + ($2) ") # note the trailing "$$" 's 

Cmd> mymac2 <- macro("@x$$ <- $1; @y$$ <- $2 
mymac(@y$$, @x$$) ") # trailing "$$" 's used again 

Cmd> mymac2(run(3),4) # now it's correct 
(1) 17 18 19 

To see what is happening, here is the complete expansion of the new version of 
mymac2 (run (3), 4): 

{@xOO <- run(3);@y00 <- 4 
{@xOl <- @yOO 
@xOl * @xOl + (@xOO)}} 

where italics and boldface mean the same as before. The trailing "$ $" has been 
expanded as "00" in mymac2, but as "01" in mymac. Since @xOO and @xOl are different 
names, there is no conflict. Generally a trailing "$ $" is expanded to a unique number 
between 00 and 99 in each macro. 

You don't explicitly have to add"$$" to temporary variable names if you use keyword 
phrase dollars: T as an argument to macro () when creating a macro. 

Cmd> mymac <- macro ( "@x <- $1 
@x * @x + ($2) ",dollars:T) 

Cmd> mymac # "$$"'s were automatically added 
(1) "@x$$ <- $1 
@x$$ * @x$$ + ($2)" 

In summary, there are two rules to observe in writing safe macros: 

(a) Enclose $1, $2, ... in parentheses except in quoted strings 

(b) Use names starting with"@" and ending with"$$" for temporary variables. 

9.3.4 Other expanding macro symbols The special macro symbol $0, $N, $V, $v, $K, $k, 
$A, and $ S all are replaced as part of macro expansion. 

Macro symbol $ O is replaced by the entire argument list, including the commas that 
separate the multiple arguments. This is particularly helpful for writing an "alias" for a 
function, that is a macro which does the same thing as the function but has a different 
name. For instance, a DOS user who is used to typing dir to get a list of files, might 
wish command list () was named dir (). No sooner said than done: 

( 

Cmd> dir <- macro("list($0) ") # create 'alias' for command list() ( 
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Cmd> dir(real:TJ # this expands to {list(real:TJ} 
DEL TAT REAL 1 
PI REAL 1 

Another use for this feature is illustrated by yet another version of macro mymac: 

Cmd> mymac <- macro("@args$$ <- structure($0) 
@args$$[1] * @args$$[1] + @args$$[2]") 

Cmd> mymac(4,run{3)) 
( 1) 17 18 19 

The first line of this macro expands to @argsOO <- structure ( 4, run ( 3) ) which 
creates a structure @argsOO with two components which are referred to by number in 
line 2 (see Sec. 2.8.16, 9.1.1). 

Macro symbol $N is replaced by the number of arguments to the macro in the current 
invocation. 

Cmd> testN <- macro ("paste(\ "The number of arguments is\", $NJ "J 

Cmd> testN( J 
(1) "The number of arguments is 0" 

Cmd> testN(l, "a",T,last:4) 
(1) "The number of arguments is 4" 

(For the use of paste () see Sec. 8.3.1) 

Macro element $Vis similar to $ O except that it is replaced by a comma-separated list of 
all arguments that are not keyword phrases. Macro element $vis replaced by the 
number of such arguments. 

Cmd> testV <- macro("print (Dollarv:$v,DollarV:structure($V)) ") 

Cmd> testV(l, "a",T,last:4) 
Dollarv: 
( 1) 
DollarV: 

3 

component: NUMBER 
( 1) 1 
component: STRING 
( 1) II a II 

component: LOGICAL 
( 1) T 

Number of 
Structure 

non-keyword arguments 
with all three arguments 

In parallel with $V and $v, macro elements $K is replaced by a comma-separated list of 
the keyword arguments and $ k by the number of such arguments. 

Cmd> testK <- macro("print(Dollark:$k,DollarK:structure($K)) ") 

Cmd> testK(l, "a",T,last:4) 
Dollark: 
(1) 1 Number of keyword arguments 
DollarK: 
component: last 
( 1) 4 

Macro element $A is entirely equivalent to vector ( "$1 11
, 

11 $2 11
, ••• ) , which expands 
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to a CHARACTER vector containing the text of each argument in quotation marks. Any 
cases of '" ' or '\' in an argument are replaced by '\ "' and '\ \ '. 

Cmd> testA <- macro("@A <-$A# character version of arguments 
@args <- structure($0) # ordinary version of arguments 
for(@i,run($N)){ 

print (paste (@A [@i], \ "=\ ", @args [@i])) 
}",dollars:T) # 5 line macro 

Cmd> testA(3+4,PI,sqrt(20)) 
3+4 = 7 
PI= 3.1416 
sqrt(20) = 4.4721 

Finally, macro element $S expands to the name of the macro. 

Cmd> tests <- macro ("print(\ "This is macro $S\ ") ") 

Cmd> testSl <-tests# copy tests to testSl 

Cmd> tests () 
This is macro tests 

Cmd> testSl() # identical to tests except for its name 
This is macro testSl 

All these special "$" macro elements except $A are expanded whether or not they are 
inside a quoted string in the macro. $A is expanded only when it is not in a quoted 
string. Furthermore, none of $N, $V, $v, $K, $k, $A or $S is expanded when it 
immediately follows a legal MacAnova name and thus could refer to a structure 
component. For example, even in a macro, data$N is assumed to refer to a component 
named N of a structure named data. 

9.4 Functions useful in macros Although the commands in this section are most likely 
to be used in macros, they can be used at the command level, too. An additional such 
function is paste (), described in Sec. 8.3.1, 8.3.2 and 8.3.3. 

9.4.1 Functions unique() and match() 
Function unique () extracts the unique elements of a vector, that is every distinct 
element. 

Cmd> x <- vector(J.1,2.5,2.5,4.3,3.7,6.8,6.8,3.l);unique(x) 
(1) 3.1 2.5 4.3 3.7 6.8 

Although 3.1 appears twice in x it appears only once in unique (x). 

Function match () allows you to compare for equality each element of its first 
argument with each element of a vector second argument. You can use it to test 
whether a REAL or CHARACTER vector contains a specified value. 

Suppose xis a REAL or CHARACTER scalar, vec is a vector of the same type, and noMatch 
is a scalar of the same type. Then the value of match (x, vec, noMatch) is j, where 
vec [ j ] is the first element in vec that is the same as x. If no element of vec matches x, 
the returned value is noMatch. 

Cmd> match(6.8,x,-l) 
(1) 6 6th element of x is 6.8 
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Cmd> match(7.0,x,-l) 
(1) -1 No element of x is 7 .0 

Cmd> a<- factor(match(x,sort(unique(x))));a # create factor from x 
(1) 2 1 1 4 3 
(6) 5 5 2 

Pre-defined macro makefactor (see Sec. 3.3) uses a command similar to the third 
example. 

match (x, vec), omitting noMatch, does the same except when no match is found it 
returns the value length (vec) +land prints a warning message. 

Cmd> match(vector(6.8,7),x) # match two elements at once;length{x)=B 
WARNING: 1 values not matched coded as 9 
( 1) 6 9 

When xis a vector, matrix, or array, match () returns an object of the same size and 
shape as x, each element of which is computed the same way. If any element of xis 
MISSING, the corresponding element of the result is also MISSING. 

mat ch ( ) allows you to select rows and all columns corresponding to specified values of 
the coordinate labels of a labeled variable (see Sec. 8.4). Here is a short example: 

Cmd> y <- matrix(l0*run(2)+run(3) ',2,labels:structure("R", "C"));y 
Cl C2 C3 

Rl 11 12 13 
R2 21 22 23 

Cmd> twosubs <- macro ( "@x$$ <- $1 
@x[match($2,getlabels(@x$$,l),O),match($3,getlabels(@x$$,2),0)]") 

Cmd> twosubs (y, "R2 ", 
Cl 

R2 21 

vector ( "Cl ", "CJ ") ) 
C3 
23 

#same as y[2,vector(l,3)] 

In practice, you would want to include in twosubs some checking of its arguments. 

9.4.2 Checking the characteristics of variables - is:xxxx() functions There are several 
MacAnova functions whose primary use is in checking to see that arguments to a 
macro are as expected. Functions ischar (), isdefined (), is factor (), isgraph (), 
islogic(),ismacro(),ismatrix(),isreal(),isscalar(),isstruc(),and 
isvector () all return a LOGICAL vector whose length is the number of function 
arguments. The i-th element of the result is True if and only the the i-th argument 
satisfies the condition specified by the function name. In the following, UnDe f is not 
the name of any existing variable or macro. Also note that "?" represents a REAL 
MISSING value. 

Cmd> isreal(J, "MacAnova",run{J),?,3 < 4,structure(l,2)) 
(1) T F T T F F 

Cmd> islogic(J, "MacAnova",run(J), ?,3 < 4,structure(l,2)) 
(1) F F F F T F 

Cmd> ischar ( 3, "MacAnova ", run ( 3), ? , 3 < 4, structure ( 1, 2)) 
(1) F T F F F F 
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Cmd> isstruc(J, "MacAnova",run{J), ?,3 < 4,structure(l,2)) 
(1) F F F F F T 

Cmd> ismacro(PI,boxcox) 
(1) F T 

Cmd> a<- vector(l,1,2,2,3,3); b <- factor(a) 

Cmd> isfactor(a,b) 
(1) F T 

Cmd> isdefined(PI,NULL,UnDef) 
(1) T T F 

Cmd> isscalar(UnDef,3,run(3),matrix(run(4),2),array(run{8),rep(2,3))) 
(1) F T F F F 

Cmd> isvector(UnDef,3,run(3),matrix(run(4),2),array(run(8),rep(2,3))) 
(1) F T T F F 

Cmd> ismatrix(UnDef,3,run(3),matrix(run(4),2),array(run(8),rep(2,3))) 
(1) F T T T F 

Cmd> isnull (NULL, print ("Value of print () is NULL"), 1, T, ? ) 
Value of print() is NULL 
(1) T T F F F 

isscalar (), isvector (), and ismatrix () allow simultaneous testing for shape and 
type using keywords real, logic, and char. Here are examples with is scalar (). 

Cmd> realscalar <- PI;logicscalar <- T; charscalar <- "A" 

Cmd> isscalar(realscalar,logicscalar,charscalar,real:T) 
(1) T F F 

Cmd> isscalar(realscalar,logicscalar,charscalar,logic:T) 
(1) F T F 

Cmd> isscalar(realscalar,logicscalar,charscalar,character:T) 
(1) F F T 

These can be extremely helpful in thoroughly checking macro arguments for 
appropriateness. 

Function ismissing (), described in Sec. 2.7, does not fit this pattern. It has one 
argument and ismissing (x) returns a LOGICAL value the same shape as x with True 
in every position where an element of xis MISSING and False everywhere else. 

Cmd> ismissing(matrix(vector(l,?, ?,4, 5,6),2)) 
(1,1) F T F 
(2,1) T F F 

9.4.3 Other miscellaneous functions - anymissing(), nameof(), error() and gettime() 
If xis REAL or LOGICAL, anymissing (x) has value True if and only if at least one 
element of xis MISSING. If xis CHARACTER, anymissing (x) has value True if and only 
if at least one element of xis 11 11

• Unlike the other functions in this section, 
anymi s sing ( ) accepts only one argument. The argument can, however, be a structure ( 
in which case anymissing () returns a structure with LOGICAL components. 
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Cmd> anymissing(a) # matrix a as above 
(1) T 

Cmd> anymissing(structure(a, b:structure(bl:"",b2:run(5)))) 
component: a 
(1) T 
component: b structure component of a structure 

component: bl 
(1) T 

component: b2 
(1) F 

Function nameof () returns the names of its arguments as a CHARACTER vector. 

Cmd> nameof(x,cos,boxcox,run(5), "hello",F) 
(1) 11 X" 

(2) "cos" 
(3) "boxcox" 
( 4) "VECTOR 11 

( 5) 11 STRING" 
( 6) "LOGICAL" 

Command error () works identically to print () except that it signals to MacAnova an 
error has occurred, terminating the macro. An example of its use is the following 
fragment from a macro 

@argl$$ <- $1 
if(!isreal(@argl$$)){error("ERROR: argument 1 must be REAL")} 

Function get time ( ) allows you to time commands. It has several usages, controlled 
by keywords interval, quiet, and keep. These are best illustrated by example. 

Cmd> gettime() # prints time since start of run 
Time since start is 377.65 seconds 

Cmd> gettime(interval:T) # prints time since last use of gettime() 
Elapsed time is 59.1 seconds 

Cmd> gettime(quiet:T) #or gettime(interval:T,quiet:T) 

Cmd> gettime(interval:T) 
Elapsed time is 9.2 seconds 

Cmd> time<- gettime(keep:T); time# return cumulative time as value 
(1) 490.98 

Cmd> d <- gettime(interval:T,keep:T,quiet:F) 
Elapsed time is 20.67 seconds 

Cmd> d 
(1) 20.67 

You can use get time () to create a macro that will print the elapsed time of a 
macanova command or sequence of commands: 

Cmd> timeit <- macro("gettime(quiet:T);$0;gettime(interval:T) ") 

Cmd> timeit(x <- rnorm(lOOOO);stuff<-describe(x)) 
Elapsed time is 0.16667 seconds 
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Note the use of $0 to replicate the entire argument of timeit. See Sec. 9.3.4. 

In timei t, after whatever is done by $0, get time (interval: T) prints the elapsed 
time since get time (qui et : T) was executed before whatever is done by $ O. This 
should be close to the time it took to execute $ O. 

On most computers, get time ( ) returns the actual time elapsed as might be measured 
with a stop watch. On a few computers, the time is the amount of central processor 
time used. This will generally be less, often much less than the actual elapsed time. 

9.4.4 Keywords in macros - using $k, $Kand keyvalue() Symbols $Kand $kin a macro 
(Sec. 9.3.4) allow you to isolate all keywords in its arguments. In many cases that is all 
that is necessary, since all the keywords will be passed on to a MacAnova function. 
This is the case with pre-defined macro colplot whose text is similar to the following. 

if($N < l){error("ERROR: $S needs at least 1 argument")} 
chplot(l,$1,lines:T,$K,xlab:"Row Number") 

Here $K is included in the argument list to chplot (). Following it is a default value 
for keyword xl ab which is operative if the user of the macro does not supply labels for 
the X-axis. If no keywords are supplied so that $K expands to nothing, chplot () will 
have an "missing" argument. Since this is a common usage with plotting commands, 
they do not consider this to be an error. 

Most other commands do consider a missing argument to be an error. In such cases, 
the macro should use different "calls" to the function depending on whether or not $ k 
is 0. We illustrate this by writing a simple macro to sort a matrix across each row. If 
down: Tis an argument, each row will be in descending order. If not, we would like 
each row to be in ascending order. Note the two uses of the transpose operator"'", first 
to change rows into columns that sort () can operate on, and then to change them 
back to rows after the sort. 

Cmd> sortrows <- macro ( "sort ( ($1) ', $K) '") # 1st try 

Cmd> data<- matrix(vector(28.4,21.6,23.1,22.1,\ 
18.0,20.4,24.5,24.8),2) # small 2 by 4 matrix 

Cmd> data 
( 1, 1) 
( 2, 1) 

28.4 
21. 6 

23.1 
22.1 

18 
20.4 

Cmd> sortrows(data,down:T)# works as we hope 
(1,1) 28.4 24.5 23.1 
(2,1) 24.8 22.1 21.6 

24.5 
24.8 

18 
20.4 

Cmd> sortrows (data) # no keywords; hope to sort rows "up" 
ERROR: argument 2 to sort is missing 

It didn't work without the keyword. Here is an improved version. 

Cmd> sortrows<-macro ( "if ($k! =0) {sort ( ($1) ', $K) '}else{sort ( ($1) ') '} ") 

Crnd> sortrows(data) # new version works without keyword 
(1,1) 18 23.1 24.5 28.4 
(2,1) 20.4 21.6 22.1 24.8 

If sortrows is to be used a lot, we would want to add additional lines to check that the 
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arguments are appropriate. Note that sortrows makes use of the fact that the value of 
if ( ... ) { ... } e 1 s e { ... } is the value of which ever compound command is actually 
executed. See. Sec. 9.2.2. 

In other situations, you may want to use keywords to control what happens in the 
macro itself. One way to do this is to create a structure consisting of all the keyword 
values and then use match () (Sec. 9.4.1) to check whether a keyword was used. 
Suppose, for example, that a macro is supposed to recognize optional keywords 1 e ft 
and right with default LOGICAL values False. The following macro fragment indicates 
how this might be done. 

@left$$<- @right$$<- F 
if ( $k > 0) { 

@keys$$<- structure($K) 
@j$$ <- match("left 11 ,compnames(@keys$$),0) 
if(@j$$>0){@left$$ <- @keys$$[@j$$]} 
@j$$ <- match("right",compnames(@keys$$),0) 
if(@j$$>0){@right$$ <- @keys$$[@j$$]} 
... check that values are LOGICAL scalars using isscalar() ... 

} 

Because argument 3 of match () is 0, match () returns O if it cannot match a "left" or 
"right" among the component names of @keys$$. If a match is made, the value of 
match ( ) gives the component number so that the value can be extracted from 
@keys$$. 

Function keyvalue () provides a more direct way to "parse" keyword phrases. The 
general usage is 

keyvalue(keynamel:valuel, keyname2:value2, ... , TargetName, Type) 

where TargetName and Type must be quoted strings or CHARACTER scalars. The 
permissible values for Type are II real 11

, "logic", "character", "structure", 
"macro" or II graph 11

• keyvalue () tries to find TargetName among the keyword 
names keynamel, keyname2, .... If a match is found and the type of the corresponding 
keyword value is as specified by type, the value is returned. If no match is found, 
keyval ue ( ) returns NULL. It is an error if a matching name is found, but the type of 
the value is wrong. 

Cmd> keyvalue (a: 10, b:20, "b", "real") 
( 1) 20 

Cmd> keyvalue (a: 10, b:20, "a", "real") 
(1) 10 

Cmd> print(keyvalue(a:10,b:20, "c", "real")) # no match 
NULL: 
(NULL) 

Cmd> keyvalue(a:10,b:20, "a", "logic") # wrong type 
ERROR: value of a is not LOGIC 

An alternate usage is 

keyvalue(structure(keynamel:valuel, ... ), TargetName, Type) 
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for which the component names of the first argument are scanned for a match to 
TargetName. 

Cmd> keyvalue ( structure (a: 10, b: 20), "b ", "real") 
(1) 20 

There must be at least 1 argument before TargetName. If it is empty (for example 
keyval ue ( , 11 a 11 

, 
11 real 11 

) ) , keyval ue ( ) returns NULL. Here is how the previous 
macro fragment might have been written using keyval ue (). 

@left$$<- keyvalue($K,"left 11
,

11 logic 11
) 

@right$$<- keyvalue($K, 11 right","logic") 
if (isnull(@left$$){@left$$ <- F} 
if (isnull(@right$$){@right$$ <- F} 

This automatically checks that the values of left and right, if present, are LOGICAL 
and supplies default values False when they are not. This works even when there are 
no keywords in the argument list, since then keyvalue ( $K, 11 left", "logic 11

) 

expands as keyvalue (,"left", "logic") which has value NULL. 

Yet another form for the fragment would be 

@left$$<- @right$$<- NULL 
if ( $k > 0) { 

@keys$$<- structure($K); 
@left$$<- keyvalue(@keys$$,"left","logic") 
@right$$<- keyvalue(@keys$$,"right","logic") 

} 
if (isnull(@left$$){@left$$ <- F} 
if (isnull(@right$$){@right$$ <- F} 

This has the advantage that the keyword phrases are evaluated only once, while the 
previous fragment evaluated them all twice. 

9 .5 Indirect references to variables, macros, functions and constants An interesting 
feature of MacAnova syntax is a CHARACTER variable or quoted string enclosed in 
<< ... >>. This is interpreted as an indirect reference to the MacAnova variable, macro, 
or function whose name is the value of the variable or string. Thus < < " cos " > > ( PI/ 6 ) 
is entirely equivalent to cos (PI/ 6) and<<" a">> + <<" b" >> is equivalent to a + b. 

Cmd> vector(<<"COS">>(PI/6),COS(<<"PI">>/6)) 
(1) 0.86603 0.86603 

This construct can even be used to specify the name of a structure component. This is 
illustrated with structure temperatures introduced in Sec. 2.8.16: 

Cmd> temperatures$<<"Sunday">> # same as temperatures$Sunday 
(1) 61 73 85 83 81 

This construct also applies to CHARACTER representations of constants. For example, 
<< 11 -123. 45 ">>, << "T 11 >>, << "F 11 >>and<< "NULL">> have values -123. 45, T, F and 
NULL, respectively. It even works with CHARACTER constants, that is explicitly quoted 
strings. 

Cmd> a<- "T"; b <- "-123.45"; c <- "NULL"; d <- "\"MacAnova\"" 
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Cmd> print(<<a>>,<<b>>,<<C>>,<<d>>) 
LOGICAL: 
(1) T 
NUMBER: 
(1) -123.45 
NULL: 
(NULL) 
STRING: 
( 1 ) "MacAnova" 

You would get the identical output from print (T, -123. 45, NULL, "MacAnova"). 

On a Macintosh you can use the characters« and» (Option-\ and Option-I) in place of<< 
and>>. 

9.6 Analysis of macro regs We illustrate the use of<< ... >> as well as other macro
related features by examining in detail the pre-defined macro regs. If xis a matrix and 
y is a vector or matrix with the same number of rows as x, regs ( x, y) computes the 
regression of y as response variable on the columns of x as independent variables. 

Here is regs, with added line numbers for easier reference: 
Cmd> print(paste(regs)} 

1 #regs(x,y),matrix or vector y, matrix x 
2 @Xvars$$<-$1 
3 @Y<-$2 
4 if ( ! ismatrix (@Xvars$$) I I ! ismatrix (@Y) ) { 
5 error ( "ERROR: usage: $S (x,y), matrix x, vector or matrix y 11

) 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

} 
@p$$<-length(@Xvars$$)/dim(@Xvars$$) [1] 
@Xl<-@Xvars$$[,1] 
STRMODEL<-"@Y=@Xl 11 

if(@p$$>1){ 
for(@i$$,run(2,@p$$)){ 

<<paste ( 11 @X 11
, @i$$, sep: 11 11

) >><-@Xvars$$ [, @i$$] 
STRMODEL<-paste(STRMODEL, 11 +@X",@i$$,sep: 1111

) 

} 
} 
if(length(@Y)==dim(@Y) [1]){ 

regress () 
}else{ 

manova() 
print ("NOTE: 

errors.") 
use secoefs() to get coefficients and standard 

21 } 

It is not necessary to include a comment summarizing a macro's usage, as is done in 
line 1, but is a good idea. Since lines starting with"#" are recognized by macrousage () 
the user has easy access to them. See Sec. 2.9.3. If you used $S instead of the macro 
name (here #$S (x, y) . . . ) , macrousage () will substitute the macro name when 
printing it. 

Lines 2 and 3 copy x and y to temporary variables @Xvars$$ and @Y. Name @Xvars$$ 
will expand to something like $Xvars01. See Sec. 9.3.3. 
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Lines 4-6 check the arguments and terminate the macro with an informative message if 
they are not both matrices. See Sec. 9.4.2. A more thorough check would use 
ismatrix (@Xvars$$, real: T) and ismatrix (@Y, real: T), and check that nrows (x) 
= nrows (y). 

Line 7 obtains the number of columns of x and should probably have been written 
@p$$ <- ncols(@Xvars$$). 

Line 8 creates variable @Xl from column 1 of x. 

Lines 9 - 15 construct STRMODEL so as to have the form 11 @Y=@Xl+@X2+@X3 + ... 11
• In 

addition, they create temporary variables @Y from y, and @Xl, @X2, ... from the columns 
of x. 

If the test in line 10 indicates that x has more than one column, line 11 starts looping 
over columns 2 through @p $ $ of x. As @i $ $ loops through 2, 3, ... , 
paste ( \ "@X\ 11

, @i$$, sep: \ 11 
\ 

11
) (line 12) creates CHARACTER scalars with values 

11 @X2 11
, 

11 @X3 11
, •••• Thus, for example, when @i$$ is 2, 

<<paste( 11 @X 11 ,@i$$,sep: 1111 )>> <- @Xvars$$[,@i$$] 

is equivalent to 

<< 11 @X2 11 >> <- @Xvars$$[,2] 

which in turn is equivalent to 

@X2 <- @Xvars$$[,2] 

creating vector @x2. Similarly in line 12, the strings 11 +@X2 11
, 

11 +@X3 11
, ••• are appended to 

STRMODEL one by one. 

In lines 16 through 21 are the actual linear model computations. These use regress () 
when y is a vector and manova ( ) when y has more than 1 column. In the latter case, 
the user is reminded that secoef s () must be used to see the coefficients and their 
standard errors. 
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10. Examples 

10.1 Introduction This section illustrates a number of MacAnova commands, primarily 
related to linear models, and illustrates the specification of models for different 
situations. It is not a complete inventory of models and the examples should not be 
construed as complete or recommended analyses. Many procedures (residual plots, for 
example) should be used in nearly every example, but are only used once or twice in 
this section to save space. The sample data sets are taken from Montgomery (1984) or 
Devore and Peck (1993). 

10.2 Simple descriptive statistics This is Example 19, page 95 of Devore and Peck (1993). 
The rem variable is the REM period latency and the levels of factor secret ion indicate 
normal (1) or hyper (2) cortisol secretion. 

Cmd> rem<- vector(.5,1,2.4,5,15,19,48,83) 

Cmd> rem<- vector(rem,5,5.5,6.7,13.5,31,40,47,47,59,62,68,72,\ 
78,84,89,105,180) 

Cmd> secretion<- factor(vector(rep(2,8),rep(l,17))) 

Cmd> boxplot(split(rem,secretion),\ 
xlab: "Variable rem split by secretion",\ 
title:"Data from Example 3.19, page 100 of Devore & Peck, Ed. 2") 

Data from Example 3.19, page 100 of Devore & Peck, Ed . 

B 2 • 
0 

X 

N 
u 
m 
b 
e 
r 

1 • 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
Variable rem split by secretion 
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Cmd> stemleaf(rem[secretion==l], title:\ 
"Data from Example 3 .19 Devore & Peck 2nd Ed., normal secretion") 
Data from Example 3.19 Devore & Peck 2nd Ed., normal secretion 

3 +01556 
4 113 
4 21 
5 311 
8 41077 
1) 519 
8 6128 
6 7128 
4 8149 
2 91 
2 1015 

High 180 
111 represents 11 Leaf digit unit= 1 

Cmd> stemleaf(rem[secretion==2],title:\ 
"Data from Example 3 .19 Devore & Peck 2nd Ed., hyper secretion") 
Data from Example 3.19 Devore & Peck 2nd Ed., hyper secretion 

4 +010125 
4 1159 
2 21 
2 31 
2 418 

High 83 
111 represents 11 Leaf digit unit= 1 

Cmd> describe(rem[secretion==l]) # stats for hyper secretion 
component: n 
( 1) 17 
component: min 
(1) 5 
component: ql 
( 1) 31 
component: median 
(1) 59 
component: q3 
( 1) 78 
component: max 
(1) 180 
component: mean 
(1) 58.394 
component: var 
(1) 1932 

Cmd> tt <- t2val(rem[secretion==l],rem[secretion==2])#2 sample t 

Cmd> vector(tt,1 - cumstu(tt,8+17-2),2*(1 - cumstu(abs(tt),8+17-2))) 
(1) 2.1333 0.021897 0.043793 t-stat, 1,2 tail Pvals 
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10.3 Simple regression This is example 4.19 from page 177 of Devore and Peck (1993). 
Variable xis the distance in meters from a highway and y is the lead content of the soil 
in ppm. 

Crnd> x<-vector(.3,l,5,10,20,25,25,30,40,50,75,100) # distance 

Crnd> y<-vector(62.75,37.51,29.70,20.71,17.65,15.41,14.15,\ 
13.50,12.11,11.40, 10.85,10.85) # lead content 

Clnd> plot(Distance:x,Lead:y,title:\ 
"Data from Devore & Peck Ex. 18, p. 153") #It's pretty curved 

Clnd> plot(logl0(x),logl0(y),\ 
xlab: "Log distance" ,ylab: "Log lead",\ 
title:"Log-logplot of Data from Devore & Peck Ex. 4.19, p. 177") 
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Crnd> # log vs log plot is much straighter; regress log(y) on log(x) 

Crnd> logx <- logl0(x); logy<- logl0(y} 

Crnd> regress("logy=logx") # Do simple linear regression of logs 
Model used is logy=logx 

Coef StdErr t 
CONSTANT 1.6225 0.020599 78.767 Intercept 
logx -0.31472 0.015039 -20.928 Slope 

N: 12, MSE: 0.0014366, DF: 10, RA2: 0.97768 
Regression F{l,10): 437.97, Durbin-Watson: 1.8778 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova{)' 

Crnd> anova{) # gives ANOVA table for preceding 
Model used is logy=logx 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
logx 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 18.969 
1 0.62921 

10 0.014366 
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Cmd> #Now use macros resvshyat & resvsrankits to look at residuals 

Cmd> resvsyhat(title:\ 
"Residuals vs predicted, loglO (lead) on loglO (distance)") 
Cmd> resvsrankits(title:\ 

"Residuals vs rankits, loglO (lead) on loglO (distance)") 
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Rank its 

plot(logy-RESIDUALS,RESIDUALS) andplot(rankits(RESIDUALS),RESIDUALS) 
would give almost the same plots except that resvsyhat and resvsrankits use 
studentized residuals 

By default, regress () and anova () do not print P-values and/or F-statistics. You 
can, of course, compute them "by hand". 

( 

Cmd> tstats<-vector(coefs()/secoefs(coefs:F));twotailt(tstats,DF[JJ) ( 
(1) 2.6645e-15 1.377e-09 

Cmd> fstat <- (SS[2]/DF[2])/{SS[3]/DF[3]) 

Cmd> vector(fstat,1 - cumF(fstat,DF[2],DF[3])) 
(1) 437 .97 1.377e-09 F-statistic and P-value 

If you use keyword phrases pvals: T and fstats: Ton anova () and regress () (and 
other GLM commands) they will compute and print P-values, and, where appropriate, 
F-statistics. 

Cmd> regress ( "logy=logx" ,pvals:T) 
Model used is logy=logx 

Coef 
CONSTANT 
logx 

1.6225 
-0.31472 

StdErr 
0.020599 
0.015039 

t 
78.767 

-20.928 

P-Value 
2.6645e-15 

1. 377e-09 

N: 12, MSE: 0.0014366, DF: 10, RA2: 0.97768 
Regression F(l,10): 437.97, P-value: 1.377e-09, Durbin-Watson: 1.8778 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova{)' 

Cmd> anova(,fstat:T) # to suppress P-values, use pvals:F 
Model used is logy=logx 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

DF ss MS F P-value 
CONSTANT 1 18.969 18.969 13203. 46834 0 
logx 1 0.62921 0.62921 437.96893 1.377e-09 
ERRORl 10 0.014366 0.0014366 
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Cmd> setoptions(pvals:T,fstats:T) 

This changes the default behavior of regress (), anova (), and the other GLM 
commands, so that P-values and F-statistics will always be printed. 

10.4 Multiple linear regression This data is Example 14.6, page 675 of Devore and Peck 
(1993). The two X variables are extractable iron and extractable aluminum; the Y 
variable is a phosphate adsorption index. 

Cmd> iron<- vector(61,175,lll,124,130,173,169,\ 
169,160,244,257,333,199) 

Cmd> aluminum<- vector(l3,21,24,23,64,38,33,61,39,71,112,88,54) 

Cmd> adsorption<- vector(4,18,14,18,26,26,21,30,28,36,65,62,40) 

Cmd> regress ( "adsorption 
Model used is adsorption 

= iron + aluminum") 
=iron+ aluminum 

Coef 
CONSTANT -7.3507 
iron 0.11273 
aluminum 0.349 

StdErr 
3.4847 

0.029691 
0.071306 

t 
-2.1094 

3.7969 
4.8944 

N: 13, MSE: 19.179, DF: 10, RA2: 0.94847 
Regression F(2,10): 92.026, Durbin-Watson: 2.6339 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

Cmd> anova() # display ANOVA table, too 
Model used is adsorption= iron+ aluminum 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
iron 
aluminum 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 11580 
1 3070.5 
1 459.43 

10 191. 79 

MS 
11580 

3070.5 
459.43 
19.179 

Cmd> print(DF,SS,ms:SSIDF) # print side effect variables 
DF: 
( 1) 1 1 1 10 
SS: 
( 1) 11580 3070.5 459.43 191. 79 

ms: 
( 1) 11580 3070.5 459.43 19.179 

Cmd> dfe <- DF[4] ; mse<-SS[4]/dfe;mse # compute error mean 
(1) 19.179 

square 

Cmd> regpred(vector(200,60)) # see predictions when Iron==200,Al==60 
component: estimate 
(1) 36.136 
component: SEest 
(1) 1.3017 
component: SEpred 
(1) 4.5687 

Crnd> HII 
( 1) 
( 6) 

(11) 

# Look at 
0.30754 
0.10313 
0.53456 

leverages 
0.27815 
0.12684 
0.53144 
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Crnd> studres <- RESIDUALS/sqrt(mse*(l-HII)) 

Crnd> studres # internally studentized residuals 
(1) -0.017302 -0.45867 0.11455 0.82601 

0.88505 
-1.0383 

(6) 0.14126 -0.54206 -0.73346 -2.2161 
(11) 1.4359 0.36646 1.4504 

Crnd> # Now compute externally studentized residuals 

Crnd> 
( 1) 
( 6) 

(11) 

Crnd> 
( 1) 
( 6) 

(11) 

studres*(sqrt((dfe-1)/(dfe-studres*studres)}} 
-0.016414 -0.43978 0.10875 0.81181 

0.13414 -0.52196 -0.71533 0.87459 
1.529 0.35002 1.5484 

studres*studres*HIIl(l-HII)/3 #Cook's distance 
4.4318e-05 0.027022 0.00079928 0.038588 
0.00076483 0.014227 0.027598 0.02506 

0.78938 0.050772 0.06643 

-1. 0428 
-2.9471 

0.20119 
0.2943 

Cmd> # Macro resid computes all these with one command 

Cmd> matrix(resid(),labels:structure("@",vector("y", "Int stud res",\ 
"HII", "Cooks D", "Ext stud res"))) # see Sec. 8.4.1 for labels 

( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
(6) 
(7) 
( 8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 

y Int stud res HII Cooks D Ext stud res 
4 -0.017302 0.30754 4.4318e-05 -0.016414 

18 -0.45867 0.27815 0.027022 -0.43978 
14 0.11455 0.15449 0.00079928 0.10875 
18 0.82601 0.14506 0.038588 0.81181 
26 -1.0383 0.35893 0.20119 -1.0428 
26 0.14126 0.10313 0.00076483 0.13414 
21 -0.54206 0.12684 0.014227 -0.52196 
30 -0.73346 0.13338 0.027598 -0.71533 
28 0.88505 0.08757 0.02506 0.87459 
36 -2.2161 0.15238 0.2943 -2.9471 
65 1.4359 0.53456 0.78938 1.529 
62 0.36646 0.53144 0.050772 0.35002 
40 1.4504 0.086537 0.06643 1.5484 

Note that Case 10 does not appear to fit model well and that deletion of case 11 would 
most influence the analysis. See Weisberg (1985) for a discussion of residuals and 
Cook's distance. 

10.5 One way ANOVA This is example 3-1 of Montgomery. The response is the tensile 
strength of a synthetic fiber; the experimental treatment is the percent of cotton: 15, 20, 
25, 30 or 35. There are five observations for each treatment. 

Cmd> strength<- vector(7,7,15,11,9, 12,17,12,18,18,\ 
14,18,18,19,19, 19,25,22,19,23, 7,10,11,15,11) 

Cmd> percent<- rep(run(15,35,5),rep(5,5)) 

Crnd> grp <- makefactor(percent) # use macro to create factor 

Cmd> print(format:"2.0f",percent,grp) # print using changed format 
percent: 

(1) 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 25 25 25 25 25 30 30 30 30 30 35 
(22) 35 35 35 35 
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grp: 
(1) 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 

(22) 5 5 5 5 

Cmd> boxplot (split (strength,grp) ,xlab: "Strength", title:\ 
"Fiber strength split by percent cotton (15, 20, 25, 30, 35) ") 

Fiber strength split by percent cotton (15, 20, 25, 30, 35) 
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Cmd> # Clear differences in strength as percent cotton varies. 

Cmd> anova ( "strength=grp") 
Model used is strength=grp 

DF 

# One-way ANOVA with 5 groups 

CONSTANT 
grp 
ERRORl 

1 
4 

20 

ss 
5655 

475.76 
161.2 

MS 
5655 

118.94 
8.06 

Cmd> contrast("grp",vector(-2,-1,0,1,2)) # linear effect of percent 
component: estimate 
(1) 8.2 
component: ss 
(1) 33.62 
component: se 
(1) 4.015 

Cmd> # Compare with the polynomial regression model in Sec. 10.6 

Cmd> tabs(strength, grp) # Cell by cell statistics 
component: mean 
(1) 9.8 15.4 17.6 21.6 
component: var 
(1) 11.2 
component: count 
(1) 5 

9.8 

5 
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10.6 Polynomial regression We continue with the same data, modeling strength as a 
fourth order polynomial in percent. ( 

Crnd> percent2<-percent*percent # quadratic term 

Crnd> percent3<-percent2*percent # cubic term 

Crnd> percent4<-percent3*percent #quartic term 

Cmd> anova ( "strength=percent+percent2+percent3+percent4 ", fstat: T) 
Model used is strength=percent+percent2+percent3+percent4 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
percent 
percent2 
percent3 
percent4 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 5655 
1 33.62 
1 343.21 
1 64. 98 
1 33.946 

20 161.2 

MS 
5655 

33.62 
343.21 

64.98 
33.946 

8.06 

F 
701. 617 87 

4.17122 
42.58242 

8.06203 
4.21163 

P-value 
0 

0.054524 
2.3255e-06 

0.010133 
0.053469 

Crnd> # Notice SS for 'percent' is linear contrast SS from above 

Cmd> # Compute F-statistics and P-values "by hand" 

Cmd> f<-(SS[run(2,5)]/DF[run(2,5)])/(SS[6]/DF[6]) # F-stats 

Crnd> f; 1-cumF(f,DF[run(2,5)],DF[6]); invF(l-.05,1,DF[6]) 
(1) 4.1712 42.582 8.062 4.2116 F-stats 
(1) 0.054524 2.3255e-06 0.010133 0.053469 P-Values 
(1) 4.3512 5% critical value ( 

Strict believers in 5% significance (as Montgomery apparantly is) would conclude the 
cubic term is significant and the quartic term is not. Let's do a cubic regression. 

Cmd> regress ( "strength=percent+percent2+percent3 ", pvals: T) 
Model used is strength=percent+percent2+percent3 

Coef StdErr t 
CONSTANT 62.611 39.757 1.5748 
percent -9.0114 5.1966 -1.7341 
percent2 0.48143 0.21605 2.2284 
percent3 -0.0076 0.002874 -2.6444 

N: 25, MSE: 9.2927, DF: 21, R~2: 0.69363 

P-Value 
0.13024 

0.097558 
0.036915 
0.015164 

Regression F(3,21): 15.848, P-value: l.2953e-05, Durbin-Watson: 2.2203 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

Cmd> anova(,fstat:T) 
Model used is strength=percent+percent2+percent3 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

DF ss MS F P-value 
CONSTANT 1 5655 5655 608.54957 0 
percent 1 33.62 33.62 3.61791 0.070966 
percent2 1 343.21 343.21 36.93394 4.9628e-06 
percent3 1 64.98 64.98 6.99262 0.015164 
ERRORl 21 195.15 9.2927 
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10.7 Variance stabilizing transformations This is Example 4-2, page 94 from 
Montgomery. The responses are estimates of peak discharge during flood flow when 
using four different estimation techniques. 

Cmd> discharge<-vector(.34, .12,1.23, .7,1.75, .12, .91,2.94,2.14, \ 
2.36,2.86,4.55,6.31,8.37,9.75,6.09,9.82,7.24,17.15,ll.82, \ 
10.95,17.2,14.35,16.82) 

Cmd> method<-factor(rep(run(4),rep(6,4)))# 6 l's,6 2's, 6 J's, 6 4's 

Cmd> anova ("discharge=method") 
Model used is discharge=method 

CONSTANT 
method 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 1012.6 
3 708.35 

20 62.081 

MS 
1012.6 
236.12 
3.1041 

Cmd> tabs(discharge,method) # Group statistics 
component: mean 
(1) 0.71 2.6267 7.93 
component: var 
(1) 0.43704 
component: count 
( 1) 6 

1.4213 

6 

Cmd> # Let's look at residuals 

Cmd> resvsyhat(title:\ 

2.7128 

6 

14.715 

7.845 

6 

"Residuals vs predicted, Montgomery Example 4-2") 
Residuals vs predicted, Montgomery Example 4-2 
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This appears to be pretty clear evidence that the variance increases with mean response. 
This often indicates the response variable should be transformed. 
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Crnd> @tmp<-tabs(discharge,method);means<-@tmp$mean;vars<-@tmp$var 

Note the use of the temporary variable @trnp which disappears before the next prompt. ( 

Cmd> plot ( log (means), log (vars), xlab: "Log cell means",\ 
ylab: "Log cell vars", title: "Montgomery Example 4-2") 

Montgomery Example 4-2 
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Cmd> logmeans<-loglO(means);logstdevs<-loglO(sqrt(vars)) 

Crnd> regress ( "logstdevs=logmeans ",pvals: T) 
Model used is logstdevs=logmeans 

Coef StdErr t 
CONSTANT -0.12077 0.043562 -2.7724 
logmeans 0.44647 0.056589 7.8897 

N: 4, MSE: 0.0032157, DF: 2, RA2: 0.96887 

P-Value 
0.1092 

0.015688 

Regression F(l,2): 62.248, P-value: 0.015688, Durbin-Watson: 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

One minus the regression coefficient, namely y1 - 0-446, is the suggested power 
transformation, approximately a square root. 

Crnd> rtdischarge<-dischargeA0.5 

Crnd> anova ( "rtdischarge=method") 
Model used is rtdischarge=rnethod 

CONSTANT 
method 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 120.52 
3 32.684 

20 2.6884 
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Cmd> tabs(rtdischarge,method) # Much better on this scale 
component: mean 
( 1) 0.75742 1. 582 2.8033 3.8208 
component: var 
(1) 0.16358 0.14879 0.085844 0.13947 
component: count 
( 1) 6 6 6 6 

As an alternative, lets try Box-Cox transformations, seeking the power with minimum 
residual sum of squares. We use pre-defined macro boxcox and compute residual 
sums of squares in a for loop. Power O is equivalent to a log transform. 

Cmd> powers<-run(0,1, .05);ss <- O*powers 

Cmd> for(@i,run(length(powers))){ 
@tmp <- boxcox(discharge,powers[@i]) 
anova("@tmp=method",silent:T) # silent:T suppresses anova() output 
ss[@i] <- SS[3];;} 

Cmd> lineplot(Power:powers,RSS:ss,\ 
title: "Residual SS vs Box-Cox power") 

Residual SS vs Box-Cox 
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Because the minimum is near Power= .5, this method also the square root 
transformation. 

Macro boxcoxvec in file design. mac distributed with MacAnova provides a short cut 
method for doing the preceding. 

Cmd> getmacros(boxcoxvec,quiet:T) 

Cmd> help(boxcoxvec, file:ndesign.hlp") # see Sec. 8.6.1 
boxcoxvec(rhs_model,y,powers:pow) computes the error SS for y 
transformed to the boxcox powers given in pow and modeled using the 
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explanatory variables in rhs_model. The returned value is a 
structure with named components power and SS giving the boxcox powers ( 
and the error SS. 

rhs_model is the right hand side of the anova model (the part 
following '=') as a character scalar, for example "x +a+ b". If 
powers:pow is omitted, the default powers are run(-1,2, .25). 

***** Interrupt ***** 

Cmd> boxcoxvec ("method", discharge,powers :powers) 
component: power 

(1) 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 
( 6) 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 

(11) 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 
(16) 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 
( 21) 1 
component: ss 

( 1) 91.958 78.439 67.658 59.084 52.303 
( 6) 46.989 42.891 39.817 37.617 36.179 

(11) 35.424 35.294 35.756 36.792 38.404 
(16) 40.607 43.432 46.923 51.142 56.163 
(21) 62.081 

Cmd> s[run(5)] # some of values computed previously 
(1) 91.958 78.439 67.658 59.084 52.303 

10.8 Randomized complete blocks This is example 5-1, page 129 of Montgomery. The 
response is the depth of a depression made when a tip is pressed with a standard force { 
into a piece of metal. We wish to see if there are any differences in readings between 
four types of tips (treatment); we use a tip of each type once with each of four metal 
specimens (block). 

Cmd> tiptype<-
factor(rep(run (4), rep (4, 4))) #vector(l, l, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, .. ) 

Cmd> specimen<-factor(rep(run(4),4)) # vector(l,2,3,4,1,2,3,4, .... ) 

Cmd> depth<-vector(9.3,9.4,9.6,10,9.4,9.3,9.8,9.9,9.2,9.4, \ 
9.5,9.7,9.7,9.6,10,10.2) 

Cmd> anova ( "depth=specimen+tiptype ") 
Model used is depth=specimen+tiptype 

CONSTANT 
specimen 
tiptype 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 1482.2 
3 0. 825 
3 0.385 
9 0.08 

MS 
1482.2 

0.275 
0.12833 

0.0088889 

Cmd> anova ( "depth=tiptype+specimen ") 
Model used is depth=tiptype+specimen 

# different factor order 

CONSTANT 
tiptype 
specimen 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 1482.2 
3 0.385 
3 0. 825 
9 0.08 

MS 
1482.2 

0.12833 
0.275 

0.0088889 

Because the data are balanced, the sums of squares for tiptype and specimen are the 
same for both orderings of these factors. We can tell MacAnova recognized the balance 
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because the message WARNING: summaries are sequential is not printed. 

Cmd> coefs("tiptype") # determine the treatment effects 
(1) -0.05 -0.025 -0.175 0.25 

Cmd> # These do not depend on order of factors in model 

Cmd> contrast("tiptype",vector(-2,3,1,-2))# A contrast in tiptype 
component: estimate 
(1) -0.65 
component: ss 
(1) 0.093889 
component: se 
(1) 0. 2 

Cmd> sum(vector(-2,3,1,-2)*coefs("tiptype")) # confirmation of value 
(1) -0. 65 Same as component estimate 

Cmd> contrast ( "tiptype ", vector (-2, 3, 1, -2), "specimen")# Note by-var. 
component: estimate 
(1) -0.6 -0.7 -0.3 -1 
component: ss 
(1) 0.02 
component: se 
(1) 0.4 

0.027222 

0.4 

0.005 

0.4 

0.055556 

0.4 

This last computes the contrast separately for each block (level of specimen). 

A particularly important type of contrast is one with all coefficients 0 except for one +1 
and one -1, that is a direct comparison of two factor levels. These can, of course be 
computed using contrast (). However, a common task is to carry out all k(k-1)/2 
comparisons of different factor levels, where k is the number of levels, and determine 
which of them are significantly different from zero, using a multiple comparison 
procedure such as Bonferronized t-tests (BSD or Bonferroni Significant Difference), 
the studentized range (HSD or Honestly Significant Difference) or multiple ordinary 
two-sample t-tests (LSD or Least Significant Difference). See Steel and Torrie (1980) for 
details of such procedures. 

Macro pairedcomp in file design .mac distributed with MacAnova is designed to be 
run immediately after an anova ( ) command. It computes all the pairwise differences 
in the effects for a factor and displays them in a form that indicates which are 
significantly different. 

Cmd> getmacros(pairedcomp) 
) pairedcomp(termname,lev [,method:T] ) does paired 
) comparisons of the means of the levels of the factor given in 
) termname at level of signficance lev. If only these two 
) arguments are used, then the paired comparisons are done using 
) the Bonferroni method. Other techniques can be requested by 
) using a method keyword. Currently supported methods are: lsd 
) (least significant difference), bsd (Bonferroni), snk 
) (Student-Newman-Keuls), hsd (Tukey's honest significant 
) difference, also called the studentized range procedure), regwb 
) (regw with Bonferroni test), and regwr (regw with studentized 
) range). Thus, for example, pairedcomp("trt", .01,hsd:T) does 
) paired comparisons between the levels of trt at signficance .01 
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using the hsd method. 

termname should be a single factor, not an interaction. 
lev should be a number between 0 and 1 

The printed output is one row for each level of the term, sorted 
from smallest to largest effect, giving the "underlines", term 
number, and effect. 

An alternative form is pairedcomp(termname,critval:val) In this 
form, all paired t-test statistics are compared to the critical 
value given in val. The same output is printed as before. 

Here we apply it to the above data set. The default behavior is to compute the BSD at 
the specified significance level. 

Crnd> 
I 
I 
I 

pairedcomp ( "tiptype ", . 05) 
3 -0.175 
1 -0.05 
2 -0.025 
4 0.25 

# BSD at .05 level 

The display indicates that levels 1, 2 and 3 do not differ significantly, but level 4 differs 
significantly from all of them. The numbers are just the elements of 
coefs ( "tiptype") in increasing order. 

( 

You can specify other multiple comparison methods using a keyword phrase. The 
choices are bsd: T (the default), lsd: T, snk: T, hsd: T, regwb: T and regwr: T (see ( 
comments after getmacros (pairedcomp) ). 

Cmd> pairedcomp("tiptype", .01,hsd:T) #HSD at .01 level 
I 3 -0.175 
I 1 -0.05 
I 2 -0.025 

4 0.25 

Again, levels 1, 2, and 3 do not differ significantly, but now the display indicates that, 
although level 4 differs significantly from levels 1 and 3 it does not differ significantly 
from level 2. pairedcomp uses invstudrng () (Sec. 2.12.8) to compute the required 
critical values. 

The HSD is completely appropriate only when all the s&-a are equal, as is the case 
I I 

when the design is balanced. However, it is a good approximation even when the 
standard errors differ. 

When the same critical value is used for testing all subsets of factor levels for 
homogeneity, as is the case for the LSD and HSD, you can provide an explicit critical 

value for a statistic of the form t = (ai - aj )! s&;-&, I where ai is an estimated factor effect 

and sa _6 is the estimated standard error of ai -a, .. We illustrated it with redoing the 
' I 

multiple comparison based on the HSD. Since critical values for the HSD are usually 
tabulated for a statistic Q = ✓2 x t, you need to divide the tabled value qa by ✓2. One 
of many sources for the critical values is Table A.8 of Steel and Torrie (1980). 
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Cmd> # From Steel and Torrie, the 1% critical value for the 

Cmd> # Studentized range with 4 groups and 9 error d.f. is 5.96 

Cmd> Cmd> pairedcomp("tiptype",critval:5.96) # HSD@ 1% level 
I 3 -0.175 
I 1 -0.05 
I 2 -0.025 

4 0.25 

Alternatively, you can compute the critical value within MacAnova using 
invs t udrng ( ) . 

Cmd> usage(invstudrng) 
invstudrng(P, ngroup, errorDf [,epsilon]), elements of P between 0 

and 1, elements of ngroup integers>= 2, elements of errorDf >= 1, 
epsilon> 0 small 

Cmd> Q <- invstudrng(l-.01, 4,DF[4]); Q 
(1) 5.9576 Rounds to 5.96 

Cmd> 
I 
I 
I 

pairedcomp ( "tiptype ", cri tval: 5. 96/sqrt ( 2)) 
3 -0.175 
1 -0.05 
2 -0.025 
4 0.25 

Now destroy balance by making one case missing (tiptype=l and specimen=l). In a 
randomized block design, the order of block followed by treatment (specimen + 
tiptype) is appropriate. 

Cmd> depth[l] <- ?; anova("depth=specimen+tiptype") 
Model used is depth=specimen+tiptype 
WARNING: cases with missing values deleted 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
specimen 
tiptype 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 1395.9 
3 0.72567 
3 0.37611 
8 0.075556 

MS 
1395. 9 

0.24189 
0.12537 

0.0094444 

Contrasts and their sums of squares change when there are missing data. 

Cmd> contrast ( "tiptype ", vector (-2, 3, 1, -2)) 
component: estimate 
(1) -0.69444 
component: ss 
(1) 0.097534 
component: se 
(1) 0.2161 

Cmd> contrast("tiptype",vector(-2,3,1,-2), "specimen") #Note by
variable 
component: estimate 
(1) MISSING -0.7 -0.3 -1 
component: ss 
(1) MISSING 
component: se 
(1) MISSING 

0.027222 

0.41231 
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The contrast output is MISSING for block 1 because that is where the missing value is. ( 

You can use pairedcomp in this unbalanced case, too. 

Cmd> 
I 
I 
I 

pairedcomp ( "t iptype ", . 0 5) 
3 -0.181 
1 -0.0333 
2 -0.0306 
4 0.244 

# BSD at .05 level 

The effects are different but the conclusions are the same as in the complete data case. 

An ANOV A with the terms in the other order yields different sums of squares for 
tiptype and specimen. It is an incorrect analysis, since inference about treatments 
must be made adjusted for blocks. 

Cmd> anova ( "depth=tiptype+specimen ") 
Model used is depth=tiptype+specimen 
WARNING: cases with missing values deleted 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
tiptype 
specimen 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 1395.9 
3 0.37317 
3 0.72861 
8 0.075556 

MS 
1395.9 

0.12439 
0.24287 

0.0094444 

10.9 Latin squares The data are from Table 5-9, page 146 of Montgomery. There are two 
blocking factors, batches (the rows in the Latin square) and operators (columns). ( 
The treatment is the mixing formulation of dynamite (letters), and the response is a 
measure of explosive force. The Latin square used is 

ABCDE 
BCDEA 
CDEAB 
DEA BC 
EABCD 

Cmd> force<-vector(24,20,19,24,24,17,24,30,27,36,18,38,26,27,21,26,\ 
31,26,23,22, 22,30,20,29,31) 

Cmd> operators<- factor(rep(run(5),5)) # 1,2,3,4,5,1,2,3,4,5, .. . 

Cmd> batches<-factor(rep(run(5),rep(5,5)}) # 1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2, .. . 

Cmd> mix<-factor(vector(l,2,3,4,5, 2,3,4,5,1, 3,4,5,1,2, 4,5,1,2,3,\ 
5,1,2,3,4)) 

Cmd> anova ( "force=batches+operators+mix") 
Model used is force=batches+operators+mix 

CONSTANT 
batches 
operators 
mix 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 16129 
4 68 
4 150 
4 330 

12 128 

MS 
16129 

17 
37.5 
82.5 

10.667 

For a complete data Latin square, the order of the terms in the model does not matter. 
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Thus anova ( "force=mix+batches+operator") would yield the same sums of 
squares in a different order. MacAnova recognizes this as can be inferred from the 
absence of the "WARNING: summaries are sequential" message. However, if there 
were missing values, it would be an error if the term for treatment (mix) were not last. 

10.10 Balanced incomplete blocks The data are from Table 6-1 of Montgomery. The 
response is the elapsed time for a reaction, the blocks are batches of raw material, and 
the treatments are different types of catalyst. In this example we do only the intrablock 
analysis. Because balanced incomplete block data are not "balanced" as understood by 
MacAnova, it is again essential to have blocks precede treatments in the model. The 
catalyst types used for batches 1, 2, 3, and 4 were (1,3,4), (1,2,3), (2,3,4), and (1,2,4), 
respectively. This is a balanced incomplete block design because each treatment appears 
equally often (2 times) with each other treatment. 

Crnd> time<-vector(73,73,75,74,75,75,67,68,72,71,72,75) 

Crnd> batches<-factor(rep(run(4),rep(3,4))) # vector(l,1,1,2,2,2, ... ) 

Crnd> catalyst<-factor(vector(l,3,4,1,2,3,2,3,4,1,2,4)) 

Crnd> anova ( "time=batches+catalyst ", fstat: T) 
Model used is time=batches+catalyst 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
batches 
catalyst 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 63075 
3 55 
3 22.75 
5 3.25 

MS 
63075 

18.333 
7.5833 

0.65 

F 
97038.46154 

28.20513 
11. 66667 

Cmd> secoefs("catalyst") # adjusted treatment effects 
component: coefs 
(1) -1.125 -0.875 -0.5 2.5 
component: se 
(1) 0.42757 0.42757 0.42757 0.42757 

P-value 
6.4698e-12 

0.0014678 
0.010739 

Cmd> contrast("catalyst",vector(l,1,1,-3))#compare last with 1st 3 
component: estimate 
(1) -10 
component: ss 
(1) 22.222 Almost the whole treatment SS 
component: se 
(1) 1. 7103 

Cmd> temp<-(catalyst==l) + (catalyst==2) + (catalyst==3) - \ 
3*(catalyst==4) # create vector equivalent to contrast 

Cmd> print (format:" 3. Of", temp) 
temp: 

(1) 1 1 -3 1 1 1 1 1 -3 1 1 -3 
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Cmd> anova ( "time=batches+temp+catalyst ", fstat: T) 
Model used is time=batches+temp+catalyst ( 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

DF SS MS F P-value 
CONSTANT 1 63075 63075 97038.46154 6.4698e-12 
batches 3 55 18.333 28.20513 0.0014678 
temp 1 22.222 22.222 34.18803 0.0020716 
catalyst 2 0.52778 0.26389 0.40598 0.68646 

The small sum of square for catalyst after including the contrast vector indicates that 
there is no evidence catalysts 1, 2, and 3 differ, but strong evidence they differ from 
catalyst 4. 

10.11 Analysis of covariance This is example 16-1, page 480 of Montgomery. The 
response is breaking strength of a fiber, the covariate is diameter of the fiber, and there 
are three different machines (treatments) making the fibers that we would like to 
compare. 

Cmd> strength<-vector(36,41,39,42,49,40,48,39,45,44,35,37,42,34,32) 

Cmd> diameter<-vector(20,25,24,25,32,22,28,22,30,28,21,23,26,21,15) 

Cmd> machine<-factor(rep(run(3),rep(5,3)))#vector(l,1,1,1,1,2,2, ... ,3) 

Cmd> anova ( "strength=machine ", fstat: T) # analysis ignoring 
Model used is strength=machine 

CONSTANT 
machine 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 24241 
2 140. 4 

12 206 

MS 
24241 

70.2 
17.167 

F 
1412.07379 

4.08932 

Cmd> predtable(seest:T) # unadusted treatment means & SE's 
component: estimate 
(1) 41.4 43.2 36 
component: SEest 
(1) 1. 8529 1.8529 1.8529 

Cmd> secoefs("machine") # unadjusted machine effects 
component: coefs 
(1) 1.2 3 -4.2 
component: se 
(1) 1.5129 1.5129 1.5129 

diameter 

P-value 
8.1046e-14 

0.044232 

Cmd> contrast("machine",vector(l,-1,0)) # unadjusted contrast 
component: estimate 
(1) -1.8 
component: ss 
(1) 8.1 
component: se 
(1) 2.6204 
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Cmd> contrast("machine",vector(l,1,-2)) # unadjusted contrast 
component: estimate 
(1) 12.6 
component: ss 
(1) 132.3 
component: se 
(1) 4.5387 

Now we do an analysis of covariance with covariate diameter, assuming the slope is 
the same for each machine (parallel line model). Notice that the machine effect is 
much smaller after allowing for the covariate, as is the error mean square. 

Cmd> anova ( "strength=diameter+machine ", fstat: T) 
Model used is strength=diameter+machine 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
diameter 
machine 
ERRORl 

F SS 
1 24241 
1 305.13 
2 13.284 

11 27.986 

MS 
24241 

305.13 
6.6419 
2.5442 

F 
9527.89438 
119.93304 

2.61064 

P-value 
0 

2.9601e-07 
0.11808 

Cmd> predtable(seest:T) # adjusted treatment means and SE's 
component: estimate 
(1) 40.382 41.419 38.798 
component: SEest 
(1) 0.72363 0.74442 0.78788 

Cmd> secoefs ("machine"); secoefs ("diameter") 
component: coef s Machine effects adjusted for diameter 
(1) 0.18241 1.2192 -1.4016 
component: se 
(1) 0.595 0.62012 0.67167 
component: coefs Slope of diameter in model 
(1) 0.95399 
component: se Its standard error 
(1) 0.11405 

Cmd> contrast ("machine", vector ( 1, -1, 0)) 
component: estimate Adjusted contrast 
(1) -1.0368 
component: ss 
(1) 2.6656 
component: se 
(1) 1.0129 

The usual analysis of covariance assumes that the lines are parallel. It is always a good 
idea to check this by fitting a model the effectively fits separate lines to each machine. 

Cmd> anova ( "strength=machine+diameter+diameter .machine", fstat: T) 
Model used is strength=machine+diameter+diameter.machine 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
machine 
diameter 
machine.diameter 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 24241 
2 140.4 
1 178.01 
2 2.7372 
9 25.249 
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The machine by diameter term is not significant (P = .63) so there is no evidence the 
slopes differ. 

10.12 Factorial models The data are from Example 7-4, page 225 of Montgomery. The 
response is a transformation of the volume of the beverage packaged; treatments are 
percent carbonation, pressure, and speed. All treatments are quantitative and have 
evenly spaced levels. 

Cmd> percent<-factor(rep(rep(run(3),rep(2,3)),4)) 

Cmd> pressure<-factor(rep(run(2),rep(12,2))) 

Cmd> speed<-factor(rep(rep(run(2),rep(6,2)),2)) 

Cmd> volume<-vector(-3,-1,0,l,5,4,-1,0,2,1,7,6,-1,0,2,3,7,9,1,1,\ 
6,5,10,11) 

Study these last three lines carefully to understand how rep () is used to create factor 
levels. Here is what the factors actually look like. 

Cmd> print (format: "2. Of" ,percent,pressure, speed) 
percent: 

( 1) 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 
( 22) 2 3 3 
pressure: 

( 1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
(22) 2 2 2 
speed: 

( 1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 
(22) 2 2 2 

Cmd> anova ( "volume=percent *pressure*speed") # Full factorial model 
Model used is volume=percent*pressure*speed 

DF ss MS 
CONSTANT 1 234.38 234.38 
percent 2 252.75 126.38 
pressure 1 45.375 45.375 
percent.pressure 2 5.25 2.625 
speed 1 22.042 22.042 
percent.speed 2 0.58333 0.29167 
pressure.speed 1 1. 0417 1. 0417 
percent.pressure.speed 2 1.0833 0.54167 
ERRORl 12 8.5 0.70833 

Redo it, pooling the two degrees of freedom for three-way interaction into error. 
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Cmd> anova ( "volume=percent *pressure*speed 
-percent .pressure. speed", fstat: TJ 

Model used is volurne=percent*pressure*speed-percent.pressure.speed 
DF SS MS F P-value 

CONSTANT 1 234.38 234.38 342.39130 3.077e-ll 
percent 2 252.75 126.38 184.61739 8.6824e-ll 
pressure 
percent.pressure 
speed 
percent.speed 
pressure.speed 
ERRORl 

1 45.375 45.375 66.28696 l.1157e-06 
2 5.25 2.625 3.83478 0.046983 
1 22.042 22.042 32.20000 5.7379e-05 
2 0.58333 0.29167 0.42609 0.66125 
1 1.0417 1.0417 1.52174 0.23767 
4 9.5833 0.68452 

There is a hint of a pressure by percent interaction. Let's look at the pressure effect 
separately for each level of percent. 

Cmd> contrast("pressure",vector(-1,1), "percent") # percent is byvar 
component: estimate 
(1) 1.5 3 3.75 
component: ss 
(1) 4. 5 
component: se 
(1) 0.58503 

18 

0.58503 

28.125 

0.58503 

Use macro colplot to look at the interaction effects. 

Cmd> colplot ( coefs ("percent.pressure "J, \ 
title:" Interaction plot of percent .pressure",\ 
xlab: "Level of factor percent" ,ylab: "Interaction effects") 

Interaction plot of percent.pressure 
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We see the pressure effect (difference between the two levels) increases with percent 
carbonation. This interaction plot certainly shows interaction! It is harder to see this if 
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we just plot the average responses: 

Cmd> colplot(tabs(volume,percent,pressure)$mean,title:\ 
"Volume averaged over speed for each level of percent .pressure", \ 
xlab: "Level of factor percent" ,ylab: "Volume average") 
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Volume averaged over speed for each level of percent.pressure 
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Level of factor percent 

We see volume increases with percent, but with slightly different slopes for the two 
levels of pressure. 

Cmd> print (pressure:coefs ("pressure") ,percent :coefs ("percent"),\ 
Interacts: coefs ("percent.pressure")) 
pressure: 
(1) -1. 375 1. 375 
percent: 
( 1) -3.625 -0.625 4.25 
Interacts: 
( 1, 1) 0.625 -0.625 
(2, 1) -0.125 0.125 
( 3, 1) -0.5 0.5 

It appears as though a linear by linear interaction might explain what is going on. Let's 
see if it does. Here we use outer () (Sec. 3.16) to compute the necessary contrast 
coefficients for the linear by linear contrast. 

Cmd> concoefs 
( 1, 1) 
(2, 1) 
(3 / 1) 

<- outer(vector(-1,0,1),vector(-1,l)); concoefs 
1 -1 

-0 0 
-1 1 
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Cmd> contrast ("percent.pressure", concoefs) 
component: estimate 
(1) 2 .25 
component: ss 
(1) 5.0625 
component: se 
(1) 0.82736 

Since the entire pressure by percent interaction sum of squares is 5.25, we see this is 
almost entirely accounted for by this single degree of freedom for linear by linear 
interaction. 

10.13 Factorial designs with confounding A basic rule for computing ANOVA tables 
for confounded factorial designs is to include a term for blocks in the model preceding 
the factorial terms. This works for both complete or partial confounding. The degrees 
of freedom between blocks may be broken up into replicates and blocks within 
replicates if so desired. 

Our example is Example 10-3 page 319 of Montgomery. It is a partially confounded 23 

factorial in two replicates, where ABC is confounded in replicate 1 and AB is 
confounded in replicate 2. Warning Don't try to use rep as a factor name, since rep () 
is a function. 

Cmd> y <- vector(-3,2,2,1, 0, -1, -1, 6, -1, 0, 3, 5, 1,0,1,1) 

Cmd> a <- factor(vector(l,2,2,1, 2,1,1,2, 1,1,2,2, 2,1,2,1)) 

Cmd> b <- factor(vector(l,2,1,2, 1,2,1,2, 1,1,2,2, 1,2,1,2)) 

Cmd> C <- factor(vector(l,1,2,2, 1,1,2,2, 1,2,1,2, 1,1,2,2)) 

Cmd> repl <- factor(rep(run(2),rep(8,2))) 

Cmd> blk <- factor(rep(vector(l,2,l,2),rep(4,4))) 

Cmd> print (format: "3. Of" ,hconcat (a,b, c,repl,blk,y) ') 
MATRIX: 

(1, 1) 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 
(2,1) 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 
(3 / 1) 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 
(4, 1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
(5, 1) 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 
( 6, 1) -3 2 2 1 0 -1 -1 6 -1 0 3 5 1 0 1 
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Cmd> anova ( "y=repl/blk+a *b*c# blocks nested within replicates",\ 
fstats: T) 
Model used is y=repl/blk+a*b*c# blocks nested within replicates 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

DF ss MS F P-value 
CONSTANT 1 16 16 21.33333 0.0057416 
repl 1 1 1 1. 33333 0.3004 
repl.blk 2 2.5 1.25 1. 66667 0.27885 
a 1 36 36 48.00000 0.00096125 
b 1 20.25 20.25 27.00000 0.0034782 
a.b 1 0.5 0.5 0.66667 0.45135 
C 1 12.25 12.25 16.33333 0.0099085 
a.c 1 0.25 0.25 0.33333 0.58872 
b.c 1 1 1 1. 33333 0.3004 
a.b.c 1 0.5 0.5 0.66667 0.45135 
ERRORl 5 3.75 0.75 

Here we have blocks nested within replicates plus the factorial terms. Of course, we 
only have half information on the partially confounded terms. 

10.14 Fractional factorial designs Fractional factorial designs may be analyzed just like 
an ordinary factorial. Any effects that are aliased to preceding effects have zero degrees 
of freedom. 

Our example is from Table 11-3 of Montgomery. The data are from a 24- 1 fractional 
factorial with defining relation l=ABCD. 

Cmd> a<- factor(rep(run(2),4)) 

Cmd> b <- factor(rep(rep(run(2),rep(2,2)),2)) 

Cmd> C <- factor(rep(run(2),rep(4,2))) 

Cmd> d <- factor(vector(l,2,2,1,2,1,1,2)) 

Cmd> y <- vector(45,100,45,65, 75,60,80,96) 

Cmd> print (format: "3. Of" ,hconcat (a,b, c, d,y) ') 
MATRIX: 
( 1, 1) 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
(2 t 1) 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 
( 3 I 1) 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
(4, 1) 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 
( 5, 1) 45 100 45 65 75 60 80 96 

Cmd> anova ( ''y=a+b+c+d # Main effects model", fstat: T) 
Model used is y=a+b+c+d # Main effects model 

CONSTANT 
a 
b 
C 

d 
ERRORl 

DF SS MS 
1 40044 40044 
1 722 722 
1 4.5 4.5 
1 392 392 
1 544.5 544.5 
3 1408.5 469.5 

F 
85.29180 
1.53781 
0.00958 
0.83493 
1.15974 

P-value 
0.0026858 

0.3031 
0.92819 
0.42823 

0.3604 

( 

The absence of a "WARNING: summaries are sequential" message reflects the fact ( 
that this is recognized by MacAnova to be a balanced main effects design. 
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Cmd> anova ( 11y=d+a *b*c 11
) # all main effects + a.b + a.c +b.c + a.b.c 

Model used is y=d+a*b*c 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

DF ss MS 
CONSTANT 1 40044 40044 
d 1 544.5 544.5 
a 1 722 722 
b 1 4.5 4.5 
a.b 1 2 2 
C 1 392 392 
a.c 1 684.5 684.5 
b.c 1 722 722 
a.b.c 0 0 undefined 
ERRORl 0 0 undefined 

We see that a. b. c is completely confounded and that the error term in the first 
analysis is made up of a. b, a. c, and b. c (and the effects with which they are 
confounded). 

You can get the terms in a possibly more natural order using the "pseudo-power" 
model construction (Sec. 3.4). Because of balance, the sums of squares are the same. 

Cmd> anova ( 11y=d+ (a+b+c) "'3 11
) # same model n a different order 

Model used is y=d+(a+b+c)"'3 
WARNING: 

CONSTANT 
d 
a 
b 
C 

a.b 
a.c 
b.c 
a.b.c 
ERRORl 

summaries are 
DF 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 

sequential 
ss 

40044 
544.5 

722 
4.5 
392 

2 
684.5 

722 
0 
0 

MS 
40044 
544.5 

722 
4.5 
392 

2 
684.5 

722 
undefined 
undefined 

10.15 Split plot designs Split plots are factorial experiments with a randomization 
restriction wherein the levels of one factor are assigned at random to groups of units, 
and the levels of the second factor are assigned at random to units within groups. The 
groups of units and the units with a group are often called whole plots and subplots, 
respectively, and the factors are referred to as whole plot factors and subplot factors. 
This reflects the use of this design in agriculture, where often it is inconvenient or 
impossible to apply the treatment associated with the whole plot factor to units as small 
as subplot units. 

There are at least two slightly different flavors of split plot designs. The levels of the 
whole plot factor may be assigned to the whole plots completely randomly, or, if the 
whole plots are further grouped into blocks or replicates, the whole plot factor may be 
assigned to whole plots as in a randomized complete (or even incomplete) block design. 
In the first case, the usual error term for inference about the effects of the whole plot 
factor is the replicate-within-factor effect, while in the second case it is the factor by 
replicate interaction. It is conventional to label this term in the ANOV A table as an 
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error term, in addition to the final error term which is used in inference on subplot 
factor effects and interactions involving subplot factors. 

The example data are a subset of Table 13-7 of Montgomery. The whole plot factor has 
three levels and the subplot factor has four. The whole plot factor levels were assigned 
to whole plots as in a randomized block design with two replicates. 

Cmd> repl <- factor(rep(run(2),rep(l2,2))) # replicate 

Cmd> whole<- factor(rep(rep(run(3),rep(4,3)),2))# whole plot factor 

Cmd> sub<- factor(rep(run(4),6)) # subplot factor 

Cmd> y <- vector(30,35,37,36,34,41,38,42,29,26,33,36,\ 
28,32,40,41,31,36,42,40,31,30,32,40) 

Cmd> anova ( "y=repl+whole+E(repl. whole) +sub+whole. sub", fstat :T) 
Model used is y=repl+whole+E(repl.whole) +sub+ whole.sub 

CONSTANT 
repl 
whole 
ERRORl 
sub 
whole.sub 
ERROR2 

DF SS MS F 
1 29400 29400 4126.31579 
1 1.5 1.5 0.21053 
2 138.25 69.125 9.70175 
2 14.25 7.125 1.20423 
3 266.33 88.778 15.00469 
6 58.417 9.7361 1.64554 
9 53.25 5.9167 

ERRORl and ERROR2 are the whole plot and split plot error terms respectively. 

P-value 
0.00024226 

0.69139 
0.093443 

0.34401 
0.00075634 

0.24071 

The standard errors of the whole plot effects and contrasts among them should be 
computed using the whole plot error mean square, while the standard errors of the 
subplot effects and the interaction effects should be computed using the subplot error 
mean square. Unless instructed otherwise, secoef s () always uses the last error term. 
You can use keyword errorterm with both secoef s () and contrast () to specify a 
the error mean square to be used in computing standard errors. 

Cmd> secoefs ("whole", errorterm: "ERRORl ") # use whole plot error 
component: coefs 
(1) -0.125 3 -2.875 
component: se 
(1) 0.77055 0.77055 0.77055 

Without errorterm: "ERRORl ", you get different, erroneous standard errors: 

Cmd> secoefs("whole",coefs:F) # by default is uses subplot error 
( 1) 0. 70218 0. 70218 0. 70218 Not correct 

Cmd> contrast ("whole", vector(0, 1, -1), errorterm: "ERRORl ") 
component: estimate 
(1) 5.875 
component: ss 
(1) 138.06 
component: se 
(1) 1.3346 
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Cmd> secoefs("sub") # uses subplot error by default which is o.k. 
component: coefs 
(1) -4.5 -1.6667 2 4.1667 
component: se 
(1) 0.85999 0.85999 0.85999 0.85999 

10.16 Multivariate analysis of variance When you have several response variables or 
measurement on individuals in different groups or undergoing different treatments, it 
is often of interest to compare the the entire mean vectors for the groups. One 
approach to this is the one-way MANOVA (multivariate analysis of variance). We 
illustrate it with the famous Fisher iris data which we read from file macanova. dat 
using function ma tread (). 

Cmd> y <- matread("macanova.dat", "irisdata") 
irisdata 150 5 FORMAT 
) Data from Johnson & Wichern, Ed. 3, Table 11.5, p. 566 
) Measurements on petals of 4 varieties of Iris. Originally published 
) in R. A. Fisher, The use of multiple measurements in taxonomic 
) problems, Annals of Eugenics, 7 (1936) 179-198 
) Col. 1: variety number (l=I.setosa, 2=I.versiColor, 3=I. virginica) 
) Col. 2: xl = sepal length 
) Col. 3: x2 = sepal width 
) Col. 4: x3 = petal length 
) Col. 5: x4 = petal width 
) Rows 1-50: group 1 = Iris setosa 
) Rows 51-100: group 2 = Iris versicolor 
) Rows 101-150: group 3 = Iris virginica 

Cmd> varieties<- factor(y[,1]); y <- y[,-1] 

Cmd> y <- matrix(y,labels:structure("@",vector("Sepal Len",\ 
"Sepal Wid", "Petal Len", "Petal Wid"))) # add labels, Sec. 8.4.1 

Cmd> manova ( ''y=varieties ") 
Model used is y=varieties 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

SS and SP Matrices 
DF 

CONSTANT 1 
Sepal Len Sepal Wid Petal Len Petal Wid 

Sepal Len 5121.7 2679.8 3293.9 1051. 2 
Sepal Wid 2679.8 1402.1 1723.4 550.01 
Petal Len 3293.9 1723.4 2118.4 676.06 
Petal Wid 1051.2 550.01 676.06 215.76 
varieties 2 

Sepal Len Sepal Wid Petal Len Petal Wid 
Sepal Len 63.212 -19.953 165.25 71. 279 
Sepal Wid -19.953 11.345 -57.24 -22.933 
Petal Len 165.25 -57.24 437.1 186.77 
Petal Wid 71.279 -22.933 186.77 80.413 
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ERRORl 147 
Sepal Len Sepal Wid Petal Len Petal Wid 

Sepal Len 38.956 13.63 24.625 5.645 
Sepal Wid 13.63 16.962 8.1208 4.8084 
Petal Len 24.625 8.1208 27.223 6.2718 
Petal Wid 5.645 4.8084 6.2718 6.1566 

The diagonals of these matrices are the ANOV A sums of squares for each variable. 
These matrices are saved in array SS. ss [ 2, , ] is the hypothesis matrix Hand 
ss [ 3, , ] is the error matrix E. All the usual test statistics for equality of means can be 
computed from these Hand E. In particular we can compute univariate F-statistics. 

Cmd> h <- SS[2,,J;e <- SS[J,,J#hypothesis (between) & error (within) 

Cmd> f <- (diag(h)/DF[2])/(diag(e)/DF[3]) # f-statistics 

Cmd> print(f,P_values:1-cumF(f,DF[2],DF[3])) 
f: 

119.26 49.16 1180.2 960.01 (1) 
P_values: All are extremely small; strong evidence against HO 
(1) 0 0 0 0 

You can also request output in other forms. If you don't want to see the matrices, use 
sssp: Fas an argument. 

Cmd> manova(,sssp:F) # uses most recent model 
Model used is y=varieties 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

SS and SP Matrices 
DF 

CONSTANT 1 
Type I ss [ 1, I ] I to see SS/SP 

varieties 2 
Type 'SS[2,,]' to see SS/SP 

ERRORl 147 
Type 'SS[3,,]' to see SS/SP 

Cmd> SS [ 2, , 1 # varieties matrix 

matrix 

matrix 

matrix 

Sepal Len Sepal Wid Petal Len 
varieties Sepal Len 63.212 -19.953 165.25 

Sepal Wid -19.953 11.345 -57.24 
Petal Len 165.25 -57.24 437.1 
Petal Wid 71.279 -22.933 186.77 

Petal Wid 
71.279 

-22.933 
186.77 
80.413 

This option becomes the default when each row of a matrix would require more than 
one line. In that case, you could force the printing of the matrices by sssp: T. 

Alternatively, you can request univariate analysis of each variable by using keyword 
phrases pvals: Tor fstat: T. 
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Crnd> rnanova(,fstat:T)# to suppress 
Model used is y=varieties 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

P-values, use pvals:F 

DF SS MS F P-value 
CONSTANT 
Sepal Len 
Sepal Wid 
Petal Len 
Petal Wid 

varieties 
Sepal Len 
Sepal Wid 
Petal Len 
Petal Wid 

1 

2 

ERRORl 147 

5121. 7 
1402.1 
2118.4 
215.76 

63.212 
11. 345 

437.1 
80.413 

5121. 7 
1402.1 
2118.4 
215.76 

31. 606 
5.6725 
218.55 
40.207 

Sepal Len 38.956 0.26501 
Sepal Wid 16.962 0.11539 
Petal Len 27.223 0.18519 
Petal Wid 6.1566 0.041882 

19326.50528 
12151.14260 
11439.11809 

5151.66322 

119.26450 
49.16004 

1180.16118 
960.00715 

This arranges the output by terms. To get a complete ANOV A table for each variable 
separately, you can use byvar: T, possibly together with fstat: Tor pvals: T. 

Crnd> manova ( "y=varieties ", byvar: T, fstat: T) 
Model used is y=varieties 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

Sepal Len 
DF ss MS F P-value 

CONSTANT 1 5121.7 5121.7 19326.50528 0 
varieties 2 63.212 31.606 119.26450 0 
ERRORl 147 38.956 0.26501 

Sepal Wid 
DF ss MS F P-value 

CONSTANT 1 1402.1 1402.1 12151.14260 0 
varieties 2 11. 345 5.6725 49.16004 0 
ERRORl 147 16.962 0.11539 

Petal Len 
DF ss MS F P-value 

CONSTANT 1 2118.4 2118.4 11439.11809 0 
varieties 2 437.1 218.55 1180.16118 0 
ERRORl 147 27.223 0.18519 

Petal Wid 
DF ss MS F P-value 

CONSTANT 1 215.76 215.76 5151.66322 
varieties 2 80.413 40.207 960.00715 
ERRORl 147 6.1566 0.041882 

An important multivariate test statistic is the modified log likelihood ratio statistic, 
which has a large sample chi-squared distribution under the null hypothesis that the 
groups mean vectors are the same, assuming multivariate normality with common 
covariance matrix. Variables f h and f e defined in the following lines are the 
hypothesis and error degrees of freedom and p is the number of variables. ml is a 
scaling factor designed to make the chi-squared approximation as good as possible. 
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Cmd> lambda<- det(e)/det(e+h); lambda# Wilk's lambda 
(1) 0.023439 

Cmd> fe <- DF[JJ; fh <- DF[2]; p <- ncols(y); vector(fe, fh, p) 
( 1) 14 7 2 4 

Cmd> ml<- fe - (p - fh + l)/2;w<- -ml * log(lambda);vector(ml,w) 
(1) 145.5 546.12 

Cmd> vector(df,1-cumchi(w,p*fh))#-ml*log(lambda)-chisq(p*fh) 
( 1) 8 0 

Other test statistics in use are T = m2trE·1H and V = m3tr(E + H)·1H, where m2 
= fe-p+ 1 and m3 = fh + fe, both of which also are approximately distributed as chi
squared with pxfh degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis. 

These test statistics can also be computed from what are sometimes called the relative 
eigenvalues and relative eigenvectors of H relative to E (see Sec. 6.2.3). If vector u 
satisfies Hu = ).,Eu, then u is a relative eigenvector with relative eigenvalue A. 
Alternatively, u and A are an ordinary eigenvector and eigenvalue pair of the non
symmetric matrix E·1H. If Hand E are p by p symmetric matrices with E positive 
definite, there are p real eigenvalues ).,1 ~ Az ~ ... ~ Ap, with associated eigenvectors 
u1, u2, ... , up, computable by function releigen () ( releigenvals () computes just 
the eigenvalues). For example log(det(E)/ det(H+E)) = -Lilog(l + Aj), trE·1H = I,i).,i, 
and tr(E + H)-lH = I.j{)..J(l + Aj)}. 

Cmd> eigs <- releigen(h,e); eigs # relative eigen things 
component: values 
(1) 32.192 0.28539 4.9842e-15 -3.223e-15 
component: vectors 
(1,1) -0.068406 
(2,1) -0.12656 
(3,1) 0.18155 
(4,1) 0.2318 

0.0019879 
0.17853 

-0.076864 
0.23417 

0.03435 
-0.15879 
-0.18872 

0.36261 

0.26058 
-0.15403 
-0.16162 

0.10048 

Cmd> ml * sum(log(l + eigs$values)) # log likelihood ratio 
( 1) 546 .12 Same as computed above 

Cmd> m2 <- fe - p + l; m3 <- fe + fh 

Cmd> vector(m2, m2*trace(solve(e, h)),\ 
m2*sum(eigs$values)) # m2 with T computed two ways 
(1) 144 4676.7 4676.7 

Cmd> vector(m3,m3*trace(solve(h+e,h)),\ 
m3*sum(eigs$values/(l+eigs$values})) #m3 with V computed two ways 
(1) 149 177.59 177.59 

The MANOVA canonical variables zj = u/y are linear combinations of all p 
variables y1, y2, ... , Yp whose coefficients are taken from the jth relative eigenvector. 
z1 is the linear combination that has the largest possible univariate F statistic for 
testing the null hypothesis and z2 is the linear combination that that hast the next 
largest F abd whose residuals are uncorrelated with the residuals of z1. Often a scatter 
plot of the first two canonical variables is informative. 
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Crnd> z <- y %*% eigs$vectors # compute canonical variables 

Crnd> chplot(CanVar_l:z[,1],CanVar_2:z[,2],varieties,\ 
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title: "MANOVA Canonical Variable plot for Fisher Iris data") 
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Among other things this plot shows I. setosa is quite distinct, both in mean and 
covariance matrix, from I. versicolor and I. virginica. 

3 

10.17 Repeated measures designs Repeated measures designs may be analyzed using 
multivariate, and in some cases, univariate techniques. This describes a univariate 
technique using an adjusted analysis of variance. One of the simplest repeated measure 
designs is similar to a split plot design, except that the subplot treatment is not fully 
randomized. This is the case, for example, when subjects are randomly assigned to a 
treatment group, and then a certain response, say their blood pressure, is measured at 
several different times. Ordinarily you would be interested in the effect of the 
treatment, and the effect of elapsed time since treatment, as well as the interaction of 
these two factors. The subjects are analogous to whole plots, and the different 
measurement times to subplots, but clearly it is impossible to randomly assign levels of 
the "subplot" or within subjects factor. Thus there is a fundamental violation of the 
assumptions underlying the usual ANOV A. 

Frequently, the "subplot" treatment has a factorial structure of its own. For example, 
in the blood pressure study situation, at each time point both systolic and diastolic 
blood pressure might be measured, so that each measurement on a subject is 
categorized in two ways, by time and by type of blood pressure. In the univariate 
analysis of a repeated measures design, we assume that each subplot factor (and 
interaction) itself has a random interaction with whole plots. This induces a separate 
error term for each repeated measure effect. In the language of repeated measures, 
whole plot treatments are "grouping" factors, and subplot treatments are "trial" factors. 
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As an example, consider the repeated measures design described in Winer (1971, p. 546). 
Six subjects were randomly assigned to one of two noise levels (the grouping factor 
analogous to a whole plot factor). Each was asked to calibrate three dials during each of 
three time periods (both dial and period are trial factors and are analogous to subplot 
factors). The response is a measure of the accuracy of calibration. Here is a fairly 
standard univariate ANOV A of these repeated measures data, with a separate error 
term for each main effect and interaction. 

Cmd> accuracy<- vector(45,35,60,50,42,56, 53,41,65,48,45,60,\ 
60,50, 75, 61,55, 77, 40,30,58,25,30,40, 52,37,54,34,37,39, \ 
57,47,70,51,43,57, 28,25,40,16,22,31, 37,32,47,23,27,29,\ 
46,41,50,35,37,46) # accuracy[subjects,period,dial] 

Cmd> noise<- factor(rep(rep(run(2),rep(3,2)),9)) 

Cmd> period<- factor(rep(run(3),rep(l8,3))) 

Cmd> dial<- factor(rep(rep(run(3),rep(6,3)),3)) 

Cmd> subjinnoise <- factor(rep(run(3),18)) 

Cmd> anova("accuracy=noise + E(subjinnoise.noise) + 
period*noise + E(subjinnoise.period.noise) + 
dial*noise + E(subjinnoise.dial.noise) + 
dial *period*noise ", fstat: T) 

Model used is accuracy=noise + E(subjinnoise.noise) + 
period*noise + E(subjinnoise.period.noise) + 
dial*noise + E(subjinnoise.dial.noise) + 
dial*period*noise" 

DF 
CONSTANT 1 
noise 1 
ERRORl 4 
period 2 
noise.period 2 
ERROR2 8 
dial 2 
noise.dial 2 
ERROR3 8 
period.dial 4 
noise.period.dial 4 
ERROR4 16 

ss 
l.0587e+05 

468.17 
2491.1 
3722.3 

333 
234.89 
2370.3 
50.333 
105.56 
10.667 
11. 333 
127.11 

MS 
l.0587e+05 

468.17 
622.78 
1861.2 
166.5 

29. 361 
1185.2 
25.167 
13.194 
2.6667 
2.8333 
7.9444 

F 
169.99349 

0.75174 
21.21097 
63.38884 

5.67077 
2.22526 

89.82316 
1. 90737 
1.66084 
0.33566 
0.35664 

The ERROR4 SS is precisely the subj innoise. dial. noise. period SS. 

P-value 
0.00019973 

0.43484 
0.00025662 
1.2413e-05 

0.029268 
0.13944 

3.3037e-06 
0.21022 
0.18446 
0.84992 
0.83567 

This output illustrates one feature of the f stats: T option. Each F-statistic is the ratio 
of the MS value on its line and the MS value on the next ERROR line. Thus the F for 
dial is 1185.2/13.194 = 89.829. 

If you did not use f stat: T, the F statistic for testing noise by period interaction 
might be computed as follows. 

Cmd> ms<- SSIDF # compute mean squares 

Cmd> df <- DF;termnames <- TERMNAMES # these are needed later 
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Cmd> f <- ms[termnames=="dial"J/ms[termnames=="ERROR3"];f 
(1) 89.823 F-statistic 

Cmd> l-cumF(f,df[termnames=="dial"J,df[termnames=="ERROR3"]) 
(1) 3.3037e-06 Its P-value 

This univariate analysis of repeated measures assumes that certain covariance 
assumptions are met. In particular, it assumes that the within subject correlations 
between the responses for each combination of within subject factors are the same. If 
these assumptions fail, the computed P-value will tend to be inappropriately small. 
Although there is a purely multivariate approach to compute test statistics for the 
various hypotheses, there are conceptual advantages to be able to use the ANOV A 
computations, adjusting the tests so that the P-values are accurate. Moreover, when 
the number of subjects is smaller than the number of measurements, as in this case, the 
usual multivariate statistics cannot be computed. Geisser and Greenhouse (1958) 
showed how to modify the degrees of freedom used for computing P-values to improve 
accuracy. For each F-statistic, a matrix Mis computed, and then the numerator and 
denominator degrees of freedom are multiplied by the factor ( tr M)2 / (j tr(M2)), where 
f is the degrees of freedom associated with a trial factor in the numerator. 
Fundamental to the computations is a matrix S estimating the within-subject 
variances and covariances of the responses. After transforming the response to a 
matrix with each row containing the data for a single subject and each column 
corresponding to a dial by time period combination, we use manova () to compute this 
matrix 

Cmd> accuracyl <- matrix(accuracy,6);noisel <- factor(noise[run(6)]) 

Cmd> manova ( "accuracyl=noisel ") # accuracyl is 6 by 9 
Model used is accuracyl=noisel 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 
NOTE: SS/SP matrices suppressed because of size; use 'manova(,sssp:T)' 

SS and SP Matrices 
DF 

CONSTANT 1 
Type I ss [ 1, I ] I to see SS/SP matrix 

noisel 1 
Type 'SS[2,,]' to see SS/SP matrix 

ERRORl 4 
Type 'SS[3,,]' to see SS/SP matrix 

Cmd> list(SS,DF,RESIDUALS) # see shapes of side-effect variables 
DF REAL 3 
RESIDUALS REAL 6 9 Matrix 
SS REAL 3 9 9 Array 

All output from manova () could be suppressed by keyword phrase silent: T. 

Each S s [ i , , ] for i = 1, 2, 3 is a 9 by 9 matrix, generalizing the usual sum of squares in 
an analysis of variance. We compute the estimated covariance matrix as 
ss [ 3, , ] /DF [ 3], save it ass and then use it to compute adjustments to the degrees of 
freedom for the the various ANOV A F-tests. 

The first three responses for each subject (first 3 columns of accuracyl) are for period 
1, followed by those for period 2, etc. Thus matrix vtot computed below is the 
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estimated covariance matrix of the period totals. From it we can compute an 
adjustment factor to adjust the degrees of freedom in the F-tests for period and 
noise. period. 

Cmd> s <- matrix(SS[3,,],9)/DF[3] # estimated covariance matrix 

Cmd> periodl <- rep(run(3),rep(3,3));tmpx <- l*(periodl==run(3) ') 

Cmd> hconcat(periodl,tmpx) # tmpx are dummy variables for period 
(1,1) 1 1 0 0 
(2,1) 1 1 0 0 
(3,1) 1 1 0 0 
(4,1) 2 0 1 0 
(5,1) 2 0 1 0 
(6,1) 2 0 1 0 
(7,1) 3 0 0 1 
(8,1) 3 0 0 1 
(9,1) 3 0 0 1 

Cmd> vtot <- tmpx' %*% s %*% tmpx; e <- (1/3)*rep(l,3)%*%rep(l,3)' 

Cmd> print(vtot,e) 
vtot: est covar matrix of period 
(1,1) 1025.8 812.33 
(2,1) 812.33 690.83 
(3,1) 524.83 443.08 
e: 
( 1, 1) 
(2,1) 
( 3, 1) 

0.33333 
0.33333 
0.33333 

0.33333 
0.33333 
0.33333 

totals 
524.83 
443.08 
327.83 

0.33333 
0.33333 
0.33333 

Cmd> m <- vtot - e %*% vtot #mis 3 by 3 

Cmd> adjustment<-trace(m)A2/(2*trace(m %*% m)J; adjustment 
(1) 0.6476 

This is really a short cut method for the following computation, involving the 
computation of a 9 by 9 matrix tmpxl which projects onto the period main effects 
space. 

Cmd> tmpxl <- (1/3) * tmpx %*% tmpx' - (l/9)*rep(l,9)%*%rep(l,9)' 

Cmd> ml<- tmpxl %*% s # (projection matrix) %*% (covariance matrix) 

Cmd> trace(ml)A2/(2*trace(m1%*%ml)) 
(1) 0.6476 

The Greenhouse-Geisser correction is 0.6476 and it applies to both the period main 
effect and the noise. period interaction. No matter what adjustment were made, the 
former is huge so we use the adjustment in testing the latter. 

Cmd> dfadl <- adjustment*df[termnames=="noise.period"] # adjust DF 

Cmd> dfad2 <- adjustment *df [termnames== "ERROR2 "J 

Cmd> 1-cumF(f,dfadl,dfad2) # adjusted P-value 
(1) 0.05694 

We multiplied both the numerator and denominator degrees of freedom in the F-test 
by .6476 to get an improved P-value. We would use the same adjustment factor to 
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adjust the degrees of freedom in the period main effect F-test. 

Now we repeat the process to obtain the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment for the dial 
main effect noise. dial interaction. Now vtot is the estimated covariance matrix of 
the dial totals for each individual. 

Cmd> diall <- rep(run(3),3);tmpy <- l*(diall==run(J) ') 

Cmd> hconcat(diall,tmpy) 
(1, 1) 1 
(2 I 1) 2 
( 3 I 1) 3 
(4,1) 1 
( 5, 1) 2 
( 6 I 1) 3 
(7, 1) 1 
( 8, 1) 2 
(9,1) 3 

1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

Cmd> vtot <- tmpy %c% s %*% tmpy 

0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 

0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 

Cmd> m <- vtot - e %*% vtot # same e == (1/JJ*rep(l,3) %*% rep(l,3)' 

Cmd> adjustment<- trace(m)A2/(2*trace(m %*% m)J; adjustment 
(1) 0.91707 

Alternatively, 

Cmd> tmpyl <- (1/3) * tmpy' %*% tmpy - (1/9J*rep(l,9)%*%rep(l,9J' 

Cmd> ml<- tmpyl %*% s 

Cmd> trace(m1JA2/(2*trace(m1%*%ml)J 
(1) 0.91707 

There is only a slight correction to the degrees of freedom for the dial and noise. dial 
F-tests. To get dial by period interaction, we need to remove everything that looks 
like main effects of dials or periods. We do this by multiplying through by the 
projection onto the interaction space of dials and periods. I 9 is the 9 by 9 identity 
matrix. These terms have 4 degrees of freedom. 

Cmd> I9 <- dmat(9,1J # 9 by 9 diagonal matrix with l's on diagonal 

Cmd> tmpxy <- (I9 - tmpx%*%tmpx'/3) %*% (I9 - tmpy%*%tmpy'/3) 

Cmd> # or tmpxy <- I9-tmpxl-tmpyl-(1/9)*rep(l,9J %*% rep(l,9)' 

Cmd> ml<- tmpxy %*% s 

Cmd> adjustment<- trace(mlJA2/(4*trace(m1%*%mlJJ; adjustment 
(1) 0.51342 

The correction to period.dial is to approximately halve the degrees of freedom. The 
same correction would apply to the noise. period. dial interaction. 

10.18 Logistic regression Let's look at the example data in Table 12.3 of Weisberg. This 
data gives the number of responses of cows to various shocks, with 70 trials at each of 6 
currents (0 to 5 milliamperes). We choose a sequential analysis of deviance (Sec. 4.2.1). 

Cmd> y <- vector(0,9,21,47,60,63) # counts 
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Cmd> n <- 70 # or n <- rep(70,6) 

Cmd> current<- run(0,5) 

Cmd> logistic ( "y=current ", n, inc: T,pvals: T) 
Model used is y=current 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
current 
ERRORl 

Cmd> secoefs() 

DF Deviance 
1 0.95274 
1 241.13 
4 9.3526 

MDev 
0.95274 

241.13 
2.3382 

P-value 
0.32902 

0 
0.052865 

NOTE: standard errors assume scale parameter is 1 
component: CONSTANT 

component: coefs 
(1) -3.301 

component: se 
(1) 0.3238 
component: current 

component: coefs 
(1) 1.2459 

component: se 
( 1) 0 .11193 

Cmd> @tmp <- secoefs(current); @tmp$coefs/@tmp$se 
NOTE: standard errors assume scale parameter is 1 
(1) 11.132 

Variate current is highly significant, as can be seen from either its deviance increment 
or the t-statistic for its coefficient. The almost significant ERRORl deviance (P = .053) 
suggests the possibility that the binomial model is not appropriate, perhaps because the 
probability of responding to a given level of shock differs among the cows. 

10.19 Poisson regression Our example uses the data in Problem 16.17 on p. 830 of 
Devore and Peck (1993). This cross classifies 445 college students according to their drug 
use (never, occasional, regular) and their parents alcohol and drug use (neither, one, 
both). We wish to know if the two are independent. 

Cmd> counts<-vector(141,68,17,54,44,ll,40,51,19) 

Cmd> parentuse <- factor(rep(run(3),rep(3,3))) # 1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3 

Cmd> studentuse <- factor(rep(run(3),3)) # 1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3 

Cmd> poisson ( "counts=studentuse + 
Model used is counts=studentuse + 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

DF Deviance 
CONSTANT 1 2599.8 
studentuse 2 138.96 
parentuse 2 57.38 
ERRORl 4 22.254 

parentuse ",inc: T,pvals: T) 
parent use 

MDev 
2599.8 

69.48 
28.69 

5.5634 

P-value 
0 
0 

3.4683e-13 
0.00017841 
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Cmd> secoefs("parentuse") # or secoefs(J) 
NOTE: standard errors assume scale parameter is 1 
component: coefs 
(1) 0.48308 -0.24611 -0.23697 
component: se 
(1) 0.063214 0.074694 

Cmd> HII # "leverages", see Sec. 
(1) 0.76776 0.68813 
(6) 0.32469 0.64474 

0.074508 

3.6 
0.55984 
0.52294 

0.64368 
0.3267 

0.52151 

The small P-value for ERRORl indicates significant lackof fit. Either the data are more 
variable than one would expect for Poisson data or the model that assume indepedence 
of the two factors is incorrect. Lets look at the residuals and fitted values. 

Cmd> matrix(WTDRESIDUALS,3) # weighted residuals in the log scale 
(1,1) 1.9819 -0.46946 -2.3735 
(2,1) -1.6247 0.64478 1.6869 
(3,1) -1.4061 -0.15101 2.1658 

Cmd> predtable() # 
(1,1) 119.35 
(2,1) 82.782 
(3,1) 23.87 

table of fitted 
57.562 
39.926 
11.512 

values 
58.09 

40.292 
11.618 

We see that alternate corners of the residual table are high, suggesting a single degree of 
freedom interaction which is proportional to the product of main effect coefficients 
similar to the Tukey one degree of freedom for non-additivity. Let's try it out. 

Cmd> onedof <- outer ( coefs ( "parent use") , coefs ( "studentuse ")) 

Cmd> print(onedof) # display as table 
onedof: 
(1, 1) 
(2, 1) 
(3, 1) 

0.31807 
-0.16204 
-0.15603 

0.14134 
-0.072008 
-0.069336 

-0.45942 
0.23405 
0.22537 

Cmd> onedof <- vector(onedof) # make a vector 

Cmd> poisson ( "counts=studentuse+parentuse+onedof", inc: T,pvals: T) 
Model used is counts=studentuse+parentuse+onedof 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

CONSTANT 
student use 
parent use 
onedof 
ERRORl 

DF Deviance 
1 2599.8 
2 138.96 
2 57.38 
1 19.238 
3 3.0155 

MDev 
2599.8 

69.48 
28.69 

19.238 
1.0052 

P-value 
0 
0 

3.4683e-13 
l.1539e-05 

0.38923 

The single degree of freedom for a product interaction has accounted for almost all the 
interaction in the model leaving non-significant lack-of-fit. 

Alternatively, for the first analysis, but not the second, we could use ipf ( J which uses 
iterative proportional fitting, but does not provide standard errors, and HI I is incorrect. 
Since ipf () cannot analyze models with variates the analysis involving onedof 
cannot be done. 
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Cmd> ipf ( "counts=studentuse+parentuse ",inc: T) 
Model used is counts=studentuse+parentuse 

DF Deviance MDev 
CONSTANT 1 2599.8 2599.8 
studentuse 2 138.96 69.48 
parentuse 2 57.38 28.69 
ERRORl 4 22.254 5.5634 

Crnd> secoefs ( "parent use") 
ERROR: standard errors not available after ipf() 

Crnd> coefs ( "parent use") 
(1) 0.48308 -0.24611 -0.23697 

Cmd> HII 
( 1) 

# this is not correct; it sums to the right total, though 
0.55556 0.55556 0.55556 0.55556 0.55556 

(6) 0.55556 0.55556 0.55556 0.55556 

10.20 Robust regression Now redo the multiple regression example we did in Sec. 10.4, 
but pretending that we had miscoded the eighth adsorption observation as 300 instead 
of 30. Look at how the ordinary regression changes and see how the robust regression 
obtains results similar to the ordinary regression on the original data. 

Crnd> adsorption[8] <- 300 

Crnd> regress ( "adsorption=iron+aluminum" ,pvals: T) 
Model used is adsorption=iron+alurninum 

Coef StdErr t 
CONSTANT 29.819 62.529 0.47689 
iron -0.26721 0.53277 -0.50155 
aluminum 1.3827 1.2795 1.0806 

N: 13, MSE: 6175.4, DF: 10, RA2: 0.13141 

P-Value 
0.64369 
0.62684 
0.30525 

Regression F(2,10): 0.75648, P-value: 0.49439, Durbin-Watson: 2.0567 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

Neither variable is significant and the overall regression F has fallen from 92.026 to 
0.756. Moreover, the regression coefficients have changed a lot from -7.3507, 0.11273, 
and 0.349. In other words, we have an analysis that really tells us nothing. What do we 
get with robust regression? Something close to what we had before. 

Crnd> robust ( "adsorption=iron+aluminum", fstats:T) 
Model used is adsorption=iron+aluminurn 
WARNING: summaries are sequential 

DF SS* 
CONSTANT 1 12644 
iron 1 3172.8 
aluminum 1 626.13 
ERRORl 10 183.52 

MS* 
12644 

3172.8 
626.13 
18.352 

F* 
688.97178 
172.88387 

34.11716 

P-value* 
1. 4839e-10 
l.2313e-07 
0.00016359 

* ANOVA is approximate and should be interpreted with caution 

Robust estimate of sigma: 4.5468 

The approximate ANOV A table can be used much as an ordinary ANOV A table. For 
instance we can test the significance of aluminum by an approximate F-test. If we had 
not used f stats: T, we would compute this as follows: 
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Cmd> f <- (SS[3]/DF[3])/(SS[4]/DF[4]) # F-statistic 

Cmd> vector(f,1-cumF(f,DF[3],DF[4]))# F-statistic & P-value 
(1) 34.117 0.00016359 Highly significant 

If the errors were independent normal with variance a2, the square of the estimated 
scale a is an approximately unbiased estimator of a 2. Here cr2 = 4.54682 = 20.67, a little 
larger than the error mean square in the ANOV A. 

Cmd> temp<- secoefs(byterm:F) # get coefs and their stderrs 

Cmd> compnames(temp) # coefs(byterm:F) has 2 components 
(1) "coefs" · 
(2) "se" 

Cmd> coef <- vector(temp[l]);se <- ector(temp[2]);tstats <- coef/se 

Cmd> hconcat(coef,se,tstats) # table 
(1,1) -6.1326 3.4086 
(2,1) 0.097178 0.029043 
(3,1) 0.40743 0.06975 

of coeffs, std errors, 
-1.7992 CONSTANT 

3.346 iron 
5.8413 aluminum 

t-stats 

Note the use of byterm: F with secoefs (). Normally secoefs () has one component 
for each term, with each component of secoef s () itself having two-components, 
coefs and se. With byterm: F, secoefs () has two components, coefs and se, each 
of which is a structure with one component for each term. Also note the use of 
vector () with a structure argument, combining all the elements in a structure into a 
vector. You could also compute, say, coef by vector ( temp$coef s) or 
vector(temp$coefs$CONSTANT,temp$coefs$iron,temp$coefs$aluminum). liwe 
had not used byterm: F, we would have to use either vector ( temp [ 1] [ 1] , 
temp[2] [1], temp[3] [1]) orvector(temp$CONSTANT$coefs, 
temp$iron$coefs, temp$aluminum$coefs). 

After robust (), side effect vector WTDRESIDUALS contains modified residuals at the 
final stage of the iteration. If abs ( RESIDUALS [ i] ) < CO' I WTDRESIDUALS [ i] = 
RESIDUALS [ i]; otherwise WTDRESIDUALS [ i] = ±ca, where C is truncation point 
used in the algorithm (see Sec. 4.3) whose default value is .75 and a is the robust 
estimate of scale. Thus WTDRESIDUALS/RESIDUALS should be 1 for all "non-truncated" 
residuals. 

Cmd> WTDRESIDUALS/RESIDUALS 
(1) 1 1 
( 6) 1 1 

(11) 1 1 

Cmd> WTDRESIDUALS 
(1) -1. 0916 -1. 4297 
( 6) -0.16143 -2.7356 

(11) 0.52653 -0.081364 

1 
0.012877 

0.71154 

-0.43231 
3.4105 
3.4105 

1 
1 

2.7117 
. 2. 6945 

0.51868 
0.32462 

-3.4105 
-3.4105 

The values for truncated cases have been underlined. The value 3.4105 is not exactly 
equal to ca = .75 a = .75x4.5468 = 3.4101 because of incomplete convergence of the 
iterative algorithm. The ratios WTDRESIDUALS/RESIDUALS are not really weights but 
do indicate the importance given to each case in the final fit. Note that observation 8, 
the one that was contaminated with the enormous value, has a ratio near zero; three 
other points have ratios considerably less than 1. 
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As with anova () the sums of squares are computed sequentially so that only the 
significance of aluminum (the last term) can be tested by an F-test based on the table. To 
test the effect of iron, you would redo the analysis with model "adsorption= 
aluminum+iron" or use keyword phrase marginal: T. 

Cmd> robust ( "adsorption=iron+aluminum ", fstats: T, marginal: T) 
Model used is adsorption=iron+aluminum 
WARNING: SS are Type III sums of squares 

DF SS* MS* 
CONSTANT 1 59.402 59.402 
iron 1 205.46 205.46 
aluminum 1 626.13 626.13 
ERRORl 10 183.52 18.352 

F* 
3.23674 

11.19513 
34.11716 

P-value* 
0.1022 

0.0074162 
0.00016359 

* ANOVA is approximate and should be interpreted with caution 

Robust estimate of sigma: 4.5468 

This, of course, has required another iterative fit. If the data set were large and the 
model complicated, this might be time consuming. In fact, you can compute the initial 
ANOV A table and, indeed, the ANOV A tables for equivalent models specified in a 
different order with only one use of robust (). The key is knowing that the ANOVA 
table is computed by doing an ordinary ANOV A computation on a certain vector y of 
"pseudo data". Each element of y is the sum of the fitted value for the case and K times 

the modified residuals in WTDRES IDUALS where the value of K is ~ ( 1 + : ( 
1 ~µ)} Here 

n is the sample size, p = the degrees of freedom in the model fit, andµ= min, 
where m = number of non-truncated values. You can determine m from the number 
of cases for which WTDRESIDUALS/RESIDUALS = 1, allowing for possible rounding error. 

Cmd> m <- sum(round(WTDRESIDUALS/RESIDUALS,15) ==l) 

Cmd> n <- length(adsorption);p <- sum(DF[-4J);vector(n,m,p) 
( 1) 13 9 3 

Crnd> mu<- m/n;K <- (1 + (p/n)*(l-mu)/mu)/mu;K 
(1) 1.5926 

Crnd> fit<- adsorption - RESIDUALS; yl <-fit+ K * WTDRESIDUALS 

Cmd> anova ( "yl=iron+aluminum" ,marginal: T) 
Model used is yl=iron+aluminum 

# same result as robust() 

WARNING: SS are Type III sums of squares 

CONSTANT 
iron 
aluminum 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 59.402 
1 205.46 
1 626.13 

10 183.52 

MS 
59.402 
205.46 
626.13 
18.352 

The results of secoef s () would be the same as well. 

It is also of interest to compare the robust analysis with the results of least squares 
regression omitting case 8 entirely as would be reasonable once you had identified case 
8 that it as deviant. 
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Cmd> adsorption[8] <-?#set case 8 to MISSING 

Cmd> regress ( "adsorption=iron+aluminum ", pvals: T) 
Model used is adsorption=iron+aluminum 
WARNING: cases with missing values deleted 

CONSTANT 
iron 
aluminum 

Coef StdErr 
-6.8757 3.6342 
0.10788 0.031191 
0.36221 0.07541 

t 
-1. 8919 
3.4586 
4.8032 

N: 13, MSE: 20.164, DF: 9, RA2: 0.95124 

P-Value 
0.091053 

0.0071765 
0.00096936 

Regression F(2,9): 87.787, P-value: l.2483e-06, Durbin-Watson: 2.6746 
To see the ANOVA table type 'anova()' 

Cmd> anova(,marginal:T,fstat:T) 
Model used is adsorption=iron+aluminum 
WARNING: cases with missing values deleted 
WARNING: SS are Type III sums of squares 

CONSTANT 
iron 
aluminum 
ERRORl 

DF SS 
1 72.174 
1 241. 2 
1 465.19 
9 181.47 

MS 
72.174 

241.2 
465.19 
20.164 

F 
3.57944 

11. 96200 
23.07090 

P-value 
0.091053 

0.0071765 
0.00096936 

The results, of course, differ from the robust results, but they are roughly similar. 
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11. Summary of Usage 

11.1 Commands, functions and macros This section contains very brief summaries of 
usage of most MacAnova commands and pre-defined macros. It corresponds closely to 
the information you can retrieve by usage ( ) (Sec. 2.9) and is primarily for those who 
are fairly familiar with the commands, but may not remember which keywords or 
arguments are required. 

Items in [ ... ] are optional. In commands with many keywords, they may not all be 
compatible. Command and macro names are in alphabetical order and are in bold 
face so that they will stand out better. 

Transformations abs (x), acos (x), asin (x), a tan (x) or atan (x, y), atanh (x), 
ceiling(x),cos(x),cosh(x),exp(x),floor(x),lgamma(x),log(x), 
logl0(x),round(x) orround(n,ndec),sin(x),sinh(x),sqrt(x),tan(x), 
tanh (x), x REAL or structure with REAL components. Option angles (Sec. 8.1.3) 
determines the units, radians, degrees or cycles, of x for sin ( x) , cos ( x) and tan ( x) 
and for the value of acos (), asin () and a tan (). 

addchars ( [Graph, ] x, y, [ , c] [ , graphics keyword phrases] ) 

addlines([Graph,] x,y [,linetype:Posint, thickness:PosReal] [,other 
graphics keyword phrases] ) 

adddatapath ( dirName [, T] ) , dirName a quoted string or CHARACTER vector 
specifying one or more additional directory or folder names to search when attempting 
to read a file 

addmacrofile ( fileNarne [, T]), f ileNarne a quoted string or CHARACTER vector 
specifying one or more additional files to be searched by getrnacros. 

addpoints ( [Graph,] x, y [, graphics keyword phrases] ) 

addstrings ([Graph,] x, y, charVec, [, graphics keyword phrases] ) 

all true (argl, arg2, ... , argrn), all arguments LOGICAL scalars 

anova([Model] [,print:Forsilent:T,fstats:T,pvals:T,coefs:F, 
unbalanced:T, marginal:T]) 

anymissing (x), X REAL, LOGICAL, or CHARACTER, returns True or False 

anytrue ( argl, arg2, ... , argm), all arguments LOGICAL scalars 

array(x,nl,n2, ... [,KeyPhrases]) orarray(x,dimVec [,KeyPhrases]),x 
REAL, LOGICAL or CHARACTER, nl, n2, ... positive integers or dimVec a vector of positive 
integers, KeyPhrases can be labels: structure ( labl, lab2, ... ) and/or silent: T, 
where labl, lab2, ... are CHARACTER scalars or vectors. 

asciisave(FileName [,all:T, v335:T, nulls:F, options:F]) 
asciisave () repeats previous save () or asciisave () with same options 

a tan ( x) or a tan ( x, y), x and y REAL or structures with REAL components, y the 
same size and shape as x; value in radians (default), cycles, or degrees as set by option 
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angles 

autoreg(Phi,A [,reverse:T, limits:vector(il,i2), start:startVals]), ( 
REAL vector Phi, REAL vector or matrix A 

batch ( fileName [,echo: Tor F]), CHARACTER scalar fileName 

bcprd (xl [, x2, . . . ] ) , xl, x2, ... REAL matrices with the same number of rows 

bin (x, Bnds [,silent: T, leftendin: T]), x a REAL matrix, Bnds REAL vector, 
Bnds [k) < Bnds [k+l] 
bin (x, vector (binEdge, binWidth) [, leftendin: T] ) , binEdge and binWidth > 0 
REAL scalars 
bin (x, nbins, [ leftendin: T]), nbins positive integer 
bin(x [,leftendin:T]) 

boxcox ( x, power) , x a REAL vector or matrix, power a REAL scalar 

boxplot (xl, x2, ... , xk [,vertical: T, graphics keyword phrases]), arguments 
REAL vectors 
boxplot ( St rue, [, vertical: T, graphics keyword phrases]), Struc a structure 
with REAL vector components 

cconj (ex), ex a REAL matrix representing complex data 

ceiling (x), x REAL 

cellstats (Term), Term a CHARACTER scalar of form" A. B. . .. ", where A, B, ... are (. 
factors in current GLM model. 

cft ( ex [, di vbyT: T]), ex a REAL matrix representing complex data 

changes tr ( St rue, comp, x), St rue a structure, comp a CHARACTER scalar or positive 
integer, x a variable or expression 
changes tr ( Struc, -n), n a positive integer 

cholesky (x), x a positive definite square REAL matrix with no MISSING values 

chplot ( x, y [ , c] [ , 1 ines : T, impulse: T] , [ graphics keyword phrases] ) , 
where x is a REAL vector or scalar, y is a real vector or matrix and c is a integer or 
CHARACTER scalar, vector, or matrix 

c imag (ex) , ex a REAL matrix representing complex data 

cluster(x [, nclust:n, standard:F, method:name, keep:charVec, 
print: T, tree: Tor F, classes: Tor F, reorder: T), x a REAL matrix, name a 
CHARACTERscalar(oneof "single", "complete", "average", "ward", "mcquitty", 
"centroid", or "median"), charVec a CHARACTER vector with elements" all", 
"classes", "criterion",or"distances" 
cluster ( dissim: d [, ... ] ) , d a square REAL matrix 
cluster (similar: s [, ... ] ) , s a square REAL matrix 

complx (Re, Im), Re and Im REAL matrices with same size and shape. 
complx(Re) 
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coefs([Term] [, errorTerm:ErrorTerm, se:T, coefs:F, byterm:F]),Terma 
CHARACTER scalar, a positive integer, or a factor or variate in the current GLM model, 
ErrorTerm a CHARACTER scalar or positive integer. Use byterm: F only when Term and 
coefs: F omitted, and se: T included 

colplot ( x [ , graphics keyword phrases] ) , x a REAL matrix 

compnames ( S), S a structure 

y <- console,) 

contrast (Term, Coefs [, Byvar] [, errorTerm: ErrorTerm]), Term a factor in the 
most recent GLM or a CHARACTER scalar or positive integer specifying a term and 
ErrorTerm a CHARACTER scalar or positive integer, Coefs REAL, Byvar a factor in the 
most recent GLM or a CHARACTER scalar specifying such a factor 

convolve (wts, x [, reverse: T, decimate: n]), wts a REAL vector, x a REAL 
vector or matrix, n a positive integer 

cor (xl [, x2, ... ] ) , xl, x2, ... REAL vectors or matrices all with the same number of 
rows 

cpolar ( hx [ , unwind: F or er it: val] ) , hx a REAL matrix representing complex 
data in polar form, val a REAL scalar, 0.5 < val :5: 1 

cprdc ( cxl [ , cx2] ) , cxl and cx2 REAL matrices representing complex data 

cprdcj ( cxl [ , cx2] ) , cxl and cx2 REAL matrices representing complex data 

creal (ex) , ex a REAL matrix representing complex data 

erect (ex), ex a REAL matrix representing complex data 

ctoh (ex), ex a REAL matrix representing complex data 

cum.beta (x, alpha, beta [,lam]), x, alpha, beta, and lam REAL, elements of alpha, 
beta > 0, lam~ 0 

cum.bin ( x, N, P) , x, N and P REAL, elements of N positive integers, elements of P 
between O and 1 

cum.chi ( x, df), x and df REAL, elements of df positive. 
cum.chi (x, df, lam), same x, df, lam REAL with 0 :5: lam [ i] < 1419.5654 

cumF (x, dfl, df2 [,lam]), x, dfl, df2 and lam REAL, elements of dfl and df2 
positive and lam~ 0 

cum.gamma (x, alpha), x and alpha REAL, elements of alpha positive 

cumnor ( X) ' X REAL 

cum.poi ( x, mu) , x and mu REAL, elements of mu > 0 

cumstu (x, df), x and df REAL, elements of df > 0 
cumstu (x, df, delta), x, df > 0, delta REAL 
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cumstudrng (x, ngroup, errorDf [,epsilon]) where xis REAL, elements of 
ngroup integers~ 2, elements of errorDf ~ 1, epsilon> 0 small 

delete(varl[ ,var2, ... ] [,all:T, real:TorF,char:TorF, logical:Tor 
F, structure: Tor F, macro: Tor F, graph: Tor Fl), F's used only with all: T 

describe ( data [,all: T, n: Tor F, min: Tor F, max: Tor F, ql: Tor F, q2: Tor 
F, median: Tor F, mean: Tor F, var: Tor F), where data is REAL or a structure with 
REAL components; F's should be used only with all: T 

det ( x) , where x is a REAL square matrix with no MISS ING values 

diag (A), A a matrix. 

dim(x) 

dmat (n, val), n positive integer, val a REAL, CHARACTER or LOGICAL scalar 
dmat (vec) / vec a REAL, CHARACTER or LOGICAL vector. 

edit ( obj [, T]), obj a macro or a REAL variable; Unix and extended mode DOS 
only 
edit(O) 
edit () 

eigen (x), x a REAL symmetric matrix with no MISSING values 

eigenvals (x), x a REAL symmetric matrix with no MISSING values 

x <- enter(vall val2 val3 ... ),valI a number or ?,no separating commas 
needed. 

x <- enterchars ( strl str2 str3 ... ) , strI a non-quoted sequence of visible 
characters, separated by spaces. 

error(a, b, ... [,format:Fmtornsig:m,header:F,labels:F, 
missing :missStr]), Fmt and missStr CHARACTER scalars, m > 0 integer 

factor (nl [, n2, ... J), where nl, n2, ... are REAL scalars or vectors, all of whose 
elements are positive integers. 

fastanova([Model] [,print:Forsilent:T,fstats:T,pvals:T]) 

floor (x), x REAL 

fromclip () 
fromclip ( ncol), ncol a positive integer 

y <- getdata ( setName), where setName is the unquoted name of a data set on file 
specified by variable DATAFILE 

getlabels(x [,silent:T]) orgetlabels(x, dims [,silent:T]),dimsa 
vector of positive integers 

getmacros ( namel [ , name2 . . . ] ) , name 1, name2 ... unquoted macro names on 
one of files in CHARACTER vector MACROFILES 
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getoptions(optionl:T [,option2:T ... ]),optionl,option2, ... option 
names. Legal option names are angles, batchecho, durnbplot, errors, format, 
fstats,height,labelabove,labelstyle,maxwhile,missing,nsig,pvals,prornpt, 
restoredel, seeds, update, warning, wformat, and width plus font and fontsize 
on Macintosh, scrollback on Macintosh, Windows and Motif, and history on 
Macintosh, Windows, Motif and some Unix and DOS/Windows versions. 
get options () or getoptions ( al 1: T) gets all option values as structure 

getseeds([quiet.:T]) 

gettime(),gettime(quiet:T),orgettime(keep:T [,quiet:F]) 
gettime(interval:T),gettime(interval:T,quiet:T),or 
gettime(interval:T,keep:T [,quiet:F]) 

glmfit([Model] [,dist:distNarne,link:linkNarne, n:denom, incr:T, 
print:Forsilent:T, maxiter:rn, epsilon:eps, coefs:F, offset:OffVec, 
scale: sigma] ) , distNarne and linkNarne CHARACTER scalars, denom > 0 REAL scalar or 
vector, integer m > 0, REAL eps > 0, REAL vector Of fVec 

glmpred(variates,factors [, estimate:F, seest:F, sepred:T, n:N]), 
variates and factors REAL vectors or matrices or NULL, Na positive scalar or REAL vector 
with positive elements. 

glmtable([wtdmeans:T or x:vals, estimate:F, seest:F, sepred:T, n:N]) 
glmtable(Term, [wtdmeans:T or x:vals, estimate:F, seest:F, sepred:T, 
n: NJ ) where vals is REAL vector and TERM is CHARACTER scalar of form "A. B. . .. ", 
where A, Bare factors in current GLM model, N is a positive REAL scalar, vector or array 
of positive numbers. 

grade ( X [ , down: T] ) , X REAL or CHARACTER or a structure with all REAL or all 
CHARACTER components. 

halfnorm(x [,ties:" ignore" or" average" or "minimum"]), x REAL or a 
structure with REAL components. 

haslabels (x), x a variable that is not NULL. 

hconcat (a, b, c, ... ) where a, b, c, ... are matrices with same number of rows. 

hconj ( hx) , hx a REAL matrix representing complex data with Hermitian symmetry 

help{ [Topicl,Topic2, ... J [, file:FileNarneororig:Toralt:T] 
[, scrollback:T]) 
help ( Pattern) where Pattern has form "part*"," *part", or "*part*" 
help (key: KeyNarnes), where KeyNames is a CHARACTER vector or "?" 
help{news),help(news:yymrnddl) orhelp(news:vector(yymmddl,yymrndd2)), 
where yymmddl and yymrndd2 are integers like 970103. 

hft (hx [, di vbyT: T]), hx a REAL matrix representing complex data with Hermitian 
symmetry 

himag ( hx) , hx a REAL matrix representing complex data with Hermitian symmetry 
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hist (x [, nbars] [, graphics keyword phrases] ) , x a REAL vector, nbars ~ 2 an 
in~~r ( 
hist (x, boundaries [, graphics keyword phrases]), boundaries a REAL vector 
with increasing elements 

hpolar (hx [,unwind: For cri t: val] ) , hx a REAL matrix representing complex data 
with Hermitian symmetry, val a REAL scalar, 0.5 < val ~ 1; value affected by option 
angles 

hprdh ( hxl [ , hx2] ) , hxl and hx2 REAL matrices representing complex data with 
Hermitian symmetry 

hprdhj ( hxl [ , hx2] ) , hxl and hx2 REAL matrices representing complex data with 
Hermitian symmetry 

hreal (hx), hx a REAL matrix representing complex data with Hermitian symmetry 

hrect ( hx), hx a REAL matrix representing complex data with Hermitian symmetry in 
polar form; interpretation of hx affected by option angles 

htoc ( hx), hx a REAL matrix representing complex data with Hermitian symmetry 

hypot ( x, y) , x and y REAL of the same size and shape, or structures with matching 
REAL components 

inforead(fileName,Name [,quiet:T, echo:TorF, silent:T, 
notfoundok: T]), f ileName and Name CHARACTER scalars; fileName can also be 
string: charVal, charVal a CHARACTER scalar or vector 

invbeta ( P, alpha, beta), P, alpha and beta REAL, elements of P between O and 1, 
those of alpha and beta> 0 

invchi ( P, df), P and df REAL, elements of P between O and 1, elements df > 0 

invF ( P, dfl, df2), P, dfl and df2 REAL, elements of P between O and 1, those of 
df 1 and df2 > 0 

invgamma ( P, alpha), P and alpha REAL, elements of P between O and 1, those of 
alpha> 0 

invnor ( P) , P REAL with elements of P between O and 1 

invstu ( P, df), P and df REAL, elements of P between O and 1, elements df > 0 

invstudrng ( P, ngroup, errorDf [,epsilon]), elements of P between O and 1, 
elements of ngroup integers~ 2, elements of errorDf ~ 1, epsilon> 0 small 

ipf([Model] [, print:Forsilent:T, incr:T, pvals:T, rnaxit:rn, 
epsilon: eps] ) , vec a REAL vector, rn a positive integer, eps REAL> 0 

is char ( argl [ , arg2, ... ] ) 

isdefined (argl [, arg2, ... ] ) 

is factor ( argl [, arg2, ... ] ) 

isgraph(argl [, arg2, ... ]) 
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is logic ( argl [ , arg2, ... ] ) 

ismacro(argl [, arg2, ... ]) 

ismatrix(argl [, arg2, ... ] [,real:T, logic:T, char:T]) 

ismissing (x) where xis REAL, LOGICAL or CHARACTER or a structure all of whose 
components are REAL, LOGICAL, or CHARACTER 

isnull(argl [ , arg2, ... ] ) 

isreal(argl [ , arg2, ... ] ) 

isscalar(argl [, arg2, ... ] [, real :T, logic:T, char: T]) 

isstruc(argl [ , arg2, ] ) 

isvector(argl [, arg2, ... ] [, real :T, logic:T, char:T]) 

keyvalue(keynamel:valuel, [keyname2:value2, ... ] targetname, type), 
targetname, type CHARACTER scalars 
keyvalue(str, targetname, type),strastructure 
keyvalue(, targetname, type) 

kmeans(y [,means or classes] [,kmax:kl,kmin:k2, start:method, 
standard: F, weights :wts, quiet: T]), ya REAL matrix, means a REAL matrix with 
ncols (y) columns, classes a REAL vector with nrows (y) rows, kl and k2 positive 
integers, kl ~k2,methodoneof "random", "optimal", "means",or "classes",wts a 
REAL vector with nrows (wts) = nrows (y) 

length ( x) , x a vector, matrix, array or structure 

lineplot (x, y [, linetype :m, impulse: T] [, other graphics keyword phrases]), 
where xis a REAL vector or scalar, y is a real vector or matrix, and m ~ 0 is an integer 

list([invis:T]) orlist(varl [, var2, ... ]) 
list( [all:T, real:TorF, char:TorF, logic:TorF, macro:TorF, 
struct:TorF, null:TorF, keep:T, nrows:nl, ncols:n2, ndims:n3] ),use F's 
only with all: T, nl, n2, n3 positive integers 

listbrief ( [ invis: T] ) or listbrief (varl [, var2, ... ] ) 
listbrief( [all:T, real:TorF, char:TorF, logic:TorF, macro:TorF, 
struct: Tor F, null :Tor F, keep:T, nrows :nl, ncols :n2, ndims :n3]), nl, n2, 
n3 positive integers; use F's only with all: T 

logistic([Model],n:Denom [, incr:T, offset:vec, print:Forsilent:T, 
pvals:T, maxit:m, epsilon:eps, coefs:F] ),Denom>OaREALscalarorvector, 
vec a REAL vector, ma positive integer, eps > 0 

macro ( text [, dollars: T]), text a CHARACTER scalar 

macroread(fileName,macroName [,quiet:T, echo:TorF, silent:T, 
not foundok: T] ) , f ileName and macroName CHARACTER scalars; f ileName can also be 
string: charval, charVal a CHARACTER scalar or vector 

macrousage (Macrol [, Macro2, ... ] ) , Macrol, Macro2, ... , currently defined 
macros 
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macrowrite(fileName,a,b, ... [,name:Name,header:F,cornrnents:charVec]), ( 
a, b, ... macros, f ileName and Name CHARACTER scalars, charvec a CHARACTER vector 
or scalar 

makecols (x, varl, var2, ... ) , where xis a REAL matrix, varl, var2, ... unquoted 
variable names 
makecols (x, vector ( 11 varl 11

, 
11 var2 11

, ••• ) ) 

makefactor (vec), vec a REAL or CHARACTER vector 

manova([Model] [,print:F or silent:T, coefs:F, pvals:T, fstats:T, 
byvar: T, sssp: F or T]), Model a CHARACTER scalar 

match (x, vec [, nomatch]), x REAL or CHARACTER, vec a vector of the same type as x 
and noma t ch a REAL scalar 

matprint(fileName, a, b, [, format:Fmt, nsig:n, sep:sepChar, 
quoted:Torbylines:T,missing:mVal, name:Name, cornrnents:charVec, 
width: w, header: F]), a, b, ... arbitrary variables, Fmt, sepChar and Name CHARACTER 
scalars with sepChar only a single character, charvec a CHARACTER vector or scalar, 
mval a REAL scalar, w ~ 30 integer. 

matread(fileName,setName [,quiet:T, echo:TorF, labels:Labels, 
silent:T, notfoundok:T] ), fileNameandsetNameCHARACTERscalars; fileName 
can also be string: charVal, charVal a CHARACTER scalar or vector 

matrix ( x, Rowdim [ , KeyPhrases] ) , x a vector, Rowdim > 0 an integer dividing ( 
length(x) 
matrix (x [, KeyPhrases]), x a generalized matrix. 
KeyPhrases can be labels: structure (rowLabs, colLabs) and/or silent: T, where 
rowLabs are CHARACTER scalars or vectors. 

matwrite(fileName, a, b, [, format:Fmt, nsig:n, sep:sepChar, 
quoted:T or bylines:T,missing:mVal, name:Name, comments:charVec, 
width: w, header: F] ) , a, b, ... arbitrary variables, Fmt, sepChar and Name CHARACTER 
scalars with sepChar only a single character, charvec a CHARACTER vector or scalar, 
mVal a REAL scalar, w ~ 30 integer. 

max (X), X REAL or LOGICAL or a structure with REAL or LOGICAL components. 
max (xl, x2, ... ) , xl, x2, ... REAL or LOGICAL vectors. 

min (x), X REAL or LOGICAL or a structure with REAL or LOGICAL components. 
min (xl, x2, ... ) , xl, x2, ... REAL or LOGICAL vectors. 

modelinfo ([all: T] keywordl: Tor F, keyword2: Tor F ... ) where keywords 
are one or more of strmodel, termnames, xvars, y, weights, coefs, xtxinv, 
parameters,scale,colcount,aliased,bitmodel,link,distrib,sigmahat. 

model vars (varList [,Model]), varList a vector of integers~ 0, Model a 
CHARACTER scalar 
model vars (y: Tor x: Tor variates: Tor factors: Tor all: T [, Model] ) 
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more(x [, nsig:n, format:Fmt, missing:M]),wherexisamacroorisaREAL, 
CHARACTER, or LOGICAL variable, n > 0 is an integer, Fmt and Mare CHARACTER scalars; 
macro defined only on Unix versions. 

movavg(phi,a [,reverse:T, limits:vector(il,i2), start:startVals]), 
phi REAL vector, a REAL vector or matrix 

nameof(varl, var2, ... ) 

nbi ts ( x) , x consists of 1 or more integers between 0 and 4294967295 

ncols (x), x a matrix or generalized matrix 

ncomps ( Str), Str a structure 

ndims(x) 

help ( [Topicl, Topic2, ... ] [,file: FileName or orig: Tor alt: T] 
[, scrollback: T] ) 
help (Pattern), Pattern with form "part*", 11 *part", or" *part* 11

• 

help (key: KeyNames), KeyNames a CHARACTER vector or "? " 
help(news) orhelp(news:yymmddl) orhelp(news:vector(yymmddl,yymmdd2)), 
where yymmddl and yymmdd2 are integers like 970314 (March 14, 1997). 

nrows ( x) , x a matrix or generalized matrix 

outer (xl, x2, ... ) , xl, x2, ... REAL 

pad to ( x, n), x a REAL vector or matrix, n > 0 an integer 

partacf (vec [, inverse: T] ) , vec a REAL vector 

paste(argl, arg2, ... [,format:Fmt,sep:C,intwidth:Iw,charwidth:Cw, 
missing: s] ) , Fmt, c, ands CHARACTER scalars, Iw and Cw positive integers 
paste(arg,multiline:T [,format:Fmt,sep:Cs,linesep:Cl,missing:S]), 
where Cs and Cl are CHARACTER scalars consisting of a single character. 

plot (x, y [,impulse: T, lines: T] [, other graphics keyword phrases] ) , where x 
is a REAL vector or scalar, y is a REAL vector or matrix 

poisson([Model] [, incr:T, offset:vec, print:Forsilent:T, pvals:T, 
maxit :m, epsilon: eps, coefs: F]), vec a REAL vector, ma positive integer, eps > 0 

polyroot ( coef s), coef s a REAL matrix 

power (noncen, ngrp, alpha, denomDF [, design: 11 rbd"]), noncen ~ 0, 0 < alpha< 
1, positive integers ngrp and nrep ; some or all arguments may be vectors 

power2 (noncent2, numDF, alpha, denomDF), noncent2 ~ 0, 0 < alpha< 1, numDF > 0, 
denomDF > 0; some or all arguments may be vectors 

predtable ( ) 
predtable (Term), Term a CHARACTER scalar of the form II A. B. . .. 11

, where A, B are 
factors in current GLM model, or term: k, where k is a positive integer. 
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print(a, b, ... [,format:Fmtornsig:m, header:F, labels:F, 
missing:missStr, name:setName, width:w, height:h] [, file:fileName ( 
[, new: T]]]), Fmt, missStr, fileName, setName CHARACTER scalars, m > 0, w :2: 30, h :2: 
12 integers 

probit([Mode1], n:Denom [, incr:T, offset:vec, print:Forsilent:T, 
pvals:T, maxit:m, epsilon:eps, coefs:F] ),DenomREALscalarorvector>0,vec 
a REAL vector, m positive integer, eps REAL > 0 

prod (x), X REAL or LOGICAL or a structure with REAL or LOGICAL components. 
prod (xl, x2, ... ) , xl, x2, ... REAL or LOGICAL vectors. 

putascii (vec [,keep: T] ) , vec a vector of integers> 0 and~ 255 
putascii(vec, file:fileName [, new:T]) 

qr(x [,pivot:T, ronly:T] ),xaREALmatrix 

quit or bye or end or stop 
quit ( F) or bye ( F) or end ( F) or stop ( F) quits unconditionally 

sort ( x [ , down: T J ) , x REAL or CHARACTER or a structure with all REAL or all 
CHARACTER components. 

rank (x [ , down: T, ties:" ignore" or "average" or "minimum"]), x REAL or 
CHARACTER or a structure with all REAL or all CHARACTER components. 

rankits(x [,ties:"ignore" or "average" or "minimurn"]),xREALora 
structure with REAL components. 

rational (x, a, b) or rational (x, a) or rational (x,, b), x REAL or a 
structure with REAL components, a and b REAL vectors 

readcols(FileName,namel,name2, ... ,namek[,Keyword phrases]) 
readcols (FileName, vector ( "namel", ... , "namek") [, keyword phrases]) 
FileName a quoted string or CHARACTER scalar, namel, ... unquoted variable names; 
fileName can also be string: charVal, charVal a CHARACTER scalar or vector. 
Keyword phrases may be quiet: T, echo: T, skip: skipChar, or stop: stopChar 

redo () re-executes previous command 

regpred (vals), vals a REAL vector or matrix. 

regress([Model] [,print:Forsilent:T,pvals:T,coefs:F,marginal:T]) 

regs ( x, y) , x and y REAL matrices with the same number of rows 

releigen (h, e), hand e symmetric REAL matrices with no MISSING values, e 
positive definite. 

releigenvals (h, e), hand e symmetric REAL matrices with no MISSING values, e 
positive definite. 

rename (var, newName) , where newName is an undefined variable 

rep (x, n) or rep (x, repFac), where xis REAL, LOGICAL, or CHARACTER, and n is a 
positive integer or repFac is a vector of integers :2: 0 
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resid() orresid(Model) 

restore(FileName [ ,delete:F, list:T]) 

resvsindex ( [varNo [, Chars J] [, graphics keyword phrases]), varNo a positive 
integer$ ncols (RESIDUALS), Chars a CHARACTER or REAL vector or scalar 

resvsrankits ( [varNo [,Chars]] [, graphics keyword phrases] ) , varNo a 
positive integer$ ncols (RESIDUALS), Chars a CHARACTER or REAL vector or scalar 

resvsyhat ( [varNo [, Chars J] [graphics keyword phrases]), varNo a positive 
integer$ ncols (RESIDUALS), Chars a CHARACTER or REAL vector or scalar 

reverse (x), x a REAL or LOGICAL vector or matrix. 

rft ( rx [, di vbyT: Tl ) , rx a REAL matrix 

rnorm ( n) , n a positive integer 

robust([Model] [, trunc:c, print:Forsilent:T, maxiter:m, 
epsilon: eps, fstats: T, pvals: T, marginal: T] ) , Model a CHARACTER scalar, c 
and eps positive REAL scalars, ma positive integer 

rotate (x, k), x a REAL vector or matrix, k an integer 

rotation(loadings [, method:narne, reorder:T, verbose:T]),where 
loadings is REAL matrix and name is CHARACTER scalar 

round ( x [ , ndec] ) , x REAL, ndec an integer 

rowplot ( x [ , graphics keyword phrases] ) , x a REAL matrix 

rsolve (A , B), A a square REAL matrix, Ba REAL matrix, nrows (A) = ncols (B). 

run(first,last,incr) orrun(first,last) orrun(last) 

runi ( n) , n a positive integer 

samplesize (noncen, ngrp, alpha, Pwr [, design: "rbd"]), noncen, alpha, Pwr 
positive, ngrp a positive integer 

save(FileNarne [,all:T, v335:T, nulls:F, options:F, ascii:T]) 
save () repeats previous save () or asciisave () 

screen( [Model] [, method: "cp" or "rsq" or "adjrsq", rnbest:m, forced:fn, 
s 2 : ms e , pen a 1 t y : pen, keep: 1 is t ] ) , m positive integer, f n vector of positive 
integers, mse and pen positive REAL scalars, list CHARACTER scalar or vector with 
elements "p", "cp", "rsq", "adjrsq", "model" or "all" 

secoefs ( [Term] [, errorTerrn: ErrorTerm, byterrn: F, se: For coefs: F] ) , 
Term a CHARACTER scalar, a positive integer, or a factor or variate in the current GLM 
model, ErrorTerm a CHARACTER scalar or positive integer. byterm: F only when Term, 
se: F and coefs: F omitted 

select ( k, x), k vector of positive integers or LOGICAL vector, x a matrix. 
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setoptions (optionl :value [, option2 :value ... ] ) optionl, option2, ... 
names of options. Legal option names are angles, batchecho, dumbplot, errors, ( 
forrnat,fstats,height,labelabove,labelstyle,rnaxwhile,rnissing,nsig,pvals, 
prompt, restoredel, seeds, update, warning, wforrnat, and width plus font and 
fontsize on Macintosh, scrollback on Macintosh, Windows and Motif, and 
history on Macintosh, Windows, Motif and some Unix and DOS/Windows versions. 
setoptions ( str), where str is of the form structure (optionl :value, ... ) 

setseeds(seedl,s~ed2) orsetseeds(vector(seedl,seed2) ),seedland 
seed2 non-negative integers~ 2147483399 

shell(cornrnand),shell(cornrnand,keep:T) orshell(command,interact:T), 
command a quoted string or CHARACTER scalar; not implemented on Macintosh 
! command immediately after the prompt; not implemented on Macintosh 

showplot ( [Graph] [, graphics keyword phrases]) 

solve (A) , A a square REAL matrix 
solve (A, B), A a square REAL matrix, B a REAL matrix, nrows (A) = nrows ( B); same 
asA %\% B 

sort ( x [ , down: T] ) , x REAL or CHARACTER or a structure with all REAL or all 
CHARACTER components. 

split ( x, A [ , compnarnes : CharVar J ) , x REAL, A a factor or vector of integers or 
LOGICAL vector, Charvar a CHARACTER scalar or vector 
split (x, bycols: Tor byrows: T [, cornpnarnes: CharVar]), x a REAL matrix 

spool(FileNarne [,new:T]) 
spool () toggles spooling on and off. 

stemleaf(x [, nsterns, outliers:F, depth:F, stats:T, title:"Your 
t it 1 e " ] ) , x a REAL vector 

strconcat (varl [, var2, ... , vark] [, KeyPhrases]), where varl, var2, ... are 
arbitrary variables KeyPhrases can be compnarnes: Charvec, labels: lab, and 
silent: T, where Charvec and lab are CHARACTER scalars or vectors. 

structure (varl [, var2, ... , vark] [, KeyPhrases] ) , where varl, var2, ... are 
arbitrary variables KeyPhrases can be compnarnes: Charvec, labels: lab, and 
silent: T, where Charvec and lab are CHARACTER scalars or vectors. 

sum (x), X REAL or LOGICAL or a structure with REAL or LOGICAL components. 
sum (xl, x2, ... ) , xl, x2, ... REAL or LOGICAL vectors. 

svd (x [,left: Tor F, right: Tor F, all: T] ) , x a REAL matrix 

swp ( x, nl [, n2, ... ] ) , x a REAL matrix, nl, n2, ... positive integers or vectors of 
positive integers. 

t2int (xl, x2, Coverage [, pooled: F]), xl and x2 REAL vectors, 0 <Coverage< 1 

t2val(xl,x2 [,df:T, pooled:F]) 
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tabs (y, a, b, . . . [, mean: T, var: T, count: Tl ) , y REAL, a, b, ... factors or vectors 
of positive integers. 

tint (x, Coverage), x a REAL vector, 0 <Coverage< 1 a REAL scalar 

toclip(x [, missing:Code, format:Frnt, sep:Cl, linesep:C2] ),Code,Fmt, 
Cl, C2 quoted strings or CHARACTER scalars 

toeplitz (x), x a REAL vector. 

trace (x), x a REAL square matrix 

x' or t (x), where xis a matrix 

trideigen(Diag, Subdiag [ [, start] , end] , values:Forvectors:F), 
Diag, Subdiag REAL vectors, start and end positive integers 

trilower (a), matrix a 

triunpack (vec [, lower: T or upper: Tl ) , vec a vector of length p(p+l)/2 

triupper ( a [,pack: Tl ) , matrix a 

tval (x [, df: Tl ) , REAL vector x 

twotailt ( tval, df), REAL scalar tval, df > 0. 

unique ( X) , X REAL or CHARACTER 

unwind (angleMat [, crit: Val]), angleMat a REAL matrix and .5 ~Val< 1; units, 
radians, degrees or cycles, of angleMat determined by option angles 

usage([Topicl,Topic2, ... ] [,file:FileNarne or orig:T or alt:T]) 
usage ( Pattern) where Pattern has form "part*", "*part", or "*part*". 
usage (key: KeyNarnes), where KeyNarnes is a CHARACTER vector or "?" 

varnames (Model) where Model is CHARACTER scalar 
varnames ( ) is equivalent to varnarnes ( STRMODEL) 

vboxplot ( xl, x2 , ... , xk [ , graphics keyword phrases J ) , arguments REAL vectors 
vboxplot ( Struc [, graphics keyword phrases] ) , Struc a structure with REAL 
vector components 

vconcat (a, b, c, ... ), a, b, c, ... matrices with same number of columns. 

vecread(FileName [,stop:stopChar,skip:skipChar,silent:T]) 
vecread(FileNarne, character:T [,stop:stopChar,skip:skipChar, 
silent: T]) 
vecread(FileName, bylines:T [,stop:stopChar,skip:skipChar,silent:T]) 
Other keyword phrases: quiet: F and echo: For T. 
fileNarne can also be string: charVal, charVal a CHARACTER scalar or vector 

vector (xl, x2, ... , xk [, KeyPhrases] ) where xl, x2, ... all have the same type, 
REAL, LOGICAL, or CHARACTER, or are structures with components all of the same type 
KeyPhrases can be labels: lab and/or silent: T, where lab is a CHARACTER scalar or 

' vector. 
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ite(a, b, ... [,forrnat:Frntornsig:rn, header:F, labels:F, width:w, 
ight:h, missing:rnissStr, name:setName] [, file:fileName [,new:T]]]), ( 
t, missStr, fileName, setName CHARACTER scalars, m > 0, w ~ 30, h ~ 12 integers 

ows ( variates [,factors] ) , variates and factors REAL matrices or vectors or 
LL. 

ariables (Model [, missing: val] ) , Model a CHARACTER scalar 

tes ( x), x a REAL vector 

at () or yhat (Model) 

lewalker ( vec [ , inverse: T] ) , vec a REAL vector. 

2 Operators This section lists the various unary and binary operators with their 
~cedence. If two operators with different precedence appear in the same expression, 
· operator with the higher precedence is applied first. Thus, since "*" has higher 
~cedence than"+", 3 + 4 * 5 + 6 is evaluated as 3 + ( 4 * 5) + 6 while 3 * 4 + 
* 6 is evaluated as ( 3 * 4 ) + ( 5 * 6 ) . 

2.1 Arithmetic operators These all operate on REAL or LOGICAL data and have a 
l\L value. Logical True and False are treated as 1 and 0, respectively. They can 
~rate on structures with REAL or LOGICAL components if the structures are 
npatible. 

Operator Precedence Description 

a + b 9 Addition: sum of a and b 

a - b 9 Subtraction: difference of a and b 

a * b 10 Multiplication: product of a and b 

a I b 10 Division: a divided by b 

a%% b 10 Modular division of a by b 

-a 12 Unary minus: negative of a 

+a 12 Unary plus: a 
a A bora ** b 13 Exponentiation: a to the b-th power 

~-2 Comparison operators These all operate on REAL, LOGICAL or CHARACTER data 
l have a LOGICAL value. LOGICAL True and False are treated as 1 and 0, respectively. 
CHARACTER data, order is alphabetical using the ASCII collating sequence for which 

lower case letter come before all upper case letter, for example, "MacAnova" < 
:tcintosh" and "Residuals"< "rESIDUALS". SeeSec.2.12.3fora table of 
\.RACTER ordering. 
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Operator Precedence Description 

a -- b 8 True if a and b are equal or the same 

a != b 8 True if a and b are not equal or the same 

a < b 8 True if a< b 

a<= b 8 True if a Sb 

a > b 8 True if a> b 

a>= b 8 True if a~ b 

11.2.3 Logical operators These all operate on LOGICAL data and have a LOGICAL value. 
They can operate on structures with LOGICAL components if the structures are 
compatible. Both operands of I I and && will be evaluated, even if the second is not 
needed to determine the value. Pre-defined macros anytrue and all true can be used 
instead if is important not to make unnecessary evaluations of operansds. 

Operator Precedence Description 

a I I b 5 Logical Or: T I I T, T I I F, F I I T are True, 
F I I F is False 

a && b 6 Logical And: T&&T is True, T&&F, F&&T, 
and F&&F are False) 

!a 7 Logical Not: ! T is False, ! F is True 

11.2.4 Matrix operators These all operate on REAL matrices and have a REAL matrix 
value. The transpose operator (a') operates on multidimensional arrays and LOGICAL 
and CHARACTER data. They can operate on structures with matrix components if the 
structures are compatible. 

Operator Precedence Description 

a' or t (a) 12 Transpose of a 

a%*% b 11 Matrix product of a and b 

a %c% b 11 Matrix product of a' and b 

a %C% b 11 Matrix product of a and b ' 

a%/% b 11 Matrix product of a and b-1 

a%\% b 11 Matrix product of a-1 and b 

solve(a) Matrix inverse a-1 

11.2.5 Bitwise operators These operate on non-negative integers S 4294967295 = 232-1. 
Any operand< 0 or> 4294967295 yields a MISSING value. Each bit of the operands has 
value O or 1 and is operated on independently of any other bits. The description 
column refers to the operation on a single bit. They can operate on structures with 
REAL components if the structures are compatible 
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Operator Precedence Description 

a %1 b 1 Bitwise Or: 1% I 0, 0% 11 and 1% 11 are 1, 0% IO is O 

a%" b 2 Bitwise Exclusive Or: 1%"0 and 0%"1 are 1, 1%"1 
and O % " O are O 

a%& b 3 Bitwise And: 1%"1 is 1, 1%&0, 0%&1 and 0%&0 
are O. 

%!a 4 Bitwise Not or Complement: ! O is 1 and ! 1 is O 

11.2.6 Assignment operators There is one pure assignment operator ( < - ) and five 
arithmetic assignment operators. The latter operate only on REAL and LOGICAL 
variables. The left operand of an arithmetic assignment operator is modified by 
combining it with the right operand using the indicated operation. Thus a <-+ bis 
equivalent to a < - a + b. The left operand cannot be a value defined by a subscript so 
that, for example, a [ 3 ] < - + 1 is illegal. 

Operator Precedence Description 

a<- b 0 Assign b to a 

a<-+ b 0 a<- a + b 

a<-- b 0 a<- a - b 

a<-* b 0 a<- a * b 

a<-/ b 0 a <- a I b 

a <- A b or a <-** b 0 a<- a A b 

11.3 Control syntax elements There are several syntax elements for conditional 
execution, looping and leaving a loop. 

11.3.1 Syntax elements for conditional execution These are if, elseif, else. Their 
usage is as follows: 

if (Logicall){commandl;cornmand2; ... } 
if (Logicall) {commandl;command2; . .. }else{ ... } 
if (Logicall) {commandl;command2; ... }elseif(Logical2){ 

... } [ else { ... } ] 

11.3.2 Syntax elements for looping These are for and while. Their usage is as follows: 

for ( i , vec) ) { commandl; cornmand2 ; ... } , vec a REAL vector 
for(i, il, i2) {cornmandl;cornmand2; ... } likefor(i,run(il, i2)) { ... } 
for(i,il,i2,d) {cornmandl;cornmand2; ... }likefor(i,run(il,i2,d)){ ... } 

while(Logical) {staternentl;staternent2; ... ;} 
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11.3.3 Syntax elements for leaving a loop These are break and breakall, plus macro 
breaki f. Here are example of their usage: 

for(i,run(n)){if(x[i] < 0){break} .... } 
for(i,run(n)){for(j,run(m)) {if(x[i,j] < 0) {break 2}}}#exit 2 loops 
for(i,run(n)){for(j,run(m)){if(x[i,j] < 0){breakall}}}#exit all loops 
for ( i , run ( n ) ) { breaki f ( x [ i ] < 0 ) . . . . } 
for(i,run(n)) {for(j,run(m)){breakif(x[i,j] < 0, 2) ... }} 

s<-n<-l;while(n<l00) { 
tt <- xAn; s <-+ tt; 
if(abs(tt) <= le-l0*abs(s)) {break} 
n<-+ 1} 
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Appendix 
Commands and Macros grouped by topic 

Here are lists of various MacAnova functions and pre-defined macros grouped by topic. 
The topics are the almost the same as the possible values for key on help (). These do 
not include any macros that are not pre-defined. In particular, these lists do not include 
macros in files Design. mac and Tser. mac. When running MacAnova you can get a 
brief summary of how a function or pre-defined macro is used by, for example, 
usage ( anova) , and more extensive help by help ( anova) (see Sec 2.9). 

Analysis of Variance 
anova factor makefactor resid samplesize 
anovapred fastanova manova resvsindex secoefs 
cellstats glmfit power resvsrankits yates 
coefs glmpred power2 resvsyhat yhat 
contrast glmtable predtable robust 

Categorical Data Analysis 
bin glmpred logistic probit 
glmfit ipf poisson tabs 

CHARACTER Variables 
array fromclip makefactor toclip 
compnames inforead match varnames 
delete ischar nameof vector 

Combining Variables 
array matrix select structure triupper 
hconcat rep split trilower vconcat 
makecols run strconcat triunpack vector 

Complex Arithmetic 
cconj cprdc hconj hprdhj rft 
cft cprdtj hft hreal unwind 
cimag creal himag hrect 
cmplx erect hpolar htoc 
cpolar ctoh hprdh polyroot 

Confidence Intervals 
invF invnor secoefs tint 
invchi invstu t2int 

Control of Execution 
batch breakif for macro shell 
break else getoptions redo while 
breakall elseif if setoptions 
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Descriptive Statistics 
boxplot halfnorm rankits t2val twotailt ( 
cellstats hist stemleaf tabs vboxplot 
cor max sum tint 
describe min t2int tval 

File usage 
adddatapath console macroread matwrite spool 
addmacrofile getdata macrowrite readcols vecread 
asciisave getmacros matprint restore write 
batch inforead matread save 

Input 
adddatapath enterchars getmacros matread 
console fromclip inforead readcols 
enter getdata macroread vecread 

Linear and Generalized Linear Model Analysis 
anova glmpred model vars regress screen 
anovapred glmtable nbits regs secoefs 
bcprd ipf poisson resid swp 
coefs isfactor power resvsindex varnames 
contrast logistic power2 resvsrankits xrows 
factor make factor predtable resvsyhat xvariables 
fastanova manova probit robust yates 

f glmfit modelinfo regpred samplesize yhat 

LOGICAL Variables 
alltrue anytrue islogic 

Macros 
addmacrofile isfactor ismatrix isscalar macro 
getmacros isgraph ismissing isstruc macroread 
ischar islogic isnull isvector macro usage 
isdefined ismacro isreal keyvalue macrowrite 

Matrix Algebra 
bcprd eigen qr t triunpack 
cholesky eigenvals releigen toeplitz triupper 
<let matrices releigenvals trace 
diag matrix svd trideigen 
dmat outer swp trilower 

Miscellaneous 
asciisave ischar ismatrix isvector rename 
edit isdefined is missing labels restore 
getlabels isfactor isnull list save 
gettime isgraph isreal listbrief shell 
has labels islogic isscalar macrousage usage 

( help ismacro isstruc more 
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Missing Values 
anymissing matprint paste setoptions 
is missing matread print 

Multivariate Analysis 
cluster kmeans manova rotation 

NULL Variables 
anymissing hconcat isnull ndims vconcat 
dim is missing length save vector 

Operations 
nbits t 

Ordering 
grade match rankits unique 
halfnorm rank sort 

Output 
asciisave matprint paste set options write 
error matwrite print spool 
macrowrite more putascii toclip 

Plotting 
addchars boxplot lineplot resvsyhat vboxplot 
addlines chplot plot rowplot 
addpoints colplot resvsindex showplot 
addstrings hist resvsrankits stemleaf 

Probabilities 
cumF cumnor invbeta invstudmg t2val 
cumbeta cumpoi invchi power tint 
cumbin cumstu invgamma power2 tval 
cumchi cumstudmg invnor samplesize twotailt 
cumgamma in v F invstu t2int 

Random Numbers 
getseeds invbeta invgamma rnorm setoptions 
invF invchi invstu runi setseeds 

Regression 
coefs poisson regress resvsrankits secoefs 
glmfit power2 regs resvsyhat wtregress 
glmpred probit resid robust yhat 
logistic regpred resvsindex screen 

Residuals 
resid resvsindex resvsrankits resvsyhat 

Statistical comparisons 
contrast invstu t2val twotailt 
cumstudrng invstudrng tval 
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Structures 
changestr isstruc split structure 
compnames ncomps strconcat ( 

Syntax 
all true break else if while 
anytrue breakall elseif keyvalue 
batch breakif for macro 

Time Series 
autoreg cprdc himag movavg trideigen 
cconj cprdcj hpolar padto unwind 
cft creal hprdh partacf yulewalker 
cimag erect hprdhj polyroot 
cmplx ctoh hreal reverse 
convolve hconj hrect rft 
cpolar hft htoc rotate 

Transformations 
abs boxcox floor loglO sin 
acos ceiling halfnorm nbits sinh 
asin cos hypot rankits sqrt 
atan cosh lgamma rational tan 
atanh exp log round tanh 

Variables 
array hconcat ismissing nameof trilower ( 
delete ischar isnull ncols triunpack 
diag isdefined isreal ncomps triupper 
dim isfactor isscalar ndims unique 
dmat isgraph isvector nrows varnames 
getdata islogic length rep vconcat 
getlabels ismacro match run vector 
haslabels ismatrix matrix save 
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Appendix A Commands and Macros Grouped by Topic 

Here are lists of various MacAnova functions and pre-defined macros grouped by topic. 
The topics are the almost the same as the possible values for key on help (). These do 
not include any macros that are not pre-defined. In particular, these lists do not include 
macros in files Design.mac and Tser .mac. When running MacAnova you can get a 
brief summary of how a function or pre-defined macro is used by, for example, 
usage ( anova), and more extensive help by help ( anova) (see Sec 2.9). 

Analysis of Variance 
anova factor makefactor resid samplesize 
anovapred fastanova manova resvsindex secoefs 
cellstats glmfit power resvsrankits yates 
coefs glmpred power2 resvsyhat yhat 
contrast glmtable predtable robust 

Categorical Data Analysis 
bin glmpred logistic probit 
glmfit ipf poisson tabs 

CHARACTER Variables 
array fromclip makefactor toclip 
compnames inforead match varnames 
delete ischar nameof vector 

Combining Variables 
array matrix select structure triupper 
hconcat rep split trilower vconcat 
makecols run strconcat triunpack vector 

Complex Arithmetic 
cconj cprdc hconj hprdhj rft 
cft cprdcj hft hreal unwind 
cimag creal himag hrect 
cmplx erect hpolar htoc 
cpolar ctoh hprdh polyroot 

Confidence Intervals 
invF invnor secoefs tint 
invchi invstu t2int 

Control of Execution 
batch breakif for macro shell 
break else getoptions redo while 
breakall elseif if setoptions 
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Descriptive Statistics 
(. boxplot halfnorm rankits t2val twotailt 

cellstats hist stemleaf tabs vboxplot 
cor max sum tint 
describe min t2int tval 

File usage 
adddatapath console. macroread matwrite spool 
addmacrofile getdata macrowrite readcols vecread 
asciisave getmacros matprint restore write 
batch inforead matread save 

Input 
adddatapath enterchars getmacros matread 
console fromclip inforead readcols 
enter getdata macroread vecread 

Linear and Generalized Linear Model Analysis 
anova glmpred model vars regress screen 
anovapred glmtable nbits regs secoefs 
bcprd ipf poisson resid swp 
coefs isfactor power resvsindex varnames 
contrast logistic power2 resvsrankits xrows 
factor makefactor predtable resvsyhat xvariables 
fastanova manova probit robust yates ( 
glmfit modelinfo regpred samplesize yhat 

LOGICAL Variables 
alltrue anytrue islogic 

Macros 
addmacrofile isfactor ismatrix isscalar macro 
getmacros isgraph ismissing isstruc macro read 
ischar islogic isnull isvector macrousage 
isdefined ismacro isreal keyvalue macrowrite 

Matrix Algebra 
bcprd eigen qr t triunpack 
cholesky eigenvals releigen toeplitz triupper 
det matrices releigenvals trace 
diag matrix svd trideigen 
dmat outer swp trilower 

Miscellaneous 
asciisave ischar ismatrix isvector rename 
edit isdefined ismissing labels restore 
getlabels isfactor isnull list save 
gettime isgraph isreal listbrief shell 
haslabels islogic isscalar macrousage usage 
help ismacro isstruc more 
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Missing Values 
anymissing matprint paste setoptions 
is missing matread print 

Multivariate Analysis 
cluster kmeans manova rotation 

NULL Variables 
anymissing hconcat isnull ndims vconcat 
dim ismissing length save vector 

Operations 
nbits t 

Ordering 
grade match rankits unique 
halfnorm rank sort 

Output 
asciisave matprint paste setoptions write 
error matwrite print spool 
macrowrite more putascii toclip 

Plotting 
addchars boxplot lineplot resvsyhat vboxplot 
addlines chplot plot rowplot 
addpoints colplot resvsindex showplot 
addstrings hist resvsrankits stemleaf 

Probabilities 
cumF cumnor. invbeta invstudrng t2val 
cumbeta cumpoi invchi power tint 
cumbin cumstu invgamma power2 tval 
cumchi cumstudrng invnor samplesize twotailt 
cumgamma invF invstu t2int 

Random Numbers 
getseeds invbeta invgamma rnorm setoptions 
invF invchi invstu runi setseeds 

Regression 
coefs poisson regress resvsrankits secoefs 
glmfit power2 regs resvsyhat wtregress 
glmpred probit resid robust yhat 
logistic regpred resvsindex screen 

Residuals 
resid resvsindex resvsrankits resvsyhat 

Statistical comparisons 
contrast invstu t2val twotailt 
cumstudrng invstudrng tval 
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Structures 
changes tr isstruc split structure 
compnames ncomps strconcat 

Syntax 
alltrue break else if while 
anytrue breakall elseif keyvalue 
batch breakif for macro 

Time Series 
autoreg cprdc himag movavg trideigen 
cconj cprdcj hpolar padto unwind 
cft creal hprdh partacf yulewalker 
cimag erect hprdhj polyroot 
cmplx ctoh hreal reverse 
convolve hconj hrect rft 
cpolar hft htoc rotate 

Transformations 
abs boxcox floor loglO sin 
acos ceiling halfnorm nbits sinh 
asin cos hypot rankits sqrt 
atan cosh lgamma rational tan 
atanh exp log round tanh 

Variables 
array hconcat ismissing nameof trilower 
delete ischar isnull ncols triunpack 
diag isdefined isreal ncomps triupper 
dim isfactor isscalar ndims unique 
dmat isgraph isvector nrows varnames 
getdata islogic length rep vconcat 
getlabels ismacro match run vector 
has labels ismatrix matrix save 
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Appendix B MacAnova on a Macintosh 

B.l Introduction On the Macintosh, all input and non-graphics output occurs in an 
editable, scrollable window, referred to below as a command/ output window. On 
starting up MacAnova, the window is named Untitled-1. 

The line or lines immediately after the last Cmd> prompt are collectively known as the 

command line. When the insertion point (the "I-beam" cursor l) is at the end of the 
command line, pressing Return executes the line. No matter where the insertion point 
is, pressing Enter executes the command line. Until you do either, you can go back and 
edit the command line. Because of the behavior of Enter, you don't need to move back 
to the end of the line to execute it. If you press Return when the insertion point is not at 
the end of the command line, the line is broken but will not execute. 

MacAnova saves up to about 32000 characters in a command/output window. If the 
window gets too full, a new command window named Un tit I e d-2 is opened after 
giving you a chance to save the one you are currently using. You can have up to nine 
such windows at any one time, although only the front most one is active. 

There can also be up to eight graph windows created by graphics commands such as 
boxplot (), plot (), lineplot () and chplot () (Sec. 2.15, 8.5). In addition there may 
be one or two more graph windows, the so called panel windows, each displaying the 
contents in miniature of four of the regular graph windows. When a graph window is 
in front, pressing Return brings the most recently displayed command/ output window 
to the front. 

B.2 Launching MacAnova There are three types of MacAnova icons, the MacAnova 
application icon, an icon for files created by save () or asciisave (), and an icon for 
files created by Saue Output or Saue Output &, Quit on the File menu. 

~ 
Application 

Icon 

[SJ ' z 
Save File 

Icon 

MacAnova may be started up in several ways. 

~ 
Output Window 

Icon 

1. Double clicking the MacAnova Application icon. 

2. Double clicking on a Save File icon. This restores the workspace previously 
saved. 

3. Double clicking on an Output Window icon. This initializes the Command 
Window with commands and output from a previous run. 

4. Selecting both a Save File icon and a Output Window icon and then double 
clicking restores both the previous workspace and previous output. This means 
you can end a session and restore things exactly to how they were at the point you 
quit. 
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Under System 7 or later, you may want to put an alias of MacAnova in the Apple Menu 
Items folder in the System folder or install it in Launcher. ( 

B.3 Menus In addition to the • menu, there are six menus, File, Edit, Windows, 
Command, Options and Font. 

B.3.1 The • menu 
r 

File Edit Windows Command Options Font 

About MacRnoua... Untitled..;t · 
Help 8CH 

Rb out MacRnoua ... brings up a dialog box that includes information about the 
version of MacAnova you are running, as well as some tips for help topics. 

Help is equivalent to typing help (), producing a very brief summary of how to use 
help (). When you select a topic or command name in the window by double clicking 
on it, the item will read something like help( 11 anoua 11

) and selecting it gives you help 
on that topic. You can also select this item by pressing 8CH (Command key together with 
H) or Help. See Sec. 2.9. 

B.3.2 The File menu 

Edit Windows Command Options Font 
Open ... 8CO ntiUed~l 

Cmd> Saue Window 8CS 
Saue Window Rs ... 

Page Setup ... 
Print Window ... 8CP 

Interrupt 8CI 
Go On 

Restore Workspace ... 8CR 
Saue Workspace 8CK 
Saue Workspace Rs ... 

Open Batch File ... 8CB 
Spool Output to File ... 8C8 

Quit 8CQ 

Open ... allows you to load the contents of a previously saved output window, or any 
plain text file, into the current window. It brings up a dialog box for you to select the 
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file. You can also select this item by pressing $0. 

Saue Window saves the front command/output window. The first time you save it, 
you are asked to provide a name in a dialog box. At that point, the name of the 
window changes to the file name. Subsequent use of Saue Window saves it in this 
file without asking you anything. The file written may be printed or edited using any 
word processor such as Microsoft Word or editor such as Simple Text. You can also 
select this item by pressing $S. 

Saue Window Rs ... is like Saue Window, except it always brings up a dialog box for 
you to enter a file name. When a graph window is in front, this item reads Saue 
Graph Rs .... When selected it brings up a dialog box to name a file where the graph is 
written in PICT format. Such a file can be imported into many word processors and 
graphics editors. 

Page Setup ... works just like Page Setup ... in any standard Macintosh program. It 
affects the printing of that type of window, command/output or graph, that is in front 
when it is selected 

Print Window ... prints the command/output window. If you have selected text in 
the command/output window using a mouse, this item will read Print Selection ... 
and just the selected text will be printed. When a graph window is in front, this item 
will read Print Graph ... and the graph window will be printed. You can also select 
this item by pressing a€P. 

Interrupt interrupts any executing command and prints a new prompt. A few 
commands ignore it, so it may not work instantly. You can also select this item by 
pressing $. or $1. 

Go On This is active only when you have drawn a graph when one of the arguments to 
the plotting command is pause: T (Sec. 8.5.2). Selecting Go On ends the pause and 
allows MacAnova to continue. When it is active you can also select this item by 
pressing Return. 

Restore Workspace ... allows you to restore a workspace previously saved by 
save () or asciisave (). Selecting Restore Workspace ... automatically enters 
restore ("") in the command/output window and executes it. This brings up a 
scrolling dialog box for you to select the file. You can also select this item by pressing 
a€R. 

Saue Workspace ... saves the current workspace in a file. If the workspace has not 
been saved previously on the current run, this item automatically enters save ("") in 
the command/ output window and then executes it. This brings up a dialog box for you 
to name the file. If the workspace has been saved previously on the run either using 
the menu or directly typing a save () command, Saue Workspace ... automatically 
enters save () in the command/output window and executes it. This saves the 
workspace on the same file, with the same options. You can also select this item by 
pressing $K. This provides a quick and easy way to play it safe, saving your workspace 
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by pressing ~K every few minutes to minimize your losses in case of a crash. See Sec. 
2.17, 7.7. ( 

Saue Workspace Rs ... automatically enters save ("") in the command/ output 
window. This brings up a dialog box for you to name the file, even if you have 
previously saved the workspace. 

Open Batch File ... automatically enters batch ( 11
") in the command/output 

window. This brings up a dialog box for you to select a file of MacAnova commands to 
be executed. See Sec. 7.6. You can also select this item by pressing ~e (~ Option o) 

Spool Output to File ... automatically enters spool ( 11 
") in the command/output 

window. This brings up a dialog box for you to name a file where all commands and 
output are echoed. Once such a "spool" file has been started, the menu entry changes to 
Stop Spooling or Resume Spooling. Either automatically enters spool () in the 
command/output window, toggling the spooling of commands and output off and on. 
See Sec. 2.16. You can also select this item by pressing ~B (~Options). 

Quit terminates MacAnova. Alternatively you can type quit, bye, stop or end. A 
dialog box normally gives you a chance to save your workspace and any 
command/output windows. If you press the option key while selecting Quit or type 
quit ( F) , MacAnova terminates immediately without giving any chance to save stuff. 
You can also select this item by pressing ~Q. 

B.3.3 The Edit menu 

• File Windows 
§Iii Undo Typing 

Cmd> 
Cut 
Copy 
Paste 

Command Options 

~2 titled-1 

~H 
~c 
~u 

Copy to End ~/ 
Copy and EHecute ~\ 

Up History 
Down History 

Font 

The first menu item is generally referred to as Undo or Redo and you can select it by 
pressing ~Z. However it actually is labelled one of Undo Output, Undo Typing, Undo 
Paste, Undo Cut, Redo Output, Redo Typing or Can't Undo. It provides a limited 
facility for undoing your previous action. Immediately after executing a command 
line, Undo Output deletes any output back to the end of the just executed command 
line. This is useful if you made a typing error. Hit ~z, make the correction, and press 
Enter to redo the command. If instead, you immediately select Redo Output again, the 
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deleted output is restored. Similarly, after typing anything, Undo Typing deletes what 
you have typed or, if your typing deleted something, restores it. After pasting 
something (Paste on the Edit menu), Undo Paste removes what was pasted and 
restores anything that may have been deleted. After cutting a selection (Cut on the 
Edit menu), Undo Cut restores what was deleted. 

When the Command Window is in front, Cut, Copy, and Paste do just what you 
expect in a Macintosh program. When a graphics window is in front, only Copy is 
effective, copying the entire graph to the Clipboard. 

Copy to End When text is selected in the command/output window, Copy to End 
inserts a copy the selected text at the end of the command line. You can then edit it, if 
necessary, before executing it. You can also select this item by pressing~/ or function 
key FS. 

Copy and EHecute is active only when text anywhere before the start of the 
command line has been selected using the mouse. The selected text is copied to the end 
of the command line followed by Return; in most cases this executes the entire 
command line including what was copied. This provides a quick way to re-execute 
previous commands. 

If no text before the command line is selected, this menu entry reads simply EHecute. 
When EHecute is selected, Return is added to the end of the command line and the 
insertion point is moved there. This executes the line unless there is an incomplete 
quoted string (Sec. 2.5) or compound command (Sec. 9.2.1). You can also select this item 
by pressing ~\, function key F6 or Enter. 

Up History and Down History recall previous commands to the command line 
where they can be executed, possibly after modification. Each selection of Up History 
moves backward one command line while each later selection of Down History 
moves forward. Pressing F7 or Option i activates Up History; pressing FB or Option t 
activates Down History. The number of lines you can go back is controlled by option 
history. See Sec. 8.1.3 and B.6.4. 
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B.3.4 The Windows menu 

ii File Edit ""'-.-• Command Options Font 

tled-1 ~-
Cmd> I Close 

New Window sgN 

Graph 1 sg1 
Graph 2 sg2 
Graph 3 sg3 
Graph 4 ~4 
Graph 5 ~5 
Graph 6 gg6 
Graph 7 ~7 
Graph 8 ~8 
Panel 1-4 sgG 
PanelS-8 

✓ Untitled-1 
Untitled-2 

Scroll To Top 
Go To End 
Go To Prompt 
Page Up 
Page Down 

sgT 
sgE 
sgn 
sgu 
sgo 

Hide hides the front window; it can be made visible again by selecting its entry on its 
menu. 

Close closes the front window, removing it entirely. It is equivalent to clicking in the 
Close box of the window. You are given a chance to save the contents of a 
command/ output window being closed but you can bypass this by pressing the Option 
key while closing. You may also select Close by pressing sgw_ 

Neither Hide or Close are active when the front window is the only command/output 
window. 

New Window creates a new command/output window with name Untitled-n 
where n is an integer, and adds its name to the Windows menu. You can have up to 
9 such windows open at any one time. The only other way a new command/output 
window is created is when you overflow the capacity of a window. You may also select 

( 

( 

New Window by pressing sgN. ( 

Entries Graph 1 through Graph 8 bring one of the graph windows to the front. If an 
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entry is "grayed out" it means the window doesn't exist. There are three graph 
windows in use in the example menu. You can select these from the keyboard by 
pressing ~1, ~2, ... , or ~8. 

Panel 1-4 and Panel 5-8 bring the panel windows to the front. Each displays in 
miniature up to four of the regular graph windows. Here is an example of a partially 
filled panel window. When a panel window is not in front, pressing ~G brings to the 
front the panel window associated with the most recently displayed regular graph 
window; when a panel window is in front, ~G switches to the other panel window, if 
any. 

5~ Panel of Graphs l 4 -~ .. ,. 
111:d. ..S.tU YI 111:d. 11111H ,_ ILO• :a::l.1 hh Ht:d. 11111-t• YI 111:d. 11111-t• , .. IL ■ IIE :a::l.1 t,t:J . 

A . . 
,. I I 

I I I 
I ,. 

I I I • ,. 
I I I: I: I I I ,. 

I 
I ,. ,. I I I I I I 
I ,. ,.,. 

t I .. , I I \ I 
I 

,. ,.,. I I 

• l • I ,.,.,. ,. • I ■■ i ■■ ■•'■ 
1 

,. ,. ,.,.,. ,. I ■ I 1 I I I I I I I I I I : I ,.,. • I I! I I •• I I I ,. ,.,. ,. • ■ I ■ I I I 1 • I .. ,. ,.,. I • • I 
• ■ I 

f. .... ,. ,.,.,. • I ■ ■ I ■ I I ■ I I I I I - • I 

• ,. 
I ■ I I I I I • • I I 

t I I I I I I I I I I I 

' • I -• I I • I I I 
I I ■ I I • . . . I • Ill • I 

I • • ,. ,. ,. I I • 
*" i~!i 1'*" ~* 

,. 
• • ,. 

. ~ . ,. 
• 

•• I I I. I • I .I . •• I •• I I I. I I I. I . •• I 
111:A 1■111U Ht:d.11111U 

■■t:d. ..S.tt• YI 111:d. 11111t• ,_ ILi.iE :a::l.1 t>l:J ... . . . . 
I I I 

I I I I I I 
I ■ I 
I 11 I I I 

• I I • I .. • I I I • • ■ I I I I I I • ■ I 
t I I 

• I I I 

1 :Lo I I I I ■ I ■ I I I I 
I • I I ■ • I I ■ I I I I I .. I I I I 

f. I I I • • ■ I I I ■ I 
t 

• ,. 
I• ■ 

,. ,.,. ,. ,. ,.,. ,. ,.,. ,. ,. AAAA AAA.A AA ,. . . ... I ■.I I I .I . •• I 
111:d. 11111t• 

Below the graph and panel window entries is a list of all the open command/ output 
windows. In the example, there are two - Untitled-1 and Untitled-2. The one 
where any output is printed is checked. Selecting an entry in this list brings the 
corresponding window to the front. Pressing ~M always switches to one of the 
windows in this list. 

-
ii 

The last five entries on the Windows menu are active only when a command/output 
window is in front. 

Scroll To Top scrolls to the start of the text, but does not change the selection point. 
You can also select this item by pressing 8€1 or Home. 

Go To End scrolls to the end of the text in the command/output window and moves 
the selection point there. You can also select this item by pressing ~E or End. 
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Go To Prompt moves the insertion point to the beginning of the command line, 
immediately after the prompt, scrolling the command/ output window if necessary to 
bring the prompt into view. You can also select this item by pressing 3€A. 

Page Up and Page Down scroll the command/output window back and forward a 
screenful at a time. You can also select Page Up by pressing 3€U or Page up and Page 
Down by pressing 3€0 or Page down. 

B.3.5 The Command menu 
~ 
• File Edit Windows 

Cmd> 
+ listbrief(real:T,char:T,logic:T) 3€L 

list(real:T,char:T,logic:T) 
regress("") 
anoua(" ") 

+ resusrankits() 
+ resusyhatO 
+ resusindeHO 

describe() 

Edit Commands brings up the following dialog box so that you can change any or all 
of the commands in the last 8 lines of the Comm and menu. 
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Make Changes, Then Click OK 

l i st brief( real : T, char: T, logic: T) 

l i st (real : T, char: T, logic: T) 

regress("") 

anova("") 

resvsrankits() 

resvsyhat() 

jresvsindex() 

I describe() 

[ Cancel ] OK 

NL? 

18) 

□ 
□ 
□ 
18) 

18) 

18) 

□ 

You can change any of the eight entries. Check the box at the right if a Return should 
automatically be added to the command. When your change or changes are complete, 
click on OK or press Return 

The last 8 items in the Command menu are predefined commands that are copied to 
the command line by selecting them with the mouse. A ♦ in the left margin indicates 
that the command will be followed by Return, resulting in immediate execution. If ♦ is 
absent, you can edit the command after it is copied. The selection point will be inside a 
set of empty parenthesis (describe()) or inside empty quotation marks (anoua(" ")). 
Thus selecting resusrankits() results in an immediate residuals versus normal scores 
plot (Sec. 3.17), while selecting anoua(" ") allows you to specify a model. You can 
replace or modify any of these commands using item Edit Commands. If you want to 
do anything complicated you should probably write a macro to do what you want (see 
Sec. 9.3) and have only the macro invocation in the menu. You can also select these 
items from the keyboard by pressing 3€0ption 1, 3€0ption 2, ... or 3€0ption 8. 
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B.3.6 The Options menu 
· • File Edit Windows Command 

Untitl 
Cmd> 

Opti s ~ Font 
Sigmficant Digits 
Output Formats 
Random # Seeds 
Angle Units 
GLM Options 
Batch Options 
Other Options 

Selecting an item from the Options menu brings up a dialog box that allows you to set 
one or more of the options that can be set by set options () (Sec. 8.1.3). In fact, once 
you have clicked the OK button in the dialog box, the appropriate setoptions () is 
automatically entered in the command/ output window and executed. 

Significant Digits 

Default Significant Digits 

( Cancel ) 
-

OK D 

This generates command setoptions (nsig :n), where n is the value in the box. 
This sets the default number of significant digits in printed output to n. 

Output Formats 

Set Output Format 

Which Format: O Write and matwrite ('wformat') 
@ Other output ('format') 

Type: 
@ Floating point ('g') 

O FiHed point ('f') 

Width: 

Significant Digits: 
D 
E] 

Print Missing Ualues Rs _I M_IS_S_I_N_G _____ _....I 

( Cancel ) ( Set Default ) OK B 
This sets the default formats for output. The format you specify while Write and 
matwrite ('wformat') is selected applies to write () and matwrite (), while the 
format specified while Other output ('format') is checked applies to print () , 
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matprint (), and most other output. See Sec. 7.4 and 8.1.3. Any value you supply for 
Print Missing Ualues Rs changes option missing. Clicking the Set Default button 
restores the default formats. 

Random # seeds 

Set Random Number Seeds 

Seed 1 

Seed 2 

( Cancel ) 

I21 sa22009 1 

K OK D 

This generates the command set options (seeds: vector (n1 , n2 ) ) , where n1 and 
n2 are the numbers in the two boxes. It initializes the seeds used by the random 
number generating functions runi ( ) and rnorm ( ) (Sec. 2.13.1). 

Angle Units 

0 Degrees 

Set Units For Angles @ Cycles 

0 Radians 

( Cancel ) 

This generates the command setoptions (angles: units), where units is one of 
"degrees", "cycles" or "radians". This determines the units assumed for 
arguments to cos (), sin (), tan (), (Sec. 2.8.6), hrect () and erect () (Sec. 5.2.4), and 
for values computed by acos (), asin (), a tan (), hpolar () and cpolar (). The 
correspondence is 1 cycle = 360° = 2JC radians. 
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GLM Options 

Set Regression, RNOUR and GLM Options 

Print P-Ualues O Yes @ No 

Print F-Statistics QYes @No 

( Cancel ) ¢ OK J 
This generates the command setoptions {pvalues: Tor F, f stats: Tor F), with T 
corresponding to Yes and F corresponding to No. 

Batch Options 

Set Options For batch() 

Error Limit: l•I 
( Cancel ) 

@Echo 

0 No Echo 

¢ OK J 
This generates the command setoptions (batchecho :Tor F, errors :n), with T 
corresponding to Echo, F corresponding to No Echo and n the number in the Error 
Limit box. See Sec. 7,6 and 8.2. 
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Other Options 

Set Other Options 

Rlways Make "Dumb" Plots QYes @No 

Print WARNING Messages @Yes QNo 

restore() Deletes Uariables QYes @No 

Scroll Back Rfter Commands QYes @No 

Prompt Cmd> 

Lines To Remember 150 
:======== 

Limit For while() Loops I 1 000 ________ __. 

( Cancel ] 

This generates a setoptions () command to set some or all of options dumbplot, 
warning, restoredel, scrollback, prompt, history and rnaxwhile. Yes and No 
translate to T and F, respectively. See Sec. 8.1.3. 

When you resize a command/output window, options width and height are 
automatically changed (see Sec. 8.1.3). These options affect the number of items printed 
in a line, the size of "dumb" plots and the default size of a stern and leaf display. 

B.3.7 The Font Menu 
~ File Edit Windows 

1 O Point 
D~ rPmnrnu 
14 Point 
18 Point 
20 Point 
24 Point 
36 Point 

Chicago 
Courier 
Geneua 
Heluetica 

✓ McROUMonaco 
Monaco 
New York 
Palatino 
Symbol 
Times 

The Font menu allows you to change the font and font size of everything in the front 
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command/output window. It also affects the font used in any new window created by 
New Window on the Windows menu. The submenu shown is visible only when 
you select the Size item. The entries in ®OOUO □ OU@ form are the sizes available for the 
checked font. Except in unusual circumstances (we can't think of any), the font chosen 
should be non-proportional, that is, all characters having the same width. Of the 
standard Macintosh fonts, only Courier and Monaco fill the bill. The default font is 
McAOVMonaco which is built in to MacAnova. It is a special version of Monaco 
modified so that all characters have distinct shapes so you will be less likely to confuse 
0 (oh) and O (zero) or 1 (one), 1 (el) and I (eye). 

You can also change fonts using setoptions (). For example, 

Cmd> setoptions(font: "Courier 18") 

sets the font to Courier with size 18. An equivalent command would be 

Cmd> setoptions (font: "Courier", fontsize: 18) 

B.4 Graph windows When a plotting command is executed, a new graph window is 
created, up to a maximum of eight, not counting the panel windows. The appropriate 
panel window is also updated, Panel 1-4 if the window is one of Graph 1, ... , Graph 
4, and Panel 5-8 for Graph 5, ... , Graph 8. If you bring a panel window to the front 
and click on one of the "panes", it brings to the front the full regular graph window 
corresponding to the pane. You can also bring a graph window to the front by pressing, 
say, 8€2 (command key together with 2), which would bring Graph 2 to the front. You 
can bring a panel window to the front or toggle between panel windows by pressing 8€6. 

When you try to plot something when all eight graph windows are already in use, 
MacAnova prints 

ERROR: graph windows full - delete a graph and type showplot() 

Before any more plots can be made, you will have to close at least 1 graph window. 
When you have freed up a window, type showplot () and the graph you wanted will 
appear there. Alternatively, you can direct the plot to a specific window by, for example, 

Cmd> showplot(window:3) # see Sec. 8.5.2 

If the window specified is in use, its contents will be replaced. window: O specifies that 
the plot will be drawn in the window most recently drawn in. 

When you close a graph window, the appropriate panel window is updated. If you 
close all the regular graph windows associated with a panel window, the panel window 
also goes away. 

When a regular graph window or panel window is in front, selecting Copy on the Edit 
menu (8€C) copies the entire graph to the Clipboard. From there it can be pasted into 
the Scrapbook, or into a word processor or graphics editor window. 

When file: f ileName is an argument to a plotting command, Postscript is written to 
the named file (see Sec. 8.5.4). As always f ileName can be 11 11

, bringing up a dialog box 
for you to name the file. With the right program (Drop•PS is distributed with 
MacAnova), the file can be printed directly on a LaserWriter. 
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When both file: f ileName and ps: Fare arguments to a plotting command, a PICT 
format representation of the graph is written to the file instead of Postscript. Such a file 
can be imported into many word processors and graphics editing programs. 

When screendump: fileName is an argument, the graph is plotted and simultaneously 
a PICT representation of the graph is written to the file. 

B.5 Location of files All files associated with MacAnova should be in the same folder as 
the MacAnova application itself. The most important of these are the help file 
MacAnova. hlp and the start up file MacAnova. ini (see Sec. 7.8.1). In addition, the 
macro files distributed with MacAnova, MacAnova .mac, Tser .mac and Design .mac 
should also be in this same folder. If they are somewhere else, say in folder MacAnova 
Macros on disk Macintosh Hard Disk, you should add the following line to the start 
up file MacAnova. ini (see Sec. 2.11.6). 

adddatapath("Macintosh Hard Disk:MacAnova Macros:") 

Your own data or macro files can be in any folder although you may want to add a 
similar line to your start up file so that MacAnova can find them. Files created by 
save () m asciisave () or spool (), or by Saue on the File menu can also go 
anywhere. 

B.6 Other features 

B.6.1 Interrupting MacAnova Some operations such as listing the values in a long 
vector or a large analysis of variance may take a long time to complete. If you wish to 
interrupt MacAnova during a long operation, select Interrupt from the File menu or 
press 8€. or 8€1. MacAnova may take a few moments to respond but then will stop what 
it is doing, print 

***** Interrupt ***** 

and then print a Cmd> prompt. 

B.6.2 Running other programs while in MacAnova You can run other programs 
without quitting MacAnova. If you are running under System 7 or later or under 
Multifinder on earlier systems, just click on the desk top to return to the finder and 
start another application up in the usual manner. If you are not using Multifinder or 
System 7 or later, you are limited to executing Desk Accessories (DA's) installed in your 
ti menu. 

Command shell () is not implemented on the MacIntosh. 

B.6.3 Editing Macros You can edit a macro in at least two ways. 

(a) Write the macro to a file using, say, 

Cmd> macrowrite(fileName,mymacro) 

(Sec. 7.5.2) and then use an editor or word processor to edit the file. Update the name 
line if the number of lines in the macro has changed and then save it as a text file when 
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you are done. Return to MacAnova (or restart it if necessary) and read the macro back 
in using 

Cmd> macroread(fileName, "mymacro") 

It is a good idea to print it (just type its name) to make sure all of it was read. 

(b) Print it to the command/output window by, for example, 

Cmd> macrowrite(CONSOLE, mymacro) 

This prints the macro exactly as it would appear on a file. Make any changes needed, 
including modifying the name line if the number of lines changes. Then use the 
mouse to select the entire macro, including the name line (click at the start and then, 
while holding down the Shift key, click at the end). Select Copy on the File menu (or 
press ~C) and execute the following: 

Cmd> mymacro <- macroread(string:CLIPBOARD) 

This "reads" the revised macro from the Clipboard. Instead of changing the line count 
on the name line, you might delete the line count from the name line and add 

%name_of_macro% 

as a separate line at the end of the macro, where name_of_macro is the same as the 
name on the name line (in the example, it would be mymacro). See Sec. 7.5.1. 

You might find it convenient to first create a new window for editing macros using 
New Window on the Windows menu and then do all your editing there. 

B.6.4 Using keys to move around the command/output window You can use the 
arrow keys(~, i, ➔ or t) to move the insertion point in the obvious way. Pressing~ 
while using an arrow key moves to the left ( ~) or right ( ➔) end of the line or to the top 
(i) or bottom ( J,) of the screen. Option ~ moves one "word" to the left and Option ➔ 
moves one "word" to the right. If you hold the shift key down while moving with the 
arrow keys, everything the cursor moves over is selected. 

Option i and Option J, do not move the insertion point; they recall previously executed 
commands to the command line. See B.6.5. 

If your keyboard lacks arrow keys, you can still move the insertion point without 
touching the mouse. Use ~B (Back) and ~F (Forward) instead of~ and ➔, respectively 

Items Scroll To Top and 60 To End on the Windows menu scroll to the start or end 
of the Command window, respectively. They are selected by Home or 3€1 (Top) and End 
or ~E (End), respectively. Go To End puts the insertion point at the end; Scroll To Top 
does not move the insertion point. 

Items Page Up and Page Down on the Windows menu scroll back and forward a 
screenful without moving the insertion point. Page Up is activated by Page up or ~U 
(Up) and Page Down by Page down or ~D (Down). 

Finally, 60 To Prompt (~R) on the Windows menu moves the insertion point to 
immediately after the prompt, before the command line if anything has already been 
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typed. 

B.6.5 Recalling previous commands Starting with version 4.04, you can recall previous 
commands to the command line using the keyboard. Repeated use of Option i recalls 
earlier and earlier commands. If you go too far, you can move forward with Option J,. 
The number of commands that are remembered is determined by the value of option 
history (see Sec. 8.1.3); the default value is 50. It can be changed by item Other 
Options on the Options menu. For compatibility with the Windows and Motif 
versions, you can use function keys F7 and F8 instead of Option i and Option J,. 

B.6.6 "Console" input on the Macintosh You can use CONSOLE in place of a file name 
on functions vecread (), ma tread () and rnacroread (). For example, 

Crnd> vecread(CONSOLE) 

brings up the following dialog box. 

Type numbers or'?' separated by spaces and terminated by '!' 

u OK 

After you click OK, another dialog box appears: 

Enter up to 500 characters. Click Done to end 

[ Done ] nNeHt LineD 
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You can type anything that can be read by vecread (). When you press Return or click 
on Ne Ht Line, what you have typed is passed on to vecread ( ) , and the dialog box 
reappears. This keeps happening until you type"!" or click on Done. If you press 8€ 
together with Return, an end of line is entered but is not yet passed on to vecread (). 

After ma tread (CONSOLE), the message in the first dialog box is 

Type header, followed by data 

After macroread (CONSOLE) , the message in the first dialog box is 

Type header, followed by macro 

You then type a data set or a macro in the form prescribed in Sec. 7.1 and 7.5.1. 

B.7 Non-interactive mode If you prefer non-interactive statistical computing, you can 
use MacAnova's non-interactive mode. You enable this by holding down the 
command key (8€) while launching MacAnova. When you do, the following dialog box 
appears. 

la MacRnoua4.0 Folder ..-1 
L]Oata • 
~ Design.hip 
fJ Design.mac 
B MacAnoua.dat 
fJ MacAnoua.hlp 

Saue spooled output as: 

II 

C)KB3 

[ [j~~c1 ] 

[ Desktop ] 

[ Cancel ] 

This is the same dialog box as is produced by selecting Spool Output To File ... on the 
File menu. It allows you to name a file to which all echoed commands and output are 
to be written. Since such a file is required in non-interactive mode, clicking Cancel 
means execution will be in ordinary interactive mode. 

Whether you click on Saue or Cancel you will be presented with a dialog box to select 
a file of MacAnova commands to execute, exactly as if you selected Open Batch File ... 
on the File menu. In non-interactive mode, any attempts to use spool () are ignored 
and any plotting commands will produce "dumb" plots. 

Provided you didn't select Cancel on the first dialog box, the following dialog box will 
then appear and remain until the run is done. 
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~ Macnnoua Non- I nteractiue Mode ~ 

( Interrupt ) 

You can click on Interrupt at any time, although another dialog box gives you a 
chance to change your mind. When the run is over you are given an opportunity to 
save the workspace. 

If you did click on Cance I in the first dialog box, the file of commands you specified 
will be executed as if you had used batch (). Echoed commands and output go in the 
command/output window. After the last command in the file, a prompt is printed and 
you can continue interactively. 

B.8 Miscellaneous information 

B.8.1 Compilers MacAnova for the Power Macintosh (Motorola PPC 60x processor) is 
compiled using Metrowerks Code Warrior C compiler. It will not run on an original 
type Macintosh, such as a Macintosh SE 30 or Ilsi, that has a Motorola 68000, 68030 or 
68040 processor. 

MacAnova for the original type Macintosh is compiled using MPW C. It comes in two 
versions, one using Motorola 68020 and 68881 math coprocessor instructions and one, 
the no coprocessor version, that will run on a any 680xx computer. They work 
identically, but the coprocessor version is much faster. They require System 4.2 or later 
and at least 1 megabyte of ram. The non coprocessor version will work on a Power 
Macintosh but will be much slower than the version specifically compiled for the PPC 
processor. 

B.8.2 Distribution of MacAnova As distributed, the PPC version has name of the form 
MacAnova4. Ox. YYMMDDp, where 4 . Ox is the version number and YYMMDD is the date 
(for example 9 7 O 315) of compilation. Similarly the coprocessor and no coprocessor 
versions have names of the form MacAnova4 . Ox. YYMMDDc and 
MacAnova4. Ox. YYMMDDn, respectively. 

MacAnova for the Macintosh is distributed in the form of self extracting archive (SEA) 
files. When such a file is executed, copies of the original files are created in a folder 
selected using a dialog box. MV404Aux.n.sea, where n is the release number, creates 
various auxiliary files including help and macro files, plus sample versions of a data 
and start up file. You need these for any version. The PPC, coprocessor and no 
coprocessor Macanova applications are obtained by executing MV404ppc.4.sea, 
MV404coproc.4.sea and MV404nocoproc.4.sea, respectively. You probably need only 
one of these. 

You can obtain the most recent release of any of these versions through the MacAnova 
home page with URL 

http:/ /www.stat.umn.edu/ ~gary /macanova/macanova.home.html. 
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If you prefer to use ftp, the Macintosh files are in 

ftp://ftp.stat.umn.edu/ pub/ macanova/ mac. 

They are encoded in Binhex form (extension Hqx) which is automatically expanded by 
most browsers and some ftp programs. Read file readme. txt for installation 
instructions. 

Diskettes and a printed manual are available for nominal cost in the University of 
Minnesota Bookstore· on the St. Paul Campus. 

B.8.3 How to contact the authors Our US mail and email address are 

Gary W. Oehlert (gary@stat.umn.edu) and Christopher Bingham (kb@stat.umn.edu) 
Department of Applied Statistics 
University of Minnesota 
352 Classroom Office Building 
1994 Buford A venue 
St. Paul, MN 55108-6042 
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